Benefits included with every JSA authenticated item:

JSA Letter's of Authenticity are guaranteed to be accepted by all collectors, dealers, and auction houses worldwide, or your submission fee will be reimbursed.

JSA is an eBay approved autograph authenticator.

Increased value and a confident buyer for faster sale of autographed memorabilia.

JSA's extensive autograph exemplar database is second to none in the autograph industry.

Peace of mind that your memorabilia is deemed authentic and ready to be sold, passed along to a family member, or cherished forever.

Secure, virtually impossible to replicate proprietary watermark JSA Letter of Authenticity with corresponding high-resolution image and a unique alpha-numeric certification sticker.

Quick and simple online confirmation of your JSA certification number.

All JSA Letters of Authenticity are fully transferable without resubmission.

JSA's services are utilized by more major auction houses than any other autograph authentication company.

www.SpenceLOA.com
Welcome to Huggins and Scott Auctions, the Nation's fastest growing Sports & Americana Auction House. With this catalog, we are presenting another extensive list of sports cards and memorabilia, plus an array of historically significant Americana items. We hope you enjoy this.

VERY IMPORTANT: Due to size constraints and the cost factor in the print version of most catalogs, we are unable to include all pictures and elaborate descriptions on every single lot in the auction. However, our website has no limitations, so we have added many more photos and a much more elaborate description on virtually every item on our website. Well worth checking out if you are serious about a lot!

WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM

Here's how we are running our April 9, 2015 auction:

BIDDING BEGINS: Monday March 30, 2015 at 12:00pm Eastern Time

Our auction was designed years ago and still remains geared toward affordable vintage items for the serious collector. We describe and photograph each item in the most clear and easy to understand way possible. However, WE LOVE QUESTIONS! Call us anytime at 301-608-0355. Always leave a message if you get our machine. It's always the first thing we check everyday.

REGISTRATION: You must pre-register to bid. You can do this over the phone at 301-608-0355 or online at www.hugginsandscott.com. Should you choose the online method and have any problems, please call us for assistance. Our normal business hours are Monday-Friday 10-6pm EST. Weekends by appointment only.

Once registered you will need to confirm your email address by following the link in the confirmation email that is automatically sent to your email address that you register with. At the time of registration, you will create a User ID and Password, that you are responsible for; you will use that same User ID and Password every time you log into our site for this and all future auctions. Bidding is done online or by telephone. ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN TIME

3-STEP BIDDING PROCESS:

STEP 1) Initial Bids

NOTE: our countdown clock on each lot is synchronized by Network Time Protocol to eastern time. The clock is set to reach 0d 0h 0m 0s at 11:30pm eastern time, which is when the lot would end if no additional bids are placed on the lot. If you have not bid on the lot, you will need to place your first bid by the time the countdown clock reaches 0d 1h 30m 0s. If you have any questions, please ask in advance!

You must place an acceptable, initial bid on an item by 10:00 pm on the night the item ends, in order to proceed to STEP 2. A way to check if your bid was accepted is to go to “My Bid List”. If the item you bid on is listed there, you are in. You can now sort your bid list by which lots you hold the current high bid for, and which lots you have been outbid on. IF YOU HAVE NOT PLACED A BID ON AN ITEM BEFORE 10:00 pm EST (on the night the item ends), YOU CANNOT BID ON THAT ITEM AFTER 10:00 pm EST, in the extended bidding session (STEP 2). However, at 10:00 pm on April 9th, if you are the only bidder on an item that ends that day, that item will close and you will be declared the winner. We cannot stress enough; you will want to get your bids in early. For example, once you get your catalog, if you were to place a bid (even if you get outbid by another bidder) on every item that you are interested in, you are good to go and will be allowed to bid at the end of the auction, without the possibility of being shutout.

STEP 2) Extended Bidding Session

Between 10:00 pm and 11:00 pm is our “extended bidding session”. This period of bidding is getting you ready for the end. You are welcome to continue placing bids on any item that you have previously bid on, but you may not jump in on a new item during this time.

STEP 3) Unique Auction Ending Style

Now adopted by most major auction houses; You're Welcome! Years ago, for some unknown reason, most other auction houses adopted the procedure to end entire auctions all at one time. Our way is much more bidder friendly. Here's how it works: Bidders have our catalog for roughly two weeks prior to the auction's end, giving them ample opportunity to place an initial bid before 10:00 pm on the item's end date. Lots will then begin closing at 11:00pm on their respective end date. If only one bid has been received and the clock strikes 10:00pm, the lot will officially close and the lone bidder will be declared the winner. If there have been two or more bids on a particular item, that item will remain open until 30 minutes have passed without any additional bids on that item. A 30-minute timer is provided for each lot and will be automatically reset every time a new bid is made on that lot. If you up your own high bid in the last 30-minutes, the 30-minute clock will NOT reset. This is now available in real time on our website. You will want to hit the "REFRESH" button on your computer as the clock counts down, as our system will not automatically show an increase in bids. Bids on items will continue to be accepted between 10:00 pm and 11:00 pm from any bidder that has bid on the item prior to 10:00 pm (Extended Bidding Session). Based on these rules, no lot with two or more bids prior to 10:00 pm can close prior to 11:30 pm ET.
BIDDING INCREMENTS:
If the current bid is $X, the Bid increment is $Y:
- $50 - $249: $10.00
- $250 - $499: $25.00
- $500 - $999: $50.00
- $1,000 - $2,499: $100.00
- $2,500 - $4,999: $250.00
- $5,000 - $9,999: $500.00
- $10,000 - $24,999: $1,000.00
- $25,000 - $49,999: $2,500.00
- $50,000+: $5,000.00

Here are some examples:

a) Two bidders named A & B are the only two who have bid on Lot 420 prior to 10:00 pm on the day that the lot ends. Only Bidder B & B can bid on Lot 420 after 10:00 pm. At 11:00 pm, Bidder A was the high bidder on Lot 420. If no one else bids before 11:30 pm, Bidder A will win the auction. If, however, Bidder B bids again at 11:27pm, the new end time for Lot 420 is 11:57 pm, giving Bidder A another 30 minutes to raise his bid. No other auction lots are affected by A & B's bidding on Lot 420.
b) If Bidder A was the only bidder on Lot 420 at 10:00 pm, he automatically wins the lot at 11:00pm.

This format accomplishes two very bidder-friendly things: it prevents snipers, as once you bid the clock resets for 30 minutes even if you bid with 1 second left. Also, it allows people to know they have won an item without having to wait for every item in the auction to close.

We are sure that once you read and use this bidder-friendly Auction Ending style, you'll appreciate, as we do, that it is just "a better mousetrap." However should you have any questions about this procedure, PLEASE call us: 301-608-0355. A few examples for those of you that may not understand:
a) If an item has an opening bid of $200 and does not have a bid, you can click on the drop box and you have the option at bidding $200, $210, $220, $230, $240, $250, $275, $300, $325, $350, $375, $400, $425, $450, $475, $500, $550, $600 and so on.
b) If an item's bid currently stands at $1800, your options for bidding are $1900, $2000, $2100, $2200, $2300, $2400, $2500, $2750, $3000 and so on.

Let's say an item currently stands at $750. You enter a max bid of $850 and the system comes back and says that you've been outbid and the current bid is now $850. Simply, this means that the other bidder's max was also $850, that they placed BEFORE YOU PLACED YOUR BID, and one more bid will make you the current high bidder. You can enter the next acceptable bid of $900 and you will be the current high bid.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
We accept personal checks, business checks, money orders, bank checks, and cash. We WILL accept Paypal for auction items (if pre-authorized before the auction ends. Call or email for details). We DO NOT accept credit cards for auction winnings!

FOLLOWING THE AUCTION
We will send winning bidders an email as well as written invoices the week following the auction. Payment is requested within 15 days from the end of the auction. Extremely late or non-payments may result in the revocation of bidding privileges for future auctions. Please note: when you bid on an item, you are entering a legally binding contract, indicating that you will pay for your items, plus the buyers' premium and any additional associated fees (sales tax, shipping, insurance, collection agency fees, etc.). You are responsible for any and all bids placed with your User ID and password. We will sell your debt to a collection agency if you fail to make payment.

MORE ABOUT OUR AUCTION
1) All items are sold AS IS to the highest bidder

2) Buyer's Premium and Sales Tax - Please note our BUY-ERS PREMIUM is 19-1/2% of the hammer price. This means if an item sells for $1000, the winning bidder will pay ($1195.00 plus shipping, handling and insurance). This is added to the item before any sales tax (6%), which is applicable to all Maryland residents ONLY!

3) No one who is currently employed with Huggins and Scott or House of Cards may bid on any items in any Huggins and Scott Auctions. However, the auction house and its employees may consign items to the auction.

4) "Items With Reserves" feature slightly modified:
We have expanded and modified the "items with reserves" feature for this auction. Now, the items with reserves are noted with a red outline around the lot and the words "ITEM WITH RESERVE" heading above the lot. They will also appear in the appropriate category section based on the item. The reason we have started this is to allow us to offer more unique and special items, while also giving our consignors the assurance that the items will at least reach a certain minimum. All items with reserves will have an opening bid and an estimated value range. The reserve bid on any item will never be greater than the low value in the estimated range. By starting the bidding below the reserve price it will allow our bidders to get their initial bids in prior to the 10:00pm cutoff time for "initial bids" on the final day of the auction and then all eligible bidders can decide what they want their final bid to be on that day. The items will have a statement in the bid box on our website saying either "Reserve Not Met" or "Reserve Met". Those two phrases should be self-explanatory. If you are entering a ceiling bid on one of these items and your ceiling bid exceeds the reserve, the computer will only take you to the value that equals the reserve. The remaining amount of your ceiling bid will be kept hidden to everyone but you. If the item ends with the "reserve not met" the item will be deemed "passed" with a zero sale price. We are trying to make this a simple and easy-to-understand feature in our auction; should you have any questions, concerns or comments on this new venture, we welcome your feedback.

5) Shipping - Is the buyer's responsibility. We will work with you on larger lots to find the best way. All items must be fully paid for, including shipping and insurance, before they will be sent out. We strongly encourage any local bidders to pick up their winnings at our Office or at the House of Cards. International bidders should contact us prior to sending payment to discuss specific shipping options.

6) Return Policy - ALL LEGITIMATE RETURNS OR CREDIT REQUESTS MUST BE BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION WITHIN 30 DAYS OF RECEIPT OF YOUR ITEMS! AFTER 30 DAYS, THERE ARE NO REFUNDS, EXCHANGES OR CREDITS! ALSO, THE ENTIRE LOT MUST BE INTACT AND IN THE SAME FORM AS WHEN IT WAS SOLD IN ORDER TO RECEIVE ANY CREDIT OR REFUND CONSIDERATIONS - NO EXCEPTIONS!!
We have conservatively graded most items, however we strongly encourage you to ask specific questions or better yet, come view the items you are interested in. If you are unsure of anything, ask, then bid. We reserve the right to make any changes from the print catalog on our website. Any changes that are made, we will notify all who have placed bids on that item by email.

7) Bidding Privileges - Huggins and Scott LLC reserves the right to revoke any bidder privileges for what we deem as unethical behavior.

PLEASE NOTE: Once a bid is placed, we CANNOT retract it. We have two safeguards to make sure that you are aware of the bid that you are placing, and which lot you are bidding on. Bid retraction will result in cancellation of all bids in the auction and bidding privileges revoked. WE CANNOT COMPROMISE THE INTEGRITY OF THE AUCTION BY CANCELING BIDS.

8) Previewing Items Before the Auction - All items are available for viewing at our auction office: 2301 Broadbirch Dr. Ste 150, Silver Spring, MD 20904. Calling in advance for an appointment is strongly SUGGESTED. We ask that you provide a list of the items that you want to examine, so we may have them ready for you.

9) All bids are in US Dollars!

10) When we refer to a population report about graded cards, we only reference the population of that card’s grading company. For example, if we say an SGC card has three equals and none better, we are only referring to that card’s population among all SGC graded cards, unless otherwise stated. All population counts are valid as of the time of writing and are subject to change.

About Our Autographs:
All autographs sold thru Huggins & Scott Auctions come with either a JSA- James Spence Authentication (our most used), PSA/DNA, Upper Deck Authenticated (UDA), Stacks of Plaques, Kevin Keating or Steiner COA’s. Some even have more than one. At Huggins & Scott, we take great pride in offering “IRONCLAD”, “LEAD PIPE”, “NO QUESTIONS ASKED” autographs. In today’s world of autopens, secretarial, clubhouse and ghost signers, you can rest assured that your autographed items from H&S have passed the most stringent examination.

Note: For those that do not know, a “clubhouse” signature was a common practice among teams where the key players would not actually sign the item, but a clubhouse attendant would sign for the player. We note any signature that is a clubhouse signature.

Multiple Autographed Item Lot LOA’s:
For the more valuable autographs, we are obtaining full photograph LOA’s from one of the respected third party authentication companies. For the lesser valued items, we are having those items authenticated and noted with a unique sticker/certificate combination for each item. In the remaining cases, on lots with more than one autographed item, we will issue one blanket auction letter of authenticity for the entire lot (although we are trying to do away with this altogether, but sometimes it is the only cost effective method). This is the original letter that we receive from the authentication company describing the offered lot. You may use this “auction” LOA to obtain individual LOA’s should you chose to do that, however the auction LOA’s are only valid for 45 days from the end of the auction. Please see the item’s description for specific authenticity on each individual lot. Please call if you have any questions regarding these auction lot LOA’s.

MLB Authentication:
Due to the MLB Authentication protocol, many items that were in fact game used and verified as such by team personnel, are deemed “Team Issued” on the MLB Authentication website with numbers corresponding to those on holograms issued by MLB. While we will remain consistent with MLB’s assessments in our descriptions, several of these items are game worn as well as team issued; and they have varying degrees of use, from light to heavy.

Framed Items:
Framed items included with lots: while we make every effort to protect the frames included in these lots during pre auction storage and post auction shipping, we are not responsible for any damage to the frames themselves, and no refunds will be given due to frame damage.

About Our Grading:
Many lots, throughout the auction have been Professionally graded and encapsulated by independent grading companies. Many other lots have been graded by our highly educated writers. For the most part, these are conservative grades, but we are human and sometimes we may miss something. We are not responsible for a third party grading company agreeing or disagreeing with our assessment and we cannot issue refunds or credits if cards do not receive a numerical grade or the exact grade that we describe. We strongly recommend that you come look at any items that you are bidding on, and make your own determination about it’s grade.

Becoming one of Our Field Representatives:
Huggins and Scott Auctions is a constantly growing company. Should you have an interest in joining our staff, we are always looking for part-time field representatives in new areas. Call our head of Field Representatives, Steve Dickler at 215-530-4365 to discuss an opportunity; its a no lose situation for you, as well as a chance to make some serious money.

Consignments For Our Next Auction:
We have already begun taking consignments for our June 11, 2015 auction and our “Event of the Year”: our August 6, 2015 Masterpiece Auction, where the premiere pieces will be on display at our booth at the National Convention. Consignment deadlines: May 4th (for June’s auction) and June 29th (for August’s auction) - by consigning your items early, you allow us the opportunity to advertise your items on our website, in trade publications and press releases, as well as at major shows across the country. This is an invaluable way to expose your items to our thousands of current bidders and possible new bidders, who can then plan ahead to bid on your items. Believe me, it happens!

We are always looking for unique Americana items to try in our catalog. Even if you have something you don't see (primarily 1960s and older, though), feel free to call us and discuss it. You may have a pile of gold that's just hidden under a little dust, or needs the right exposure!

ALSO: We are the best major catalog auction company for newer modern insert, relic and autographed cards. Virtually every consignor has been pleased with the results for their "Shiny Cards" through our auction.

Contact one of our representatives to discuss the sale or consignments of your cards and other treasures.
While the debate rages on over baseball’s first true “card,” there’s never been a shadow of doubt in our other national pastime. **Harry Beecher’s 1888 N162 Goodwin Champions** is more than just the genesis of football cartophilia—it’s also arguably the Honus Wagner of the gridiron. Fewer than 75 examples are estimated to exist, 32 of which have been graded by PSA, with three NM-MT 8’s reigning supreme. But even that triumvirate cannot compare with the unprecedented, unfathomable sight of sixteen Beechers compiled by a single hell-bent collector who endlessly quested for these holy grails. Not since the silver-obessed Hunt Brothers has anyone cornered the market like this! This item has a reserve (estimated value $25,000-$50,000).
A once-in-a-lifetime assembly virtually never rivaled in the annals of card collecting!

Opening Bid $10,000.00
2. (45) 1909-1911 T206 White Border PSA Graded Cards—All Different
Jump into “The Monster” with these (45) different 1909-11 T206 White Border PSA graded cards. Each relic displays a common advertising back. Includes: PSA 4: (2 cards, both qualifiers) with Clancy (mk), Lindaman (mc); PSA 2.5: (4 cards) with Cammitz (Hands Over Head), Flanagan, McIntyre (Brooklyn), Weimer; PSA 2: (25 cards) with Arndt, Bell (Follow Through), Burchell, Jo. Dunn, Egan, Engle, Evans, Ferris, Fiene (Throwing), Killian (Portrait), Kleinow (with Bat), Krob, Lattimore, McGann, Nicholls (Batting), Niles, Raymond, Rudolph, Schlei (Portrait), Seymour (Batting), Sharpe, Strang, Sweetney (Boston), L. Tannehill, Wilhelm (with Bat); PSA 1.5: (3 cards) with Ames (Hands at Chest), Cross, Leach (Portrait); PSA 1: (11 cards, one qualifier) with Brashear, Dooin (mk), Elberfeld (Washington, Fielding), Ganley, Lord, Manning (Batting), Merkle (Portrait), Overall (Hand Face Level), Overall (Hand Waist Level), H. Shaw and Sheekard (Glove Showing).
Opening Bid $500.00

3. (17) 1909-1911 T206 White Border Tougher Backs—All PSA Graded
Diversify your 1909-11 T206 White Border portfolio with this assortment of (17) different advertising reverses. Each graded by PSA. Includes: Sovereign: (8 cards) with PSA 2: (6 cards) with J. Delehanty (150), Lake (New York, 150), Oldring (Fielding, 350), Pfeiffer (460), H. Smith (460), J. Tannehill (Washington, 350); PSA 1: (2 cards) with Carrigan (350), Reulbach (Glove Showing, 150); Polar Bear: (4 cards) with Burch (Fielding, PSA 3), Knight (Portrait, PSA 2.5), Meyers (PSA 2), He. Wagner (Bat on Right Shoulder, PSA 4, mk); American Beauty: Commy (with Bat, PSA 4, 460); Brown Hinde: Beaumont (PSA 1); Old Mill: Wiltsie (Pitching, PSA 2); Sweet Caporal: Reulbach (No Glove Showing, PSA 1, 350-460 Fact. 42 back) and Topstic: Azt (PSA 3).
Opening Bid $250.00

4. (10) 1909-1911 T206 White Border PSA Graded Cards of More Popular Players
Not quite Hall of Famers and definitely not commons. These ten 1909-11 T206 White Border singles will add depth to any tobacco card gathering. Each card displays a common advertising back and is graded by PSA. Includes: PSA 3: Wiltsie (Portrait, with Cap); PSA 2: (3 cards) with D. Howard, Lobert, Taylor; PSA 1.5: (2 cards) with Demmitt (New York), Shulte (Front View); PSA 1: (4 cards) with Murphy (Throwing, horizontal), Pattee (horizontal), Powers and Scitz (Norfolk).
Opening Bid $200.00

5. 1909-1911 T206 White Borders Hal Chase (Throwing, Dark Cap) with Old Mill Back PSA 6—None Better!
Graded EX-MT 6 by PSA, “Prince” Hal Chase is the royal subject of the offered 1909-11 T206 White Border (Throwing, Dark Cap) pose. This crisp antiquty displays four relatively sharp corners, creamy edges and accurate centering along with a clean Old Mill subjects back. In fact, this artifact may very well be undergraded. Of the 17 total Chase poses validated by PSA with an Old Mill back, this prize resides as one of four at the grading level with none better.
Opening Bid $250.00

6. 1909-11 T206 White Borders Ty Cobb (Red Portrait) with Tolstoi Back—SGC 10
Graded 10 Poor 1 by SGC. Captivating 1909-11 T206 White Borders Ty Cobb (Red Portrait) with a tougher Tolstoi advertising back. The haunting image of the Hall of Fame icon is crease-free and framed by four evenly worn corners, relatively crisp edges and a perfectly contrasted central image. Aside from reverse paper residue due to extraction from a period scrapbook, this card otherwise presents as a mid-grade specimen. A total of 21 copies of this pose have been judged by the third-party service.
Opening Bid $150.00

7. (4) 1911 T205 Gold Border PSA Graded Cards with Cobb
Each graded by PSA. Formidable foursome of 1911 T205 Gold Border tobacco cards. Includes: PSA 3: Devlin (Sweet Caporal); PSA 2: Phelps (Polar Bear); PSA 1: (2 cards) with Cobb (Piedmont) and Nee (Polar Bear).
Opening Bid $250.00
8. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets #9 Ty Cobb (Checklist Offer)—SGC Authentic
Graded Authentic by SGC. Stunning 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets #9 Ty Cobb with a checklist offer reverse. This antiquity presents beautifully with moderate, but even perimeter wear along with a gorgeous multi-color ballpark setting. A minor corner crease traces toward the upper left corner, far apart from the prominent central image. A combination of back glue residue and paper loss along with faint period writing does not disrupt the overall qualities of this century-old treasure.
Opening Bid $250.00

9. (4) 1910-1911 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets with #26 McGraw—All SGC 20-30
Graded either 30 Good 2 or 20 Fair 1.5 by SGC. Intricate player detailing and intense action sequences are attributes of these four 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets. Each antiquity presents at the peak of its technical assessment and displays checklist reverses. Aside from general peripheral wear, the lush obverses display only minor age-induced soilings. Careful removal from a period album along with faint reverse writing account for the assessments. Includes: SGC 30: (3 cards) with #33 Pfeister, #90 Doolan, #98 Hoffman and SGC 20: #26 McGraw.
Opening Bid $250.00

10. (4) 1919-1927 Baseball Hall of Fame SGC Graded Cards with (2) Mathewson, Cobb & Sisler
Each graded by SGC. Formidable quartet of 1919-1927 Baseball Hall of Fame samples depicting the monarchs of “The Christian Gentleman”, “Gentleman George” and “Georgia Peach”. Includes: 1919-21 W514: (2 cards, both SGC Authentic) with #43 Cobb, #72 Mathewson, 1920 W516-4: #24 Mathewson (SGC Authentic) and 1927 American Caramel Series of 60: #49 Sisler (SGC 20).
Opening Bid $150.00

11. 1927 Exhibits Ty Cobb SGC 40
Graded 40 VG 3 by SGC. Depicted as a Philadelphia Athletic during his final season, the legendary Tyrus Raymond (Ty) Cobb displays perfect batting form on the offered 1927 Exhibits sample. This 88-year-old jewel is crease-free and displays only general corner and edge wear consistent with the technical grade. The creamy blank reverse is clean and absent of any residue or writing which so frequently plagues the issue.
Opening Bid $150.00

12. 1948 Leaf Baseball #3 Babe Ruth PSA 2
Graded Good 2 by PSA. Those die-hard “Bambino” collectors on a budget will desire the offered 1948 Leaf Baseball #3 Babe Ruth portrait. This cardboard classic was released only months following Ruth’s passing and displays only general wear commensurate with its technical assessment. The biographical reverse proclaiming Ruth as the “Greatest of all home run hitters” is problem-free.
Opening Bid $250.00

13. 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 Mickey Mantle SGC 10
Graded 10 Poor 1 by SGC. The offered 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 Mickey Mantle rookie was obviously well loved by its original owner. Despite a combination of extensive obverse creasing and general wear consistent with handling, this debut of “The Commerce Comet” will still hold serious clout in any “golden age” cardboard gathering. Simply put, Mantle rookies are recognized as cornerstones in the collecting hobby and will be admired in any condition. This item has a reserve. Estimated value ($1000-2000).
Opening Bid $300.00

14. 1952 Berk Ross Mickey Mantle SGC 60
Graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. Early Mantle completists will want to place a strong bid for the offered 1952 Berk Ross sample. This early specimen features an image that was borrowed from Mantle’s “true” 1951 Bowman Baseball rookie card. Unlike the mass-produced Bowman edition, only 68 total examples of this odd-ball keepsake have been assessed by the third-party grading service. Displays incidental peripheral wear commensurate with its technical assessment.
Opening Bid $250.00

15. 1952 Bowman Baseball #101 Mickey Mantle SGC 60
Graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. Construct the foundation of your prospective 1952 Bowman Baseball edition around the offered #101 Mickey Mantle. This second-year centerpiece portrays “The Mick” in a ballpark setting. Presents on par with the technical appraisal with well-defined corners, crisp edges and accurate centering. The illustration displays bright colors with a problem-free reverse.
Opening Bid $200.00
16. 1952 Topps Baseball #311 Mickey Mantle Rookie—SGC Authentic
Graded Authentic by SGC due to attempted surface restoration. Undaunted by the intense spotlight of being Joe DiMaggio’s heir apparent and playing in the nation’s largest media market, Mickey Mantle did not wilt under intense scrutiny. The boyhood idol to generations of young baseball fans, “The Commerce Comet” makes his debut on the offered 1952 Topps Baseball #311 high number. Extensive hobby lore surrounds this famed slab of cardboard. Sufficient to say that this card is perpetually atop many wantlists and is desirable in any condition. Aside from the attempted restoration, this particular example otherwise presents (FR to GD) with well-handled corners, surface abrasions and multiple vertical spider creases. Despite those imperfections, the overall canvas still presents nicely and is a suitable proposition for those seeking a copy of this card. The reverse proclaiming Mantle’s future prospects is problem-free with bold text.
Opening Bid $1800.00

17. (76) 1952 Topps Baseball PSA Graded Cards with Stars
Presented are (76) 1952 Topps Baseball PSA graded cards with stars. Includes: PSA 8: (2 cards, both OC) with #118, 260, PSA 7: (2 cards, both OC) with #135, 222; PSA 6.5: #137; PSA 6: (6 cards) with #34 (bb), 217, 219, 254, 259, 306; PSA 5: (9 cards, one qualifier) with #86, 128, 159 (mc), 161, 165, 167, 225, #227 Garagiola, 302; PSA 4.5: (5 cards) with #5, 81, 233, 249, 267; PSA 4: (34 cards) with #3 (bb), 8 (bb), 16 (bb), 19 (bb), 23, 24, 28, #33 Spahn (bb), 34, #36 Hodges (bb), 38, 46 (bb), #49 Sain COR, 56, #57 Lopat (bb), 63, 64 (bb), 68, 82, 89, 92, 94, 97, 117, 124, 131, 140, 153, 171, 199, 208, #246 Kell, 256, 271; PSA 3.5: #5 (bb); PSA 3: (16 cards) with #14, 28, #29 Klasewski, 35, 40 (bb), 52 (bb), 53 (bb), 60 (bb), 63 (bb), 69 (bb), 71 (bb), 73 (bb), 74 (bb), 79 (bb), 123 and #195 Minoso RC.
Opening Bid $500.00

18. (95) 1948-1950 Bowman & Leaf Baseball Grab Bag with (8) SGC Graded Including Musial RC
Childhood grouping of (95) 1948-1950 Bowman and Leaf Baseball cards including eight SGC graded. Keys include: 1948 Bowman: #36 Musial RC (SGC 45); 1948-49 Leaf: #53 Vander Meer (SGC 50), #117 Gordon (GD), #136 Aberson (SGC 50, Short Sleeve, incorrect on SGC Flips); 1949 Bowman: #85 Mize (VG, No Name on Front), #100 Hodges RC (SGC 45); 1950 Bowman: #6 Feller (SGC 35), #19 Spahn (SGC 35), #22 Roberts (SGC 30) and #219 Bauer RC (SGC 30). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

19. 1954 Wilson Franks PSA-Graded Pair
Each graded EX-MT 6 by PSA. Classic regional pairing of 1954 Wilson Franks singles featuring a Hall of Famer and the architect of the Orioles dynasty. These well preserved keepsakes exhibit relatively strong corners, creamy edges, accurate centering and gleaming surface hues. Subjects include: 1.) Richards and 2.) Slaughter.
Opening Bid $250.00

20. 1955 Bowman Baseball Salesman Three-Card Panel with Aaron—PSA Authentic
This 1955 Bowman Baseball salesman sample three-card panel was originally distributed to vendors to generate interest in forthcoming products. Although most were discarded upon review, the few remaining on the secondary market have substantial value. Graded Authentic by PSA, this wood bordered survivor presents in (FR) condition with extensive creasing throughout and tape on the upper card. Features #178 Brewer, #179 Aaron and #180 Logan. The advertisement for “TV Baseball Card Gum” is vibrant with crisp blue-and-red text and displays traces of reverse paper loss.
Opening Bid $250.00

21. 1963 Topps Baseball #537 Pete Rose Rookie SGC 82
Graded 82 EX-MT+ 6.5 by SGC. With Rob Manfred’s appointment as Major League Baseball’s commissioner, the Hall of Fame may yet call Pete Rose to join its ranks. This 1963 Topps Baseball #537 high number exhibits strong corners, creamy edges and bright surface hues. Despite slightly errant top-to-bottom centering, the overall presentation of this instantly familiar cardboard classic is not compromised.
Opening Bid $200.00
22. (23) 1906-1999 Baseball Hall of Fame Manager Graded Cards with Huggins
Those diamond tacticians who stymied their competition en route to Cooperstown are the focus of these (23) 1906-1999 Baseball Hall of Fame cards. The full slate of Hall of Fame field generals are present. Highlights include: 1906s: 1906 Fan Craze National League McGraw (PSA 2), 1909-11 T206 White Borders Huggins (PSA 3, Portrait, Piedmont back); 1910s: 1916 M101-5 Blank Back #144 W. Robinson (SGC 10); 1920s: 1923 W515-1 #24 Stengel (BVG Authentic); 1930s: 1933 Goudey #147 Durocher (BVG 3.5), 1935 Diamond Stars #28 Lopez (PSA 4), 1936 Diamond Stars 991 B. Harris (PSA 4); 1940s: 1940 Play Ball #132 Mack (PSA 6); 1950s: 1952 Topps #396 D. Williams RC (SGC 50), 1954 Topps #132 Lasorda RC (BVG 5); 1960s: 1964 Topps #244 LaRusso RC (PSA 8) and 1969 Topps #516 Weaver RC (PSA 8.5). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

24. 1909 E90-1 American Caramel Honus Wagner (Throwing) - PSA FR 1.5
Opening Bid $150.00

26. 1948 Bowman #6 Yogi Berra Rookie - PSA EX-MT 6
Opening Bid $150.00

28. 1968 Topps #177 Nolan Ryan Rookie - SGC 70 EX+ 5.5
Opening Bid $100.00

29. 1986 Procards Greg Maddux Pittsfield Cubs SGC 98—None Better
Opening Bid $150.00

30. 2010 Bowman Baseball 18U USA Baseball Chrome #1BBC8 Bryce Harper BGS 10
Opening Bid $150.00

The King of Modern Minor League Cards! Graded VG-EX 4 by PSA. The offered 1980 Charlotte O’s Police Orange Border Cal Ripken Jr. cornerstone is one of only 21 confirmed examples validated by the three major grading services (PSA, SGC, BGS/BVG) and likely fewer survive due to “crossover” resubmissions. Since the monumental initial Orange Border Ripken offering in October 2013, a handful of additional copies have trickled through the marketplace. However, with such an important early “Iron Man” piece, the vast major of Ripken die-hards have yet to handle, let alone own a copy of the 1980 Charlotte O’s Police minor league card. This particular copy was recently uncovered by our Maine-based consignor along with a near set that is available elsewhere in this auction. The centered image is crease-free with moderate perimeter wear and relatively accurate centering. The portrait of the future Hall of Famer is set at Crockett Park and bolstered by intricate uniform detailing that emerges from a bright orange foundation. The “hints” reverse is absent of writing. More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

23. (49) 1962 Topps Baseball PSA 6-8 Graded Cards with Stars & High Numbers—All Different
Soar up the PSA registry rankings with these (49) different 1962 Topps Baseball cards with stars and high numbers. Each graded from NM-MT 8 to EX-MT 6 by PSA. Includes: PSA 8.5: #525; PSA 8: (22 cards) with #17, 76, 104, #192 CL, 453, 455, 457, #470 Kaline AS, #475 Ford AS, 479, 482, 495, 498, 502, 531, 533, 539, 547, 565, 578, 582, 583; PSA 7.5: (3 cards) with #458 Buhl (“5” on cap), #461 Hubs RC, 588; PSA 7: (21 cards) with #19, 33, 43, #53 Mantle/Maris/Killer HR LL, 87, 103, 156, #190 Moon (No Cap), 293, 367, 454, 472-474, 497, 536, 538, 548, 558, 562, #559 Turley, PSA 6: (2 cards) with #71 and 520.
Opening Bid $200.00
31. 1909-11 T206 White Borders Near Set of (511/524) Cards

The offered 1909-11 T206 White Borders near set of (511/524) cards is a standard of collecting excellence that is celebrated by generations of hobbyists. Many have sought to conquer “The Monster” only to be stymied in their attempts. Our consignor meticulously pieced together this century-old assembly with an eye for presentation and includes over 97% of the checklist. The overall approximate condition breakdown for this cherished ACC designation is as follows: 20% (VG to VG-EX), 30% (GD), 30% (FR) and 20% (PR) with approximately 5-10% being trimmed. The overall composition of the all-important advertising backs: (464) Piedmont/Sweet Caporal, (24) Old Mill (all Southern Leaguers), (19) Polar Bear, (2) Sovereign and (2) Piedmont Factory 42.

Highlights include: Hall of Famers/Stars: (80 cards, 18% VG, 36% GD, 14% FR, 25% PR, 7% trimmed, all common backs, unless noted) with Baker (VG), Bender (GD, No Trees), Bender (GD, Portrait), Bender (GD, with Trees), Bresnahan (GD, Portrait), Bresnanan (GD, with Bat), M. Brown (GD, Portrait), Chance (VG, Yellow Portrait), Chase (VG, Holding Trophy), Chesbro (GD), F. Clarke (VG, Portrait), F. Clarke (GD, with Bat), Cobb (PR, Bat Off Shoulder), Cobb (PR, reverse paper loss, Green Portrait), Cobb (FR, Red Portrait), J. Collins (VG), Crawford (VG, Throwing), Crawford (VG, with Bat), G. Davis (GD), Duffy (VG), Evers (GD, with Bat, Chicago on Shirt), Evers (GD, Cubs on Shirt), Flick (GD), Griffith (GD, Batting), Griffith (VG, Portrait), Huggins (GD, Hands at Mouth), Huggins (GD, Portrait), Jennings (GD, Both Hands Showing), Jennings (GD, One Hand Showing), W. Johnson (PR, Hands at Chest, Polar Bear, surface paper loss), W. Johnson (PR, Portrait, reverse paper loss, Sovereign), Joss (GD, Pitching), Joss (GD, Portrait), Lajoie (PR, Portrait, Lajoie (GD, with Bat), Lajoie (FR, Throwing, reverse writing), Marquard (GD, Portrait), Mathewson (PR, Dark Cap, reverse paper loss, Portrait), Mathewson (PR, Portrait), Mathewson (PR, pin hole, White Cap), McGraw (GD, Glove at Hip), McGraw (GD, Portrait, no Cap), McGraw (GD, Portrait, with Cap), Speaker (FR), Tinker (VG, Bat Off Shoulder), Tinker (GD, Portrait), Waddell (VG, Portrait), Walsh (VG), Willis (GD, Throwing), Willis (VG, with Bat), C. Young (PR, paper loss, Bare Hand Shows), C. Young (PR, Glove Shows, paper loss, Polar Bear); Southern Leaguers: (45 cards, 40% GD to VG, 27% FR, 16% PR, 17% trimmed, 24 Old Mill) with LaFite (VG), C. Smith (VG, Old Mill); Key Variations: (4 cards, all common backs, unless noted) with G. Brown (truncated, Washington, Sovereign 350), Lundgren (FR, Chicago), F. Smith (GD, Chicago & Boston, Polar Bear); Horizontal Cards: (6 cards, all common backs) with Birmingham (FR), Mullin (GD), Murphy (GD), Pattee (PR, writing), Peltz (GD), Powell (VG); Piedmont Factory 42: (2 cards) with Conroy (VG, with Bat) and Kostechy (trimmed, Glove Near Ground). More on our website.

Opening Bid $7500.00
32. 1921 W551 SGC-Graded Complete Set (10)
Each graded by SGC. Great foresight was employed in devising the 1921 W551 strip card designation as 80% of the subjects would eventually be enshrined at Cooperstown! Among the offered 10-card complete set are: SGC 55: Pipp; SGC 50: (2 cards) with Cobb; Johnson; SGC 45: (2 cards) with Ruth; Stengel; SGC 40: (3 cards) with Baker, Barnes, Sisler; SGC 35: (2 cards) with Bancroft and Speaker.
Opening Bid $250.00

34. 1936 S&S “The National Game” Complete Set (52/52) Plus Original Box, Board & Rule Cards
Exceptionally attractive 1936 S&S “The National Game” complete set of (52) cards plus the original box, board, rule cards. Highlights include: Complete set: (52/52, average EX-MT to NM, plus two game cards, blank back) with Appleg (EX-MT), Averил (EX-MT), Cronin (EX-MT), Cyler (EX), Dickey (EX), R. Ferrell (NM), Fox (EX-MT), Frisch (EX), Gehringer (EX-MT), Herman (EX-MT), Hubbell (EX-MT), Klein (EX-MT), Medwick (EX), Ott (EX-MT), Traynor (NM), Vaughan (EX-MT), L. Waner (EX-MT) and P. Waner (EX-MT). Also present is the original packaging including the original wood game board (presents EX-MT to NM), six game pegs, two slips and beautiful container including the top lid (writing and slight contusion to left edge) and bottom lid with original price sticker affixed on the bottom. One of the few complete packages of this Chicago, Illinois product to have been made available for public sale.
Opening Bid $250.00

35. (49) 1948 Swell Sports Thrills with Near Set (15/20) & All Keys
Relive baseball’s most dramatic moments with the offered 1948 Swell Sports Thrills including a near set (15/20) and all keys. This stacked cardboard compilation averages (GD to VG) throughout. Includes: (3) #3 Robinson (2) VG, GD, (3) 5, (5) #6 Dickey (average GD), (3) 7, 10, (8) #11 Alexander/Lazzeri (average GD), (2) #12 Ruth/Gehrig (both GD), (8) 13, (3) #14 Gehrig (all GD), 15, (5) #16 DiMaggio/Williams (VG, GD), 17, #18 Reese (FR, (5) #19 Feller (average GD) and (2) 20. Missing only #1, 2, 4, 8 and 9 for completion.
Opening Bid $400.00

36. 1950 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (252/252) with (7) Graded
Pint-sized but powerful 1950 Bowman Baseball complete set of (252) cards with (7) graded. This classic gum card edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 25% (VG-EX or better), 40% (VG) and 35% (GD or lesser) with the difficulties low series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Keys include: #6 Feller (PSA 4), #11 Rizzuto (VG), #19 Spahn (VG), #21 Reese (VG), #22 Robinson (VG), #32 Roberts (VG), #43 Doer (SGC 50), #46 Berra (VG), #75 Campanella (GD), #87 Snider (VG), #84 Ashburn (GD), #98 Williams (VG), #217 Stengel (VG) and #219 Bauer (EX-MT). This item has a reserve. Estimated value ($1800-$3000). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

37. 1950-1952 Royal Desserts Baseball Near Set (21/24) plus Original Album
Enjoy this delectable 1950-1952 Royal Desserts Baseball near set of (21/24) cards accompanied by an original album (present EX, mild wear). This horizontal series averages (FR to GD) quality throughout due to 85% of the cards having the promotional information clipped from their surfaces. Featured are: #1 Musial, #2 Reese, #3 Kell, #4 D. DiMaggio, #5 Spahn, #11 Rizzuto, #12 Henrich, #15 Roeck (blue type) and #16 Spahn. Missing only #13 Gordon, 17 and 19 for completion. The reverses are clean.
Opening Bid $200.00
38. 1953 Bowman Baseball Color (160/160) & Black and White Sets (64/64)
Powerful tandem of 1953 Bowman Color and Black & White Baseball complete sets. Highlights include: 1953 Bowman Color set: (160/160), 20% VG or better, 30% GD, 25% FR, 25% PR with 20% paper loss/writing) with #32 Musial (PR, reverse paper loss/residue), #33 Reese (PR, reverse writing), #44 Bauer/Berra/Mantle (GD), #46 Campanella (GD), #51 Irvin (VG-EX), #59 Mantle (PR), #81 Slaughter (VG-EX), #93 Rizzuto/Martin (PR, reverse paper loss/residue), #118 B. Martin (GD), #121 Berra (GD), #153 Ford (PR) and 1953 Bowman Black & White set: (64/64, 25% VG or better, 35% GD, 20% FR, 20% PR with 11% reverse paper loss/writing). More on our website.
Opening Bid $900.00

40. 1958 Topps Baseball Collection with Near Set (446/494) Affixed in Scrapbook
Interesting 1958 Topps Baseball collection featuring a near set of (446/494) cards affixed to pages in a period scrapbook. The scrapbook cards are neatly arranged by team over (11) double-sided oversized pages with a handful of other remnant pieces. Highlights include: 1958 Topps Non-Scrapbook: (5 cards) with #5 Mays (VG-EX), #117 F. Torre (SGC 88), #176 Buhl (SGC 84), #285 F. Robinson (VG-EX), #355 Bruton (SGC 86), 1958 Topps Scrapbook: (446 cards, surfaces only average EX-MT, condition of reverses unknown) with #47 Maris RC, #187 Koufax, #334 Cepeda RC, #418 Mantle/Aaron, #485 T. Williams AS, #486 Mays AS, #488 Aaron AS; Yellow Letters: (18 cards) with #52 Clemente, #85 Aparicio and #100 Wynn. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

41. 1959 Fleer Ted Williams Complete Set (80/80) with #68 Ted Signs SGC 60
The life and times of “Teddy” Ballgame is explored with the offered 1959 Fleer Baseball Ted Williams complete set of (80) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 30% (EX-MT) and 30% (EX or lesser). Keys include: #1 The Early Years (EX-MT), #2 w/ Babe Ruth (EX), #11 w/ Jimmie Foxx (EX), #17 Hit .400 (EX-MT), #63 AS Record w/ Auto (EX-MT), #67 Fishing w/ Sneed (EX), #68 Ted Signs (SGC 60), #70 w/ J. Thorpe (EX-MT), #75 Value to Sox (EX) and #80 Goals for 1959 (VG).
Opening Bid $250.00

42. 1960 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (572/572) Cards
Ring in a decade with the offered 1960 Topps Baseball complete set of (572) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (VG-EX or better), 30% (VG), 30% (GD) and 20% (FR or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include: #148 Yastrzemski RC (trimmed), #160 Mantle/Boyer (FR), #200 Mays (VG-EX), #300 Aaron (GD), #316 McCovey RC (VG-EX), #326 Clemente (VG), #343 Koufax (GD), #350 Mantle (GD), #377 Maris (GD), #563 Mantle AS (GD), #564 Mays AS (VG), #565 Maris AS (GD), #566 Aaron AS (GD) and #570 Drysdale AS (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

43. 1962 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (598/598) Cards
Seize the offered 1962 Topps Baseball complete set of (598/598) cards. This delicate wood bordered edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series presenting only slightly lesser than the more available numbers. Keys include: #1 Maris (EX-MT), #5 Koufax (GD), #10 Clemente (VG), #18 Mantle/Mays (VG-EX), #50 Musial (EX), #53 Maris/Mantle/Killebrew HR LL (VG-EX), #199 Perry RC (VG-EX), #200 Mantle (VG), #300 Mays (VG-EX), #318 Mantle IA (VG-EX), #320 Aaron (VG-EX), #387 Brock RC (VG), #394 Aaron AS (EX-MT), #395 Mays AS (EX-MT), #425 Yastrzemski (NM), #471 Mantle AS (VG), #530 Gibson (VG-EX), #544 McCovey (VG), #591 McDowell RC (VG-EX), #592 Bouton RC (VG-EX) and #594 Uecker RC (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00
44. 1966 Topps Baseball Near Set (513/598) with Most Stars
Secure over 85% of the 1966 Topps Baseball edition with the offered assembly of (513/598) cards including most stars. This difficult-to-complete edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 20% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with the tough high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include: #1 Mays (VG), #30 Rose (VG-EX), #50 Mantle (VG-EX), #110 Banks (VG-EX), #254 Jenkins RC (VG-EX), #300 Clemente (VG), #365 Maris (VG), #500 Aaron (GD), #526 Twins Team (VG-EX), #550 McCovey (VG), #583 Tigers Team (VG-EX) and #598 Perry SP (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

45. 1967 Topps Baseball Low Number Near Set of (524/533) Cards—Sharp!
Crisp 1967 Topps Baseball low number near set of (524/533) cards. This immensely attractive edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 30% (NM or better), 45% (EX-MT) and 25% (EX or lesser). Highlights include: #5 Ford (EX-MT), #30 Kaline (NM), #45 Maris (NM), #100 F. Robinson (NM), #146 Carlton (NM), #200 Magg (EX-MT), #210 Gibson (EX-MT), #215 Banks (EX-MT), #355 Yastrzemski (NM), #460 Killebrew (EX-MT), #475 Palmer (EX-MT), #476 T. Perez (NM) and #480 McCovey (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

46. 1968 Topps Baseball Near Set of (576/598) Cards with Mays
Strong 1968 Topps Baseball near set of (576/598) cards with several stars including Mays. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser) with 5-10% display reverse writing. Keys include: #20 B. Robinson (NM), #50 Mays (VG), #58 Mathews (EX-MT), #220 Rose (VG), #250 Yastrzemski (VG), #330 Maris (EX), #480 Managers’ Dream/Clemente (VG), #500 F. Robinson (EX), #520 Brock (EX-MT), #528 Tigers Team (VG) and #575 Palmer (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

47. 1969 Topps Baseball Near Set of (658/664) Cards
Stellar 1969 Topps Baseball near set of (658/664) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #20 Banks (EX-MT), #50 Clemente (VG), #120 Rose (VG), #190 Mays (EX-MT), #255 Carlton (NM), #260 B. Jackson RC (VG), #480 Seaver (VG-EX), #500 Mantle (GD), #510 Carew (EX-MT), #550 B. Robinson (EX-MT) and #650 T. Williams (NM). Missing only #37, 65, 197, #533 Ryan, 564 and 653 for completion. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

48. 1969 Topps Baseball Near Set of (612/664) Cards with Most Stars
Consistently attractive 1969 Topps Baseball near set of (612/664) cards with the majority of stars present. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Keys include: #20 Banks (VG), #95 Bench (EX-MT), #100 Aaron (VG-EX), #120 Rose (GD, stain), #255 Carlton (EX-MT), #260 B. Jackson RC (VG), #412 Checklist/Mantle (EX-MT), #480 Seaver (VG), #500 Mantle (EX), #510 Carew (EX-MT) and #533 Ryan (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

49. (24)
1960-1990 Baseball Oddball Complete Sets
Opening Bid $150.00
50. 1971 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (752/752) Cards
For the budget conscious set collector arrives the offered 1971 Topps Baseball edition of (752) cards. This black-bordered series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with nearly 15% displaying extraneous perimeter coloring (including the majority of stars).
Highlights include: #26 Blyleven RC (EX-MT), #100 Rose (GD), #513 Ryan (GD), #525 Banks (VG-EX), #600 Mays (GD), #630 Clemente (EX-MT) and #709 Baylor RC (colored). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

51. 1972 Topps Baseball Complete Set (787/787) with (4) PSA Graded Stars—Sharp!
Sparkling 1972 Topps Baseball complete set of (787) cards with four PSA graded stars. Several viable candidates for third-party professional grading are available in this razor-sharp gallery. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM-MT or better), 35% (NM), 25% (EX-MT) and 20% (EX or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers.
Highlights include: #49 Mays (NM), #50 Mays IA (NM), #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (PSA 8), #299 Aaron (EX-MT), #309 Clemente (EX), #310 Clemente IA (NM), #359 Rose (EX-MT), #595 Ryan (PSA 7), #709 Kaat (PSA 9), #751 Carlton TRD (NM) and #754 E. Robinson TRD (PSA 8). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

52. 1972 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (787) Cards
Featured is an attractive 1972 Topps Baseball complete set of (787) cards. The condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (NM or better), 30% (EX-MT), 35% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser) with the tough high series generally presenting similarly with the more available numbers. Keys include: #49 Mays (NM), #50 Mays IA (EX), #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (VG), #300 Aaron IA (VG-EX), #309 Clemente (GD), #310 Clemente IA (VG-EX), #595 Ryan (VG), #695 Carew (NM), #751 Carlton TRD (EX-MT) and #754 F. Robinson TRD (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

53. 1973 Topps Baseball Complete Set (660/660)
Sparkling 1973 Topps Baseball complete set of (660) cards. This well preserved series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 50% (EX-MT) and 25% (EX or lesser).
Highlights include: #1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays (EX), #50 Clemente (VG-EX), #67 Carlton/Ryan LL (EX-MT), #100 Aaron (EX-MT), #130 Rose (EX), #193 Fisk (EX-MT), #220 Ryan (EX-MT), #225 P. Jackson (EX-MT), #300 Carlton (NM), #305 Mays (EX), #350 Seaver (EX-MT), #380 Bench (EX-MT) and #615 Schmidt RC/Cey (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

54. (3) 1971-1978 Topps Baseball Complete/Near Sets Plus (2285) Cards—Loaded
The offered trio of 1971-1978 Topps Baseball complete/near sets plus (2285) cards is absolutely loaded with Hall of Famers and stars. Featured among this abundant gathering are:
1971 Topps set: (752/752, average VG-EX, 384 dupes, average VG with #513 Ryan (VG), (3) #600 Mays (VG), (2) #630 Clemente (EX-MT, EX, GD), (2) #709 Baylor RC (VG, GD), 1972 Topps: (165 cards, composite EX-MT) with #49 Mays (VG), #309 Clemente (EX-MT), #595 Ryan (VG); 1973 Topps: (381 cards, average EX to EX-MT) with (3) #50 Clemente (one EX-MT, one EX, one FR, reverse writing), #615 Schmidt/Cey RC (VG); 1974 Topps near: (612/660, average EX, plus 44/44 Traded, 396 dupes, average VG-EX with (3) #20 Ryan (VG, (2) GD), (2) #456 Winfield RC (EX-MT, FR); 1978 Topps set: (726/726, average NM, 24 dupes) with (2) #36 Murray RC (both EX-MT) and #707 Moliitor/Trammell RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

55. (19) 1972-1990 Baseball Complete/Near Sets
Prominent group of (19) 1972-1990 baseball complete/near sets. Highlights include:
Complete Sets: (13 sets, all NM or better, with cards grading similarly, unless noted) with 1974 Topps (average EX-MT to NM, 44/44 Traded) with (2) #20 Ryan (one EX); 1976 Topps (average EX-MT to NM), 1980-1985 Topps; Near/Partial Sets: (6 sets) with 1972 Topps partial: (413/787, average VG, 31 high numbers) with #49 Mays (VG), #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (GD), #309 Clemente (GD), #595 Ryan (VG); 1973 Topps near: (631/660, average GD to VG) with #50 Clemente (GD), #220 Ryan (GD), #615 Schmidt RC/Cey (FR); 1977 Topps near: (656/660, average NM) and 1978 Topps near: (713/726, average EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
56. (6) 1975 Baseball Complete Sets
Celebrate the fortieth birthday of the 1975 Topps Baseball edition with the offered sextet of 660-card complete sets. The overall approximate condition breakdowns are as follows: (1) EX-MT, (1) EX, (1) VG-EX to EX, (1) VG to VG-EX, (1) VG and (1) GD to VG. Includes: (6) #1 Aaron RC (average GD), (6) #223 Yount RC (average VG), (6) #228 Brett RC (average VG-EX), (6) #320 Rose (average VG), (6) #500 Ryan (average VG), (6) #616 Rice RC (average VG), (6) #620 Carter RC (average VG) and (6) #660 Aaron (average GD).
Opening Bid $500.00

57. 1980 Charlotte O’s Orange Border Police Near Set of (23/25) Cards
Near impossible 1980 Charlotte O’s Orange Border Police near set of (23/25) cards. While locating a single card from the sparsely distributed issue is a considerable feat, this near impossible accumulation of (23) cards can rightly be considered among the first such gatherings offered for public sale. The overall condition breakdown is as follows: 26% (EX-MT), 39% (EX), 26% (VG-EX) and 9% (VG or lesser). Key players include: Hazewood (EX-MT) and Shelby (VG-EX). Missing only Cal Ripken Jr. (available as Lot #24 in this auction) and The Pepper Girls card for completion.
Opening Bid $50.00

Capture a pair of early Ripkens with the offered pair of 1981 and 1982 complete sets. Includes:
1981 TCMA Rochester Red Wings set: (23/23, average NM-MT) with #15 Ripken (PSA 10) and 1982 Topps Traded set: (132/132, average NM-MT, opened factory box) with #98T Ripken RC (NM). Also present are (17) 1985 TCMA Charlotte O’s singles (average VG).
Opening Bid $200.00

59. (4) 1987-1989 Topps & Bowman Baseball Tiffany & Traded Sets
Very limited quartet of 1987-1989 Topps and Bowman Baseball Tiffany sets. These high-gloss editions showcase a stable of diamond greats and features numerous possibilities for third-party professional grading. Includes: Topps Traded Tiffany sets: (3 sets, all sealed) with 1987 Topps Traded (Maddux RC), 1988 Topps Traded, 1989 Topps Traded (Griffey Jr. RC) and 1989 Bowman Tiffany set: (Griffey Jr. RC, not sealed, but unsearched in original factory box).
Opening Bid $200.00

60. (14) 1981-1990 Baseball Factory Traded Sets & Wax Boxes
Showcased are (14) 1981-1990 baseball factory traded sets and wax boxes. Includes: (2) 1985 Topps Baseball wax boxes: (36 packs, 15 cards per, in re-stickered 1981 Topps display boxes with only minimal shelf wear); Traded Factory Sets: (12 sets) with (2) 1981 Topps Traded, 1982 Topps Traded-1987 Topps Traded, 1988 Score Rookie & Traded (with price sticker) and 1988 Topps Traded-1990 Topps Traded.
Opening Bid $150.00

61. 1938 Dixie Lids Premiums Complete Set (4) Including Fox, Hubbell and Feller
Opening Bid $100.00

62. 1964 Topps Baseball Coins Near Set (155/164)
Opening Bid $100.00

63. 1975 SSPC High-Grade Complete Set (639)
Opening Bid $100.00
64. Circa 1889 Cape May Baseball Player Cabinet Card Lot of (10) with (2) SGC Graded
Regarded as the oldest seaside resort in the U.S., Cape May, NJ served as host to an 1880s-1890s summer baseball team manned by players who attended major eastern colleges. Offered is a lot of (10) c.1889 Cape May baseball player cabinet cards with (2) SGC graded. Produced by Chester Studio of Cape May, these nicely-preserved photo cards measure approximately 4-1/4 x 6-1/2” and show incredible original details with sharp images and appealing gloss. Each card features a player attired in a Cape May baseball uniform posed in front of backdrop scene of the ocean. The reverse of each card is handwritten with the corresponding player’s name, position and the date ’89, along with the school and/or city they were associated with. Three of the subjects, Elwood “Woody” Wagenhurst, Billy Day and Dave “Cheese” Anderson played for the National League Philadelphia Quakers/Phillies during the late-1880s to early-1890s. Day also played in the Delaware State League and most of the others including Wagenhurst are cited as having attended Ivy Leagues schools. Featured players are: Elwood Wagenhurst SGC 20; “Cheese” Anderson SGC 20; and (8) non-graded cards average (VG to EX) with: Billy Day, George Bergen, Mart Bergen; C.C. Davis; “Flip” Durell, “Kid” Lansing; Joe Upton and “Slump” Watts. This item has a reserve. Estimated value ($5,500-$10,000). More on our website.
Opening Bid $1500.00
65. 1887-1890 N172 Old Judge Lot (9) Including Roger Connor and Chicago Maroons (2)
These nine 1887-1890 N172 Old Judge samples are ideal for those nineteenth century hobbyists on a budget. Although each card is trimmed to varying dimensions along with reverse paper loss/residue, the sepia images remain attractive and clear. Includes: Arundel, Manning (Hands on Knees, Name in Script), C. Daley (Indianapolis), Durelale (Maroons), Dunn (Maroons), Goodfellow (Clevelands), Harkins (Baltimore, writing), McGlone (Clevelands) and Oberlander (Clevelands).
Opening Bid $150.00

Focus your bidding priorities on the offered 1909-11 T206 White Borders group of (39) cards featuring eight Hall of Famers and a tough back. Highlights include:
Hall of Famers: (8 cards) with Bender (FR, No Trees, American Beauty 350, Unframed), Bender (VG, with Trees), M. Brown (FR, Cubs on Shirt), Chance (GD, Red Portrait), Joss (GD, Portrait), Lajoie (FR), Mathewson (PR, Dark Cap), Tinker (FR, Portrait, writing); Others: (31 cards, 20% GD, 45% FR, 35% PR with 9% reverse residue/writing) Chase (GD, Blue Portrait) and Dineen (FR, Carolina Brights back). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

67. (6) 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets
Explored diamond history with the offered sextet of 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets. Includes: #11 Dahleen (FR, faint reverse writing, checklist back), #28 McIntyre (FR, faint reverse writing, checklist back), #86 Carrigan (FR, surface coloring, checklist back), #94 Gibson (FR, reverse residue, checklist back), #100 Moran (FR, faint reverse writing, ad back) and #122 Tenney (FR, reverse writing, ad back).
Opening Bid $400.00

68. (9) 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets with (4) Hall of Famers Including Baker & Bender
Handsome starting nine of 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets including a quartet of Hall of Famers. Although each premium technically grades (FR) or lesser due to a combination of obverse/reverse paper loss, residue or writing, the overall presentation is not seriously compromised. Unless noted, each antiquity displays a checklist reverse. Includes: #5 Crawford, #6 Chase, #10 Devlin, #12 Donovan, #13 Doyle, #21 Kleinow, #78 Baker, #80 Bender and #87 E. Collins (ad back).
Opening Bid $400.00

69. 1909-1921 Baseball Hall of Famers & Stars Lot of (4) Including Cobb and Johnson
Cooperstown inductees and controversial figures are the subjects of these (4) 1909-1921 Baseball Hall of Famers and stars. Includes: 1909-11 T206 White Borders: (2 cards) with Cobb (Authentic, Red Portrait, with cardboard backing), W. Johnson (GD, Portrait, Piedmont 150 back); 1911 T205 Gold Borders: Speaker (VG, Hassan back) and 1920-21 WS14 #31 Gandil (presents VG-EX).
Opening Bid $200.00

70. 1914-16 T213 Type 2 Coupon Cigarettes Christy Mathewson
This scarce 1914-16 T213-2 Coupon Cigarettes Christy Mathewson was released and distributed over a limited region in Louisiana. Far scarcer than the mainstream T206 White Borders pose, this rendition of the “Christian Gentleman” is desirable in any condition. Due to the harsh elements of the Bayou, the glossy surfaces were particularly prone to obverse creasing and crazing. Presents (FR to GD) condition with moderate creasing throughout and a clean advertising back.
Opening Bid $150.00
71. 1887-1941 Pre-War Baseball Grab Bag (63) Including (20) Hall of Famers & Several Types
An alphabet soup of ACC designations is discovered with the offered 1887-1941 pre-war baseball grab bag of (63) keepsakes featuring (20) Hall of Famers. Highlights include: 1887 N172 Old Judge: (2) cards with Cleveland (PR, reverse residue), Lowe (FR, reverse stamp and colored edge, Milwaukee); 1909-11 T206 White Borders: F. Clarke (PR, with Bat, reverse stamp, Piedmont), Willis (FR, with Bat, Old Mill); 1931 WS17: #9 B. Harris (VG), (2) #36 Vance (one VG is unnumbered, one GD is numbered); 1933 DeLong: #2 Simmons (FR), #5 Gehrig (PR, reverse residue), #6 Cochrane (GD), #24 Goslin (PR, reverse residue); 1933 R337 Eclipse Import: #420 Lazzeri (FR); 1936 Goudey: Cochrane (VG), Klein (GD); 1941 Double Play: #51/#52 Greenberg (EX), #61 Gomez/#62 Rizzuto (VG) and 1941 Goudey: #24 S. Andrews SP (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

73. 1926-29 Exhibits Lou Gehrig, Postcard Back
As an integral component of the Murderers’ Row offensive machine, period Lou Gehrig material is in demand regardless of condition. This 1926-29 Baseball Exhibits of the pinstriped legend is flanked by postcard back. Aside from a faint crease near the upper left corner along with minimal edge wear, the action pose of the southpaw batter is unobstructed by any serious detractor. The correspondence reverse is absent of any writing or notation. A quality piece, worthy of third-party professional consideration that presents in (VG to VG-EX) condition.
Opening Bid $150.00

75. 1933 Goudey Baseball Lot (40)
Jump into the classic 1933 Goudey Baseball edition with the offered group of (40) cards. Although 43% of the cards display reverse writing or residue, still present in (GD to VG) condition with moderate, but even perimeter and interior wear.
Includes: #6 Dykes (GD), 12, 13, 15, 17, 21, 26, 33, 34, 38, 39, (2) 40, 43, 46, 48, 55, #62 P. Martin (GD), 78, #79 Faber (FR, reverse writing), 87, (2) 90, 100, 115, (2) 118, 120, 130, 136, 139, 155, 159, 167, 200, 210, 221, 225, 226 and 228.
Opening Bid $200.00

72. 1914 B18 Blankets Joe Jackson Pair
There aren’t too many career-contemporary mementos for the immortal Shoeless Joe—and the B18 Blankets are among the finest. Both Jackson variations are represented here: “Green with Purple Pennants” (EX-MT) and “Purple with Yellow Pennants” (EX). They also make a nice companion piece to the desirable Joe Jackson Original Photo offered as lot #188 in this auction.
Opening Bid $200.00

74. 1930-31 Blue Ribbon Malt Premium Chicago White Sox Lot (9) Including Faber and Lyons
These popular Pale Hose premiums feature gorgeous silver-gelatin photos (5x7, NM) on elegant textured backing paper (6-1/4 x 9”, EX). As identified by their facsimile signatures, the subjects here include Bush, Cissell, Faber, Jolley, Kamn, Lyons, Reynolds, Shires and Thomas.
Opening Bid $150.00

76. 1934 Goudey Baseball Lot (25) Including High Series Cards
Stellar sampling of (25) 1934 Goudey Baseball singles including multiple high numbers. This gum card gathering generally presents in the (VG to VG-EX) range with many better and only a handful lesser with 20% displaying obverse pencil writing. Includes: #25, 28, 29, 32, 33, (2) 54, 55, 58, 60, (2) 63, (2) 64, 65, 67, 73, 74, 79, #86 L. Johnson (EX), #87 Darrow (EX), #88 Pel (GD), #89 Frey (EX) and (2) #95 Hoag (VG-EX, GD).
Opening Bid $200.00
77. 1933 Goudey Baseball Collection (42) Including (27) Hall of Famers with (2) Gehrig & Ruth
“Murderer’s Row” sluggers Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig headline the offered 1933 Goudey Baseball collection of (42) cards featuring (27) Hall of Famers. Includes: Hall of Famers: (27) cards with #2 Vance (FR), #7 Lyons (GD), #19 Dickey (GD), #23 Courier (FR), #40 Frisch (PR, writing), #63 Cronin (FR), #64 Grimes (FR), #76 Cochrane (FR), #89 Speaker (PR), (2) #92 Gehrig (one GD, one PR, writing), #102 T. Jackson (FR), #103 Combs (FR), #128 Klein (FR), #138 Pennock (FR), #144 Ruth (PR, writing), #147 Durocher (FR), #164 L. Waner (FR), #168 Goslin (FR), #188 Hornsby (FR), #197 R. Ferrell (FR), #207 O’t (FR), #220 Grove (FR), #222 Gehringer (VG), #227 Herman (GD), #229 Vaughan (FR), #230 Hubbell (PR); Others: (15 cards) with #37, 87, 95, 105, #158 Berg (FR), 166, 167, 171, 172, 179, 191, 192, 209, 215 and 219.
Opening Bid $500.00

78. (40) 1933 Goudey Baseball Hall of Famers
Only Cooperstown inductees are grant-ed admittance into this stacked 1933 Goudey Baseball Hall of Fame collection of (40) cards. Highlights include: #2 Vance (PR, reverse writing), #7 Lyons (PR), #22 Traynor (FR), (2) #23 Cayler (FR, PR), #25 P. Waner (FR), #35 Simmons (FR), #44 Bottomley (FR), (2) #49 Frisch (one FR, one PR, writing), (2) #56 Ruffing (one GD, one PR, reverse writing), #60 Hoyt (PR, reverse writing), #64 Grimes (PR), (2) #73 Haines (one FR, one PR, reverse writing), #79 Faber (GD), #102 T. Jackson (FR), #103 Combs (GD), #110 Goslin (PR, reverse paper loss), #117 Maranville (PR), #125 Terry (FR), #128 Klein (one GD, one FR, reverse writing), #133 Lindstrom (PR, reverse writing), #134 S. Rice (PR), #138 Pennock (FR), #164 L. Waner (PR, reverse writing), (2) #165 Sewell (one FR, one PR, reverse writing), #168 Goslin (PR, reverse writing), #189 Cronin (FR), (2) #194 Averill (one GD, one PR, reverse writing), #197 R. Ferrell (FR, writing), #216 Gomez (FR), (2) #227 Herman (one FR, one PR, reverse writing) and (2) #229 Vaughan (both PR, writing or paper loss).
Opening Bid $750.00

79. 1934 & 1935 Goudey Baseball Group (32) Including Many Hall of Famers with Dean & Fox
Offered are (32) 1934 and 1935 Goudey Baseball singles featuring an enticing array of Hall of Famers. Includes: 1934 Goudey: (19 cards, average GD to VG, 16% writing) with #1 Fox (VG), #2 Cochrane (VG-EX), #3, #6 Dean (PR, writing), #7 Durocher (FR), #10 Klein (GD), #11 P. Waner (GD), #13 Frisch (PR, writing), 14-17, #18 Manush (VG), #19 Grove (GD), #23 Gehringer (VG), 30, 49, 60, 72; 1935 Goudey Four-in-One: (13 cards, average GD) with Allen/Wilson, (2) Averill/Kamm (one GD, one PR, reverse writing), (2) Cochrane/Simmons (GD, FR), Cayler/Grimes/Klein (GD), Dean/Frisch (GD), Goslin/Schubel (GD), Hoyt/L. Waner/P. Waner (GD), T. Jackson/Terry (FR), Lary/Manush (VG), Martin/O’Farrell and Melillo/West.
Opening Bid $250.00

80. 1934-1936 Diamond Stars Collection (57) Including (33) Hall of Famers
Stacked 1934-1936 Diamond Star gallery of (57) cards featuring a sterling cast of (33) Hall of Famers. Includes: Hall of Famers: (33 cards) with #1 Grove (PR, reverse paper loss), #2 Simmons (PR), #3 Maranville (PR), #11 Dickey (FR), (2) #14 Terry (GD, FR), #16 L. Waner (FR), #18 Hafey (GD), (3) #27 Traynor (VG, GD, FR), #28 Lopez (GD), #30 Mannush (trimmed), (2) #31 Cayler (GD, FR), (2) #32 S. Rice (both GD), (2) #35 Averill (VG-EX, FR), #36 Lombard ERR (VG), (2) #39 Hubbell (VG, GD), #43 Lyons (one EX, one FR, reverse writing), #44 Hornsby (GD), (3) #48 R. Ferrell (VG-EX, GD), (2) #54 Greenberg (VG), #59 Bottomley (GD), (2) #60 Ruffing (one VG, one trimmed), #66 Medwick (FR); Others: (24 cards, average GD) with #4, 6, 12, 13, (2) 15, 20, 25, (2) 26, (2) 29, 34, 37, 38, 41, 42, 45, 46, 57, 82, #101 Bartell (GD) and #107 Hack (VG).
Opening Bid $300.00

81. 1934-1936 Diamond Stars Baseball Lot (53) Including 8 Hall of Famers
The “boys of summer” display their talents with these (53) 1934-36 Diamond Stars Baseball singles including eight Hall of Famers and a selection of challenging high numbers. This mid-grade assortment generally averages (VG) quality throughout and includes (35) blue backs and (18) green backs. Includes: #2 Simmons (GD), #5, 6, (2) 8, #9 Cochrane (VG), 10, (3) 12, 15, (2) 22, #36 Lombard ERR (VG), 37, 40, 42, 45, (2) 49, 53, 56, 61, 62, #74 Lazzeri (VG-EX), 75, #77 Gehringer (VG), (2) 78, 79, (2) 81, (2) #86 Crosetti (VG, GD), (3) #87, (2) 89, (2) 90, #91 B. Harris (VG), 92, (2) 93, #94 W. Ferrell (GD), #95 Aplington (VG), (2) #96 Biggs (VG, GD), #100 Averill (VG), #101 Bartell (VG) and #106 Lucas (VG-EX).
Opening Bid $300.00

82. 1935 Goudey Baseball Hall of Famers
Presented are (18) 1935 Goudey Baseball Four-in-One singles, (11) of which feature one or more Hall of Famers. Includes: Averill/Kamm (VG-EX), (3) Burns/Hensley, Campbell/Meyers, Cochrane/Gehringer (VG), (2) Czitz/Ott (VG, GD), Cayler/Grimes/Klein (VG), DeShong/Allen, Dickey/Lazzeri/Ruffin (VG), (2) #312 Lombard ERR (VG), (2) Goslin/Schubel (both VG), Hayes/Lyons (VG), Herman/Suhr (GD), Hoyt/L. Waner/P. Waner (VG), Koenig/Fitzsimmons and P. Martin/O’Farrell. With exception to the Hall of Famers, the remaining cards average (VG) condition.
Opening Bid $250.00
83. 1933-1941 Goudey and Play Ball Lot (4) Including Ruth and Williams
Memorable monikers featuring “The Babe”, “Teddy Ballgame”, “The Beast” and “The Rajah” are the sole representatives of these four 1933-1941 Goudey and Play Ball Baseball Hall of Famers. Includes: 1933 Goudey: (2) cards with #53 Ruth (PR to FR), #119 Howard (HR), 1940 Play Ball: #133 Foxx (VG-EX) and 1941 Play Ball: #14 Williams (VG).
Opening Bid $200.00

84. 1935-1938 Wheaties Baseball Panel Lot of (13) with (2) DiMaggio & (2) Foxx
Fuel your collection with this assortment of “Breakfast of Champions” premiums. Hand cut from vintage cereal boxes, this lot of (13) 1935-1938 Wheaties baseball panels presents above average to better with sharp images, graphics and text. Highlights are: (2) Joe DiMaggio both irregularly trimmed: 5-3/4 x 6-5/8" Series 6 and 5-3/4 x 7" Series 8; (2) Jimmie Foxx: 6 x 6-1/2" Series 3 (small piece of tape on bottom left corner) and 6 x 8-1/4" Series 11; Mickey Cochrane 6-1/8 x 6-5/8" Series 1 with blue cap (small edge tears). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

85. (5) 1936-1943 Joe DiMaggio Cards—All Different
The “Yankee Clipper” displays perfect batting form with these five different 1936-1943 Joe DiMaggio cards. Includes: 1) 1936 R312 Color Tints (PR), 2) 1936 R314 Goudey “Wide Pens” Type 1 w/Mccarthy (PR, pin holes and reverse writing); 3) 1936 R313 National Chicle “Fine Pens” with Erickson (FR, slight surface paper loss); 4) 1937 R314 Goudey “Wide Pens” Type 3 (PR, portrait) and 5) 1943 R302-1 M. P. & Co. (PR).
Opening Bid $200.00

86. 1939-1941 Play Ball Baseball Lot (94) Including 13 Hall of Famers
Pre-war stalwarts are the focus of these (94) 1939-1941 Play Ball singles including (13) Hall of Famers. Highlights include: 1939 Play Ball: (30 cards, average VG) with #53 Hubbell (GD), #56 Greenberg (VG), #89 L. Waner (VG); 1940 Play Ball: (48 cards, median VG) with #30 Berg (VG), #38 Doerr (VG), #105 L. Waner (GD), (2) #118 Hoyt (VG, GD), #134 Cronin (VG), #167 Frisch (VG), #179 Sisler (FR, pin hole), 1941 Play Ball: (16 cards, average VG) with #10 Vaughan (GD), #20 Ruffing (VG), #21 Keller (VG) and #54 Reese RC (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

87. 1939 Play Ball Baseball Lot (42) Including 6 Hall of Famers
Closing out a decade of pinstriped dominance arrives the offered 1939 Play Ball group of (42) cards featuring six Hall of Famers and additional stars. This assortment averages (EX to EX-MT) quality throughout with some better and others lesser. Includes: #1 Powell (EX), 11, 15, 23, 27, (2) 32, (2) 38, (2) #39 R. Ferrell (EX, VG-EX), 42, 948 Gomez (VG-EX), 49, #52 Henrich (VG-EX), (2) #53 Hubbell (both VG-EX), (2) 57, 59, 60, 63, 65, 66, 68, (3) 69, 75, 77-79, 81, #82 Klein (EX), (2) 87, 105, 106, 109, 110, 113 and 115.
Opening Bid $300.00

88. 1940 Play Ball Baseball Lot (81) Including 14 Hall of Famers
Bubble gum heroes are the foundation for the offered 1940 Play Ball Baseball collection of (81) cards including (14) Hall of Famers and a sampling of difficult high numbers. This mid-grade assortment generally averages (VG-EX to EX) with some better and only a handful lesser. Includes: (2) #3, #4 Henrich (VG-EX), #6 Gomez (VG-EX), #7 Dickey (VG-EX), #10 Ruffing (VG-EX), (2) 11, 13, 15-17, #21 R. Ferrell (VG-EX), 23, (2) 26, #46 Averill (VG-EX), 49, 51, 61, 62, (2) 63, 66, 70, 73, 74, 80, 85, #87 Hubbell (VG-EX), 89, 93, #102 Klein (EX), 116, 121, 122, 127, #129 B. Harris (EX), 130, 131, 136, 139, 140, 143-45, (2) 147, 148, (4) 150, 151, (2) 152, 154-57, 161, 165, #171 Heilmann (VG-EX), #172 Bender (VG-EX), #176 Manush (VG-EX), #178 Casey (VG-EX), #180 Cochrane (VG), 181, 182, 185, 187, 190, 206-08, 211, 213, 214, 216, #232 Goslin (VG-EX) and #240 Atwood RC (VG-EX).
Opening Bid $400.00
89. 1941 Play Ball Baseball Lot of (56)
Consistently attractive 1941 Play Ball Baseball collection of (56) cards including a pair of Hall of Famers and stars. This immensely attractive gathering generally presents in the (VG-EX to EX) range with many better and only a handful lesser. Includes: #1 E. Miller (VG), 2, 5, 7, 12, #15 Cronin (VG-EX), 24, 27-33, (2) 35, 36-38, #39 Henrich (VG-EX), 40, 41, 43-45, (3) 46, (2) 47, 48, (3) 49, 51, (2) 53, (2) 55, #56 Vander Meer (VG), 57, 58, (3) 59, #61 V. DiMaggio (VG-EX), (2) 62, #63 D. DiMaggio (VG-EX), (2) 65, 66-69 and #72 Gomez (VG).
Opening Bid $300.00

90. 1948 Bowman Baseball Collection (42) Including (13) Hall of Famers with (2) Berra and (2) Musial Rookies
From the inaugural 1948 Bowman Baseball edition arrives these (42) singles featuring (13) Hall of Famers. This series averages (GD to VG) with 33% displaying discoloration/stainning. Includes: #1, (2) #3 Kiner RC (VG, GD), (2) #4 Mize RC (both GD), (2) #5 Feller (both VG), (2) #6 Berra RC (both VG), 7, #8 Rizzuto RC (VG), 9-12, #14 Reynolds (VG), 15, #17 Slaughter (VG), #18 Spahn RC (PR), #19 Henrich (FR, reverse writing), 20-25, (2) 26, 28, #29 Page (VG), 30, 32, 33, 35, (2) #36 Musial RC (GD, FR), #40 Marion (FR), 41, 42, 46 and #47 Thomson (VG).
Opening Bid $200.00

91. 1948 Bowman Baseball High Grade Lot (46)
Sharp assortment of (46) 1948 Bowman Baseball singles with the vast majority from this inaugural issue presenting in (EX-MT to NM) condition. Includes: (2) #1 Elliott RC (EX-MT, EX), (5) 10, (2) 11, #12 Sain RC (NM), (2) 15, (2) #17 Slaughter RC (EX-MT, EX), #18 Spahn RC (EX-MT), (2) #19 Henrich (both EX-MT), 20, (2) 21, (2) 23, 24, 25, (2) 26, 28, #29 Page RC (NM), 30-32, (2) 33, 34, (5) 35, #40 Marion RC (EX-MT), (3) 45 and (3) 46.
Opening Bid $300.00

92. 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball Lot (156) Including (15) Hall of Famers
Classic assortment of (156) 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball singles showcasing (15) Hall of Famers. Highlighted among this mid-grade gathering are: 1948 Bowman: #5 Feller (EX), #8 Rizzuto RC (VG); 1949 Bowman: #65 Slaughter (VG), #70 Furillo RC (VG), #83 Scheffing (VG, Name on Front); 1950 Bowman: (62 cards, median GD, 19 low numbers) with #32 Roberts (GD); 1953 Bowman Color: #18 Fox (VG-EX), #92 Hodges (VG), #93 Rizzuto/Martín (VG), #118 B. Martin (VG) and #121 Berra (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

93. 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball Lot (93) Including 9 Hall of Famers
Presented are (93) 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball singles featuring a starting nine of Hall of Fame royalty. Highlights include: 1948 Bowman: #19 Henrich (GD), #38 Schoendiest RC (GD); 1950 Bowman: (40 cards, mostly GD, 17 low numbers); 1952 Bowman: #252 Crosetti (VG); 1953 Bowman Color: #40 Doby (GD), #99 Spahn (EX), #65 Roberts (VG) and 1954 Bowman: #1 Rizzuto (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

94. (281) 1949-1955 Bowman Baseball Cards with (3) Mays
“Say Hey” leads the way for the offered 1949-1955 Bowman Baseball collection of (281) cards. Highlights include: 1951 Bowman: #165 T Williams (PR, reverse writing), 1954 Bowman: #80 Mays (VG-EX), #90 Campanella (GD); 1955 Bowman: (217 cards, aggregate EX) with (2) #33 Kaline (VG-EX, VG), (2) #103 Mathews (one EX-MT, one PR, pin holes), #130 Ashburn (EX-MT), #179 Aaron (PR, pin hole), (2) #184 Mays (EX, VG) and #242 Banks (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
95. 1951-1955 Bowman Baseball Lot (26) Including 19 Hall of Famers
Philadelphia’s finest bubble gum manufacturer produced these (26) 1951-1955 Bowman Baseball cards including (19) Hall of Famers. Highlights include: 1953 Bowman Color: #51 Irwin (EX-MT), (2) #80 Kiner (EX-MT, EX), #92 Hodges (EX), #93 Rizzuto/Martín (EX), #101 Schoendienst (VG-EX), #143 Lopez (EX-MT), #153 Ford (EX); 1954 Bowman: (2) #57 Wilhelm (EX-MT, EX), #95 Roberts (VG-EX), #164 Wynn (EX), #177 Ford (EX); 1955 Bowman: #1 Wilhelm (EX) and (2) #29 Schoendienst (EX-MT, EX), #37 Reese (EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

96. 1952-1955 Topps & Bowman Baseball Group of (251) Cards with Koufax & Killebrew Rookies
“Golden age” 1952-1955 Topps and Bowman Baseball group of (251) cards featuring Hall of Fame rookies of Koufax and Killebrew. Highlights include: 1952 Topps: #11 Rizzuto (GD), #88 Feller (GD); 1953 Bowman Color: #10 Ashburn (VG), #33 Reese (PR, rubber band residue), #59 Mantle (PR, writing); 1954 Bowman: #90 Campanella (GD), #161 Berra (VG); 1954 Topps: #1 T. Williams (GD), #50 Berra (VG); 1955 Topps: #2 T. Williams (GD), #47 Aaron (GD), #50 L. Robinson (VG), #123 Koufax (RC (GD) and #124 Killebrew (RC (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

97. 1951-1956 Topps Baseball Lot (200) Including 11 Hall of Famers
Seize the offered 1951-1956 Topps Baseball collection of (200) cards including (11) Hall of Famers. Highlights include: 1951 Topps Blue Backs: #57 Doerr (GD); 1951 Topps Red Backs: #8 Wynn (VG), #33 Snider (VG); 1952 Topps: (44 cards, median VG) with #84 Page ERR (VG, bb), #57 Ledip (VG, bb), #66 Roe (GD); 1953 Topps: #41 Slaughter (VG-EX), #76 Reese (GD), #114 Rizzuto (VG), #147 Spahn (GD); 1954 Topps: #28 Banks (VG-EX), #191 Kiner (GD); 1955 Topps: (60 cards, average VG) with #28 Banks (VG) and #100 Irvin (VG-EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

98. 1952-1956 Topps Baseball Lot (107) Including 10 Hall of Famers
Upper-tier sampling of (107) 1952-1956 Topps Baseball singles heralded by (10) Hall of Famers and additional stars. Highlights include: 1952 Topps: (25 cards, average EX) with #2 Runnels (VG-EX), #20 Lopes (EX-MT), #268 Lemon (EX); 1953 Topps: (3) #41 Slaughter (EX-MT, EX, VG-EX), #62 Irvin (EX), #77 Mize (EX-MT), #78 Schoendienst (EX), #86 B. Martin (EX), #147 Spahn (VG); 1954 Topps: (2) #187 Mankush (both EX-MT); 1955 Topps: (30 cards, average VG-EX) and 1956 Topps: (30 cards, average EX-MT). More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

99. (221) 1954-1956 Topps Baseball Cards with Kaline & Killebrew Rookies
The debuts of “Mr. Tiger” and “Killer” headline this assortment of (221) 1954-1956 Topps Baseball cards. Moderate duplication is dispersed throughout. Keys include: 1954 Topps: #201 Kaline RC (GD); 1955 Topps: (73 cards, average VG-EX to EX) with #28 Banks (VG), (2) #31 Spahn (EX, VG-EX), #124 Killebrew, RC (VG), #155 Mathews (VG); 1956 Topps: (118 cards, average EX-MT) with (3) #20 Kaline (NM, EX-MT, VG-EX), #200 Feller (VG-EX), (2) #226 Giants Team (both EX-MT) and #260 Reese (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

100. 1956 Topps Baseball Lot (301) with (11) Hall of Famers Plus (2) Unmarked Checklists
Those pursuing the 1956 Topps Baseball edition will not be disappointed with the offered collection of (301) cards featuring (11) Hall of Famers and a pair of unmarked checklists. Few creases are discovered in this selection which averages (VG-EX) quality throughout. Featured are: #107 Mathews (VG), (3) #109 Slaughter (VG-EX, (2) VG), #118 Fox (VG), #140 Score RC (VG-EX), #150 Snider (VG), #165 Schoendienst (VG), (3) #195 Kell (2) VG-EX, VG), #250 Doby (VG-EX), NNO CL 1/3 (VG-EX) and NNO CL 2/4 (VG). Opening Bid $250.00
101. 1949 Bowman Baseball Lot (59)
Opening Bid $150.00

102. 1948-1953 Bowman and Topps Hall of Famers Trio
Opening Bid $100.00

103. 1955 Topps Baseball Lot (140)
Including Koufax Rookie
Opening Bid $200.00

104. 1957 & 1958 Topps Baseball Group (298)
Opening Bid $100.00

105. 1958-1960 Topps and Fleer Baseball Lot (185)
Including Many Hall of Famers
Opening Bid $150.00

106. 1977 Topps Baseball Cloth Stickers High-Grade Collection (388)
Including (155) Hall of Famers
Opening Bid $200.00

107. 1949-1957 Topps & Bowman Baseball Grab Bag of (162) Cards with Hall of Famers and Stars
Childhood grab bag of (162) 1949-1957 Topps and Bowman Baseball singles featuring a strong cast of Hall of Famers and stars. Keys include: 1949 Bowman: (82 cards, average GD) with #36 Reese (GD), (2) #83 Scheffing (VG, GD, Name on Front), #85 Mize (VG, Name on Front); 1953 Bowman Color: #146 Wynt (VG-EX); 1955 Topps: #11 Robinson (FR, color addition), #258 Gilliam RC (VG), 1957 Topps: #2 Berra (GD), #20 Aaron (VG), #35 F. Robinson RC (VG) and #210 Campanella (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

108. 1956-1958 Topps Baseball Collection of (118) Cards with Dozens of Hall of Famers & Stars
Select this 1956-1958 Topps Baseball collection of (118) cards featuring dozens of Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: 1956 Topps: #79 Koufax (GD), #135 Mantle (VG, gray back); 1957 Topps: #10 Mays (VG), #95 Mantle (GD), #210 Campanella (EX-MT); 1958 Topps: #5 Mays (VG), #30 Aaron (VG), #47 Maris RC (VG-EX), #52 Clemente (VG), #70 Kaline (VG), #150 Mantle (PR, reverse paper loss), #320 Ford (EX-MT), #343 Cepeda RC (EX-MT), #370 Berra (EX-MT), #375 Reese (EX-MT) and #418 Mantle/Aaron (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

109. 1955-1959 Topps Baseball Collection (497) Including (37)
Hall of Famers
Stalwarts of both the American and National Leagues comprise the offered 1955-1959 Topps Baseball collection of (497) cards including (37) Hall of Famers. Highlights include: 1955 Topps: (122 cards, average VG-EX) with #4 Kaline (GD), #50 L. Robinson (GD); 1956 Topps: (109 cards, majority VG to VG-EX) with #150 Snider (GD), #NNO CL 2/4 (marked); 1958 Topps: #543 Cepeda RC (VG); 1959 Topps: (160 cards, median VG) with (2) #202 Maris (both GD), #380 Aaron (GD) and (2) #461 Mantle HR (both VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
110. 1959 Topps Baseball Lot (895) Including (25) Hall of Famers

Substantial 1959 Topps Baseball singles collection of (895) cards featuring (25) Hall of Famers. This mid-grade gathering overwhelmingly averages (VG to VG-EX) with each card coming from a lower series. Highlights include: #260 Wynn (VG), #450 Mathews (VG), (2) #461 Mantle WS (EX, VG-EX), (3) #463 Kaline Champ (2) VG-EX, VG), (3) #464 Mays Catch (2) VG-EX, VG), (4) #467 Aaron WS (average VG-EX), (4) #469 Banks MVP (average EX), #478 Clemente (GD) and (3) #480 Schoendienst (2) VG, one FR, paper loss.

Opening Bid $300.00

112. 1957 & 1958 Topps Baseball Collection of (453) Cards with Many Stars—Sharp!

Fine assortment of 1957 and 1958 Topps Baseball collection of (453) cards featuring a stellar lineup of Hall of Fame greats and stars. Several third-party professional grading possibilities are uncovered in this selection with moderate duplication throughout. Highlights include: 1957 Topps: (158 cards, aggregate EX-MT, 12 fourth series) with #25 Ford (NM), #154 Schoendienst (NM), #230 Kell (NM), #324 Dodgers Team (EX), #400 Dodgers sluggers (EX-MT); 1958 Topps: (295 cards, average EX-MT to NM) with (2) #1 Williams (EX, GD), (2) #85 Aparicio (both NM), #307 B. Robinson (EX-MT), #314 Snider/Aston (NM), #343 Cepeda RC (EX), #436 Mays/Snider (EX-MT) and #476 Musial AS (EX-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

113. 1957 & 1959 Topps Baseball Starter Sets Plus Extra Stars

Assembled in a pair of 1957 and 1959 Topps Baseball starter sets plus extra stars. Highlights include: 1957 Topps starter: (228/407, average EX, 40 fourth series, five extra stars) with #1 T. Williams (SGC 50), #10 Mays (VG-EX), #18 Drysdale RC (EX), #20 Aaron (VG), (2) #30 Reese (NM, VG-EX), #55 Banks (VG), #70 Ashburn (NM), #76 Clemente (VG-EX), (2) #210 Campanella (one VG-EX, one FR, reverse writing); 1959 Topps starter: (211/572, average VG, 25% staining, only low numbers, four dupes) with #305 Mays (VG), #163 Koufax (VG-EX), (2) #202 Maris (VG-EX, VG), #380 Aaron (GD, stain), #461 Mantle HR (VG) and #478 Clemente (GD). More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00


Crisp pairing of 1960 and 1962 Topps Baseball partial sets plus extra stars. Highlights include: 1960 Topps partial: (386/572, one high number, three dupes) with #250 Musial (GD, slight stain), #300 Aaron (VG), #326 Clemente (EX-MT), #343 Koufax (GD), #377 Maris (VG-EX); 1962 Topps partial: (351/598, average EX-MT to NM, 25 dupes with 5 PSA graded, 43 high numbers, average NM) with #10 Clemente (EX), #85 Musial (EX-MT), (3) #134 Hoefel (EX, VG-EX, VG, Green Sky), #300 Mays (EX-MT), #320 Aaron (EX), #395 Mays AS (EX-MT), #471 Mantle AS (EX-MT); PSA 8: #535; PSA 7: (4 cards) with #457, 525, 565 and 589. More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

115. 1960-1962 Topps Baseball Collection (957) Including (41) Hall of Famers

Crisp assortment of (957) 1960-1962 Topps Baseball singles featuring a formidable lineup of (41) Hall of Famers. Moderate duplication is discovered throughout. Highlights include: 1960 Topps: (648 cards, average EX-MT) with (5) #136 Kaat RC (average EX), #316 McCovey RC (VG); 1961 Topps: (116 cards, average EX-MT) with #10 B. Robinson (VG), #141 B. Williams RC (VG-EX), #350 Banks (VG-EX), #429 Kaline (EX); 1962 Topps: (193 cards, average EX, 24 high numbers) with #53 Mantle/Killer HR LL (VG) and #387 Brock RC (VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
116. Scarcely 1961 Topps Baseball Full Uncut Sheet (132 Cards) Including Mays and (5) Other Hall of Famers
A scarce survivor is uncovered with the offered 1961 Topps Baseball Series 2 and 3 full uncut sheet. Comprising (12) eleven-card rows, this printing press artifact presents remarkably well given its advanced age. Aside from general perimeter wear including moderate tear near the left middle edge and limited trimming along the right boundary (not affecting the cards), the obverse of this oversized display piece is still relatively clean with minimal instances of interior creasing, abrasions or contusions. The reverses of the four cards along the upper right corner ranging from #167 Giants Team to #121 Grba exhibit white paint residue. Four of the rows are double printed. Key players include: (2) #120 Mathews, (2) #132 Lopez, #136 Alston, (2) #141 B. Williams RC (one with slight abrasion), #150 Mays and #160 Ford.
Opening Bid $300.00

118. 1952-1969 Topps Baseball Monster Collection (5,865) Including (110+) Hall of Famers
Massive 1952-1969 Topps Baseball collection of (5,865) cards featuring (110+) Hall of Famers, numerous stars along with a sprinkling or mixed high numbers. Moderate duplication is uncovered throughout. Highlights include: 1957 Topps: (325 cards, mostly VG to VG-EX); 1958 Topps: (437 cards, medium VG, 5% pin holes/staple marks); 1961 Topps: #150 Mays (FR); 1963 Topps: #115 Yastrzemski (VG-EX); 1965 Topps: (299 cards, aggregate GD to VG) with #385 Yastrzemski (VG-EX); 1966 Topps: (403 cards, median GD) with (2) #310 F. Robinson (EX, VG); 1967 Topps: (355 Yastrzemski (VG-EX); 1968 Topps: (1562 cards, average VG) with #49 Brinkman (GD, Yellow Team), #66 Cox (VG-EX, Yellow Team); 1969 Topps: (919 cards, average GD to VG) with #20 Banks (VG) and #120 Rose (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

119. 1963-1969 Topps Baseball Lot (1,870) Including (52) Hall of Famers—Sharp!
This 1963-1969 Topps Baseball collection of (1,870) cards is ideal for the discriminating set collector. Several cards among this throng which includes (52) high numbers and several mixed high numbers are ideal candidates for third-party professional grading. Moderate duplication is evident throughout. Keys include: 1965 Topps: (337 cards, composite EX to EX-MT) with #170 Aaron (VG-EX); #477 Carlton RC (VG-EX), #581 Perez RC (VG-EX); 1966 Topps: (222 cards, aggregate EX-MT, 13 high numbers); 1969 Topps: (656 cards, majority EX-MT to NM) with #50 Clemente (EX-MT) and #100 Aaron (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

120. 1965 Topps Transfers Hoard of (2,400) with (24) Players—(5) Hall of Famers Including Clemente
Astounding break value is delivered with the offered 1965 Topps Transfers hoard of (2,400) inserts. One hundred transfers for each of the (24) players (one-third of the checklist) including five Hall of Famers are present. With exception to minimal and even factory creasing due to printing techniques of the age, these 50 year old treasures still present quite well. The player illustrations are strong while the fragile paper slips have withstood the decades in fine condition. Includes: Hall of Famers: (5 players) with Aparicio, Clemente, Killebrew, B. Robinson, Santo; Others: (19 players) with K. Boyer, Callison, Carry, Chance, Conigliaro, T. Davis, Groat, Hinton, Hunt, Knob, Maloney, Pasea, Peters, Pizarro, Richardson, Roseboro, Stuitt, Tiant, and Ward.
Opening Bid $250.00

121. (762) 1949-1969 Baseball Shoebox Collection with Hundreds of Stars
A parade of Baseball Hall of Famers and stars commands the offered 1949-1969 shoebox collection of (762) cards. This stacked gallery is highlighted by the following: 1950 Bowman: #11 Rizzuto (VG-EX); 1951 Bowman: #26 Rizzuto (VG-EX); 1953 Bowman Color: #93 Rizzutto/Martín (GD); 1955 Bowman: #10 Rizzuto (VG); 1956 Topps: #79 Koufax (VG); 1958 Topps: #5 Mays (EX-MT), #486 Mays AS (GD); 1959 Topps: #150 Musial (EX), #563 Mays AS (VG); 1960 Topps: #200 Mays (VG-EX), #343 Koufax (EX-MT), #350 Mantle (FR); 1961 Topps: #150 Mantle (VG-EX); 1962 Koufax (EX-MT), #350 Mantle (VG-EX), #492 Carlton RC (EX-MT); 1963 Fleer: #5 Mays (EX-MT), #42 Koufax (VG-EX); 1963 Topps: #300 Mays (VG); 1964 Topps: #150 Mays (GD); 1965 Topps: #250 Mays (VG), #477 Carlton (VG); 1966 Topps: #1 Mays (GD); 1967 Topps: #200 Mays (GD); 1968 Topps: #50 Mays (VG-EX) and 1969 Topps: #190 Mays (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
Opening Bid $200.00

123. 1955-1972 Topps Baseball Roberto Clemente Collection (21)
Including Rookie
Stellar arrangement of (21) 1955-1972 Topps Baseball Roberto Clemente singles. Includes: Topps Roberto Clemente: (21 cards) with 1955 #164 RC (VG), 1956 #33 (VG), 1959 #78 (VG-EX), (2) 1960 #326 (VG-EX, FR), 1961 #388 (EX-MT), 1962 #10 (PR, reverse paper residue), 1963 #540 (VG), 1964 #440 (GD), 1965: (3) #2 NL Batting Leaders (2) GD, FR), (3) #160 (all GD), 1968: #1 Clemente/Aiou LL (VG), #3 Clemente/Aaron LL (VG); (2) 1970 #350 (both GD); 1972: #309 (VG) and #310 IA (VG).
Opening Bid $250.00

124. 1955-1976 Topps Hank Aaron Collection (38)
The storied career of home run champ Henry Aaron is chronicled with these (38) 1955-1976 Topps Baseball singles. Includes: Topps Hank Aaron: (38 cards) with 1955 #47 (VG), 1956 #31 (VG), 1957 #20 (GD), 1958 #30 (VG), 1959: #212 w/Mathews (VG-EX), #330 (VG), 1960 #330 (VG), 1961: #415 (VG-EX), #43 HR LL (FR), (2) 1962 #300 (VG, GD), 1963 #390 (VG), (2) 1964 #300 (VG-EX, GD), (3) 1965 #170 (VG-EX, VG, GD), 1967: #244 HR LL (GD), (3) #250 (2) VG-EX, GD); 1968: (2) #110 (EX-MT, GD), #370 AS (VG); 1969 #100 (GD), 1970 #462 AS (VG), 1972: (2) #299 Aaron (both VG), (3) #300 Aaron IA (2) VG, one FR, paper loss), (2) 1973 #100 (VG-EX, GD), (3) 1974 #1 (VG), (2) GD, 1975 #660 (VG) and 1976 #550 (VG).
Opening Bid $250.00

125. 1956-1972 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers & Stars Lot (36) with Bench, Jackson & Yaz Rookies
Established diamond heroes are the foundation of these (36) 1956-1972 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars including rookies along with legends such as Koufax and Mays. Highlights include: 1960 Topps: #148 Yastrzemski RC (EX); 1961 Topps: #150 Mays (EX-MT); 1964 Topps: #125 Rose (EX); 1965 Topps: (2) #300 Koufax (both VG-EX); 1966 Topps: #100 Koufax (VG-EX); 1968 Topps: #247 Bench RC (VG-EX); 1969 Topps: #190 Mays (EX-MT) and #260 R. Jackson RC (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

126. 1955-1973 Topps Baseball Hall of Famer & Star Collection (100) with (16) Mays & (5) Koufax
A staggering host of diamond talent headlines the offered 1955-1973 Topps Baseball Hall of Fame and star collection of (100) cards. This stacked gallery delivers promising “break value” for show and internet dealers alike. Highlights include: 1956 Topps: #101 Campanella (GD); 1957 Topps: #10 Mays (GD); 1958 Topps: #5 Mays (FR), #485 T. Williams (SG), 1959 Topps: #50 Mays (VG); 1961 Topps: #344 Koufax (GD), 1962 Topps: #5 Koufax (GD), #300 Mays (GD); 1964 Topps: #150 Mays (VG), #200 Koufax (FR); 1965 Topps: #300 Koufax (GD); 1966 Topps: #100 Koufax (GD), #126 Palmer RC (VG); 1967 Topps: #200 Mays (VG) and 1968 Topps: (2) #50 Mays (both GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

127. 1957-1969 Topps Baseball Lot (270)
Including Several Hall of Famers
High-octane assortment of (270) 1957-1969 Topps Baseball cards featuring a host of Hall of Famers. Highlights include: 1957 Topps: #2 Berra (VG), #62 B. Martin (EX-MT), #212 Colavito RC (VG-EX), #286 Richardson RC (VG), #312 Kubek RC (EX-MT), #317 Giants Team (EX-MT), #324 Dodgers Team (EX-MT), #338 Bunning RC (VG-EX); 1958 Topps: #343 Cepeda RC (EX); 1959 Topps: #360 Kaline (EX-MT), #515 Killebrew (VG-EX), 1962 Topps: #360 Berra (VG), #425 Yastrzemski (VG-EX) and 1968 Topps: #247 Bench RC (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

Place a strong bid for this vintage 1909-1968 baseball/non-sport collection of (59) cards plus (13) 1935-1939 Baseball Magazine issues. Highlights include: Baseball Cards (28 cards) with 1936 K312 Pastele: Mack-Grove (VG-EX); 1961 Topps: #150 Mays (GD), #300 Mantle (VG); 1963 Topps: #200 Mantle (colored); 1967 Topps: Stacked (VG), #581 Seaver RC (GD); 1947 Goudey Indian Gum: (27 cards, average VG) and Baseball Magazine: (13 magazines, average VG, four Hall of Fame covers). More on our website.
Opening Bid $220.00

130. 1963 Statistic Back Exhibits High Grade Lot (61) Including 26 Hall of Famers

Sizable collection of (61) 1963 Baseball Stat Back Exhibits featuring (26) Hall of Famers. This upper-tier gathering averages (EX-MT to NM) quality throughout with many better. Highlights include: (3) Aaron (NM, 2 EX-MT), Aparicio (NM-MT), Berra (EX-MT), (3) Clemente (one NM, one EX-MT, one FR, reverse writing), (2) Drysdale (NM, EX-MT), (2) Koufax (NM, EX-MT), Mantle (EX-MT), (2) Maris (both EX-MT), (2) Mays (EX-MT, EX), (2) Musial (NM-EX, EX) and (2) B. Robinson (NM, EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

132. (58) 1967 Topps Baseball High Numbers—All Different with Carew & Seaver Rookies

Strengthen the foundation of your future 1967 Topps Baseball set with these (58) different high numbers. Averages (GD to VG) throughout with few creases and the majority of wear relegated to the perimeter. Includes: #534, 535, 537, #540 Cash (GD), 541, 543, 545-52, 555-57, 559, #560 Bunning (GD), 561, 563-68, #569 Career RC (GD), 571, 572, 574, 575, 577-79, #580 Colavito (GD), #581 Seaver RC (GD), 582-84, 586-89, 591, 592, #593 Wustrun (GD), #594, 596-99, 601-03, #605 Shannon (VG), 606, 6067 Stanley (GD) and 608.
Opening Bid $250.00

133. (1,133) 1968 & 1969 Topps Baseball Cards with Many Stars Including (2) Mantle, Ryan & Bench Rookies

Stacked 1968 and 1969 Topps Baseball collection of (1,133) cards featuring a host of Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: 1968 Topps: (564 cards, average VG-EX to EX, 5% paper loss/writing) with (2) #150 Clemente (one EX, one FR, reverse paper loss), #177 Ryan RC (VG), #247 Bench RC (EX-MT), #280 Mantle (FR, reverse paper loss), 1969 Topps: (569 cards, average EX to EX-MT) with #50 Clemente (VG), (3) #95 Bench (EX-MT, VG, FR), #100 Aaron (VG), #190 Mays (VG-EX) and #500 Mantle (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

129. (2,800+) 1922-Modern Baseball Treasure Chest with Many Stars

Opening Bid $150.00
134. 1970 Transogram Baseball Collection of (10) Items with (7) in Unopened Boxes

Make a trip to the toy store with the offered 1970 Transogram Baseball collection of (10) items with seven in unopened boxes. The display boxes and three-card panels generally present in (EX-MT to NM) condition with only minimal abrasions and scratched creasing. Unless noted, each box is complete. Includes: American League: (2) Series 12 (F. Robinson/Howard/Reichardt, one slight paper loss, one no box but in original shrinkwrap), (2) Series 14 (KALINE/FREGOSI/MCDowell, one slight paper loss), Series 15 (ODOM/KILLEBREW/PETROCELLI); National League: Series 1 (Rice/MAYS/C. Jones, no box but in original shrinkwrap), (2) Series 2 (Santo/W. Davis/McCovey, one slight paper loss), Series 3 (Marichal/Torre/Banks) and Series 4 (Aaron/Wynn/Seaver (no box, but in original shrinkwrap).

Opening Bid $200.00

135. 1970 Topps Baseball High-Grade Group (582)

Including Hall of Famers & (91) High Numbers

Four sharp corners come standard with the offered 1970 Topps Baseball collection of (582) cards including a strong selection of Hall of Famers and (91) high numbers. This gathering averages (EX-MT to NM) quality throughout and features several candidates for third-party professional grading. Highlights include: #68 A.L. ERA Leaders (EX-MT, blank back), #197 Ryan Playoffs (NM), (2) #350 Clemente (both EX-MT), #482 Aaron AS (NM), #580 Rose (EX-MT) and #600 Mays (EX-MT).

Opening Bid $250.00

136. 1971 Topps Baseball Collection (957) Including (19) Hall of Famers—Sharp!

Pitch-black assortment of (957) 1971 Topps Baseball singles featuring an improving cast of (19) Hall of Famers and a handful of high numbers mixed throughout. This delicate issue averages (EX-MT to NM) quality with only a handful lesser. Keys include: #5 Munson (VG-EX), #45 Hunter (VG-EX), #50 McCovey (VG-EX), (2) #248 Wilhelm (both EX-MT), #400 Aaron (EX), (3) #450 Gibson (all EX-MT), (2) #530 Yastrzemski (both EX-MT), (2) #550 Killebrew (VG-EX), #625 Brock (EX), #630 Clemente (EX) and #641 Mets Team (Ex).

Opening Bid $200.00

137. 1972 Topps Baseball High-Grade Collection (751)

Including (107) High Numbers

Razor-sharp assortment of (751) 1972 Topps Baseball singles including a sampling of Hall of Famers along with (107) high numbers. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM-MT or better), 50% (NM) and 30% (EX-MT or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include: (2) #100 F. Robinson (both NM), #222 B. Robinson WS (NM), (2) #749 Alston (both EX-MT), #752 Morgan TRD (EX-MT), #753 McLain TRD (EX-MT) and #754 F. Robinson TRD (VG).

Opening Bid $200.00

138. (3) 1966-1973 Topps Baseball Starter Sets Plus (621) Duplicates

Fantastic trio of 1966-1973 Topps Baseball starter sets plus (621) duplicates. Highlights include: 1966 Topps starter: (164 different, average EX-MT, 182 dupes) with #50 Mays (VG-EX), #1966 Topps starter: (187 different, average EX-MT, 329 dupes) with #50 Mays (VG), (2) #330 Maris (EX-MT, VG-EX), #355 Banks (EX-MT), #480 Manager’s Dream/Clemente (VG-EX), #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (EX-MT); 1973 Topps starter: (200 different, average VG-EX, 110 dupes) with #50 Clemente (NM) and #100 Aaron (VG). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

139. 1959-1973 Topps Baseball Singles Collection of (1,598) Cards with Stars

Straight from the shoebox arrives the offered 1959-1973 Topps Baseball singles collection of (1,598) cards with stars. This gathering displays moderate duplication throughout from primarily the more available series. Highlights include: 1963 Topps: #2 Mantle/Rumels LL (VG), #173 Trend/Mantle/Richardson (GD), 1965 Topps: #260 McGraw (VG), #484 Fox (VG-EX); 1966 Topps: #138 cards, composite VG; 1971 Topps: (148 cards, average VG) and 1972 Topps: (347 cards, mostly VG to VG-EX) with #595 Ryan (VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00
140. 1880s-1979 Baseball Oddball Collection of (566) Cards with Stars
Seize the offered 1880s-1979 baseball oddball collection of (566) cards with numerous stars from various regional and obscure issues.
Highlights include: 1880s Baseball Trade Cards: (2 cards) with “A Fly” (presents EX), “A Twister” (FR, tape residue); 1905-1909 PC792 Baseball Embossed Postcards: (3 cards, all FR, reverse writing); 1925 WS16-2-1: #25 G. Kell(e)y (VG); 1930s Cadaco Game Discs: (66 discs, average EX); 1960 Nu-Card Baseball Hi-Lites: #39 Ted Williams .406 (EX-MT); 1969 Cito Coins partial: (15/20, average EX-MT, stored in original display sheet) and 1977 Baseball’s Great Hall of Fame Exhibits near: (31/32, average NM, one duplicate). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

142. (336) 1958-1979 Mostly Topps Baseball Stars with Aaron, Clemente, Mantle & Mays
Fuel your inventory with the offered 1958-1979 mostly Topps Baseball stars collection of (336) cards featuring greats such as Aaron, Clemente, Mantle, Mays and many more. Extensive “break value” is assured in this parade of diamond heroes. Highlights include: 1959 Topps: #202 Maris (VG); 1962 Topps: #10 Clemente (GD); 1965 Topps: #170 Aaron (GD), #207 Rose (GD), #250 Mantle (VG-EX); 1966 Topps: #50 Mantle (FR), #500 Aaron (GD); 1968 Topps: (2) #50 Mays (one GD, one PR, tear), #280 Mantle (GD); 1969 Topps: #100 Aaron (VG), #260 R. Jackson RC (GD); 1970 Topps: #35 Clemente (VG), #500 Aaron (VG-EX), #600 Mays (EX-MT); 1971 Topps: #513 Ryan (VG); 1972 Topps: #49 Mays (VG), #595 Ryan (GD) and 1973 Topps: #305 Mays (EX-MT). More on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

143. (249) 1951-1978 Baseball Shoebox Collection with Several Hall of Famers & Stars
Capitalize on this prolific 1951-1978 baseball shoebox collection of (249) cards with several Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: 1951 Bowman: #232 Fox RC (VG); 1958 Topps: #5 Mays (GD), #887 Mantle AS (EX); 1959 Topps: #10 Mantle (GD); 1960 Topps: #160 Mantle/Boyer (VG-EX); 1962 Post: #5 Mantle (VG, ad back); 1962 Topps: #394 Aaron AS (VG-EX); 1967 Topps: #400 Clemente (GD); 1968 Topps: #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (VG-EX) and 1972 Topps: #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

144. 1973-1979 Topps Baseball High-Grade Collection (1,974)
Including (63) Hall of Famers
Classic set builders will not be disappointed with the offered 1973-1979 Topps Baseball card collection of (1,974) cards showcasing (63) Hall of Famers. This razor-sharp assortment displays numerous viable candidates for third-party professional grading. Highlights include: 1973 Topps: (103 cards, average NM); 1974 Topps: (736 cards, average NM to NM-MT) with #456 Winfield RC (NM); 1977 Topps: (675 cards, average NM to NM-MT) with #473 Dawson RC (EX-MT), #650 Ryan (EX-MT) and 1979 Topps: #116 O. Smith RC (EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

145. 1947-1990s Mostly Philadelphia Phillies Baseball Singles Collection of (621) Cards
Catch Phillies phever with the offered 1947-1990s mostly Philadelphia Phillies Baseball singles collection of (621) cards featuring several partial team sets, player lots and oddball specialties. Highlights include: Topps Phillies & Related Stars: (353 cards) with 1952-59 Roberts (VG), #216 Ashburn (VG); 1954-45 Ashburn (VG); (8) 1956-120 Ashburn (VG), #180 Roberts (VG-EX); 1964 #125 Rose (VG), 1967 #566 Bunning (EX-MT); Bowman Phillies: (58 cards) with 1949 #46 Roberts RC (VG), 1950 #84 Ashburn (VG), 1952-53 Ashburn (VG), 1953 Cole #10 Ashburn (VG), 1954 #15 Ashburn (EX), 1955-130 Ashburn (VG); Oddball Phillies & Related: (87 cards) with 1953 Red Man #3 Ashburn (VG, with tab), 1954 Red Man #1 Ashburn (VG-EX, with tab) and 1960 Leaf #144 Bunning (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

More images and detailed descriptions available on our website: www.hugginsandscott.com
146. (11,600+) 1970-1979 Topps Baseball Singles Collection with Many Stars
Extensive 1970-1979 Topps Baseball singles collection of (11,600+) cards with several Hall of Famers and stars. Varying degrees of duplication is uncovered in this mid-grade gathering which is largely arranged by team. Highlights include: 1970 Topps: (3100+), average VG to VG-EX) with [#600 Mays (VG); 1971 Topps: (2700+), average VG) with (3) #640 F. Robinson (EX, VG, GD) and 1972 Topps: (2700+), average EX-MT with (409 Mays (VG-EX), #55 Mays IA (VG) and 1973 Topps: (2100+), average EX) with #615 Schmidt RC/Cey (FR). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

147. 1930s-1970s Baseball Team Photo Packs Lot (7)
Opening Bid $150.00

148. (7,000+) 1980s-2000s Baseball Insert & Parallel Cards with (339) Game-Used & Certified Autograph Cards
Stuff your dealer boxes with these (7,000+) 1980s-2000s baseball insert and parallel cards including a mountain of modern inserts. Includes: (6,126) inserts/parallel, (331) certified autographs, (8) game-used (Mussina, H. Ramirez), (330) numbered and (516) refractor inserts. Better players include: Bonds, Ellsbury, F. Hernandez, R. Johnson, C. Jones, Kershaw, Longoria, P. Martinez, V. Martinez, McGwire, Molina, Ortiz, M. Ramirez, M. Rivera, A. Rodriguez, Tulowitzki and many more. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan.
Opening Bid $200.00

149. (24,500+) 1980s-2000s Baseball Hall of Famers & Stars Including Inserts and Rookies
Abundant (24,500+) baseball Hall of Famer and star collection including numerous inserts/parallels and hundreds of rookies. Highlighted among this loaded gathering are: (432) Rose, (427) Ripken, (407) Ryan, (310) Maddux, (289) McGwire, (191) C. Jones, (187) Griffey Jr., (177) F. Thomas, (160) A. Rodriguez, (159) Piazza and (150) Bonds. Among all listed players are (1192) insert/parallels and (350+) rookies. This gathering is deal for the show dealer or shopkeeper. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge will apply. More on our website. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan.
Opening Bid $200.00

150. 1980-1993 Multi-Sport PSA Graded Hall of Fame Rookie Packs Lot of (3) with Bird/Magic & Ripken Rookies Showing
Each graded by PSA. Hall of Fame legends at the dawn of their careers peek through the confines of this trio of 1980-1993 packs. Includes: 1) 1980-81 Topps Baseball with Bird RC/Eving LDR/Magic RC showing on back (PSA 6); 2) 1982 Topps Baseball cello with Ripken RC showing on front (PSA 8) and 3) 1992-93 Fleer Ultra Basketball with S. O’Neal RC showing on front (PSA 10).
Opening Bid $150.00

151. (129) 1978-1998 Multi/Non-Sport Cases & Wax Boxes
Clear some warehouse space for these (129) 1978-1998 multi/non-sport cases and wax boxes. Highlights include: Baseball Cases: (5 cases) with 1988 Score wax; Unopened Boxes: (124 boxes) with Baseball: (109 boxes) with (11) 1986 Donruss, (18) 1987 Donruss; Hockey: (10 boxes) with 1991 OPC Premier (moderate wear to box) and Non-Sport: 1978 Donruss Elvis (moderate wear to display box). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. Local pick-up at our Silver Spring, Maryland facility is encouraged. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
152. (29) 1968 Topps Fun Packs & Original Bag

Trick or Treat!

Designed to be dispatched to youngsters on Halloween, these (29) unopened 1968 Topps fun packs were issued by the company as an ingenuous ploy to rid itself of factory overstock. These tightly sealed and unsearched packages include a single card from various Topps issues along with a slab of bubble gum. Very few of these high-grade packs have survived the decades in any condition! Also present is the original plastic bag (moderately torn on back) these treasures were housed in complete with enticing advertising text.

Opening Bid $250.00


Opening Bid $200.00

156. 1987 Fleer Baseball Unopened Wax Case

Unsearched 1987 Fleer Baseball unopened wax case. Demand definitely exceeds supply for this seldom offered container featuring (20) 36-pack wax boxes with (17) cards per. In addition to numerous high-grade sets, multiple gradable copies of #604 Bonds Rookie are possible. Despite being re-taped along with edge contusions resulting in one side of the container being split, the inner contents are not compromised. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply.

Opening Bid $250.00


Treasury of (77) 1986-1992 baseball rack/cello cases, boxes and packs. Highlights include: Sealed Cases: (2) 1990 Topps rack (three-box).

Unopened Boxes: (34 boxes) with (2) 1986 Topps cello, (4) 1986 Topps rack, (2) 1987 Topps rack, (10) 1988 Donruss cello, 1988 Fleer cello (no lid, with price tags), (2) 1988 Score rack, (5) 1988 Topps cello, (3) 1988 Topps rack, (2) 1990 Bowman rack and (3) 1992 Score 2 jumbo. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. Local pick-up at our Silver Spring, Maryland facility is encouraged. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
158. Modern Baltimore Ravens/Colts Certified Autograph & Game-Used Collection of (337) Cards—Loaded with Hall of Famers & Stars Caw! The purple and black attack wins yet again with the offered modern Baltimore Ravens/Colts certified autograph and game-used collection of (337) cards. Highlights include: Auto/Jersey: (4 cards) with 2008 Topps Triple Threads #112 Rice, 2010 Topps Finest Fence; Certified Autos: (97 cards) with 2002 Bowman’s Best #133 E. Reed, 2006 Leaf Limited #146 Berry, J2006 Playoff National Treasures #164 Ngata, 2008 SP Rookie Threads Rice (#/63), 2008 Topps Rookie Progression #200 Rice (#/35); Game-Used: (53 cards) with 2008 Donruss Legends Berry, 2008 Leaf Certified Rice (#/39), 2008 Leaf Limited Mackey (two-color patch) and 2008 Playoff Absolute Memorabilia Rice (#/25, three-color patch). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

160. (245) Modern Basketball Certified Autograph & Game-Used Insert Cards Profit from this modern basketball certified autograph and game-used insert collection of (245) cards. Several cards are numbered and come from various tiered subsets. Highlights include: Auto/Jersey: (8 cards) with 2004-05 SP Authentic J. Nelson (#/50); Certified Autos: (109 cards) with 1999 Upper Deck Retro Frazier, 2000-01 Upper Deck Legends D. Thompson; Game-Used: (128 cards) with 2002-03 SPX Erving/M. Johnson, 2003-04 Fleer Platinum C. Anthony (three-color patch) and 2007-08 Topps Triple Threads Ming (#/18). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

162. (11) 2005-06 Upper Deck Beehive Alexander Ovechkin & Sidney Crosby BGS 9-10 Graded Rookies Each card from 10 Pristine to 9 Mint by BGS. Skate toward this profitable collection of (11) 2005-06 Upper Deck Beehive Alexander Ovechkin and Sidney Crosby rookie cards. Includes: Alexander Ovechkin: (3 cards) with #102 BGS 10), (2) #102 blue (both #9); Sidney Crosby: (8 cards) with #101 beige (BGS 9.5), #101 blue (BGS 9), (2) #101 red (one BGS 9.5, one BGS 9) and (4) #101 yellow (BGS 10, (3) BGS 9.5). Opening Bid $200.00


161. 2005-06 Upper Deck Beehive Hockey Near Master Set with Matted Material GU Set (83/83) & (7) BGS Graded Crosby & Ovechkin RCs Spare no expense in capturing the offered 2005-06 Upper Deck Beehive Hockey near master set featuring seven BGS graded Crosby and Ovechkin rookies. Highlights include: 2005-06 Beehive set: (250/250), includes #181-250 jumbo with #101 Crosby RC (BGS 9.5), #102 Ovechkin RC (BGS 9.5). 2005-06 Beehive Rookie Jumbo: (5/5) with #R1 Crosby, #R2 Ovechkin; Matted Materials Game-Used set: (83/83) with Crosby (BGS 8.5), Gretzky (slight chipping); Parallels sets: (259 cards, no gold) with Blue set: (100 cards) with #101 Crosby RC (BGS 9.5), #102 Ovechkin RC (BGS 9.5); Red set: (100 cards) with #101 Crosby RC (BGS 9.5), #102 Ovechkin RC (BGS 9.5) and Beige near: (99/100 cards) with #101 Crosby RC (BGS 9.5). More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

163. (50) 2006-07 Upper Deck Beehive Base, Parallel & Game-Used/Auto Complete/Near Sets Light the lamp with these (50) 2006-07 Upper Deck Beehive base, parallel and game-used/auto complete and near sets. Highlights include: Sets: (33 sets) with (16) base (all #1-100), (12) #1-160 wood (only 100 cards per), (2) #100-160 rookies; Parallel sets: (5 sets) with (2) Blue: (101-101) with (2) #1 Ovechkin, (2) #19 Crosby; (2) Red Facsimile Signature: (100/100) with (2) #1 Ovechkin (one BGS 9.5), (2) #19 Crosby; Wood: (100/100); (3) Matted Materials near: (58/60, 58/60, 57/60) with (2) Lemieux; (2) Signature Scrapbook Partial: (41/54, 39/54); 2006 Beehive S7 complete/near: (7 sets, 361 dupes) with Wood set: (75/75, 227 dupes) with (2) #161 Ovechkin, (3) #169 Crosby; (5) Black & White sets: (25/25, 134 dupes) and Dark Wood near: (24/25) with #19 Crosby. More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00
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164. Circa 1915 Complete Spalding Baseball Uniform with Glove, Spikes, Mask, Cap & Bat
Step back in time with this c.1915 Spalding uniform jersey/pants combo and variety of 1910s-1920s accessories. Original Spalding factory tags are present in the collar and waistband of the uniform garments which are fashioned in tan wool with red/black pinstripes. Considerable signs of use provide authenticity to this appealing ensemble which includes an approximate size “42” pullover jersey with “OWS” felt letters and size “32” matching pants. Accompanying the uniform are (5) pieces of equipment with: cap, glove, spikes, mask and bat. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

165. 1962 Mantle/Maris “Safe at Home” One-Sheet Poster
In case you haven’t had the pleasure, we recommend viewing the delightful 1962 trailer from this classic baseball picture (linked on our website). The 27x41 one-sheet poster has been adhered to a modern cardboard backing that basically serves the role of the linen-backing process. Both the standard fold lines and minor peripheral wear are shored up and ameliorated by the card-board mount. Apparent EX condition.
Opening Bid $200.00

166. 1964 Mantle/Berra “Yoo-Hoo” Store Counter Sign
Who better to promote the “Drink of Champions” than this perennial winning pair? Fresh, crisp and beautiful, the counter sign consists of a 4x7 glossy pictorial front and a 3x7 hinged back. It was clearly never used, but rather stored away for all these decades. Near Mint condition.
Opening Bid $150.00

167. 1975 Topps Baseball Cards Store Advertising Poster
This point-of-sale display poster encourages youngsters to buy the newly released 1975 Topps Baseball series. The poster was meant to be displayed in candy store windows. Printed on slick paper stock and measuring 17x24, it features 27 cards from the 1975 set around the perimeter of the border. The cards include some from the MVP series, ’74 highlights (Kaline, and Ryan), two team cards, and player cards, including Munson, Perry, Foster, Allen and others. EX appearance overall with close inspection revealing faint surface foxing throughout and typical minor peripheral wear.
Opening Bid $100.00

168. October 8, 1912 “Red Wing Morning Republican” Newspaper File Copy Featuring Christy Mathewson
Opening Bid $100.00

169. 1938-1953 Albtetype and Artvue Hall of Fame Postcard Lot of (13) With Cobb, Gehrig and (2) Ruth
Opening Bid $100.00

170. 1940s-1950s Jackie Robinson Large Magazine Advertisements Lot (5)
Opening Bid $100.00
171. Baltimore Orioles 1954 Inaugural Season Full-Size Pennant - Extremely Rare!
From perennial cellar dwellers to a fundamentally sound prototype, the St. Louis Browns took flight as the Orioles and were “hatched” in Baltimore in 1954. This vintage full-size pennant was issued during that inaugural season! Listed as “Extremely Rare” in Mike Egner’s 2013 Vintage Pennant Price Guide II, the orange felt banner features a scroll-style roster listing, appliquéd near 100% with minimal cracking and original black spine and tassels. This one is a beaut!
Opening Bid $150.00

172. 1950s-1970s Baltimore Orioles Pennant Lot of (8) With Several Rare Examples
As the pieces fall into place, the words “pennant” and Orioles” became synonymous. These (8) Baltimore Orioles banners hail from those glory years and include: (5) 1950s: including a three-quarter size listed as “Rare” in Mike Egner’s 2013 Vintage Pennant Price Guide II and (4) 1950s examples (identical design with different color schemes; one three-quarter and three full-size) “Rare”; (3) 1970s: with (2) 1970 and (1) 1971 American League Champions. Appliqué is crack-free throughout and spines/tassels (where applicable) intact.
Opening Bid $150.00

173. 1950-1963 Pennant Better Grade Lot of (15) with (2) 1950 League Champions & (2) 1963 World Series
Pennant pickers reap a ripe harvest with this lot of (15) 1950-1963 better grade full/mini size pennants. Highlights are: (2) 1950 league champions 28x11 full-size with: American League “N.Y. Yankees” (VG-EX); and National League “Fightin’ Phillies” (VG-EX), both with nearly full appliqués/lettering, tassels absent, each with a few small, unobtrusive holes; (2) 1963 World Series both Dodgers versions vs. Yankees with: 30x12 (EX-MT); and 30x11 (EX-MT), both with tassels attached and negligible traces of wear of the appliqués/lettering. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

174. 1960s-1980s All Star Games Press Pins (10)
Opening Bid $150.00

175. 1960s-1990s World Series Press Pins (14)
Opening Bid $200.00

176. 1968 Detroit Tigers World Champions Black Bat
After Madison Bumgarner’s recent World Series performance, Mickey Lolich was back in the news again for his stellar October outings in ’68. Lolich and 31-game winner McLain are joined here in facsimile-signature form by Kaline, Cash and company. Near Mint condition with a jet-black veneer and radiant engravings.
Opening Bid $150.00
177. 1954 Baltimore Orioles Team-Signed Ball (Full JSA) and Frank Skaff 1954 20th Anniversary Game-Worn Ensemble
As Baltimoreans lined the streets for miles between downtown and 33rd Street, a raucous celebration as the Orioles paraded to their 1954 home opener resembled that reserved for a World Series winner. And while these “Baby Birds” were in their debut season, it wasn’t long before those championship parades were annual. These (2) artifacts celebrate those ’54 O’s. Included are: 1954 Team-Signed Ball: (30 signs) with Coan, Courtney, Durham, Dykes, Eng, Larsen and Wiatkus (full JSA); 1954 20th Year Reunion Ensemble: tailored by Brooks Robinson Sporting Goods, the ensemble was worn by former coach Frank Skaff at a 1974 reunion at Memorial Stadium. Pristine! More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

178. Late-1950s Washington Senators Home Jersey Used In Film Production of “Damn Yankees”
From his living room in a Maryland suburb of Washington, D.C., Joe Boyd could only lament as his beloved Senators struggled in their hopeless pursuit of those Bronx Bombers. In exchange for his soul, however, Boyd becomes a youthful Joe Hardy and powers the Senators to prominence. Such are the fantastic plot twists in the late-1950s film adaptation of “Damn Yankees.” This Washington Senators home jersey was used in that award winning production that tested the limits of loyalty and morals. The cream-colored flannel garment features proper “Wilson” tagging and identifiers found on the club’s actual gamers. LOA from Phil Wood. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

179. 1959 World Series Hickok Award 10-Karat Gold Belt Buckle Presented to Series MVP Larry Sherry
In the Fall Classic for the first time since departing Brooklyn, the 1959 Dodgers prevailed in six games. On a triumphant roster headlined by legends such as Snider, Hodges, Koufax and Drysdale, it was little-known relief pitcher Larry Sherry who garnered World Series MVP laurels, finishing all four of the Dodger wins while collecting two wins and two saves. For his efforts, Sherry was awarded this Hickok belt buckle. The 10-karat gold accessory features a relief figure and wreath with engraved identifiers reading “S RAE HICKOK AWARD – PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE – L.S.” On the hollowed reverse, the engraved legend reads “HICKOK CHAMPION OCTOBER 1959 LARRY SHERRY BASEBALL.” This unusual relic is as stunning today as it was upon its presentation more than half a century ago!
Opening Bid $500.00

180. Tom Seaver 1973 New York Mets N.L. Champions Salesman’s Sample Ring
In last place as late as August 31, the 1973 New York Mets rose from the depths and advanced to the World Series despite a record-low 82 regular season triumphs. An integral component on a resilient roster, Hall of Famer Tom Seaver went 4-2 in September. This salesman’s sample ring was crafted for Seaver for that championship effort. The Balfour 10-karat gold size 10 accessory weighs 24.3 grams and features a blue center stone with an array of simulated diamonds arranged to form a baseball. A raised-letter proclamation reads “N.L. CHAMPIONS – 1973 – N.Y. METS.” The left shank showcases the Mets’ skyline-themed logo, as well as “SEERVER” and “41” engravings. The opposite shank is home to relief likenesses of Shea Stadium, an NLCS composite line score and a Mets cap. Amazon!”
Opening Bid $1500.00

181. Steve Garvey 1977 Los Angeles Dodgers N.L. Champions Salesman’s Sample Ring
Still viewed as a squeaky clean role model and face of the Los Angeles Dodgers, Steve Garvey delivered career bests in home runs (33) and RBI (115) as he powered his club to the 1977 World Series. This salesman’s sample ring was crafted for Garvey that fall. The 26.9-gram accessory tests positive to be between 10 and 14 karat gold and features a facing with a blue stone and (4) simulated diamonds surrounding as “bases.” The raised-letter proclamation of “DODGERS NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONS.” On the left shank, a Dodgers logo is flanked by a pennant with a “GARVEY” engraving and a home plate with an engraved “6.” The opposite shank is home to relief likenesses of an airplane (perhaps to symbolize the cross-country Fall Classic), “LA” and “1977.” As stated, the ring is gold, but “Dodger Blue” at the same time!
Opening Bid $500.00
182. Babe Ruth 1937 Sinclair “Babe Ruth Baseball Contest” Ball
A full two years after he had trotted the bases for the 714th and final time, Babe Ruth remained a marketing cash cow and the idol of millions across the globe. Attesting to those sentiments, this 1937 “Sinclair Babe Ruth Contest” baseball was a coveted prize for youths willing to submit an essay. The lightly toned orb features ONL Frick stampings, a sponsor logo and a secretarial Ruth signature on a side panel. Accompanying are (2) “Essso Babe Ruth Boys Club” contest coupons from an unrelated 1930s promotion.
Opening Bid $250.00

184. (3) Babe Ruth Items with 1950s Babe Ruth League Baseball in Original Box and (2) 8x10 Promo Photos
Babe Ruth’s clout continues to echo across the ages with this Ruth related memorabilia lot of (3). Featured are: 1.) an Official Babe Ruth League baseball (NM) off-white with bold stampings and very minor traces of toning, housed in its original MacGregor manufacturer’s box which presents in solid and handsome (EX) condition; 2.) 8x10 batting pose promo photo with blue facsimile signature and “Greatest Player Ever” caption (EX); 3.) 8x10 potentially rare promo photo with Harry Heilman and two boys (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

186. 1954 Philadelphia Banquet Original Photo Featuring Cobb, Grange, Mack, Foxx and Joe Louis
A veritable Who’s Who of then-living legends, this gathering centers on Connie Mack and Ty Cobb smiling and shaking hands front and center with Joe Louis looming above. They are joined by Chuck Klein, Red Grange, Jack Kelly, Jimmy Foxx, Frank Baker, Dave Bancroft, Mickey Cochrane, Tris Speaker, Lefty Grove and Willie Hoppe. All names are noted on the reverse, along with the event details: “Phila. Sports Writers 50th Annual Dinner At Broadwood Hotel / January 25th, 1954.” Displayed within a 14x10 matte, the 10-1/4 x 6-1/4” visible area is apparent VG-EX with a small surface wrinkle touching Cobb’s face. Overall image quality is exceptional with great focus and contrast.
Opening Bid $150.00

188. 1951 New York Yankees World Champions Oversized 14x17 Team Photo
 Appropriately for their passing of the torch, old Joe D is positioned in the wings, while the fresh-faced young Mick takes center stage. Stalwarts Berra, Rizzuto and Stengel also stand out immediately from the 39-man lineup. Seldom seen in this impressive size and scope, the dramatic display technically rates about GD due to creasing and a few edge tears. Close examination of the image itself suggests that it was not printed from the original negative, yet viewed at arm’s length one can hardly tell the difference. Elegant framing would further enhance this classic shot’s visual appeal.
Opening Bid $400.00

187. “Ruth’s Cafe” 16x20 Archival Pigment Limited Edition Print of Babe Ruth and Father in Their Baltimore Tavern - Exclusively Numbered 1/100!
There exist only a few original examples of this iconic photo—the sole known image of Babe Ruth and his father. Each elite survivor is likely valued at over $50,000. However, an innovative Baltimore printmaker has steadfastly toiled away on his ambitious quest to create a perfect colorized version using cutting-edge, pixel-for-pixel digital technology and a state-of-the-art printing process. And he has succeeded with flying colors. Following up on the “Ruth’s Cafe” Printer’s Proof Prototype (#1/1) that was auctioned in 2013, this is the project’s second-ever public offering and, significantly, it boasts the desirable “#1” designation from the forthcoming limited-edition series numbered to just 100. The lower margin has also been accentuated with the signature-style embossed imprint “BABE RUTH’S CAFE.” More info on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

183. Circa 1950s-1960s Babe Ruth Toy Bat & Ball Set in Original Display Package
Newly founded in the 1950s, Empire Industries of Tarboro, NC wasted no time in cashing in on “Babe” Ruth’s enormous popularity with the introduction of this “Babe Ruth Bat and Baseball” plastic toy set. Consisting of an 18” long bat and a 2” diameter ball this toy was apparently intended for the preschoolers. House in its original cardboard baseball glove display package the offered set has remarkably escaped use by the intended tykes to remain in like new condition. Both bat and ball show no signs of wear and the 5x6 packaging remains solid. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00
**188. Exceptional Circa 1913-1914 Joe Jackson 4x5 Original Photo**

Mesmerizing. Disarming. Cryptic. There’s a Mona Lisa-like quality to the way Shoeless Joe stares at us down the knowing half-smile of someone harboring a deep dark secret. You could almost imagine this being a picture held in Ray Kinsella’s hand as he puzzles over Jackson’s legacy in *Field of Dreams.* It’s that iconic. What’s more, the image quality is terrific, right down to the clarity of the individual hairs in his unibrow and the crow’s-feet around his eyes. A reverse pencil caption, “Joe Jackson / Cleveland,” suggests news-service usage, yet there is no sign of the typical handling wear and crop marks, etc. Clean EX condition with a lustrous surface sheen.

**Opening Bid $500.00**

---

**189. 1920s-1930s Baseball Negatives Lot (4) Including Cobb, Collins and Hornsby**

This quartet of matching 4x5 acetate negatives deliver striking, high-quality portraits of Ty Cobb, Eddie Collins, Rogers Hornsby and Ollie Bejma. Image areas rate EX-MT/NM with typical minor wear in the surrounding margins. All feature handwritten name captions directly on the negative. Although Ty Cobb’s uniform style can be pinpointed to the 1920-26 period, Bejma only played in the 1930s and acetate negatives were more common then. Also included are the weathered original envelopes, which correctly note Bejma and Collins, but incorrectly identify the names “Fohl Lee” and “Johnson” on the other two examples.

**Opening Bid $150.00**

---

**190. 1960s-1980s United Press International Photos Lot (78) Including 28 Hall of Famers**

Virtually all are 7x9 or 8x10 and carry stampings from the 1962-1985 period—thus spanning the 1962 introduction of the zip code to UPI’s stamp style up through the 1985 demise of UPI’s picture service. Generally speaking, this is a Type III collection—meaning that the photos were produced at the time of the image itself, but either were not produced from the original negative or else were transmitted over UPI’s Telephoto wire service. That said, there do appear to be occasional examples with the superb image quality of a Type I (Frank Robinson) or Type II (Mel Ott). A handful of photos also feature attached paper captions. EX condition overall with typical evidence of newsroom usage. Highlights include: Aaron (2 - one from 7/15th HR with paper caption), F. Robinson, Rose (2), Schmidt (’80 WS), Ott, Ripken Jr. and Carlton (5).

**Opening Bid $150.00**

---

**191. 1970s-1990s Major League Team-Issued Photos (1,300+)* Including (93) Hall of Famers - From the Files of Noted Sports Journalist Norm MacLean**

According to our consignor, this massive archive was obtained from Sports Press Service editor/writer Norm MacLean, whose 5-decade journalism career includes more than 50 Stanley Cups and 50 World Series, plus 10 Olympics and 34 Super Bowls. Mostly black-and-white images with some color in the mix, the collection appears on modern Kodak-style photo paper that is blank-backed except for consistent handwritten caption notations of the image subject(s) and an occasional identification as to the photographer/distributor. To be clear, these are not Type I, Type II or Type III photos, but rather Type IV photos (i.e., reproductions made at a later date). However, they remain a veritable Who’s Who of Cooperstown and carry the allure of having been used in printed publication. About half measure approximately 8x10, with the other half generally ranging from 4x5 to 6x8. Highlights of the 450+ HOFers include: Jeter (2), Aaron (2), DiMaggio, Mays (2), Mantle/Stengel, DiMaggio/Mantle, Cobb, Foxx/Gehrig, Ruth, Maris, Paige/Campanella, T. Williams, Shoeless Joe, Koufax, Clemente, Maddux and Boggs. EX condition overall.

**Opening Bid $200.00**

---

**192. 1970s-1990s Baseball Photos Hoard (1,850+) Including Over 450 Hall of Famers - From the Files of Noted Sports Journalist Norm MacLean**

According to our consignor, this massive archive was obtained from Sports Press Service editor/writer Norm MacLean, whose 5-decade journalism career includes more than 50 Stanley Cups and 50 World Series, plus 10 Olympics and 34 Super Bowls. Mostly black-and-white images with some color in the mix, the collection appears on modern Kodak-style photo paper that is blank-backed except for consistent handwritten caption notations of the image subject(s) and an occasional identification as to the photographer/distributor. To be clear, these are not Type I, Type II or Type III photos, but rather Type IV photos (i.e., reproductions made at a later date). However, they remain a veritable Who’s Who of Cooperstown and carry the allure of having been used in printed publication. About half measure approximately 8x10, with the other half generally ranging from 4x5 to 6x8. Highlights of the 450+ HOFers include: Jeter (2), Aaron (2), DiMaggio, Mays (2), Mantle/Stengel, DiMaggio/Mantle, Cobb, Foxx/Gehrig, Ruth, Maris, Paige/Campanella, T. Williams, Shoeless Joe, Koufax, Clemente, Maddux and Boggs. EX condition overall.

**Opening Bid $200.00**
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Daniel Duffy Introduction
A rising star on the sports art scene, Daniel Duffy literally paints with words. Through MLB.com, stadium shops, show appearances and his website, he has sold over 10,000 portrait prints featuring his unique brand of text art—yet fewer than a dozen of his original works have ever come to auction. Of those, this quartet (’56 Yankees, ’80 Phillies, ’86 Mets and ’14 Giants) represents the first public offering of Duffy’s popular “Road to the World Series” project, in which he meticulously depicts championship celebration scenes using the entire season’s game log of dates, locations, results and scores. (Even the pinstripes are intricately composed of data!) Each piece appears on art-board and is signed and dated by Duffy.

193. 1956
Yankees
Larsen/Berra
“Road to the
World Series”
Large 19x27
Original Pen-
and-Ink
Artwork by
Daniel Duffy
This perfect tribute to Larsen’s perfecto captures one of the most iconic moments in Yankee history as Berra leaps into his battery mate’s arms after the 27th and final out. It came on Larsen’s 97th pitch—a called third strike against Dale Mitchell. Duffy’s text begins with “APR 17TH
AT WSH W 10-4” and concludes with “NEW YORK YANKEES WIN 17TH WORLD SERIES.”
Opening Bid $500.00

194. 1980
Phillies
McGraw/
Schmidt “Road
to the
World
Series”
Large
20x27 Original
Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by
Daniel Duffy
Among the 19 pitchers with a World Series-clinching strikeout are Sandy Koufax, Bob Gibson, Bruce Sutter, Jesse Orosco and Tug McGraw. The Tugger’s came on a 1-2 fastball past Willie Wilson, and it brought the house down as Vet Stadium erupted in pandemonium, and as McGraw and Schmidt leaped in triumphant joy. Duffy’s text begins with “APR 11TH VS MON W 6-3” and ends with “PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES WIN 1980 WORLD SERIES 4-2.”
Opening Bid $500.00

195. 1986
Mets Orosco
“Road
to the World
Series” Large
19x27 Pen-
and-Ink
Original
Artwork by
Daniel Duffy
Orosco recorded more career pitching appearances than anybody in major league history, yet the most significant one of all occurred in Game 7 of the ’86 World Series. The ace reliever retired the side in the 9th inning, then dropped to his knees with his hands raised to the sky as Gary Carter and company raced to join him. (The moment was further immortalized as part of the closing credits for This Week in Baseball.) Duffy’s text begins with “APR 5TH AT PIT W 4-2” and ends with “NEW YORK METS WIN 1986 WORLD SERIES 4-3.”
Opening Bid $500.00

196. 2014 Giants Bumgarner/Posey/Sandoval “Road to the World Series” 16x20 Original Pen-and-Ink Artwork by Daniel Duffy
With 2 wins, 1 save and just 1 earned run in 21 innings, Madison Bumgarner’s World Series performance was one for the ages. Backstop Buster Posey signaled for 5 straight fastballs down the homestretch...and Mad Bum delivered. The fifth heater brought a foul popup snagged by Pablo Sandoval for the final out. Dynasty! Duffy’s text begins with “3/31 AT ARI W 9-8” and ends with “SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS WIN 2014 WORLD SERIES 4-3.”
Opening Bid $500.00
Timothy Raines Introduction

What sets Timothy Raines apart from many prominent sports artists is that he didn’t make his name in the memorabilia industry, but rather crossed over from the elite art world of galleries and museums. Raines' explosive mix of abstract expressionism and brand identity has earned him much praise and attention, ranging from exhibitions throughout Texas and Florida to a 2012 show at the Monaco Grand Prix. He even has his own very Timothy Raines Gallery in St. Petersburg, FL. Clients include Aston Martin, Michelin, Major League Baseball, the Tampa Bay Rays, Blue Cross/Blue Shield and duPont REGISTRY. Raines’ prints are also widely available on MLB team websites. However, this pairing of the Orioles and Braves represents the first time that Raines’ team-logo artwork has ever been publicly offered at auction. To see Timothy in action as he works his magic with paint bottles in hand, we recommend viewing the “Timothy Raines - White Tiger” YouTube video (linked on our website).

Please note: These items will ship directly from the artist in St. Petersburg, FL.

197. Baltimore Orioles Team Logo 24x30 Original Acrylic-on-Canvas Painting by Timothy Raines According to the O’s official website, this logo incarnation debuted in 2012 and is referred to as the “New Cartoon Bird” with this description: “To celebrate the 20th Anniversary Season of Oriole Park at Camden Yards, the team introduced a slightly modernized cartoon bird on its home and road caps and batting helmets. The new bird borrows elements from the cartoon bird of the 60’s and 70’s, with refined details and also the team’s O’s alternate cap.” Opening Bid $1100.00

198. Atlanta Braves Team Logo 24x30 Original Acrylic-on-Canvas Painting by Timothy Raines With Maddux, Glavine, Cox and Smoltz recently elected to the hallowed HOF pantheon, Atlanta’s logo takes on special resonance these days. The franchise incorporated its tomahawk into the “A” cap design in 2003, and gazing upon it you can just hear the Tomahawk Chop echoing throughout Turner Field: Ooooh-oooh, ooooh-oooh-oooh, ooooh-oooh-oooh. Opening Bid $1000.00

199. Jimmy Rollins/Mike Schmidt “Phillies All-Time Hit Record” Large 18x24 Original Oil Painting by Dick Perez - Used for Official Phillies Poster Promotion The greatest constant in Dick Perez’s unparalleled four-decade career has been his tenure as Official Artist of the Philadelphia Phillies. Even as he blazed a trail with Perez-Steele, Diamond Kings, The Immortals and the Conlon Collection, Perez never failed to deliver for his home team, never lost sight of his commitment to create classic works showcasing key players and important milestones. Last year, the Phillies asked Dick to commemorate J-Roll’s franchise hit record for a poster that was gifted to “Early Bird Special” season-ticket buyers. Rollins laced a single to surpass Mike Schmidt with hit 2,235—and none other than Schmidt himself was the first to offer his congratulations. The heartwarming moment led to a brief halt as the Phils dugout emptied for more hugs, handshakes and high-fives. Perez’s oil-on-canvas-panel rendering boasts all the hallmarks of his trademark impressionism, with vibrant hues, deft chiaroscuro and thick impasto brushstrokes. It’s the ultimate celebration of the only two Phillies franchise players who captured championship glory. Opening Bid $500.00

200. Ryan Zimmerman 2007 Topps Turkey Red #127 Original Dick Perez Artwork The longest tenured Washington Nationals player and franchise all-time leader in home runs (184), Ryan Zimmerman is the subject of this original artwork for his portrayal on the 2007 Topps Turkey Red #127 card collectible. Composed by artist Dick Perez on a 10-1/2 x 15” thick stock placard, the colorful oil painting shows Zimmerman in action at the hot corner. Opening Bid $150.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
Kirk Timmons Introduction
Emerging artist Kirk Timmons has burst on the scene in recent years with his unique style of number art. Each pen-and-ink portrait montage appears within the player’s iconic uniform number and is then digitally formed into the prints that are sold on MLB.com’s team websites. Never before has Timmons publicly or privately sold any of his number-art original pieces, so we’re pleased to debut them here and we look forward to witnessing this up-and-comer’s growth in the sports-art market. Rendered on white paper and signed by the artist, each dynamic offering spans the subject’s career with classic poses from all facets of play. Because these are working illustrations, there is incidental light peripheral wear from the artistic process. All are unframed.

201. Brooks Robinson #5
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 11x17 and features 5 portraits of the Human Vacuum Cleaner including a diving catch.
Opening Bid $200.00

202. Willie Stargell #8
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 11x16 and features 6 portraits of Pops including the “Stargell stars” cap.
Opening Bid $200.00

203. Harmon Killebrew #3
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 11x17 and features 5 portraits of Killer set against an attractive pinstriped background.
Opening Bid $150.00

204. Duke Snider #4
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 14x18 and features 5 portraits of the Duke plus the Ebbets Field facade.
Opening Bid $150.00

205. Johnny Bench #5
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 11x17 and features 6 portraits of the Little General including a trio in catcher’s gear.
Opening Bid $150.00

206. Bill Mazeroski #9
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 11x16 (taped to slightly larger backing paper) and features 6 portraits of Maz including his World Series walk-off heroics.
Opening Bid $150.00

207. Ozzie Smith #1 Original
Pen-and-Ink Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 11x16 and features 6 portraits of the Wizard including his trademark back-flip.
Opening Bid $150.00

208. Richie Ashburn #1
Original Pen-and-Ink
Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Measures 8-1/2 x 12” and features 5 portraits of Whitey including the Whiz Kids era.
Opening Bid $100.00
209. 19th Century “Dartmouth Battery” Baseball Mechanical Bank in Full Working Order
Condition strength, design appeal and crossover potential promote this marvel of 19th Century engineering. Presented is a c.1880s “Dartmouth Battery” baseball mechanical bank in full working order. Several collector genres, including 19th Century baseball memorabilia, mechanical banks and Black Americana are represented and command attention on this famous bank whenever offered, assuring permanent demand. Three meticulously crafted player figures stand ready for action atop a base decorated with a crossed bats/ball design centered between the title words. The pitcher’s right hand has an opposable thumb which clamps on a coin when his arm is moved to the rear, an activating pin behind the catcher causes the coin to be pitched past the batter into a moving trap-door in the catcher’s chest which opens to the coin reservoir. Approximate dimensions are 7-1/4” at the highest point and 9-3/4 x 2-5/8” at the base. Marked by overall light, age-appropriate wear this captivating specimen shows quality in design and preservation from end to end with an appealing degree of original paint and well-cast detail definition. The hardware screws, spring, lever and reservoir stopper are consistent with known period examples and the stopper is engraved with “PATD FEB 2 1875”. More on our website.
Opening Bid $900.00

210. 1930s Detroit Tigers Cast Iron Door Stop
Figural fanatics pounce on this fantastic 1930s cast iron Tiger door stop. Modeled in an exact replica of the Detroit Tigers end seat figural design installed during a late-1930s Briggs Stadium expansion renovation, this handsome example is one the finest offered as compared to those discovered in sales stretching back for a decade. Standing 8-1/2” tall by 6” wide on a 4-1/2 x 2-1/2” base this fearsome bat wielding Tigers mascot shows an excellent degree of originality including sharp facial details and nearly full painted black stripes. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

211. 1960s Mickey Mantle Mini Bobbin’ Head Doll
This 5”-tall nodder of the Commerce Comet features bright, bold paint and an overall EX appearance with jawline wear and a sleeve chip.
Opening Bid $200.00

212. Luis Aparicio & Ernie Banks Original Series Hartland Statues with Original Boxes and Catalog Sheets
The finest in collectible plastic baseball figures is at your command with this pristine pair of original series Hartland statues. Featured are two Chicago HOFsers with the Cubs Ernie Banks and the White Sox Luis Aparicio. Housed in their original c.1960 boxes with accompanying catalog sheets these immaculate figures show full original details, meriting each a (MBI) designation. The catalog sheets both present (EX-MT) and the boxes are both (VG-EX). Additionally the Banks piece has its original factory tag. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

213. Roy Campanella and Sandy Koufax Signed LE Salvinio Statues in Original Boxes
Dodger legends lauded in Cooperstown, Roy Campanella and Sandy Koufax are immortalized on these limited edition autographed Salvinio Statues, as well. Includes: Campanella: 10-1/4”-tall (279/2000) 1990 porcelain statue with a black marker (post-accident) Campanella autograph (“8” strength) on an angled nameplate affixed to the base; Koufax: 9-1/2”, tall (365/368) 1995 porcelain statue with a black fine point Koufax autograph (“9-10” strength) on an angled nameplate affixed to the base. Original boxes/paperwork accompany.
Opening Bid $200.00

214. Mickey Mantle and Joe Namath Signed Salvinio Statues in Original Boxes
The toast of New York for their performances on the field and, by most accounts, in night time establishments off the field, Joe Namath and Mickey Mantle are the subject of these limited edition Salvinio statues. Includes: Mantle: 9-1/2”-tall (155/950) 1994 statue with Mantle black-ink fine point autograph (“8” strength) on a nameplate affixed to the base; Namath: 9-1/4”-tall (311/500) statue with Namath blue-ink autograph (“9-10” strength) on a nameplate affixed to base. Original boxes/paperwork accompany.
Opening Bid $200.00

215. 1960s Baltimore Colts Bobblehead Doll and Statue Lot of (6)
Long before “Indy” was famous for anything other than an annual car race, the Colts prospered in Baltimore, where the blue-collar fan base adored its team and souvenirs like these (6) figurines. Includes: (5) Bobbleheads: (2) 1960-1961 square wood base (1 NM and 1 VG-EX); and (2) 1965-1967 gold round base (1 EX and 1 VG-EX); an additional bobblehead appears to have been extracted from its base; 1958-1959 Ash Tray: felt-lined clay bowl with “58 59 WORLD CHAMPIONS” in raised letters and a 7-1/2”-tall Colts player accented the display.
Opening Bid $200.00

216. Circa 1958 Hartland Western Statues Lot in Original Boxes (4)
Including Wyatt Earp and Annie Oakley
Includes: Wyatt Earp - EX w/figure, horse, saddle, rein, hat and both guns. VG-EX box. Annie Oakley - NM w/figure, horse (does not stand), rein, hat and gun. Missing saddle. GD box. Sgt. Lance O’Rourke R.C.M.P. - EX w/figure, horse, saddle and rein. Missing hat and gun. VG-EX box. Cheyenne - EX w/figure and horse. Missing saddle, hat, rein and gun. FR box.
Opening Bid $150.00
217. 1904-1911 Baseball Guide Book Lot of (3)
Take an in depth look at early 20th Century baseball with this lot of (3) 1904-1911 baseball guidebooks.
These antique volumes present better than typical examples of the era with: 1904 Spalding Base Ball Guide presents GD with tape repaired spine and minor paper loss on the covers, graphics are attractive and glossy is decent; 1908 Napoleon Lajoie’s Base Ball Guide (GD+) with handsome color photo and solid spine; 1911 Wright & Ditson’s Base Ball Guide (VG) solid with bold colors, minor paper loss at top of spine. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

218. 1911 World Series Game 1 Polo Grounds Program
Before “Bruth Stadium” was known as “The Polo Grounds,” Manhattan had but one contender as this program was issued in Harlem for the opener of the 1911 Fall Classic. The 12-page guide features team and composite photos of the participants, as well as pre-printed lineups with scoring grids marked in pencil to document a 2-1 Giants triumph. With covers and thick stock pages secure throughout, this is among the better survivors you’ll find! Nearly indiscernible, a vertical compacting crease is a common flaw on guides of this era. Among the advertisements is one for Jacob Ruppert’s “Knickerbocker” Beer. Ruppert, of course, later purchased the Yankees and began the winningest dynasty in American sports, drawing the ire of Giants ownership to prompt an eviction from the Polo Grounds and force the creation of Yankee Stadium. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1000-$2500).
Opening Bid $300.00

Issued during the waning years of the “Dead Ball” era this antique group of (4) 1910-1920 baseball publications is sure to peak the interest of sports historians. Featured are: (2) 1910 Sporting Life’s booklets titled “Official Playing Schedule of the American League Baseball Clubs” (EX, VG-EX) both attractive with classic team composite images inside; 1918 The Sporting News “Record Book of 1918” presents VG with deference to detached back cover page, great marching players cover; 1920 Spalding Catalog (VG-EX) with numerous illustrations.
Opening Bid $200.00

220. New York D.A. Frank S. Hogan’s Signed 1924 Columbia University Yearbook with 1923 Lou Gehrig Photos
Seemingly Lou Gehrig’s home runs traveled further than he did. Growing up in Manhattan, “The Iron Horse” starred at NY School of Commerce and Columbia University before joining the Yankees. Offered is a 1924 Columbia University yearbook which belonged to longtime NYC district attorney Frank S. Hogan featuring (3) photos of Gehrig from the school’s 1923 baseball season. Embossed with Hogan’s name on the front cover this one-of-a-kind relic is also signed by the famous DA. Gehrig appears posed, at bat and in a team photo. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

221. January 1927 “Baseball Magazine” Ty Cobb Issue
Measures 9-1/2 x 11-1/2” and features a Ty-rific color image with the headline, “Ty Cobb Ex-Leader of the Detroit Club Lays Down the Bat Which Smashed a Score of Records and Turns His Back on the Most Brilliant Career in Baseball History.” (Au contraire, the Georgia Peach ultimately suited up for two more seasons with the A’s.) Also showcased inside are a classic Ruth bat-kissing photo and a Gehrig shot by Conlon on the interior back cover. GD/VG overall with an essentially NM image of Cobb.
Opening Bid $150.00

222. 1930s-1960s Baseball Magazine Large Lot (84 Different)
Opening Bid $250.00
223. 1946-1957
Brooklyn Dodgers
Program & Yearbook
Lot of (18) with (2)
World Series
Programs
Document the last decade of
Ebbets Field baseball with
this 1946-1957 Brooklyn
Dodgers program and year-
book lot of (18). Highlights
are (2) World Series pro-
grams: 1952 vs. Yankees
(VG), 1955 vs. Yankees
(VG). Also present are:
Yearbooks: 1949 (VG),
1952 (EX), 1954 (VG-EX),
1955 presents EX (front
cover detached, back cover
absent), 1955 (EX), 1957
(EX-MT); Programs: 1946
(VG-EX), 1947 (VG-EX),
1948 (EX-MT), 1949 (EX-MT),
1950 (EX-MT), 1951 (EX), 1952 (EX-MT), 1953
presents NM (one hole punch), 1954 (EX), 1956 (VG-EX).
Opening Bid $250.00

224. 1950s-1960s New
York Yankees
Team Yearbooks
Lot (15)
Endless Yankee read-
ing pleasure with countless
contemporary photos.
Includes: 1951
(EX), 1952
(NM), 1953
(VG-EX),
1954 (GD),
1955 (EX),
1955/Jay (EX-MT), 1956
(EX-MT), 1956/Jay (EX-MT), 1962/Jay (VG-
EX), 1963/Jay (NM), 1964/Jay (NM), 1965/Jay (NM), 1966
(NM), 1967 (EX) and
1968 (NM).
Opening Bid $250.00

225. 1950s-1960s Philadelphia/Kansas City Athletics
and Royals Team Yearbooks Lot (8)
From the “City of Brotherly Love” to the “City of Fountains,” this offering includes:
Philadelphia A’s - 1953 (EX).
Kansas City A’s - 1959 (NM), 1960 (NM), 1962 (EX-
MT), 1964 (NM), 1965 (EX-MT), 1967 (EX-MT). Kansas City Royals - 1969
Inaugural Year (EX).
Opening Bid $150.00

226. 1950s-60s Team Yearbooks Lot (12)
1956 - Indians (GD). 1957 - Tigers, Giants, Pirates and Senators. 1960 - Tigers and
Pirates. 1961 - Braves and Twins (VG).
Opening Bid $150.00

227. 1960s-1970s Team
Yearbooks
Lot (37)
EX to NM
unless noted.
Includes: 1963 -
Yankees (Jay),
1964 - Pirates,
Yankees (Jay),
Cardinals,
Giants, Red
Sox. 1965 -
Phillies, Tigers
(VG). 1966 -
Pirates, Red Sox
(GD/VG),
Dodgers, Mets
(VG-EX),
Indians, Tigers. 1967 - Orioles, Reds, Indians (w/complete photo pack inside),
Yankees. 1968 - Tigers, Senators. 1969 - Padres (inaugural year), Pilots (inaugural
year), 1970 - Brewers (inaugural year), Red, Tigers, Mets, Giants, Expos, Braves,
Opening Bid $250.00

228. 1950-1972 World
Series
Programs
(18) and
Tickets (3)
Lot
EX to NM
unless noted.
Includes: 1950
- Phil. (GD/VG),
1959 - Chi.
(GD/VG), 1960
- Pitt. 1961 (2)
- Cin. and NY
(VG). 1962
- NY. 1963 (2)
- LA and NY
(VG). 1965
(2)
- LA (w/Game
3 full ticket stub) and Minn. (VG-EX). 1966 (2) - Bal. (w/Game 4 full ticket stub) and
LA. 1969 - Bal. 1970 - Bal. 1971 (2) - Bal. (w/Game 1 full ticket stub) and Pitt. 1972
(2) - Oak. and Cin.
Opening Bid $200.00
229. 1931 Philadelphia Athletics World Series Program
Opening Bid $100.00

230. 1944 World Series Program at St. Louis Browns
Opening Bid $100.00

231. 1920s-1960s Babe Ruth Magazines and Publications Lot (5)
Opening Bid $100.00

232. 1946 Sport Magazine Inaugural Year Issues Run (4) Featuring Joe DiMaggio First Issue
Opening Bid $100.00

233. 1950s-1970s Baseball All-Star Game Programs Lot (6)
Opening Bid $50.00

234. 1960s-1970s ALCS and NLCS Programs Lot (9)
Opening Bid $100.00

Opening Bid $50.00

236. October 2, 1978 A.L. East Tie-Breaker Game Full Ticket - Bucky Dent Game-Winning HR!
Opening Bid $100.00

237. Albert Pujols Career 100/200/300/400/500th Home Run Full Tickets (5)
Opening Bid $100.00
238. 1926 World Series Game 1 Yankee Stadium Ticket Stub From Gehrig's First-Ever W.S. Game - PSA “Authentic”

Humble and content to let his celebrated counterparts have the headlines, Lou Gehrig remained an unsung performer in seven World Series, posting as .361 career Fall Classic mark as his team won six of the showdowns — but plaudits went seemingly to everyone but Gehrig. Encapsulated and assessed “Authentic” by PSA, this Yankee Stadium ticket stub was issued for Game 1 of the 1926 World Series, Gehrig’s first-ever October spectacle. The “Grand Stand” voucher presents nicely and has tails from a 2-1 Yankee win in which Gehrig drove in both runs. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1000-$2500).

Opening Bid $300.00

239. 1926 World Series Game 2 Yankee Stadium Ticket Stub - PSA “Authentic”

Prone to epileptic seizures often mistaken for bouts with drunkenness, Hall of Famer Pete Alexander remained baffling to opposing batters as he stymied the Yankees with two complete game wins and a Game 7 save in the 1926 World Series, a battle that ended on Babe Ruth’s curious stolen base attempt as he represented the tying run. Encapsulated and assessed “Authentic” by PSA, this ticket stub was issued at Yankee Stadium for Game 2 of that Fall Classic, a game in which the 39-year-old Alexander went the route for a 6-2 triumph.

Opening Bid $400.00

240. 1929-1931 World Series Full Ticket Stubs at Philadelphia's Shibe Park (3)

With Mack at the helm; Foxx, Cochrane and Simmons at the plate and Grove on the hill, one could make a strong case that the 1929-1931 Philadelphia A’s dynasty was as good as any ball club that ever took the field. All three World Series appearances are represented by these approx. 5 x 2-1/2 “Main Stand Pavilion” tickets featuring classic, attractive design and Mack’s facsimile signature. Includes: 1929 Game 3 (GDVG); 1930 Game 1 (EX); and 1931 Game 3 (EX).

Opening Bid $150.00

241. Mickey Mantle 1951 New York Yankees Spring Training Full Tickets Pair

For a change of scenery, the ’51 Yankees said goodbye to Florida and hello to Arizona. Both of these attractive, nicely preserved tickets are for contests at Phoenix Municipal Stadium against the Indians. The first hails from the first Yankee home game of Mantle’s rookie year—and thus from his game-action debut in pinstripes! (It’s also the game where he was adjusting his sunglasses for a high fly ball and got bonked directly on the forehead.) The 1-5 x 6” ticket has a crisp VG/EX appearance with a few faint edge creases and some staple wear at top. The second ticket represents the last Yankee spring-training game before breaking camp and heading east. It measures 2x6 and would be EX or better but for surface toning and a staple mark at top.

Opening Bid $150.00

242. 1952 National League Season Pass, Schedule and Wallet Compliments of NL President Warren Giles

Dedicated ticket seekers will not want to pass on this 1952 National League season pass/schedule combo. Housed in their original presentation wallet these seldom offered souvenirs remain highly appealing. Issued to “Carew Tower Cincinnati, Ohio” the season pass rates a (VG) grade due to light creasing, though the sturdy stock and bold printing present better. Embossed in gold with “Compliments of Warren C. Giles President” the accompanying schedule booklet appears as though it has never been opened. More on our website.

Opening Bid $100.00

243. June 24, 1964 Jim Bunning Perfect Game Ticket Stub

The seventh “perfecto” in MLB history came on Father’s Day for a man who would ultimately have 9 children of his own. Over the course of just 90 pitches, Bunning recorded 10 strikeouts, with opposing Mets batters managing just 4 balls to the outfield. Oh, and he rapped out a 2-run double himself for good measure! Apity showing a crying Mr. Met, this 1-1/2 x 3-1/4” stub gave entry to a $3.50 Field Level Box seat. It displays frontally as VG/VG-EX with a bright appearance, bold print, light corner creasing and an errant pencil mark at center left. The reverse has some paper loss along the bottom perforated edge.

Opening Bid $200.00

244. 1984-2014 500th Home Run Tickets Collection (8) Including Jackson, Murray and McGwire


Opening Bid $150.00

245. 5/24/05 New York Yankees Owner’s Suite Full Ticket from Cano’s 1st Career Home Run—SGC Authentic

Silver Slugger quality hitting and slick fielding have propelled five-tool superstar Robinson Cano to perennial All-Star status. Ticket specialists knock one out of the park with this 5/24/05 New York Yankees Owner’s Suite full ticket from Cano’s first career home run game. Designed Authentic by SGC this impressive ticket bears muddied photos of Yankees greats with Ruth, DiMaggio and others along with the classic Yankees top hat and bat logo at center. Adding prestige to this milestone souvenir is the printed term “Comp” in place of a face value price.

Opening Bid $100.00
246. Scarce December 2, 1899 Army-Navy Program and Ticket Stubs (2) - 1st Neutral Field Game in Rivalry History!
Although Army and Navy began doing gridiron battle from 1890-1893, it wasn’t until 1899 that the annual rivalry as we know it today actually took shape. Henceforth the games were played on neutral ground, often roughly equidistant from the academies at Philadelphia’s Franklin Field. The Black Knights captured the historic 1899 contest 17-5, thus bringing their Army-Navy series record to 2-3. Dated 12/2/99, this trio begins with a 3x5 program featuring full lineups plus colorful interior corner designs. FR condition due to vertical fold lines. As for the 1-1/2 x 2-5/8" stubs, the West Stand example is FR/GD and the North Stand example has a GD display appearance with heavy mounting wear on the reverse.
Opening Bid $200.00

247. Scarce 1900 Army-Navy Program at Franklin Field - 2nd Neutral Field Game!
The Midshipmen advanced their Army-Navy series record to 4-2 with an 11-7 win on the neutral ground at Franklin Field. Dated 12/1/1900, this 3x5 program features full lineups and rates FR with an unobtrusive score notation on the front.
Opening Bid $150.00

248. Scarce 1903, 1904 Army-Navy Programs Pair at Franklin Field
The Black Knights won their third and fourth straight Army-Navy Games in ’03-’04, lifting their overall series record to 6-4 with routs of 40-5 and 11-0 at Franklin Field. Both of these programs measure 3x5 and feature full lineups. The 11/28/03 example is technically VG but displays much cleaner with a clean frontal presentation. The 11/26/04 example is GD w/pencil notations and reverse mounting wear.
Opening Bid $150.00

249. 1905-1907 Army-Navy Program and Tickets Lot (4 Items)
The 1905 contest marked the first tie in Army-Navy rivalry history, and Navy’s 1907 victory tied up the series at 6-6-1. Three of these four relics hail from the latter game. The 3x5 program displays frontally as VG-EX with a horizontal centerfold, plus a few numerical pencil notations inside and mounting wear throughout the reverse. Its corresponding ticket pair measures 1-1/2 x 2-5/8", with an EX frontal appearance and mounting wear throughout the reverse. (South Stand example bears a rough perforated edge.) Lastly, the like-sized 12/2/05 ticket has a GD/VG front and mounting-wear reverse.
Opening Bid $150.00

250. Scarce 1906 Army-Navy Laced Program and Full Ticket at Franklin Field
The powers-that-be spared no expense and pulled out all the stops on this design. The binding of the luxurious, surprisingly thick, gold-embossed vinyl covers is actually laced together like a football! Measuring 7x10, the 272-page, book-sized program technically rates GD/VG overall but displays very nicely and features mostly NM interior pages. An absolute treasure trove of Army-Navy nostalgia inside! Accompanied by a 5-1/4 x 2-3/4" full ticket in impressive EX/MT condition with the bearer’s name inscribed at the top.
Opening Bid $200.00

251. November 27, 1926 Army-Navy Program and Full Tickets (3 Items) - Soldier Field Dedication Game!
One of the biggest events in all of Soldier Field’s long, rich, proud history came on November 27, 1926, when the stadium was officially and formally dedicated before a crowd of 110,000 for the 26th annual Army-Navy game—a 21-21 tie that gave Army a 14-12-3 lead in the age-old series. Measuring 5-3/4 x 2-3/4", the gray ticket is GD/VG and the pink ticket is GD with notations on the reverse. The accompanying 7-3/4 x 10-3/4" program rates FR/GD.
Opening Bid $150.00
252. November 26, 1927 Army-Navy Program and Full Tickets Lot (3 Items)
A Polo Grounds crowd of 70,000 witnessed Army’s second-half comeback from a 9-point deficit to win 14-9. Measuring 6 x 2-3/4” and rating NM, these two beautiful, ornate, full proof tickets would have entitled the bearer to pricey $25 box seats’ (Obviously predating the Great Depression.) Both are encapsulated as PSA/DNA AUTHENTIC. The 9-1/2 x 12” scored program is FR with additional pencil notations.
Opening Bid $150.00

254. 1930s-1940s Army-Navy Programs Lot (8)
This is technically a VG collection overall due to typical general wear, however the presentation quality is much nicer and the illustrated covers are riveting. Includes: 1936 (Howard Chandler Christy cover), 1940, 1941 (tape on spine), 1944 (taped edge tear on reverse), 1945 (tape on spine), 1947, 1948 (GD), 1949 (GD, tape on front and back).
Opening Bid $150.00

256. 1950-1975 Army-Navy Programs Lot (24 Different)
Opening Bid $150.00

258. 1910s-1970s Collegiate Football Tickets Lot (38)
The collector behind this grouping did not merely cobble it together through memorabilia shows and auctions, but rather personally enjoyed many of the games himself. One testament to this fact is that any included pairings are actually for adjacent seats. Condition averages VG/VG-EX overall with typical usage wear, uneven torn edges and occasional reverse mounting wear or notations. Highlights include; 11/16/12 Dart./Harv., 11/1/14 Brown/Harv., 11/2/29 Navy/Penn, 11/14/36 Navy/Harv., 11/2/40 Penn/Navy (full, bicentennial commemoration), 11/8/41 Army/Harv. (2) and 10/27/45 Navy/Penn (full). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

259. 1963-1976 New York Giants Program/Yearbook/Ticket Stub Collection with 1st Game at Meadowlands
The New York Giants loom large in this 1963-1976 collection of football programs, yearbooks and ticket stubs. Highlights are: (6) programs with ticket stubs stapled to the cover; 10/16/76 vs. Cowboys 1st game at Meadowlands program (VG), stub (VG); 10/7/73 vs. Packers at Yale Bowl program (EX), stub (GD-VG); 9/3/73 vs. Eagles at Yankee Stadium program (EX), stub (GD); 10/12/75 vs. Cowboys at Shea Stadium program (EX), stub (VG-EX); 9/9/75 vs. Redskins at Shea program (VG), stub (VG)12/7/75 vs. Colts at Shea program (VG-EX), stub (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

253. 1910s-1930s Army-Navy Tickets Lot (9 Different)
A nice prewar starter collection for the aspiring Army-Navy ticket collector. Condition averages EX and sizes range from 1-1/2 x 2-3/4” to 2-3/4 x 7”. Includes: 1916 (notations and heavy back damage), 1921 (Army Side Line Pass; notation at top), 1924 (nicely embossed; pencil notations at top), 1925 (EX-MT, full with perforated tab intact), 1927 (scoring wear on reverse), 1931 (EX-MT, large and beautiful), 1935 (partial w/rough edge), 1936 and 1937.
Opening Bid $150.00

255. 1940s-1960s Army-Navy Tickets Lot (25 Different)
Opening Bid $150.00

257. Rare 1942 Rose Bowl Unused Full Tickets Pair at Pasadena
In the wake of Pearl Harbor, with the rampant fear of another Japanese attack on the West Coast, Pasadena’s powers—that be cancelled the Rose Parade and relocated the Rose Bowl to Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. Presented are seldom seen unused tickets for the ’42 Pasadena Rose Bowl that never was. The blue version rates EX-MT and the orange is NM. Measuring 5-5/8 x 2-5/8”, they are both bright, beautiful and crisp. Ultimately, underdog Oregon State staged a massive upset with their 20-16 win over Duke.
Opening Bid $200.00
Earn your degree in advanced collecting with this lot of (4) 1939-1982 college/high school yearbooks featuring multi-sport stars. Present are: 1939 Los Angeles Manual Arts High School “The Artisan” (VG) with Tom Fears; 1957 University of Miami “Ibis” (VG) with Jimmie Foxx; 1965 Arizona State University “Sahuaros” (EX) with Reggie Jackson, Ben Hawkins, Sal Bando, Rick Monday; 1982 Brigham Young University “Banyan” (GD) with Steve Young, Jim McMahon, Bart Oates, Vai Sikahema, Greg Kite. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

261. 2/2/14 Super Bowl XLVIII Game Gift Pack with Ticket & Program
Football fans score some serious swag with 2/2/14 Super Bowl XLVIII game gift pack from MetLife Stadium. Commemorating a game which saw the underdog Seattle Seahawks defeat the Denver Broncos 48-3, this unused assortment of (15) items presents like-new. Highlights are: full ticket for “100 Level-Legacy Club Access” (NM); program with Lombardi Trophy hologram cover (NM-MT). Also present are: “Pepsi Halftime Show” video ski cap; seat cushion with pouch attachment; NFL “Game Day Radio” and (10) other items. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

Opening Bid $100.00

263. November 4, 1911 Princeton vs. Harvard Game Program at University Field
Opening Bid $100.00

264. Scarce August 21, 1960 Patriots Pre-Season AFL Program from Inaugural Year
Opening Bid $100.00

Opening Bid $100.00

266. 1980 U.S. vs. Finland “Miracle on Ice” Gold Medal Game Full Ticket
Opening Bid $100.00

267. 1994 Wayne Gretzky 800th and 801st Career Goals Full Ticket
Opening Bid $100.00
268. 1939-1967 Hockey Rules & Stats Book Lot of (8) with (5) NHL
Increase your hockey knowledge with this “tough” 1939-1967 hockey rules and stats book lot of (8) covers/pages.
Opening Bid $150.00

269. 1945-1959 Madison Square Garden Hockey Program Lot of (41) with (14) New York Rangers
Old-Time hockey takes the ice with this incredible collection of (41) 1945-1959 Madison Square Garden hockey programs. Gorgeous artwork graces the covers of (14) New York Rangers NHL programs with: (2) 1947-48 (EX, GD-VG); (2) 1948-1949 (one VG, one presents EX with deference to writing on back cover and a cut page); (2) 1949-50 (VG-EX, VG); 1950-51 (VG-EX); (4) 1951-52 (3 with inserts) average (VG-EX); 1955-56 with insert (VG-EX); 1957-58 with insert (VG-EX). Also present (27) EAHL programs. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

270. 1942-43 - 1982-83 Minor League Hockey Program Lot of (15)
For the love of the game, hockey enthusiasts in small market towns braved the elements and journeyed to obscure venues to cheer on rugged and oft-toothless warriors. Issued at those minor league battles, these (15) guides present well with covers/pages intact. Publications span the 1942-43 through 1982-83 seasons and include: Adirondack Red Wings; (2) Cleveland Barons; (5) Hershey Bears; K-W Dutchmen; (2) New Haven Nighthawks; (2) New York Rovers; Rochester Americans; Rhode Island Reds; (2) Springfield Indians. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

“Beantown” boosters skate away with this 1944-1991 Boston Bruins program and yearbook collection of (34). Presenting mainly as better to excellent this attractive assortment features representatives of the star-studded 1960s-1970s teams and healthy dose of vintage 1940s-1950s examples. Highlights are: 1971-1972 yearbook from Stanley Cup championship season (EX-MT) with Esposito/Orr/Hodge/Bayek cover; 1968 playoff program vs. Montreal (VG-EX); 1969 playoff program vs. Toronto (EX-MT); 1971 playoff program vs. Montreal (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

272. 1950s-Modern Pro and College Hockey Publication/Souvenir Treasure Chest Lot of (84)
Cover both ends of the ice with this 1950s-modern professional and collegiate hockey publication/souvenir treasure chest lot of (84). Presenting in above average to excellent condition this eclectic assortment includes (11) magazines; (4) guides/registers; (10) rule/schedule booklets; (3) NHL media guides; (15) hardback books; (4) hockey pucks; (3) tickets/media passes; (6) pins; (14) collegiate publications; (2) albums; (4) event programs; (3) arena give-away banners; a yearbook; a decal set and a pre-season scorecard. Complete list on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

273. 1960s-1970s Stanley Cup Playoffs Tickets Lot (14)
All but two of these tickets hail from Madison Square Garden in the early 1970s. Three of the MSG examples are full: 4/5/70 NY/Det. Season Finale (VG; memorable 9-5 Rangers upset); 2/23/72 NY/Phil. Regular Season (EX-MT); and 1973 Stanley Cup Playoffs Game 3 (EX-MT). The remaining MSG stubs (averaging GD/VG overall with uneven tears) include Stanley Cup Playoffs from 1971, 1972 (4) and 1973 (phone # on reverse)—plus a trio of undated ones (same condition), two of which are respectively notated “Stanley Cup vs. Montreal” and “Finest! 4-3 NY BOS.” Finally, there are two Blackhawks Stanley Cup Playoffs stubs (also GD/VG, with “1st Playoff Series” and “2nd Playoff Series”) that appear to date from the 1960s.
Opening Bid $150.00

274. 1952-2014 Pro Hockey Program Lot of (93) with Many Vintage Issues
Tremendous break value propels this better grade lot of (93) 1952-2014 pro hockey programs. Boasting vintage rarities, legendary stars and inaugural events, this significant group presents as (80%) EX to NM- MT, 20% lesser.
Highlights are: 11/13/52 Chicago Stadium Review (EX); 1/59 Blueline (EX-MT); 10/21/67 Maple Leaf Gardens (EX); 1/68 Canadiens Sports Magazine (VG-EX); 1/21/70 NHL Magazine with Hull (EX-MT); 11/27/72 WHA Alberta Oilers (VG, detached cover); 12/17/72 WHA New England Whalers (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

275. 1963-2014 Hockey Stanley Cup Playoffs, All-Star Game & International Event Program/Guide Lot of (67)
Loaded with big game history this hockey publication collection makes for a tantalizing lead in to the impending 2015 NHL “second season”. Offered is an overall high grade lot of (67) 1963-2014 hockey Stanley Cup playoff, All-Star Game and international event programs/guides. Highlights are: Stanley Cup Playoffs: 1963-64 Canadiens/Maple Leafs (VG); 1967-68 Rangers/Black Hawks (EX); (2) 1970-71: Rangers/Black Hawks (VG), Rangers/Maple Leafs (EX); (2) 1971-72 Black Hawks/Ranger (both EX); 1972-73 Black Hawks/Rangers (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00
THE BROWNSTOWN COLLECTION

In the mid-1970s, our consignor not only discovered some of the long lost baseball and football cards of his youth, he also found other early hobby enthusiasts at that time with the same passion for those cardboard relics of years gone by. He started amassing as many cards as he could get his hands on, always with the stress on completing Topps sets in the best condition that he could find/afford at the time. With the advent of card shows, and then auctions, his collection grew in leaps and bounds.

He basically stopped collecting in the late 1980s, and it wasn’t until about five years ago that he started PSA grading some of the better cards in the collection, to the tune of almost 1,000 cards graded over a very short period of time! Huggins & Scott is proud to have been selected to offer this fresh-to-the-hobby collection to our valued customers. We hope you enjoy owning parts of the “Browntown Collection” as much as our consignor enjoyed putting it together.

276. 1950 Bowman Baseball Near Set (251/252) Including (20) PSA Graded Stars

The offered 1950 Bowman Baseball near set of (251/252) cards with 20 PSA graded stars may be small in size but is decidedly large in stature. This bubble gum card edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 25% (VG-EX or better), 40% (VG), 20% (GD) and 15% (FR or lesser) with the challenging low series presenting only slightly less than the more available numbers. Keys include: #198 Spanl (PSA 5), #132 Roberts (PSA 4), #137 Doerr (PSA 5), #156 Bern (PSA 4), #50 Furillo (PSA 8, oc), #62 Kluszewski (PSA 4.5), #75 Campbell (PSA 4), #77 Snider (PSA 4), #94 Boudreau (PSA 5), #98 Williams (PSA 5), #112 Hodges (PSA 5), #139 Mize (PSA 4), #148 Wynm (PSA 5) and #217 Stengel (PSA 6). Missing only #22 J. Robinson for completion. More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

277. 1951 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (324) Including (77) PSA Graded Cards with Mantle & Mays Rookies

Monumental 1951 Bowman Baseball complete set of (324) cards including (77) PSA graded cards including the keynote rookies of Mantle and Mays. The ungraded portion of this popular gum card edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 20% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with the difficult high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include: #1 Ford RC (PSA 6), #2 Berra (PSA 4), #3 Roberts (PSA 5.5), #7 Hodges (PSA 4), #26 Rizzuto (PSA 5.5), #30 Feller (PSA 4), #31 Campanella (PSA 4.5), #32 Snider (PSA 5), #50 Mize (PSA 5), #60 Reese (PSA 4), #109 Reynolds (PSA 7.5), #134 Spahn (PSA 4), #135 Kunszewski (PSA 5), #143 Kunszewski (PSA 5), #165 T. Williams (PSA 6.5), #186 Ashburn (PSA 6), #198 Irvin (PSA 5), #203 Law (PSA 8), #222 Fox RC (PSA 6), #233 Durocher (PSA 5), #253 Mantle RC (PSA 3, mc), #254 Jensen (PSA 4), #260 Erskine (PSA 7), #282 Frisch (PSA 4), #290 Dickey (PSA 6), #295 Lopez (PSA 6) and #305 Mays RC (PSA 2). More on our website.

Opening Bid $2000.00

278. 1952 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (252) Including (61) PSA Graded Cards

Classic 1952 Bowman Baseball complete set of (252) cards featuring (61) PSA graded cards. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Keys include: #1 Berra (PSA 4), #4 Roberts (PSA 5), #8 Reese (PSA 5), #21 Fox (PSA 6), #23 Lemon (PSA 6), #43 Feller (PSA 5), #44 Campanella (PSA 6), #52 Rizzuto (PSA 4), #53 Ashburn (PSA 6), #80 Hodges (PSA 5), #101 Mantle (PSA 5), #116 Snider (PSA 4.5), #142 Wynm (PSA 6), #145 Mize (PSA 6), #146 Durocher (PSA 5), #156 Spahn (PSA 7), #196 Musial (PSA 5), #217 Stengel (PSA 6.5), #218 Mays (PSA 4.5), #232 Slaughter (PSA 6). PSA 8: with #220, 221, 236, 237 and 250. More on our website.

Opening Bid $1000.00

279. 1953 Bowman Color Baseball Complete Set (160) Including (30) PSA Graded Cards

Prized 1953 Bowman Color Baseball complete set of (160) cards heralded by (30) PSA graded cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX or better), 30% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 20% (GD or lesser). Featured are: #9 Rizzuto (PSA 6), #10 Ashburn (PSA 6), #18 N. Fox (PSA 6), #32 Musial (PSA 6), #33 Reese (PSA 6), #36 Doby (PSA 5), #40 Hobby/Berra/Mantle (PSA 6), #46 Campanella (PSA 6), #51 Irvin (PSA 5), #55 Durocher (PSA 6), #59 Mays (PSA 6), #62 Kunszewski (PSA 5), #65 Roberts (PSA 6, mc), #80 Kiner (PSA 5), #92 Hodges (PSA 4), #93 Rizzuto/Irvin/GD, #94 Spahn (PSA 4), #114 Feller (PSA 5), #117 Snider (PSA 4), #123 Berra (PSA 6), #146 Wynm (PSA 5) and #153 Ford (PSA 3). More on our website.

Opening Bid $1500.00
280. 1954 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (224) Including (14) PSA Graded Stars
Solid 1954 Bowman Baseball complete set of (224) cards hallmarked by (14) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 30% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Keys include: #1 Rizzuto (PSA 4), #15 Ashburn (PSA 7), #50 Kell (NM), #58 Reese (PSA 6), #64 Mathews (EX-MT), #65 Mantle (PSA 6.5), #84 Doby (PSA 9), #89 Myers (PSA 5), #90 Campanella (GD), #145 B. Martin (PSA 6), #154 Newcombe (PSA 7.5), #161 Berra (PSA 6) and #170 Snider (PSA 6) More on our website.
Opening Bid $550.00

281. 1955 Bowman Baseball Master Set (320) Plus (6) Variations Including (11) PSA Graded Stars
Showcased is a comprehensive 1955 Bowman Baseball master set of (320) cards plus all six variations. This fragile wood bordered issue is bolstered by the inclusion of (11) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #1 Wilhelm (VG-EX), #10 Rizzuto (VG-EX), #22 Campanella (VG), #23 Kaline (PSA 6), #37 Reese (PSA 5.5), #59 Ford (PSA 6), #103 Mathews (PSA 5), #168 Berra (PSA 6), #179 Aaron (PSA 6), #114 Mays (PSA 6), #202 Mantle (PSA 7), #242 Banks (PSA 6), #303 Conlon (PSA 6). Variations: (6 cards) with #48 M. Bolling (EX, F. Bolling back), #101 D. Johnson (EX, E. Johnson front), #132 Kuehn (trimmed, Corrected), #157 E. Johnson (VG, Corrected), #195 Palica (VG-EX, Traded Line) and #204 F. Bolling (EX-MT, M. Bolling back) More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

282. 1952 Topps Baseball Low Series Near Set (309/310) Including (21) PSA Graded Cards
Iconic 1952 Topps Baseball Low Series near set of (309/310) cards including (21) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX or better), 25% (VG-EX), 35% (VG) and 25% (GD or lesser). The first #1-80 series back breakdown includes (49) black and (31) red backs. Highlights include: #1 Park (PSA 4, bb), #10 Rosen (PSA 5.5), #11 Rizzuto (PSA 4, bb), 15 (PSA 4.5, bb), #20 Los (PSA 5.5), 24 (PSA 5, bb), #26 Irwin (VG, bb), #29 Klasner (VG), #31 (PSA 5.5, bb), #33 Spann (GD), #36 Hodges (PSA 6, bb), #37 Snider (PSA 4, bb), #49 Sain (VG-EX, bb), #57 Lopat (PSA 6), #59 Roberts (GD, bb), #65 Slaught (VG), #66 Roe (PSA 5), #1 (PSA 7), #88 Feller (PSA 3), #91 Schoendienst (GD), #112 Jensen (VG), #120 Mize (PSA 4), #175 B. Martin (RC PSA 4), #191 Berra (GD), #195 Minoso (VG), #215 Bauer (PSA 5), #216 Ashburn (VG), #225 (PSA 5), #227 Garagoli (PSA 5.5), 23 (PSA 5.5), #283 (PSA 5.5), #243 Doby (PSA 6), #246 Kell (GD), 251 (PSA 5.5), #268 Lemon (GD), #274 Branca (VG) and #277 Wynn (VG-EX). Missing only #261 Mays for completion.
Opening Bid $400.00

284. 1954 Topps Baseball Complete Set (250) Including (22) PSA Graded Stars with Aaron, Banks & Kaline Rookies
A quartet of Hall of Fame rookies headlines the offered 1954 Topps Baseball complete set of (250) cards heralded by (22) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Keys include: #1 Williams (PSA 3), #10 L. Robinson (PSA 5), #13 B. Martin (PSA 7), #50 Berra (PSA 6), #90 Mays (PSA 4), #84 Banks RC (PSA 5), #284 Aaron RC (PSA 5), #132 Lasorda RC (VG-EX), #201 Kaline RC (PSA 4, mc) and #250 T. Williams (PSA 5.5). More on our website.
Opening Bid $540.00

285. 1955 Topps Baseball Complete Set (206) Including (17) PSA Graded Stars with Clemente, Killebrew & Koufax Rookies
Fresh and vibrant 1955 Topps Baseball complete set of (206) cards featuring (17) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Featured are: #1 Rhodes (PSA 7), #2 T. Williams (PSA 4), #4 Kaline (PSA 7.5), #28 Banks (PSA 7), #47 Aaron (PSA 4), #50 J. Robinson (PSA 7), #123 Koufax RC (PSA 6), #124 Killebrew RC (PSA 4), #164 Clemente RC (PSA 5), #189 Rizzuto (PSA 6), #194 Mays (PSA 5), #198 Berra (PSA 5.5) and #210 Snider (PSA 4) More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00
286. 1956 Topps Baseball Complete Set (340) Plus Both Checklists & (7) Team Card Variations Including (36) PSA Graded Stars

One of the quintessential Topps Baseball sets of the “golden age” belongs to the offered 1956 edition of (340) cards. This consistently attractive edition is complemented by both checklist cards, seven team card variations and (36) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Keys include: #5 T. Williams (PSA 5), #10 Spahn (PSA 6), (2) #11 Cubs Team (one 1955 grades VG), #15 Banks (PSA 3.5), #20 Kaline (PSA 6), #30 J. Robinson (PSA 5), #31 Aaron (PSA 6), #33 Clemente (PSA 6), (2) #72 Pirates Team (one PSA 6.5 centered, one VG, 1955), #79 Koufax (PSA 5), (3) #85 Indians Team (1955 grades PSA 5.5, all variations), (2) #90 Reds Team (one PSA 6 centered, one GD, 1955), (2) #95 Braves Team (one PSA 6 centered, one GD, 1955), (2) #100 Orioles (one 1955 grades VG), #101 Campanella (PSA 4), #107 Mathews (PSA 7), #110 Berra (PSA 6), #113 Rizzuto (PSA 5), #118 Fox (PSA 6.5), #120 Ashburn (PSA 6), #130 Mays (PSA 5), #135 Mantle (PSA 4, gray back), #150 Snider (PSA 7, oc), #164 Killebrew (PSA 6), #166 Dodgers Team (PSA 8), #181 B. Martin (PSA 5), #200 Feller (VG), #240 Ford (PSA 7.5), #251 Yankees Team (PSA 5), #260 Reese (VG), #292 Aparicio RC (PSA 5), #307 Wilhelm (PSA 6), NNO CL 1/3 (marked) and NNO CL 2/4 (marked). More on our website.

Opening Bid $100.00

287. 1957 Topps Baseball Complete Set (407/407) Plus (9) Checklist, Contest & Promotional Cards with (13) PSA Graded Stars

Exceedingly desirable and challenging 1957 Topps Baseball complete set of (407) base cards plus nine checklist, contest and promotional cards. This inaugural standard-sized issue is bolstered by the inclusion of (13) PSA graded stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with the difficult fourth series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Keys include: #1 T. Williams (PSA 4), #2 Berra (PSA 5), #10 Mays (VG), #18 Drysdale RC (PSA 5.5, mc), #20 Aaron (PSA 2), #35 E. Robinson RC (VG-EX), #55 Banks (VG-EX), #76 Clemente (PSA 4), #95 Mantle (PSA 3), #170 Snider (PSA 5), #210 Campanella (VG-EX), #286 Richardson RC (PSA 6), #302 Koufax (PSA 4), #312 Kubek RC (PSA 6), #328 B. Robinson RC (PSA 4), #338 Bunning RC (PSA 5), #400 Dodgers Sluggers (VG-EX), #407 Mantle/Herra (VG-EX), NNO 1/2 CL (marked, Bazooka), NNO 2/3 CL (marked, Blony), NNO 3/4 CL (marked, Bazooka), NNO 4/5 CL (marked, Bazooka), NNO 5/4 Contest (marked), NNO 5/5 Contest (VG-EX), NNO 6/22 Contest (EX-MT), NNO 7/19 Contest (VG-EX) and NNO Lucky Penny (VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

288. 1958 Topps Baseball Complete Set (494) Plus Numerical Checklists (4) and Contest Card Including (21) PSA Graded Stars

Consistently attractive 1958 Topps Baseball complete set of (494) cards plus four numerical checklist variations and an additional contest card. This eye-catching edition is bolstered by (21) PSA graded cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #1 T. Williams (PSA 5), #5 Mays (PSA 4), #25 Drysdale (PSA 5), #30 Aaron (PSA 5), #47 Maris RC (PSA 6), #52 Clemente (PSA 4), #70 Kaline (PSA 6), #88 Snider (PSA 6), #150 Mantle (PSA 6), #187 Koufax (PSA 5), #288 Killebrew (PSA 5), #307 B. Robinson (PSA 6), #320 Ford (PSA 5), #343 Cepeda RC (PSA 5), #418 Mantle/Aaron (PSA 4), #436 Mays/Snider (PSA 6), #476 Musial AS (PSA 6), #485 T. Williams AS (EX-MT), #486 Mays AS (PSA 5), #487 Mantle AS (PSA 5), #488 Aaron AS (PSA 6), NNO 7/8 Contest (EX); Numerical Checklists (4) with #377 Braves Team (EX), #397 Tigers Team (GD), #408 Orioles Team (marked) and #428 Reds Team (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

289. 1959 Topps Baseball Complete Set (572) Including (26) PSA Graded Stars

Formidable 1959 Topps Baseball complete set of (572) cards featuring (26) PSA graded stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the tough high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Keys include: #10 Mantle (PSA 5), #20 Snider (PSA 6), #40 Spahn (PSA 6), #50 Mays (PSA 6), #150 Musial (PSA 4), #163 Koufax (PSA 6), #202 Maris (PSA 4.5), #212 Aaron/Mathews (PSA 5.5), #350 Banks (PSA 6), #360 Kaline (PSA 8), #380 Aaron (PSA 5.5), #387 Drysdale PSA 6), #435 F. Robinson (PSA 7), #439 B. Robinson (PSA 6), #461 Mantle HR (PSA 6), #464 Mays Catch (PSA 7), #478 Clemente (PSA 4), #510 Yankees Team (PSA 4), #514 Gibson RC (PSA 6), #515 Killebrew (PSA 5), #543 Corsair Trio/Clemente (PSA 5), #550 Campanella (PSA 4), #561 Aaron AS (PSA 4), #562 Kaline AS (PSA 6), #563 Mays AS (PSA 4) and #564 Mantle AS (PSA 5). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00
290. 1960 Topps Baseball Complete Set (572) Including (19) PSA Graded Stars

Showcased is a 1960 Topps Baseball complete set of (572) cards highlighted by (19) PSA graded stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser) with the difficult high series generally presenting similarly to the more common numbers. Highlights include: #148 Yastrzemski (RC (PSA 7), #160 Mantle/Boyer (PSA 4), #200 Mays (PSA 5), #250 Musial (PSA 5), #300 Aaron (PSA 4), #316 McCovey RC (PSA 6), #326 Clemente (PSA 5), #334 Koufax (PSA 5), #350 Mantle (PSA 3), #377 Maris (PSA 6), #475 Drysdale (PSA 6), #480 Berra (PSA 5), #490 F. Robinson (PSA 5.5), #493 Snider (PSA 6), #560 Banks AS (PSA 7.5), #561 Kaline AS (PSA 7), #563 Mantle AS (EX-MT), #564 Mays AS (VG), #565 Maris AS (PSA 4) and #566 Aaron AS (PSA 6). More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

291. 1961 Topps Baseball Complete Set (587) Plus (2) Variations Including (21) PSA Graded Stars

From the season the “M & M Boys” re-wrote the record books arrives the offered 1961 Topps Baseball complete set of (587) cards plus two variations showcasing (21) PSA graded stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG-EX or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly, if not slightly better than the more common numbers. Keys include: #2 Maris (PSA 7), #10 B. Robinson (PSA 8), #44 Mantle/Maris LL (PSA 7), #141 B. Williams RC (PSA 6), #150 Mays (PSA 6), #160 Ford (PSA 7), #290 Musial (PSA 8, oc), #300 Mantle (PSA 6), #307 Mantle WS (PSA 6), #344 Koufax (PSA 8, oc), #350 Banks (PSA 5), #360 F. Robinson (PSA 6), #388 Clemente (PSA 5), #406 Mantle HR (VG-EX), #415 Aaron (PSA 5), #417 Mariscal RC (PSA 6), #425 Berra (PSA 6), #475 Mantle MVP (GD), #482 Mays MVP (VG), #545 Wilhelm (PSA 7), #576 Maris AS (PSA 5), #577 Aaron AS (VG-EX), #578 Mantle AS (PSA 5) and #579 Mays AS (VG-EX). Also present are checklist variations of #98 (VG) and #361 (PR, writing). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00


Comprehensive 1962 Topps Baseball near master set featuring the base set of (598) cards plus (11) tougher variations. This mid-grade edition is bolstered by the inclusion of (16) PSA graded keys. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include: #1 Maris (PSA 5), #5 Koufax (VG-EX), #10 Clemente (PSA 5), #18 Mantle/Mays (PSA 6), #53 Maris/Mantle/Killebrew HR LL (PSA 5), #199 Perry RC (PSA 5), #200 Mantle (PSA 5), #300 Mays (VG-EX), #313 Maris IA (EX), #318 Mantle IA (VG-EX), #320 Aaron (PSA 5), #387 Brock RC (PSA 4), #394 Aaron AS (VG-EX), #395 Mays AS (PSA 6), #425 Yastrzemski (PSA 6), #471 Mantle AS (PSA 6), #537 Indians Team (NM), #544 McCovey (PSA 5), #584 Twins Team (NM), #591 McDowell RC (VG-EX), #592 Bouton RC (EX), Tough Variations: (11 cards) with #22 CL (EX), #129 Walls (NM, Facing Right), #132 Angels Team (VG, with Floating Heads), #134 Hoefel (VG-EX, Green Sky), #139 Renfiff (PSA 6, Pitching), #147 Kunkel (VG, Fielding), #174 Willey (EX-MT, with Cap), #176 Yost (EX-MT, Batting), #190 Moon (EX-MT, Batting), #458 Buhl (EX, “M” on Cap) and #462 Tasby (EX, “W” on Cap). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

293. 1963 Topps Baseball Complete Set (576) Plus (4) Variations Including (23) PSA Graded Stars

“Charlie Hustle” headlines the offered 1963 Topps Baseball complete set of (576) cards featuring (23) PSA graded stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include: #18 Buc Busters/Clemente (PSA 6), #25 Kaline (PSA 7), #115 Yastrzemski (PSA 7), #120 Maris (PSA 6), #173 Tresh/Mantle/Richardson (PSA 5), #200 Mantle (PSA 6), #210 Koufax (PSA 4), #250 Musial (PSA 5), #275 Mathews (PSA 7), #300 Mays (PSA 7), #345 B. Robinson (PSA 8), #380 Banks (PSA 5), #390 Aaron (PSA 5), #412 Podres/Drysdale/Koufax (PSA 8), #472 Brock (PSA 6), #473 Mets Team (PSA 6), #490 McCovey (PSA 7), #525 Fox (NM), #537 Rose RC (GD), #540 Clemente (EX-MT), #550 Snider (PSA 7) and #553 Snider RC (PSA 8, oc). Also included are four variations for #29 (VG), #54 (EX), #102 (EX) and #431 (EX-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00
294. 1964 Topps Baseball Complete Set (587) Including (22) PSA Graded Stars

Formidable 1964 Topps Baseball complete set of (587) cards hallmarking by (22) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Keys include: #50 Mantle (PSA 6), #125 Rose (PSA 6), #150 Mays (PSA 7), #155 Snider (PSA 7), #200 Koufax (PSA 6.5), #210 Tastrrzemski (PSA 5), #225 Maris (PSA 5), #250 Kaline (PSA 6), #260 F. Robinson (PSA 6), #300 Aaron (VG), #306 Mays/Cepeda (PSA 6), #331 AL Hombre (PSA 8), #380 Ford (PSA 6), #423 Aaron/Mays (PSA 5), #440 Clemente (PSA 4), #541 Niekro (RC) (PSA 6), #550 Hubbs (PSA 7), and #870 Mazeroski (PSA 6). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

295. 1965 Topps Baseball High-Grade Complete Set (598) Including (19) PSA Graded Stars

Potent 1965 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards showcasing (19) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) or 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Keys include: #5 Mantle/Killebrew LL (PSA 8), #120 F. Robinson (PSA 7), #134 Mantle WS (VG), #155 Maris (PSA 6), #160 Clemente (PSA 6), #170 Aaron (PSA 6), #207 Rose (PSA 5), #250 Mays (PSA 5), #282 Murakami RC (PSA 7), #300 Koufax (trimmed), #320 Gibson (PSA 5.5), #350 Mantle (PSA 5), #380 Colavito (PSA 8), #385 Yastrzemski (PSA 7), #400 Killebrew (PSA 7), #470 Berra (PSA 5.5), #477 Carlton RC (PSA 6), #500 Mathews (PSA 7), #526 Hunter RC (PSA 5), #540 Brock (PSA 6) and #581 Perez RC (PSA 5.5). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

297. 1967 Topps Baseball High-Grade Complete Set (609) Including (34) PSA Graded Stars

Superb 1967 Topps Baseball complete set of (609) cards showcasing (34) PSA graded stars. This difficult-to-complete edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 30% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) or 15% (VG-EX or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Keys include: #30 Kaline (PSA 7), #45 Maris (PSA 5), #100 F. Robinson (PSA 6), #150 Mantle (PSA 6), #200 Mays (PSA 8), #210 Gibson (PSA 6), #250 Aaron (PSA 6), #337 Morgan (PSA 8), #355 Yastrzemski (PSA 8), #400 Clemente (PSA 6), #423 Mays/McCovey (PSA 7), #430 Rose (PSA 8), #475 Palmer (PSA 7, oc), #480 McCovey (PSA 6), #510 Mazeroski (NM), #516 J. Niekro RC (PSA 7), #558 Belanger RC (PSA 7), #560 Bunning (PSA 8, oc), #561 Alomar (PSA 5), #569 Carew RC (PSA 7), #580 Colavito (PSA 5), #581 Seaver RC (PSA 6), #600 B. Robinson (PSA 6), #604 Red Sox Team (PSA 6), #605 Shannon (PSA 6), and #607 Stanley (PSA 6) and #609 John (PSA 6). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

299. 1970 & 1972 Topps Baseball Complete Sets Including (22) PSA Graded Stars

Enticing tandem of 1970 and 1972 Topps Baseball complete sets featuring (22) PSA graded stars. Highlights include: 1970 Topps set: (720/720, 35% EX-MT or better, 25% EX, 20% VG-EX, 20% VG or lesser) with #119 Munson RC (PSA 6), #350 Clemente (PSA 7), #500 Aaron (PSA 7), #580 Rose (PSA 6), #600 Mays (PSA 8), #640 Kaline (PSA 8), #660 Bench (PSA 7), #700 F. Robinson (PSA 7), #712 Ryan (PSA 7), 1972 Topps set: (787/787, 20% NM-MT or better, 35% NM, 25% EX-MT, 20% EX or lesser) with #49 Mays (PSA 7), #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (PSA 8), #299 Aaron (PSA 7), #309 Clemente (PSA 8), #433 Bench (PSA 6), #445 Seaver (PSA 8), #559 Rose (PSA 7), #595 Ryan (PSA 8), #660 Garvey (PSA 8), #665 Carew (PSA 8), and #752 Morgan TRD (PSA 8) and #777 Wilhelm (PSA 7). More on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00
302. 1962 Salada-Junket Coins Near Master Set of (221/221) Coins plus (37) Variations
Magnificent 1962 Salada-Junket Baseball near master set of (258/265) coins. First issued in a series of 180 coins in packages of Salada Tea and pudding products, several players were subsequently added or dropped, thus causing shortprints among some players. In addition to the 221-coin base set, this series also includes (37) variations. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 30% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT) and 30% (EX or lesser) with the variants generally presenting similarly. Keys include: #2 Pierce SP (NM), #23 Maris (NM), #27 Yastrzemski (NM), #41 Mantle (EX), #52 Temple (EX-MT, Orioles), #66 Sievers SP (NM), #79 Keough SP (NM), #97 Wynn (EX, Pitching), #109 Koufax (EX-MT), #149 Mays (EX-MT), #150 Clemente (EX-MT), #171 Ashburn (EX-MT), #177 Banks (EX-MT, Of) and #180 Aaron (EX). Missing only tough variations #3, 28, 37, 48, 53, 113 and 182 for completion. More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

304. 1962 Topps Baseball Bucks Complete Set (96)
The currency of young baseball fans during the early sixties belongs to the offered 1962 Topps Baseball Bucks complete set of (96) bills. The bills were released with a fold tracing through the middle. The condition for the issue, not withstanding the factory marking averages (EX to EX-MT) with some lesser due to centering. Keys include $10 Bills: Banks (EX-MT), Mantle (EX-MT), Maris (EX-MT), Mays (VG), Musial (VO), P. Robinson (NM); $5 Bills: Aaron (EX-MT), Berra (EX-MT), Clemente (VG), Koufax (EX), B. Robinson (VG-EX); $1 Bills: Kaline (EX-MT) and Yastrzemski (EX-MT).
Opening Bid $300.00

305. 1963 Fleer Baseball Complete Set (66) Including (9) PSA Graded Stars
Groundbreaking 1963 Fleer Baseball complete set of (66) cards featuring nine PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM-MT or better), 45% (NM) and 35% (EX-MT or lesser) with moderate instances of errant centering common to the issue. Highlights include: #4 B. Robinson (PSA 7), #5 Mays (PSA 7, oc), #8 Yastrzemski (PSA 8), #41 Drysdale (PSA 6), #42 Koufax (PSA 6), #43 Wills RC (NM), #45 Spahn (PSA 6, st), #46 Adcock SP (PSA 5), #56 Clemente (PSA 7), #61 Gibson (PSA 7, st) and #64 Cepeda (EX-MT).
Opening Bid $250.00
306. 1969 Topps Baseball Decals High-Grade Complete Set (48) plus Duplicate Mantle and Aaron “Stick” to this 1969 Topps Baseball Decals high-grade complete set of (48) featuring five PSA graded stars along with duplicates of Aaron and Mantle. These wax pack inserts overwhelmingly average (NM to NM-MT) condition. Highlights include: (2) Aaron (one NM-MT, one PSA 7), Clemente (PSA 8), Gibson (NM), R. Jackson RC (PSA 7), Killebrew (NM), (2) Mantle (both PSA 8), Mays (NM), McCovey (NM), F. Robinson (NM-MT), Rose (NM), Seaver (NM) and Yastrzemski (NM).
Opening Bid $250.00

307. 1971 Topps Baseball Complete Set (752) Including (7) PSA Graded Stars
Delicate 1971 Topps Baseball complete set of (752) cards featuring seven PSA graded stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Keys include: #5 Munson (PSA 5), #100 Rose (PSA 6, st), #341 Garvey RC (PSA 5), #400 Aaron (PSA 5), #513 Ryan (PSA 5), #530 Yastrzemski (EX-MT), #600 Mays (PSA 5), #630 Clemente (PSA 5), #640 F. Robinson (EX) and #709 Baylor RC (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

308. 1973 Topps Baseball Complete Set (660/660) with (7) PSA Graded Stars—Sharp!
Crisp 1973 Topps Baseball complete set of (660) cards hallmarked by seven PSA graded stars. Several gradable candidates are included in this gathering which has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM-MT or better), 40% (NM), 20% (EX-MT) and 20% (EX or lesser). The lower graded cards primarily display instances of errant factory centering. Highlights include: #50 Clemente (PSA 8), #67 Carlton/Ryan LL (PSA 8), #100 Aaron (PSA 6), #130 Rose (PSA 9), #220 Ryan (PSA 8, oc), #305 Mays (PSA 8) and #615 Schmidt RC/Cey (PSA 7). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

309. 1974 & 1975 Topps Baseball High-Grade Complete Sets (3) Including (12) PSA Graded Stars
Top-notch trio of 1974 and 1975 Topps Baseball complete sets featuring (12) PSA graded stars. Highlights include: 1974 Topps set: (average NM, 15/15 Washington variations, 44/44 Traded) with #1 Aaron (PSA 7), #20 Ryan (PSA 8), #283 Schmidt (PSA 9, oc), #455 Winfield RC (PSA 8); 1975 Topps set: (average NM) with #223 Yount RC (PSA 7), #228 Brett RC (PSA 8), #500 Ryan (EX-MT); 1975 Topps Mini set: (average EX-MT to NM) with #223 Yount RC (PSA 6), #228 Brett RC (PSA 7), #500 Ryan (PSA 7) and #660 Aaron (PSA 8). More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

310. 1976-1979 Topps Baseball High-Grade Complete Sets Run (4) Including Molitor/Trammell Rookie
PSA MINT 9
Stellar run of four 1976-1979 Topps Baseball complete sets. Highlights include: 1976 Topps set: (660/660, average NM, 44/44 Traded) with #1 Aaron RB (NM), #19 Brett (EX), #98 Eckersley RC (EX-MT), #240 Rose (NM), #316 Yount (NM), #330 Ryan (NM), #550 Aaron (EX), 1977 Topps set: (660/660, average NM) with #650 Ryan (NM); 1978 Topps set: (726/726, average NM) with #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (PSA 9) and 1979 Topps set: (726/726, average NM to NM-MT) with #116 O. Smith RC (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

311. 1951-1977 Topps Baseball Complete Sets and Insert Sets Lot of (8)
Complement your mainstream Topps Baseball issues with these eight 1951-1977 oddball sets. Highlights include: 1951 Topps Red Backs set: (52/52, average VG to VG-EX, plus (NM) wrapper) with #1 Berra (VG), #5 Rizzuto (EX), #22 Feller (EX), #30 Spahn (EX-MT), #50 Irvin RC (VG-EX); 1964 Topps Coins set: (164/164, average EX, plus all variations) with #120 Mantle (NM), #131 Mantle AS (EX, Left-Handed), #131 Mantle (VG-EX, Right-Handed), #150 Clemente AS (NM), #159 Koufax AS (NM); 1964 Topps Giants set: (60/60, average NM) with #25 Mantle (NM); 1968 Topps Game set: (33/33, average NM); 1970 Topps Story Booklets set: (24/24, average NM); 1970 Topps Supers set: (42/42, average EX-MT to NM); 1971 Topps Scratch-Offs set: (24/24, average NM) and 1977 Topps Cloth Stickers set: (55/55, average NM, 18/18 Checklists). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
312. 1970 O-Pee-Chee Baseball Complete Set (546)
Seldom offered 1970 O-Pee-Chee Baseball complete set of (546) cards. This parallel issue has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX), and 25% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #1 Mets Team (EX-MT), #10 Yastrzemski (VG-EX), #140 R. Jackson (VG-EX), #189 Munson RC (VG-EX), #197 Ryan NLCS (VG), #198 Mets Celebrate/Ryan (VG-EX), #220 Carlton (EX), #230 B. Robinson (VG-EX), #260 Carew (VG-EX), #300 Seaver (VG), #350 Clemente (VG) and #500 Aaron (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

313. Amazing 1971 O-Pee-Chee Baseball High Grade Complete Set (752) Including (18) PSA Graded Stars
Breathtaking 1971 O-Pee-Chee Baseball complete set of (752) cards featuring (18) PSA graded stars. This exceedingly tough Canadian parallel issue was printed and released at a fraction of the mainstream American release. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Keys include: #5 Munson (PSA 6), #20 R. Jackson (PSA 7), #26 Blyleven RC (PSA 7, st), #100 Rose (VG-EX), #160 Seaver (PSA 7), #210 Carew (PSA 7), #230 Stargell (PSA 7), #250 Bench (PSA 6), #341 Garvey RC (EX-MT), #380 T. Williams (PSA 8), #513 Ryan (PSA 5), #525 Banks (PSA 5), #530 Yastrzemski (PSA 5), #543 Yankees Team (PSA 8), #550 Killebrew (PSA 7), #600 Mets (PSA 5), #620 F. Howard (PSA 8), #625 Brock (PSA 8), #630 Clemente (PSA 6), #640 F. Robinson (EX-MT), #648 Matlack RC (PSA 8) and #700 Baylor RC (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $1500.00

314. 1972 O-Pee-Chee Baseball Complete Set (525) with (3) PSA Graded Stars
Creamy 1972 O-Pee-Chee Baseball complete set of (525) cards. This challenging Canadian issue has an approximate condition breakdown of 15% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include: #49 Mayas (PSA 6), #50 Mayas IA (EX-MT), #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (PSA 9), #299 Aaron (EX), #300 Aaron IA (VG-EX), #309 Clemente (PSA 6), #310 Clemente IA (VG-EX), #420 Carlton (EX-MT), #433 Bench (EX), #455 R. Jackson (EX-MT) and #445 Seaver (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

315. 1973-1975 O-Pee-Chee Baseball Complete Sets Run (3) Including (9) PSA Graded Stars
Scarce 1973-1975 O-Pee-Chee Baseball run of three sets including (9) PSA graded stars. Highlights include: 1973 OPC set: (660/660, average EX-MT to NM, plus #338 variation) with #1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays (VG), #50 Clemente (VG-EX), #220 Ryan (PSA 4), #305 Mays (PSA 6), #350 Seaver (PSA 7), #474 Ruth LDR (PSA 8.5), #615 Schmidt RC/Cey (PSA 6); 1974 OPC set: (652/660, average EX-MT, 4 Team Checklists) with #1 Aaron (VG-EX), #20 Ryan (VG-EX), #283 Schmidt (PSA 7), #456 Winfield RC (VG-EX); 1975 OPC set: (660/660, average EX-MT) with #223 Young RC (PSA 6), #228 Brett RC (PSA 8, oc), #500 Ryan (PSA 6) and #660 Aaron (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

316. 1976-1979 O-Pee-Chee Baseball High-Grade Complete Sets Run (4) with (2) PSA Graded Stars
High-grade run of four 1976-1979 O-Pee-Chee Baseball complete sets. Keys include: 1976 OPC set: (660/660, average NM, (2) PSA graded) with #1 Aaron RB (VG-EX), #98 Eckersley RC (VG), #316 Yount (EX-MT), #330 Ryan (PSA 7, oc), #500 Aaron (PSA 7, oc); 1977 OPC set: (264/264, average NM) with #85 Ryan (NM), #170 Brett (EX-MT), #240 Rose (EX-MT), #264 Ryan RB (NM); 1978 OPC set: (264/264, average NM) with #105 Ryan (NM), #154 Murray RC (NM-MT), #241 Ryan RB (NM) and 1979 OPC set: (264/264, average NM) with #52 O. Smith RC (NM).
Opening Bid $500.00

317. 1971 & 1977 O-Pee-Chee Baseball Hall of Famers and Stars PSA Graded Lot (10)
Each graded by PSA. Canadian cardboard gallery of (10) 1971 and 1977 O-Pee-Chee Baseball Hall of Famers. Includes: 1971 O-Pee-Chee: (5 cards) with #160 Seaver (PSA 8), #513 Ryan (PSA 3), #550 Killebrew (PSA 4), #605 Cepeda (PSA 8), #650 R. Allen (PSA 7); 1977 O-Pee-Chee: (5 cards) with #37 Yastrzemski (PSA 7), #551 Brock (PSA 7), #65 Ryan (PSA 6), #156 Winfield (PSA 5) and #205 Seaver (PSA 7).
Opening Bid $150.00
318. 1971 Kellogg’s Baseball High-Grade Complete Set (75) Including (16) PSA Graded Hall of Famers

Extremely difficult 1971 Kellogg’s Baseball complete set of (75) cards featuring (16) PSA graded Hall of Famers. This prized cereal issue has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 30% (NM-MT or better), 50% (NM) and 20% (EX-MT or lesser) with only a couple of instances of surface cracking or scratching. Highlights include: #2 Seaver (PSA 8), #5 Clemente (PSA 8), #6 Perry (PSA 8), #10 Mayas (PSA 9), #15 F. Robinson (PSA 9), #17 Brock (PSA 8), #33 McCovey (PSA 8), #44 Kaline (PSA 10), #51 Gibson (PSA 9), #55 Killebrew (PSA 6), #58 Perez (PSA 7), #60 Palmer (PSA 9), #61 B. Williams (PSA 9), #62 Torre (PSA 9), #65 Rose (PSA 9) and #68 Stargell (PSA 7).

Opening Bid $250.00

320. 1975-1979 Hostess Baseball High-Grade Complete Panel Sets Run (5)

Celebrate your favorite snack food by placing the winning bid for this comprehensive 1975-1979 Hostess Baseball panels complete set run. These precisely extracted panels averaged EX-MT to NM quality throughout with many better. Highlighted among these 50-panel editions are: 1975 Hostess set: (two ad panels) with #58 Ryan/59/60 (NM), #79/80 Yount RC/81 (NM), #130 Aaron/131/132 (NM); 1976 Hostess set: #79 Ryan/80/81 (NM), #82/83 Winfield/84 Schmidt (NM), #94 Aaron/85/86 (EX-MT), #112/113/#114 Brett (NM), #136/137 Eckersley RC/138 (EX-MT); 1977 Hostess set: #43 Schmidt/#44 Winfield/45 (NM), #79 Hunter/80/#81 Ryan (NM); 1978 Hostess set: #82/#83 Ryan/84 (NM) and 1979 Hostess set: (plus both variations) with #100/101 Ryan/102 O. Smith RC (NM-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

322. 1951-1973 Baseball Stars Grab Bag (18) with (3) PSA Graded Including Mantle

Presented are (18) 1951-1973 baseball stars including three PSA graded Highlights include: 1951 Bowman: #31 Campanella (VG); 1955 Topps: (2 cards) with #31 Spahn (VG-EX), #198 Snider (EX-MT); 1960 Topps: (3 cards) with #115 Yastrzemski (PSA 6), #200 Mantle (PSA 5), #412 Podres/Drysdale/Koufax (PSA 7); 1964 Topps Stand-Ups: (11 cards, average EX) with Clendenon SP (VG), Gonder SP (EX), Lumpe SP (EX) and 1973 OPC: #350 Seaver (NM).

Opening Bid $150.00

319. 1970-1975 Kellogg’s Baseball High-Grade Complete Sets (6) with (6) PSA Graded Stars

Sizzling group of six high-grade 1970-1975 Kellogg’s Baseball complete sets including six PSA graded stars. This gathering is almost entirely absent of surface cracking or scratching. Highlights include: 1970 Kellogg’s set: (75/75, average NM-MT) with #12 Mays (NM-MT), #27 Clemente (PSA 9), #32 R. Jackson (PSA 8), #40 Banks (NM-MT), #55 Bench (NM-MT); 1972 Kellogg’s set: (54/54, average NM-MT) with #49 Clemente (PSA 8), #54 Mays (PSA 8); 1972 Kellogg’s All-Time Greats set: (15/15, average NM); 1973 Kellogg’s set: (54/54, average NM-MT) with #16 Ryan (NM-MT); 1974 Kellogg’s set: (54/54, average NM-MT) with #82 Ryan (NM) and #56 Schmidt (PSA 8). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00


Strong selection of (16) 1958-1970 Topps Baseball PSA graded Hall of Famers and stars including four Mantle. Includes: 1958 Topps: (2) #436 Mays/Snider (both PSA 6); 1959 Topps: #514 Gibson RC (PSA 6); 1960 Topps: #148 Yastrzemski RC (PSA 6); 1961 Topps: #388 Clemente (PSA 7, nt); 1962 Topps: #315 Mantle (PSA 5); 1964 Topps: (2) #50 Mantle (both PSA 5); 1965 Topps: #477 Carlton RC (PSA 6); 1966 Topps: (3 cards) with #30 Rose (PSA 8, oc), #316 F. Robinson (PSA 8, oc), #365 Maris (PSA 6); 1967 Topps: (2 cards) with #1 The Champ (PSA 6), #150 Mantle (PSA 5); 1968 Topps: #247 Bench RC (PSA 8, oc) and 1970 Topps: #712 Ryan (PSA 8, oc).

Opening Bid $400.00

323. 1961-1975 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers PSA 7 Graded Cards (20) with Clemente, Koufax & Mays

Each graded NM 7 by PSA with no qualifiers. An instant quality Baseball Hall of Fame collection is assured with these (20) 1961-1975 Topps singles. Includes: 1961 Topps: #545 Wilhelm; 1964 Topps: #250 Kaline; 1966 Topps: #1 Mays, #70 Yastrzemski, #89 Stargell/Clemente, (2) #100 Koufax, #300 Clemente, #320 Gibson; 1967 Topps: #30 Kaline, #100 F. Robinson, #146 Carlton, #400 Clemente, #560 Bunning, #600 B. Robinson; 1968 Topps: #45 Seaver, #240 Kaline, #330 Maris; 1975 Topps Mini: #223 Yount RC and #620 Carter RC.

Opening Bid $400.00
324. 1933 Goudey Baseball PSA Graded 6-7 Collection of (9)
Each graded either NM 7 or EX-MT 6 by PSA with no qualifiers. Pre-war set collectors with a discerning eye for quality will enjoy this “starting nine” of 1933 Goudey Baseball singles.
Includes: PSA 7: #235 Fitzsimmons; PSA 6: (8 cards) with #57 Clark, #69 R. Moore, #80 Manion, #129 Schumacher, #152 Z. Taylor, #153 Myer, #204 Stephenson and #237 Mancuso.
Opening Bid $250.00

325. 1933-1934 Goudey and World Wide Gum Baseball PSA 4-5 Graded Lot of (7) Including (4) Hall of Famers
Each graded either EX 5 or VG-EX 4 by PSA. Eye-popping arrangement of nine 1933-1934 Goudey and World Wide Gum Baseball singles including a quartet of Hall of Famers.
Includes: 1933 Goudey: (3 cards) with #71 Burke (PSA 5), #73 Haines (PSA 5), #107 Manush (PSA 4); 1933 World Wide Gum: #74 Durocher (PSA 4); 1934 World Wide Gum: (3 cards) with #13 Benge (PSA 5), #27 Sand (PSA 4) and #44 Haines (PSA 5).
Opening Bid $200.00

326. 1950 Bowman Baseball #21 Pee Wee Reese Signed Card
The Little Colonel garnered his 6th of 10 straight All-Star appearances in 1950. Reese’s signature rates “6-7” strength on this EX-condition card. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $100.00

327. 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 Mickey Mantle Rookie - PSA 4 True Mantle Rookie! Graded VG-EX 4 by PSA. As one of the foundation pieces of the modern collecting hobby, the offered 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 Mickey Mantle rookie card is coveted by hobbyists the world over. This horizontal high number presents exceptionally well for the technical judgment and precedes the Topps “rookie” by a full season. The young Oklahoma slugger emerges from a cloudy stadium backdrop by exhibiting his switch-hitting prowess. The obverse displays a well-concealed spider crease that is mostly hidden by the perfectly contrasted illustration. Despite a trace of reverse wax staining common to the issue, the biographical back detailing Mantle’s rookie exploits is bright and clean.
Opening Bid $750.00

328. (8) 1952 Topps Baseball High Numbers—All PSA 3.5 to 6
Bring your 1952 Topps Baseball set toward completion with these eight 1952 Topps Baseball high numbers, Each graded from EX-MT 6 to VG+ 3.5 by PSA. Includes: PSA 6: #349 Cain; PSA 5.5: #336 Koslo; PSA 5: #30 Wade; PSA 4: (3 cards) with #323 Church, #345 S. White, #356 Atwell; PSA 3.5: (2 cards) with #327 A. Wilson and #334 Mizell.
Opening Bid $250.00

329. (16) 1952 Topps Baseball High Numbers with (14) PSA Graded Featured are (16) 1952 Topps Baseball high numbers with (14) PSA graded specimens. Includes: Goudey: PSA 3: (7 cards) with #319 R. Walker, #325 Serena, #339 Meyer, #342 Labine, #366 Madison, #383 Wilber, #390 Nelson; PSA 2: (4 cards) with #329 Delock, #340 Hooper, #379 Rossi, #405 Pellagrini, PSA 1.5: #326 Shuba; PSA 1: (2 cards) with #358 Kucab, #369 Groott; Not Graded: (2 cards) with #377 Hearn (minimum size requirements not met) and #344 Blackwell (altered).
Opening Bid $400.00
330. 1952 Berk Ross Baseball Mantle and Mays PSA Graded Pair
Early career pair of 1952 Berk Ross PSA graded singles of “legends in the making” featuring Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays. Included are quality mid-grade examples of the following: 1) Mantle (PSA 4) and 2) Mays (PSA 2).
The overall surfaces present at the peak of their unsped technical appraisal.
Opening Bid $250.00

331. 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball PSA Graded Lot (21)
Including (6) Hall of Famers with 1952 Mays Showcased arc (21) 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball PSA graded singles including six Hall of Famers. Includes: 1948 Bowman: #48 Koslo RC (PSA 8); 1951 Bowman: (2) #82 Snider (PSA 5, PSA 4), 680 Reese (PSA 4), 192 (PSA 7), 193 (PSA 7), 210 (PSA 6), 211 (PSA 6), 215 (PSA 6), (2) 248 (both PSA 6); 1952 Bowman: #44 Campenella (PSA 5), #116 Snider (PSA 4), #218 Mays (PSA 5); 1953 Bowman Color: #7 (PSA 3); 1954 Bowman: #86 (PSA 8), 174 (PSA 6), 178 (PSA 6), 190 (PSA 7); 1955 Bowman: (2 cards, both PSA 6) with #277 and 281.
Opening Bid $250.00

Opening Bid $250.00

333. 1961-1969 Topps Baseball Mickey Mantle PSA NM 7 Trio
Each graded NM 7 by PSA with no qualifiers. “Pack fresh” trio of 1961-1969 Topps Baseball Mickey Mantle cards. Included are exceptionally attractive versions of the following: 1) 1961 Topps #300; 2) 1966 Topps #50 and 3) 1969 Topps #500 (Yellow Letters).
Opening Bid $250.00

334. 1967-1977 Topps Baseball Hall of Fame PSA 8 to 8.5 Graded Lot (8) Including Carew Rookie
Each graded either NM-MT+ 8.5 or NM-MT 8 by PSA. Cooperstown’s calling with these eight 1967-1977 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers including a trio of rookies. Highlights include: 1967 Topps: (2 cards) with #100 F. Robinson (PSA 8), #569 Carew RC (PSA 8); 1968 Topps: (3 cards) with #220 Killebrew, (2) #290 McCovey (PSA 8, PSA 8); 1969 Topps: #410 Kaline (PSA 8); 1975 Topps: #223 Yount RC (PSA 8) and 1977 Topps: #473 Dawson RC (PSA 8).
Opening Bid $250.00

337. 1970 & 1971 Kellogg’s Football Complete Sets (3) with (4) PSA Graded Stars
Three-dimensional gridiron superstars take the field with this threesome of 1970 and 1971 Kellogg’s Football complete sets. Highlights include: (2) 1970 Kellogg’s Football sets: (60/60, average NM to NM-MT) with (2) #10 Butkus (NM-MT, NM), (2) #480 O. Simpson RC (NM, EX-MT), (2) #51 Sayers (both NM-MT), (2) #55 Unitas (both NM-MT); 1971 Kellogg’s Football set: (60/60, average NM) with #15 Greene RC (PSA 6), #28 Unitas (PSA 6), #33 Blenda (PSA 8), #39 Butkus (PSA 8) and #55 Griese (NM).
Opening Bid $150.00

336. 1962 Post Cereal Football Near Set (170/200) Loaded with High-Grade Examples!
Exceptionally clean 1962 Post Cereal Football near set of (170/200) cards. This precisely extracted edition overwhelmingly averages (EX-MT to NM) with only a handful of instances of writing or errant scissor cuts. Highlights include: #6 Hornung (EX-MT), #12 Starr (VG), #25 Nolan SP (NM), #29 Little SP (EX), #41 Richardson SP (EX-MT), #61 J. Brown (GD), #90 Unitas (VG-EX), #97 J. Johnson SP (NM), #111 Ditka SP (EX-MT), #141 Lilly (NM), #142 Meredith (NM), #184 Tarkenton (NM), #186 Youso SP (NM) and #193 Krakoski SP (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00
338. 1950 Bowman Football #6 Lou Groza Rookie PSA MINT 9
High-Grade Hall of Fame Rookie! Graded Mint 9 by PSA. Don’t stub your “toe” and miss out on this elite 1950 Bowman Football #6 Lou Groza rookie. Virtually untouched corners, crisp edges, pinpoint centering and a perfectly contrasted obverse are all attributes of this Cantonian favorite. The biographical reverse is bright and clean. Of the 296 total copies validated by PSA, only four total copies have reached the Mint 9 tier with only two better. Opening Bid $500.00

339. 1950 Bowman Football #26 Johnny Lujack PSA MINT 9—None Better Heisman & Notre Dame Collectors! Graded Mint 9 by PSA. Elite 1950 Bowman Football #26 Johnny Lujack card. This tiny treasure meets the strict criteria for the technical grade with four sharp corners, snow-white edges and impeccable centering. Of the 191 total copies evaluated by PSA, this razor-sharp example survives as 1 of 9 at the grading plateau with none better. Opening Bid $250.00

340. 1950 Bowman Football #51 Tom Fears Rookie PSA MINT 9—None Better Graded Mint 9 by PSA. Pioneering wide receiver Tom Fears snags another pass on his 1950 Bowman Football #51 rookie card. The debut of this Hall of Famer for the Los Angeles Rams exhibits four strong corners, unblemished edges and accurate centering. Of the 271 total copies evaluated by PSA, this particular example resides as 1 of 11 at the grading plateau with none better. Opening Bid $250.00

341. 1950 Bowman Football PSA MINT 9 Trio—All None Better PSA Registry Collectors! Each graded Mint 9 by PSA. Strictly mint trio of 1950 Bowman Football cards. These touchdown treasures each exhibit four sharp corners, precise centering and shimmering obverses. It is difficult to fathom how these cards have withstood the decades in such a state of preservation! Players include: 1) #3 Nowak (1 of 4, none better, 103 total copies graded by PSA); 2) #54 Gage (1 of 7, none better, 128 total copies graded by PSA) and 3) #66 C. Scott (1 of 6, none better, 133 total copies graded by PSA, University of Arkansas Razorbacks). Opening Bid $200.00

342. 1950 Bowman Football #9 Tony Canadeo Rookie PSA 8 Graded NM-MT 8 by PSA. As one of the few football exports from the Gonzaga University Bulldogs, Tony Canadeo made the most of his NFL tenure and was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1974. The “gray ghost of Gonzaga” totes the pigskin on this high-grade 1950 Bowman Football #9 rookie card. The near flawless canvas is bolstered by strong corners, crisp edges and precise centering. Of the 212 total copies justified by PSA, this example resides as 1 of 36 at the grading level with only two better. Opening Bid $250.00

343. 1950 Bowman Football #45 Otto Graham Rookie PSA 8 Graded NM-MT 8 by PSA. From goalpost to goalpost Otto Graham lit up the scoreboard with his downfield passing ability. Presented is a desirable 1950 Bowman Football #45 rookie card featuring the Hall of Fame quarterback. Exhibits four flawless corners, crisp edges and mostly accurate centering along with radiant surface hues. Of the 461 total copies assessed by PSA, only 78 specimens have reached the technical grade with only 7 better. Opening Bid $300.00

344. 1950 Bowman Football #52 Elroy Hirsch Rookie PSA 8 Crazy Legs Rookie! Graded NM-MT 8 by PSA. Spotlighted is the 1950 Bowman Football #52 debut of Hall of Famer Elroy Hirsch. The dynamic Los Angeles Rams halfback is framed by four sharp corners, creamy edges and pinpoint centering. The biographical reverse is clean with bold typeface. Of the 305 total copies validated by PSA, this particularly example resides as 1 of 62 at the grading level with only 7 better. Opening Bid $200.00

345. (24) 1950 Bowman Football PSA 8 Graded Cards with Trippi & Waterfield—All Different Each graded NM-MT 8 by PSA with no qualifiers. Shoot up the competitive PSA registry with these (24) different 1950 Bowman Football high-grade singles. Includes: #4, 7, #17 Waterfield, 19, 20, 46, 49, 53, 62, 64, 72, 93, 95, 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 119, #128 Finks RC, #129 Trippi and 130. Opening Bid $500.00
346. (53) 1950 Bowman Football PSA 7 to 7.5 Graded Cards with (9) Hall of Famers Including Baugh—All Different
Each graded either NM+ 7.5 or NM 7 by PSA. Elite assortment of (53) different 1950 Bowman Football singles featuring razor-sharp corners, creamy edges and accurate centering. Includes: PSA 7.5: (5 cards) with #48, 50, 61, 94, 96. PSA 7: (48 cards) with #2, 11, 12, 15, 22, 24, 25, #28 Turner, #29 Dudley, #32 V. Groza, #35 Perry RC, 39, 40, 44, 47, 56-59, 63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 71, 74, 75, 77, #78 Kovacs RC, 81, 87-92, #97 Connors, 98, #100 Baugh, #101 Normelli, 110, 111, 115, 116, 118, 120, #132 Bednarik, 133 and #134 Pihos.
Opening Bid $500.00

347. (52) 1950 Bowman Football PSA Graded Cards with (6) Hall of Famers—All Different
Each graded by PSA.
Powerhouse arrangement of (52) different 1950 Bowman Football cards featuring a prime sextet of Hall of Famers. Includes: PSA 9: #131 (oc); PSA 8: (9 cards, all oc) with #16 G. Davis RC, #37 Layne, 122, 123, 125. PSA 6.5: #34; PSA 6: (36 cards) with #1 D. Walker, #5 Title RC, 10, 13, 14, 18, 21, #23 Van Buren, #27 Luckman, 33, 36, 38, 41, 42, #43 Motley RC, 67, 73, 76, 79, 80, 82-86, 99, #103 Conely, 112-14, 117, 121, 124, 126, 139, 140. PSA 5.5: #142. PSA 5: (8 cards) with #30, 31, 55, 70, 127, 136, 141 and #144 Ramsey RC.
Opening Bid $400.00

348. 1951 Bowman Football High-Grade Complete Set (144) Including (17) PSA Graded Stars
Sterling 1951 Bowman Football complete set of (144) cards with (17) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 35% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Keys include: #1 Hambright RC (PSA 6), #2 Graham (PSA 5), #4 Van Brocklin RC (PSA 5), #10 Van Buren (NM), #15 Lujack (PSA 6.5), #20 Landry RC (PSA 6), #21 Weinmeister RC (PSA 6), #22 D. Walker (PSA 6), #32 Tittle (VG), #34 Baugh (RF, reverse print), #40 Waterfield (EX-MT), #42 G. Davis (PSA 6), #46 Pihos (PSA 6), #73 Lavelle (PSA 6), #75 Gorza (PSA 5), #76 Hirsch (PSA 6), #90 Canadeo (PSA 5), #91 Tunnell RC (PSA 6), #96 Stauffer (PSA 5), #102 Layne (PSA 5), #155 Perry (EX-MT), #190 Finks (PSA 6) and #144 Dudley (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

349. 1951 & 1952 Bowman Football Large PSA Graded Hall of Famers & Star Trio
Each graded either EX-MT 6 or EX 5 by PSA. High-profile trio of 1951 and 1952 Bowman Football Hall of Famers and star cards. Included are immensely attractive action poses of the following: 1951 Bowman: #130 Finks (PSA 6); 1952 Bowman Football Larger: (2 cards) with #78 Layne (PSA 5) and #142 Landry (PSA 6).
Opening Bid $1000.00

350. 1953 Bowman Football Complete Set (96) Including (10) PSA Graded Stars
Rough-and-tumble grid-iron battles battle for supremacy with the offered 1953 Bowman Football complete set of (96) cards featuring (10) PSA graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown for the ungraded portion is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 20% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #1 LeBaron RC (VG), #54 D. Walker (VG), #56 Tittle (PSA 4), #73 Pihos (PSA 6), #95 Gorza (PSA 4) and #96 Cross RC SP (PSA 5). More on our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

351. 1966 & 1967 Philadelphia Gum Football High-Grade Complete Sets (2) Including (14) PSA Graded Cards
Touchdown tandem of 1966 and 1967 Philadelphia Gum Football complete sets including (14) PSA graded stars. Highlights include: 1966 Philadelphia set: (25% NM or better, 40% EX-MT, 35% EX or lesser) with #24 Unitas (VG), #31 Butkus RC (PSA 5), #32 Ditka (PSA 8, oc), #38 Sayers RC (PSA 6). #39 Bears-Sayres (PSA 7, oc), #41 L. Brown (PSA 8), #58 Hayes RC (PSA 8, oc), #88 Starr (PSA 7), #114 Tarkenton (PSA 5); 1967 Philadelphia set: (20% NM or better, 50% EX-MT, 30% EX or lesser) with #23 Unitas (PSA 7, oc), #28 Butkus (PSA 6), #35 Sayers (PSA 6), #43 L. Kelly RC (PSA 6), #82 Starr (PSA 7) and #123 Hornung (PSA 6). More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00
352. Ty Cobb 1919 Single-Signed and Dated Baseball Personalized to Helene Champlain - Full JSA

“A Chinese sage wrote that exaggeration is to paint a snake and add legs. With me, they attached fangs, claws, file-sharpened spikes, and fire snorting out each nostril.” A damning self-assessment, to be sure, but a portrayal Ty Cobb endured through a lifetime of torment quelled only during the heat of competition. Surely, there are numerous accounts of Cobb’s generosity and genuine kindness. But the popular definition always leans toward the sensational, which, in Cobb’s case, all but obscures his good deeds. This autographed baseball is a definitive link to a companionship and its heartfelt sentiments. Given by Cobb to an East Coast friend, this OAL Johnson baseball is among the most glorious single-signed Cobb examples in the hobby. With trademark “Reach” stampings that date specifically to 1918-1924, the Junior Circuit orb is covered with a thin, uniform coat of period shellac. On a side panel, Cobb has inscribed in black-ink steel tip fountain pen: “To Helene Champlain — July 30th — 19 from (signed) Ty Cobb.” Cobb’s potent signature extends to the somewhat faded but legible trademark stampings. Complete with his customary paraph, Cobb’s penning projects every bit of (“7-8”) strength and clarity, with lesser pen pressure on the “C” preventing even higher assessment. As for Cobb’s relationship with Champlain, perhaps the above-cited quote applies. Correspondence between Cobb and Champlain has surfaced with examples from 1923, 1927 and 1948 and the “consensus” is that Champlain was Cobb’s “mistress.” The 1927 correspondence, incidentally, was a Christmas card from Cobb and his wife. As for Champlain, she has been described as a book salesperson at Macy’s in New York and a member of the Trinity Church. While speculation always follows controversy, the only “truth” here is that this is one of the most spectacular Cobb signatures we’ve encountered. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $750.00

ITEM WITH RESERVE
353. Jimmie Foxx Single-Signed Mini-Ball From His 1959 Galesburg, Illinois Restaurant - Rare! (Full JSA)

While a compact swing and tape-measure home runs were Jimmie Foxx’ forte, finance management was not. Broke throughout his retirement thanks to lavish spending, poor investments and ultimately, alcoholism, Foxx heeded a friend’s advice and opened a restaurant in Galesburg, Illinois in 1959. This miniature baseball hails from that short-lived eatery and is autographed by the Hall of Fame slugger. Measuring approximately 6-1/4” in circumference, the tiny orb has stampings which read “JIMMY (sic) FOXX RESTAURANT – GALESBURG, ILLINOIS” and was undoubtedly a giveaway at the baseball-themed restaurant. On the sweet spot, Foxx’ blue ink penning projects (“6”) strength and clarity. While there was nothing “miniature” about Foxx and his achievements, this ball is an appropriate medium as Foxx grew up in rural Maryland and relished the prospect of establishing himself in the small Illinois town. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1200-$3000).
Opening Bid $400.00

354. Babe Ruth Signed Baseball - Full JSA

It has long been the gospel truth that baseball is beloved in Major League cities, as well as in cities, towns, villages or rural settings in which no big league teams exist. What remains an anomaly is the undying popularity of Babe Ruth that burned sacred well after his playing days. This autographed baseball attests to both aforementioned beliefs. The medium is an unofficial “Tober” sphere that shows apparent use. The Tober plant began producing baseballs in 1938 in Rockville, Connecticut but was immediately “Major League” the moment Ruth decorated one of its orbs with a black-ink fountain pen signature! In its rightful occupancy of the sweet spot, Ruth’s scripting is minimally affected by surface abrasions, yet still maintains (“5-6”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $1500.00

355. Charlie Berry Single-Signed Baseball - Full JSA

He was on the field when Alan Ameche burst into the end zone at Yankee Stadium to end “The Greatest Game Ever Played.” He kicked the game-winning field goal to lift the 1925 Fortsville Maroons to a 9-7 upset of the “Four Horsemen” and the University of Notre Dame. He collided at home plate with Babe Ruth in a 1931 game, causing Ruth to miss two weeks. He was also on the field as Willie Mays ran down Vic Wertz’ drive in the 1954 Fall Classic. Sounds impossible, right? Well, it is indeed true that Charlie Berry (d.1972) was present and actively participating at the aforementioned events in his capacities as a player or arbiter. This OAL Harridge baseball is autographed by that omnipresent figure! The creamy orb (grade “7”) showcases Berry’s penning, which projects (“7-8”) potency on the sweet spot. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00
356. Early 1940s American League Stars Multi-Signed Baseball With Foxx, T. Williams, Wynn and Berg
Just before World War II tore into Major League baseball and claimed some of the game’s most heralded players, this baseball was signed by (17) early-1940s American League ballplayers. The OAL Harridge sphere appears to have seen diamond use and has been decorated with the signatures of players from Red Sox, Yankees and Senators rosters. Executed in black-ink steel tip fountain pen, pennings range from (“7”) to (“4”) in terms of strength and clarity. Includes: Sweet Spot: Joe McCarthy (“7’’); North Panel: Early Wynn (“6-7’’), Hank Borowy and Jimmie Foxx (“6-7’’); South Panel: Frank Pytlak, Ted Williams (“5’’), Lou Finney and Jim Turner; West Panel: D. DiMaggio, Joe Cronin (“5-6’’), (2) unidentified and Johnny Lindell; East Panel: Ellis Clary, Bob Doerr (“4’’), Moe Berg (“4’’) and unidentified. Full JSA. Opening Bid $400.00

357. 1950 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Baseball with Full JSA

358. Late-1950s Hall of Fame Induction Multi-Signed Ball With Baker, Cobb, J. DiMaggio and Full JSA
With (2) contemporary big leaguers and the brightest stars in the Hall of Fame firmament accounted for, it’s difficult to narrow this multi-signed baseball to a specific year. What we do know is that it’s likely from a late-1950s Hall of Fame induction ceremony and oh, what a treasure it is! The creamy unofficial orb (grade “7”) is decorated with (12) ballpoint pennings averaging (“8”) strength. Includes: Sweet Spot: Jim Konstanty; North Panel: George Sisler, Joe DiMaggio (“5-6’’) strength and Mrs. John McGraw; South Panel: Frank Baker, Joe Cronin, Ty Cobb and Joe McCarthy; West Panel: Mrs. Christy Mathewson and Pie Traynor (signed and personalized); East Panel: Frank Malzone and Joe L. Brown (Pittsburgh Pirates executive). Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $400.00

359. 1959 Pittsburgh Pirates/Kansas City Athletics Team-Signed Ball With Cobb, Clemente and Full JSA
Their respective fortunes headed in opposite directions, the 1959 Pittsburgh Pirates and Kansas City Athletics assembled, likely for a spring exhibition, and autographed this baseball. On hand that day was none other than former A’s outfielder Ty Cobb. As you behold the (17) bold autographs (average “8-9’’) strength, it’s hard to decide just who the headliner is! The creamy unofficial orb is signed by: North Panel: Cobb, Daniels, Oceak (coach), Porterfield and Ward; South Panel: Clemente (“7’’) strength; rare “one-tie” signature with minor ink migration), Oceak (repeat signature) and Virdon; West Panel: Snyder, Haddix, Kuicks and Peterson; East Panel: Kravitz, Gross, Blackburn, Mejias and Stuart. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $750.00

360. 1962 Yankee Stadium Old Timers Day Signed Ball (15 Signatures) Including Jackie Robinson, Dizzy Dean and Paul Waner
The Old-Timers’ Day tradition started with the Yankees— and Yankee Stadium has played host to some of the very best celebrations. On this day, notated as “All Stars Game New York July 28 62,” distinguished guests included Jackie Robinson (“6-7’’), Dizzy Dean (“6-7’’), Paul Waner (“6-7’’), Bill Jurges, Gus Mancuso, Pepper Martin, Johnny Mize, Edd Roush, Whitey Witt, Bucky Walters, Ernie Lombardi, Rip Collins, Dick Bartell, Joe Moore and 1 other. Signatures range from “5-8” overall on the creamy-toned, lightly scuffed OAL (Cronin) ball. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $300.00

361. Frankie Frisch Single-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
A Bronx native and Fordham University standout, Frankie Frisch never played an inning in the minors and went on to star for two World Series champions, agreeing with the New York Giants and St. Louis Cardinals. This rare single-signed Frisch baseball is a welcome addition to any Hall of Fame or “Gashouse Gang” collection. The unofficial “J.C. Higgins” orb has a Carl Hubbell facsimile signature and is signed on the sweet spot by Frisch. The blue-ink penning resonates (“7’’) potency and comes with a full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00
362. 1929 Brooklyn Robins Team Signed Ball (25 Signatures) Including Vance, Carey and Herman
The bright spot for the ’29 Robins was young Babe Herman batting .381 with 217 hits, 113 RBIs and 21 HRs. This cream-toned ONL (Heydler) ball has signatures ranging from “5-7” and including Vance (“7”), Carey (“5-6”), Bissonette, Ballou, Dudley, Hendrick, Rhiel, Roy, E. Moore, Moss, McWeeny, West, Clark, Warner, DeBerry, Miller, Blethen, Henline, Bressler, Picinich, Morrison, C. Moore, Herman and 1 other. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

363. 1932-1933 Chicago Cubs Team Signed Ball (20 Signatures) Including Kiki Cuyler
The early 1930s were a time of perennial Top 3 finishes for the Cubbies. This medium-toned, scuffed ONL (Heydler) ball carries “4-8” signatures (a few lesser) with Cuyler (“5”), Hartnett (“3-4”), Billy Herman (“5-6”), Grimes (“2”), Grimm (twice), Babe Herman, Jurges, Mosolf, Stephenson, Taylor, Nelson, Hendrick, Warneke, Bush, Henshaw, Demaree, Schulte, Root, Koenig and 2 others. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

364. 1934 Chicago Cubs Team-Signed Ball (25 Signatures) Featuring Cuyler, Hartnett and Klein
Kiki Cuyler led the league with 42 doubles and Lon Warneke posted a 22-10 record on route to the Cubbies’ third-place finish. This shellacked, darkly toned ball features signatures averaging “5-6” strength overall: Cuyler (“5”), Hartnett (“6”), Klein (“4”), Herman (“7”), Lee, Tinning, O’Farrell, Warneke, Root, Joiner, Stephenson, Herman, Grimm, Corriden, Kelly, Hurst, Galan, Hack, Jurges, Stainback, Weaver, Bush, Malone, Phelps and English. According to our consignor, the ball has been a family heirloom since it was obtained in ’34 by his grandfather. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

365. 1937 Chicago White Sox Team Signed Ball (25 Signatures) Including Luke Appling
Opening Bid $150.00

366. 1942 New York Yankees A.L. Champions Team Signed Ball (28 Signatures) Including DiMaggio, Ruffing and Gomez
Phil Rizzuto batted .381 and Charlie Keller hit 2 HRs in the Yanks’ 5-game World Series defeat by the Cards. This shellacked, medium-toned OAL (Harridge) ball has signatures ranging from “4-7” (a few lighter) with DiMaggio (“5”), Crosetti, Rolfe, Lindell, Murphy, Rosar, Gordon, Chandler, Hassett, Dickey (“4”), Schreiber, Priddy, Gomez (“4”), Kennedy, Boroow, Cullenbine, Turner, Ruffing (“5”), Bonham, Keller, McCarthy (“4-5”), Donald and Breuer. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00
367. 1945 Detroit Tigers World Champions Team Signed Ball (28 Signatures) Including Speaker and Greenberg
Tris Speaker? Seems strange to find the Grey Eagle on a Tigers ball, yet author Burge Carmon Smith makes reference to Speaker’s presence in his book, The 1945 Detroit Tigers: Nine Old Men and One Young Left Arm Win It All. Evidently, Tris attended the Indians-Tigers game on August 24, 1945, when Bob Feller made his first start after returning from military service. This shellacked, medium-to-darkly toned OAL (Harridge) ball features 28 “6-8” signatures (a few lesser), including Speaker (8”), Greenberg (4-5”), Boron, Maier, Overmire, Mueller, O’Neill, Houteman, Outlaw, Swift, Benton, Hoover, Caster, York, Pierce, Mayo, Tobin, Hostetler, Richards, McHale, Cullenbine, Eaton, Bridges and Trout. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

368. Superb 1956 Cincinnati Reds Team Signed Ball (41 Signatures!) Including Rookie Frank Robinson
For vintage team-signed balls, the most signatures you’re likely to see are 35 or, maybe, 37. But 41? Sounds more like a football squad! The most important one here is freshman Frank Robinson who took ROY honors with 38 HRs and a league-leading 122 runs. The creamy-white OAL (Giles) ball features “8-10” signatures including F. Robinson, Collum, Klippstein, Lane, Fowler, Temple, Gorbous, Ross, Greengrass, McMillan, Bush, Willis, Dean, Gross, Bacewski, Borkowski, Adams, Bridges, Post, Jablonski, Bartell, Simpson, Harmon, Fisher, Pearce, Nuxhall, Thurman, Bell, Seminick, Bailey, Walters, Landrith, Scantlebury and Kiszewski. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

369. 1957 World Champion Milwaukee Braves Team-Signed Reunion Ball With Aaron,
Mathews, Spahn and Full JSA
Darling of the Midwest, the Milwaukee Braves paced the circuit in attendance for each of their first six seasons, never endured a losing season and won the World Series in just their fifth year! This OAL white baseball was autographed by (14) members of that championship installment at a 1990s reunion. Pennings average “9-10” strength with keys including: Aaron, Adcock, Burdette, Mathews, Palko, Schroen and Spahn. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

370. 1957 New York Giants Final Season Team Signed Ball (26 Signatures) Including Willie Mays
The New York Times reported this about the Giants’ last game at the Polo Grounds: “Thousands of fans responded to the final melancholy out by chasing their California-bound idols to the clubhouse—and carrying away everything on the field that could be moved.” This shellacked, medium-toned ONL (Giles) ball is noted “N.Y. Giants 1957 6th” and features “7-8” sigs of Mays (“7-8”), Rigney (clubhouse), Worthington, Harris, Schroen, Blass, Bressoud, Littlefield, Grimm, Lockman, Surkont, McCormick, Sauer, Virgil, Antonelli, Mueller, McCaff, Jones, Rodgers, Taylor, Burns, Swift, Thomson and Constable. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

371. Exceptional 1958 Baltimore Orioles Team Signed Ball (29 Signatures) Including Brooks Robinson
Gus Triandos enjoyed a banner campaign in ’58, leading the O’s with 30 HRs and 79 RBIs. This shellacked, lightly toned “Official Diamond League” ball is noted “1958 / 66 / Baltimore” and features “8-10” signatures: B. Robinson, Richards (clubhouse), Castleman, Marshall, Ginsburg, Busby (2), E. Robinson, Triandos (2), Harshman, Vincent, O’Dell, Williams, Zuverink, Harris, Miranda, Burrell, Nieman, Woodling, Lehman, Green, Johnson, Pappas, Brown, Pilarick, Boyd and Steuter. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

372. 1959 Chicago White Sox A.L. Champions Team Signed Ball (20 Signatures) Including Fox, Aparicio and Lopez
Capturing the Pale Hose’s first pennant since its 1919 scandal, the ’59 Go-Go Sox restored dignity to the South Side. They also caused mass hysteria when fans’ celebratory air-raid sirens were mistaken for the public warning of a Soviet invasion! This creamy-white “CHICAGO WHITE SOX” ball features signatures averaging “8” strength: Fox, Lopez, Aparicio (“5”), Lown, Moore, Cooney, Esposito, Phillips, Boone, Staley, Jackson, Mueller, Cucinelli, Callison, Torgeson, Pierce, Arias, Battey, Rivera and Berres. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

373. 1963 American League Champion New York Yankees Team-Signed Ball With Mantle, Maris and Full JSA
Earning their 13th American League pennant in 15 seasons, the 1963 New York Yankees remained baseball’s longest-lasting dynasty as an eye-opening 59 complete games led to 104 wins. This OAL Cronin ball is autographed by (21) members of that Bronx roster. The off-white orb (grade “6-7”) showcases black ballpoint pennings that average a “7” strength. Keys include: Berra, Bouton, Boyer, Ford, E. Howard, Houk (manager), Mantle (“4” strength) and Maris (“5” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

374. 1968 St. Louis Cardinals N.L. Champions Team Signed Ball (18 Signatures) Including Roger Maris
In his final season, 34-year-old Roger Maris made it to the World Series for the 7th time, contributing 3 hits, 3 walks and 5 runs. This creamy-toned, lightly shellacked ONL (Giles) ball averages “5-7” signatures (a few lighter) including Maris (“5-6”), Schroen (“7-8”), Cepeda (“5”), B. Gibson (“4-5”), Maxwell, Spiezio, Hughes, Flood, Javier, Schofield, Gagliano, Muffett, Briles, McCarver and Washburn. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

375. 1971 Baltimore Orioles 20-Game Winners Ball Signed by All (4) - Full JSA
In this, an era of five-man rotations, match-ups, set-up men and closers, a starting pitcher is hard-pressed to reach the 20-win plateau. How ‘bout four of them on the same staff? In a feat likely never to be accomplished again, the 1971 Baltimore Orioles featured four starters who each won at least 20 games! This clean white OAL Budig ball (grade “9-10”) is signed by all four. Blue ballpoint pennings trump the (“10”) potency and include: Sweet Spot: Palmer; North Panel: Dobson; South Panel: McNally and Cuellar. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00
376. Mickey Mantle
Single-Signed OAL Budig Baseball - Rare! Full JSA
As Gene Budig took office as the new Junior Circuit czar in 1994, switch-hitting icon Mickey Mantle confronted his personal demons and battled the irreparable damage caused by 40 years of alcoholism. While Mantle’s efforts were for naught, he remained compliant with an autograph request on this OAL Budig baseball. The very mildly toned orb (grade “7-8”) is signed on the sweet spot in blue ballpoint. Mantle’s penning projects (“9”) potency and is one of (5) seen on a Budig ball by renowned autograph expert James Spence. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

378. New York Centerfielders Multi-Signed Ball With DiMaggio, Mantle Mays and Snider - Full JSA
Glorified in song by John Fogarty, “Centerfield” is the theme on this multi-signed baseball. Specifically, (4) Hall of Famers who manned the position from their respective New York City boroughs have penned this creamy and mildly toned OAL Brown keepsake. Executed in blue ballpoint, the signatures average (“8-9”) potency and include: Sweet Spot: Mickey Mantle; North Panel: Joe DiMaggio and Duke Snider; South Panel: Willie Mays. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

379. 500 HR Club
Multi-Signed Baseball With Mantle, Mays, Williams and Full JSA
From a not-too-distant era during which 500 career home runs was a rare achievement that meant automatic enshrinement in Cooperstown, this OAL Brown baseball was autographed by (12) of the longball fraternity’s most esteemed members. The orb has mild toning spots and ballpoint signatures (average “9”) strength) of Sweet Spot: Williams; Robinson; North Panel: Schmidt, Aaron; Mantle; South Panel: Mathews, Banks, Mays; West Panel: Killibrew, Murray; East Panel: McCovey, Jackson. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

380. Mickey Mantle and Ted Williams Single-Signed Baseballs - Both Full PSA/DNA
Contemporaries and rivals for MVP honors and American League supremacy during their playing days, Mickey Mantle and Ted Williams remain neck and neck in terms of value to the high-end autograph collection. Well, here are both! Single-Signed spheres include: Mantle: clean white OAL Brown (grade “8-9”) signed on the sweet spot in blue ballpoint (“9” strength); Williams: mildly toned OAL Brown (grade “7-8”) signed on the sweet spot in blue ballpoint (“9” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $150.00

Jackie Robinson’s final season saw the Brooklyn Dodgers make their last trip to the World Series. Recall these historic endings with this pair of autographed baseballs including a 1956 Brooklyn Dodgers NL Champions team-signed ball and a Duke Snider single-signed ball. Prestigious certainly applies to the ONL/Giles period signed team ball, which bears (22) autographs (average “7-9”) with: HOFers: W. Alston, R. Campanella, D. Drysdale, P.W. Reese, J. Robinson. Team ball has full photo LOA from JSA; Snider ball has JSA basic certification. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

383. Mickey Mantle Single Signed and Notated Baseballs Trio
All three are OAL (Brown) balls with scattered light toning through-out and “9”-strength signatures. Includes: 1) “Mickey Mantle / 18 W.S. HR’s: 21 “Mickey Mantle / T.C. 1956”; 2) “Mickey Mantle / NO. 7.” Each displays a JSA sticker. Full LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $300.00

381. 500 HR Club and Triple Crown Winners Multi-Signed Ball Lot of (2) - Both Full PSA/DNA
Coveted hitting milestones are the theme on these (2) multi-signed baseballs. Ballpoint pennings average (“9”) quality and include: 500 HR Club: (12) sigs with Aaron, Banks Jackson, Killibrew, Mantle, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, Murray, Robinson, Schmidt and Williams. Triple Crown Winners: (4) sigs with Mantle, Robinson, Williams and Yastrzemski. Individual full photo LOAs from PSA/DNA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
384. Early 1940s Team Signed Balls (2)
Includes: 1941 Reds - Medium-toned ONL (Frick) with stain on sweet spot. Notated “1940 Champs.” The 26 sigs range from “4-8” (a few lighter) and include: Lombardi (“6-7”), McKechnie (“5-6”), Vander Meer (light), Logan, M. McCormick, Thompson, Young, Baker, West, Beggs, Goodman, Turner, Walters, E. Riddle, F. McCormick, Gowdy, Pearson, Derringer, Ripple, Craft, Jost, Mattick, J. Riddle, Werber, Frey, Young and Gheeson. 1941-1942 Indians - Lightly toned official ball (stampings not visible) with 21 sigs averaging “6-7” (a few lesser) and including Boudreau (light), Susce, Smith, Shotton, Mack, Hegan, Harder, Keltner, Eisenstat, Heving and Dusatults. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

385. 1946, 1969 Washington Senators Team Signed Balls (2)
Including T. Williams
Includes: 1946 - Medium-toned, shellacked unofficial ball w/24 “5-7” sigs incl. Bluege, Judge, Grace, Candini, Scarborough, Hudson, Travis, Wynn, Priddy, Wolff, Early, Ferrell and Yost. 1969 - Creamy-toned OAL (Cronin) w/25 “5-6” sigs incl. Williams (6), Fox, Allen, Hudson, Higgins, Brinkman, French, Howard, Stratton and Epstein. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

386. Players, Coaches, Managers, Announcers and Executives Multi-Signed Balls (3)
Includes: 1) Creamy-white OAL (MacPhail) w/23 “8-10” sigs incl. A1 Lopez, Pee Wee Reese, John Vander Meer and Johnny Pesky. 2) Medium-toned OAL (MacPhail) w/17 “7-9” sigs incl. Al Lopez, Pee Wee Reese, Ralph Houk, John Vander Meer and Johnny Pesky. 3) Soiled, medium-to-darkly toned official ball w/13 “7-8” sigs incl. Bowie Kuhn, Pee Wee Reese and Lefty Gomez. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

387. 1940s-60s Chicago White Sox Team Signed Balls (3)

388. 1950s Multi-Signed Baseball Lot of (4) With Mays, Hodges and Wilhelm
Trademark stampings ball from the 1940s and 1950s. The autographs? Well, that’s another story! It appears as though an ardent fan patiently acquired coveted signatures on these (4) OAL and ONL baseballs. With random signature themes (with one exception), the creamy keepsakes present nicely and include: (3) Hall of Famers/Superstars: marquee names include: Luke Appling, Mike Garcia, Gil Hodges, Ralph Kiner, Willie Mays, Casey Stengel, Bill Terry, Earl Torgeson and Hoyt Wilhelm: 1955 Cincinnati Reds: with Bell, Burgess, Jablonski and Kluszewski. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

389. 1938-1980 Team-Signed Baseball Lot of (6) - All Certified
From a pre-war Tribe installment that held the top spot through early July to a scrappy 1980 runner-up club whose 100 wins went for naught, these (6) team-signed baseballs span six decades of glorious seasons! Includes: 1938 Indians: (18 sigs) with Allen, Feller and Harder; 1964 Tigers: (25 sigs) with Cash, Dressen and Kaline; 1968 Cubs: (24 sigs) with Banks, Dunahue and Jenkins; 1971 Cardinals: (18 sigs) with Carlton, Muniz and Schoendienst; 1977 Rangers: (23 sigs) with Blyleven, Perry and Sundberg; 1980 Orioles: (28 sigs) with Murray, Palmer and Weaver. Individual certification and complete details on our website. Opening Bid $200.00
390. 1960s-1980s Various Team Signed Balls (7)
Includes: 1964 Angels - 29 “6-7” sigs w/Piersall, 1969 Braves - 26 “4-8” sigs w/Aaron (light) and Cepeda, 1972 Brewers - 25 “7-8” sigs w/Crandall, 1972 Tigers - 24 “6-7” sigs w/Kaline and Cash, 1973 Royals - 23 “8” sigs w/Piniella, 1976 A’s - 27 “8-10” sigs w/B. Williams and Fingers, 1983 Cardinals - 13 “9-10” sigs w/Ozzie and Schoendienst.
Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

392. Single-Signed HOFer Baseball Lot of (26) with Aaron, Drysdale & Hunter—All JSA
Lay a solid foundation for a HOF autograph collection with this lot of (26) HOFer single-signed baseballs. With all balls signed on the sweet spot, this prestigious group of average (“8-9”) autographs is perfectly suited for display. Key signers are (3) with full photo LOA from JSA: H. Aaron, D. Drysdale, J. Hunter with “Catfish”. Additional keys are: E. Banks, B. Feller, W. Ford, A. Kaline with “HOF 1980”, H. Killebrew, R. Kiner, E. Mathews, N. Ryan, D. Snider with “HOF 1980”, W. Spahn. Additional keys and balance have JSA basic certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

394. Baseball HOFer and Superstar Single-Signed Ball Lot of (47)
With Mays, Musial and Snider - All JSA
Complete with “The Man,” “The Duke” and “The Say Hey Kid” (among countless others), this collection of (47) single-signed baseballs reads like a “Who’s Who” among baseball legends! The OAL and ONL orbs range from clean white (grade “9”) to mildly toned (grade “6”) and showcase sweet spot pennings averaging (“9”) potency with telling inscriptions featured on many. Keys include: (2) Aparicio, (2) Appling, (2) Berra, Gehringer, (4) Herman, Mays (full JSA), Musial, Rizzuto and (2) Snider. Individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

396. 1970s Texas Rangers Team Signed Balls (2)
Opening Bid $100.00

397. 1970s Minnesota Twins Team Signed Balls (2)
Opening Bid $150.00

398. 1980s Cleveland Indians Team-Signed Baseball Lot of (6)
Opening Bid $100.00
399. Single/Multi-Signed Baseball & Bat Lot of (9) with Ty Cobb
Autographs hounds will feel compelled to track down this important single/multi-signed baseball and bat lot of (9) featuring an incredible array of HOF signers. Present are: (2) items with full photo LOA from JSA: multi-signed baseball signed with Ty Cobb (“3”) the only completely discernable signature, located just left of the sweet spot on the walnut-toned ball (VG); and Willie Mays single-signed bat (“6-7”), bat presents like-new; (5) single-signed baseballs with JSA basic cert/stickers: all signed on the sweet spots of balls averaging (NM to NM-MT) with: Rick Ferrell (“8”), Charlie Gehringer (“8-9”), (2) Al Kaline (“9-8”), Greg Maddux (“8-9”), (2) multi-signed baseballs with auction LOA from JSA: Charlie Gehringer (“2”) the only completely discernable signature on the walnut-toned ball (VG-EX); and an OAL/Brown ball (NM) signed by (4) with: sweet spot: “Whitey” Ford (“9”); north panel: “Lefty” Gomez (“7”), Lou Boudreau (“8-9”), Bob Feller (“9”).
Opening Bid $150.00

401. Baseball HOFers/Superstars Autograph Lot of (10) Balls and (68) Photos - Loaded!
There’s something for every fan in this gathering of (10) single-signed baseballs and (68) auto-graphed 8x10 photos! The collection runs the gamut in terms of teams, eras and players. Signatures average (“9”) strength. Keys include: (10) Signed Baseballs: with Boudreau, Musial, Palmer and Wilhelm; (68) Signed Photos: with M. Allen, Ashburn, Banks, Gwynn, Hunter, Musial, Newhouse, F. Robinson, Schmidt and Stargell. Certification details and complete listing on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

“The Commerce Comet,” “The Man of Steal” and the more outspoken “Bash Brother” are among the superstar performers who have autographed the mementos in this lot of (19). With autographs averaging (“8-9”) potency, tremendous “break” value is inherent with keys including (2) Mickey Mantle: 8x10 signed color photos (one is signed by Mickey Lolich, as well); (2) Signed Bats: full-size weapons respectively signed by Mathews and Sandberg. Cert details and complete listing on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

403. Autographed Photo/Index Card Lot of (7) with DiMaggio, Mantle & Paige—All PSA/DNA Certified
Autograph seekers thrill to this powerhouse baseball HOF'er lot of (7) autographed photos and index cards, all certified by PSA/DNA. Featured are: (3) encapsulated 8x10 photos: Joe DiMaggio (PSA/DNA 5), Charlie Gehringer (PSA/DNA 9) with “The Mechanical Man” inscription, Willie Mays (PSA/DNA 7); (2) encapsulate 4x6 index cards: “Dizzy” Dean (PSA/DNA 7), “Satchel” Paige (PSA/DNA 7); (2) loose 7x10 photos with PSA/DNA full photo LOAs: Mickey Mantle (PSA/DNA 6), “Duke” Snider (PSA/DNA 7). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

404. Encapsulated Baseball Autograph Lot of (6) With Hornsby and (4) T. Williams - All BGS/JSA or PSA/DNA
Autograph seekers take notice! These (6) encapsulated displays showcase some of the most sought-after scriptings in the hobby. Bold signatures are assessed “Authentic” by BGS/JSA or PSA/DNA and include: (3) Ted Williams single-signed 8x10 likenesses; Edd Roush cut signature with newspaper clippings; (2) Multi-Signed album pages both signed by 1930s stars (8 and 7 signatures, respective-
ly, with Averill Cronin, Feller, Hornsby and T. Williams). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

405. Jackie Robinson 1958 Signed Check (w/Rachel Robinson LOA) and Branch Rickey Signed Index Card
Almost exactly a year after announcing his retirement, Jackie Robinson graced this personal check with his black-ink “9” signature, “Jack R. Robinson.” It’s dated 1/11/58 and made out to “Cash” in the amount of $5—though, curiously, the reverse is signed by an individual named “Edward Kaminski.” Display appearance of the 6 x 2-3/4” check is VG/EX with a routine center fold, however there are adhesive mounting vestiges along two back edges. Rachel Robinson’s 1993 signed LOA accompanies. Also included is a lightly toned 3x5 card (VG w/reverse mounting wear slightly affecting front) that features Branch Rickey’s dark-ink signature (“9” strength as well except for a smudge on the dot over the i). Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

April 9, 2015
407. J. DiMaggio, Mantle and T. Williams

Autographed Lot of (3)

Baseball’s pre- and post-war triumvirate teams up in this lot of (3) autographed keepsakes. Includes: Joe DiMaggio: hardcover edition of Lucky to Be a Yankee (1947, Grosset & Dunlap) signed and personalized on the flyleaf in blue marker (“9” strength); Mickey Mantle: hardcover edition of My Favorite Summer 1956 (1991, Doubleday) signed on the dust jacket in blue marker (“7–8” strength); Ted Williams: 29” youth bat signed and personalized on the barrel in blue marker (“8–9” strength; full JSA). Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $150.00

408. New York Yankees Legends Multi-Signed Bat and Book

Yankee heroes spanning five decades have autographed these (2) keepsakes. Blue Sharpie signatures average (“9”) quality and include: Bat: a Cooperstown Bat Co. 34” “Stadium Series” model signed by (33) including Ford, Hunter, R. Jackson, Martin, Frazzini and Winfield (full JSA); Book: hardcover edition of The Bronx Bombers (1992, Abbeville Press) signed on the pinstriped fly leaf by (15) with M. Allen, Bauer, Boyer, Murcer and Skowron. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

409. Boston Red Sox Legends Multi-Signed Bat and Book

Fenway faithful will appreciate these (2) keepsakes autographed by their Sox legends! Signatures average (“9”) strength and include: Bat: a Cooperstown Bat Co. 34” “Stadium Series” model signed by (18) with Aparicio, Doerr, Ferrell, Herman, Kell, Rice, T. Williams and Yastrzemski (full JSA); Book: a hardcover edition of The Boston Red Sox (1990, Prentice Hall) signed on the appropriate pages by (22) with Aparicio, Kell, Perez (2), Rice and D. Williams. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

410. J. DiMaggio, Mantle and T. Williams

Autograph Lot of (4) - All Full JSA

American League rivals and contemporaries, the legends who have autographed these (4) items need no introduction! With powerful penmanship projecting (“10”) strength throughout, the keepsakes include: Joe DiMaggio hardcover edition of Baseball For Everyone (1948, McGraw-Hill) signed on a photo page in blue marker; Mickey Mantle Perez-Steele Postcard signed in blue marker; (2) Ted Williams Perez-Steele Postcard signed in blue marker; Boston legends postcard signed in black point. Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.

Opening Bid $250.00

411. Mickey Mantle “My Favorite Summer 1956”

Signed Hardcover Book Lot of (7) - All Full JSA

A handsome 24-year-old phenom adored by millions, Mickey Mantle had indeed lived up to his “can’t-miss” billing and in 1956, won his fourth World Series title and the American League Triple Crown Award. It’s no wonder that year is referred to as My Favorite Summer 1956 in the 1991 autobiographical work by Mantle and Phil Pepe. These (7) hardcover editions are signed by the switch-hitting subject. Each presents (NM) with dust jacket and is signed by Mantle on the title page in black paperback (“10” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

412. “Willie, Mickey & the Duke” Signed Hardcover Book with Full JSA

Forever linked by their tremendous hitting and centerfield play for 1950s New York City teams, this powerful triumvirate remains atop autograph want lists. Offered is a hardcover book titled “Mays, Mantle, Snider A Celebration” signed by Willie Mays, Mickey Mantle and “Duke” Snider. Authored by Donald Honig this 1987 first edition book (NM) is accompanied by the original dust jacket (EX-MT) and features the average (“9”) strength “Willie, Mickey & the Duke” trio of autographs on the title page. Full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $150.00
413. Alexander Cartwright and King Kamehameha IV Signed Hawaiian Property Manuscripts Pair

Elysian Fields alum Alexander Cartwright—whose 1845 “Cartwright Rules” established tag-out, foul territory and diamond dimensions—was part of the California Gold Rush but soon high-tailed it for Hawaii instead. Arriving in Honolulu in 1849, he became the city’s first fire chief and later parlayed his Freemasonry connections into advisory roles with Hawaiian King Kamehameha and Queen Emma. Offered is an 8 x 12-1/4” manuscript document featuring an elaborate, decided-ly elegant “9-10” signature by Cartwright on the Queen’s behalf. It is dated July 14, 1875, and exhibits toning/discoloration and general age wear throughout plus about a dozen scattered tiny holes visible upon close inspection. A red seal appears adjacent to Cartwright’s name, and there is an embossed royal imprint on the opposite side. The text describes the purchase of Honolulu property from a Mr. Keawekoloke.

Valuable in its own right, also presented is an 8-1/4 x 14-1/4” partly printed document with King Kamehameha’s “8-9” signature, as well as the countersignature of his sister below a red wax seal. Likewise there is toning/discol-oration/age wear throughout. This 1856 land grant is accompanied by a taped-on contract rider of some kind, along with an apparently unrelated 1867 property transfer signed by the aforementioned Keawekoloke. Full LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $500.00

414. 1948 “Whitey” Witt Signed Letter to Pat Olsen with Full JSA plus Babe Ruth Last Rites Wire Photo

The last surviving member of the of the New York Yankees 1st World Series championship in 1923, “Whitey” Witt (d.1988) was “Babe” Ruth’s teammate from 1922-1926 and remained one of Ruth’s closest friends. Presented is a Witt handwritten and signed letter to Pat Olsen a Yankees prospect and Texas A&M alumnus. Dated 2/20/48 this letter bears content on both sides along with Witt’s bold (“9”) strength signature. Also present is an 8x10 wire photo with an 8/16/48 blurb regarding “Babe” Ruth’s Last Rites (VG-EX). Full photo LOA from JSA.

More on our website.

Opening Bid $100.00

415. Phil Rizzuto TLS on Yankees Stationery with Career Highlights Content and JSA Sticker plus Type I Photo

Holy Cow! HOFeR Phil Rizzuto (d.2007) had a great career. Read all about it in this Phil Rizzuto typed letter signed on a crisp, clean sheet of New York Yankees stationary printed at top left with “From the desk of Phil Rizzuto”. Graced with a sharp (“9-10”) quality signature and “Scooter” inscription this handsome document outlines the highlights of Rizzuto’s amazing career, citing ten World Series appearances during his thirteen seasons as a Yankees shortstop. Also present is an 8x10 Type I photo (EX). JSA stamp of approval sticker. More on our website.

Opening Bid $100.00

416. Signed Baseball Cap Lot of (16) with Aaron, Drysdale & Hunter—All JSA

Top off your autograph collection with this certified lot of (16) signed baseball caps. (15/16) Featured signers are revered HOFers and the other one ought to be. All caps present like-new and are signed neatly on the bills with average (“8-9”) potency. Highlights are (3) with full photo LOA from JSA: H. Aaron, D. Drysdale, J. Hunter with “Catfish”. Also present are (13) with JSA basic certs/stickers: J. Bench, L. Brock with “HOF 85”, B. Keller, B. Gibson, H. Killebrew, (2) Mathews, J. Morgan, J. Palmer, P. Rose, D. Snider, W. Stargell, E. Weaver.

Opening Bid $200.00


Well after the last of his record 18 World Series home runs had landed, Americans everywhere continued to adore Mickey Mantle. Seems even Bugs Bunny wanted on the bandwagon! Well, thanks to Warner Brothers and this 1992 limited edition (693/5000) animation cel, Bugs and “The Mick” went to bat together. Framed to 18x21, the display portrays Bugs batting in, dare we say, a Brooklyn Dodgers cap. Whatever the attire, it didn’t bother Mantle, who signed in gold-colored marker (“9-10” strength) and inscribed “No. 7.” Comes with a UDA hologram.

Opening Bid $400.00

418. (2) 1985 Mickey Mantle Signed LE Lithographs - Both Full JSA

Following a career of tape-measure home runs and World Series championships, Mickey Mantle was the subject and endorser of these (2) 1985 limited edition black-and-white lithographs composed by James Amore. Includes: “A Hall of Fame Performance” framed to 16-1/8 x 20-1/8”, the print (25/250) is signed in fiber tip (“8-9” strength); “The Last World Series” framed to 18-1/8 x 14-1/8” the print (84/250) portrays Mantle batting in the 1964 Full Classic and is signed in blue marker (“9” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

419. 1989 Marriott Corp. Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays LE Signed Lithograph Prints - Both JSA

As the cardboard collectible industry boomed, the Marriott Corporation joined the fray with its 1989 $209,000 purchase of the original artwork for the 1953 Topps #82 Mays and #244 Mantle cards. Subsequently, lithographs signed by the Hall of Fame icons were issued in quantities limited to 2000 apiece. Here are both! Framed to 14-3/8 x 17-1/2”, each is numbered “522/2000” and signed in blue marker. The pennings trumpet (“10”) potency. The Mantle signature comes with a full photo LOA from JSA. Mays’ scripting comes with a JSA cert/sticker.

Opening Bid $200.00

420. Mantle, Ford and Martin Signed Lithograph - Full JSA

Perennial champions on the field and hellraisers off of it, Bronx legends Mickey Mantle, Billy Martin and Whitey Ford are the subjects and endorsers of this pristine lithograph. Composed in 1987 by Susan Reni, the 18-7/8 x 25” print portrays the Yankee heroes and their fabled ballpark. Each has rendered a blue marker autograph that projects (“10”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00
421. 1952 International League Baltimore Orioles Team-Signed Photograph - Full JSA
It was tragedy that brought success to the City of Baltimore's Baseball fortunes as Oriole Park burned to the ground in 1944 and forced the International League's Orioles into the spacious Memorial Stadium where they caught the eye of Major League Baseball and opened the door for the St. Louis Browns. This 1952 Orioles team-issued 14-1/8 x 10-5/8" black-and-white photo is autographed by (27) members of that bush league roster. Ballpoint pennings average ("8-9") strength. Keys include: Hartsfield, Hefner (manager), Jones, Rackley and Weatherly. Full JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

422. 1962 New York Mets Team-Signed 16x20 Photo Lot of (20) “Can’t anybody here play this game?!” So asked manager Casey Stengel as his 1962 expansion New York Mets set a futility standard with 120 losses. Recalling that inept roster, these (20) 16x20 color photos are each autographed by (20) members of that infamous installment. Blue Sharpie pennings resonate ("9-10") potency and include: Anderson, Bouchee, Christopher, Cook, Craig, Daviault, Drake, Foss, Hook, Jackson, S. Jones, Kranepool, Labine, Landrith, MacKenzie, B. G. Miller, Pignatano, Taylor, Thomas and Zimmer. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $900.00

423. Mickey Mantle and Billy Martin Dual-Signed Photograph - Full JSA
Recorded statistics tell us all we need to know about the on-field prowess and repeated successes of Mickey Mantle and Billy Martin. Their nighttime activities, however, are the subject of speculation and, by most accounts, legend. This 8x10 black-and-white photo portrays and is autographed by the fellow-raising teammates. Each has signed his likeness in blue Sharpie. Signatures both trumpet “perfect 10” strength! Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $400.00

424. Baseball HOFeR/Superstar Multi-Signed Photo Lot of (18) With Mantle and Spahn - All JSA
Photo opportunities and autograph requests came to fruition in this lot of (18) multi-signed 8x10 or 10x8 images! Pennings project ("9") or better potency throughout and are headlined by a 10x8 black-and-white print signed by Yogi Berra/Ralph Houk/Mickey Mantle (full JSA). Additional highlights include: (2) 10x8 color prints signed by Sandy, Sandy, Jr. and Roberto Alomar; (3) black-and-white photos signed by Bobby Thomson/Ralph Branca; and a sepia-toned 8x10 signed by Spahn and Sain. Individual JSA stickers/certs. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

425. Connie Mack 1950s Signed Letters and Cut Lot (5) Including Two Handwritten Examples
The Tall Tactician’s quartet of 1950-51 missives were sent to James Looby, with whom Mack appears to have developed a long-standing friendship. Two are handwritten letters featuring content with references to Mack’s 19th-century teammates Lou Bierbauer and Ted Larkin and his desire to adapt to his new role outside the dugout—highlighted by the intriguing line, “Have made up my mind not to interfere in any way with the Manager and will carry out the same.” Also included is a 2 x 3-1/2” card-stock cut signature (GD/VG w/errant marks, “8”) as well as two of the original mailing envelopes (addressed in Mack’s hand). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

426. (50) Joe Sewell and (10) Carl Hubbell Signed 18x24 L.E. Lithograph Prints
Pre-war Hall of Fame contemporaries, Carl Hubbell and Joe Sewell are the subjects and endorsers of these limited editions (800) lithographs. Each measures 18x24 with a color collage composed by renowned artist Christopher Paluso. There are (50) Sewell examples and (10) Hubbell prints. Each has been signed by both artist and subject on the lower white border in graphite pencil (average 1⁄8-9” strength). Nice “break” value! Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $500.00

427. Ted Williams Signed Limited Edition USMC Fighter Pilot Lithograph - Full PSA/DNA
Opening Bid $100.00

428. Ted Williams Signed Flats Lot (5)
Opening Bid $200.00

429. Ted Williams Single-Signed Bat - Full PSA/DNA
Opening Bid $250.00
430. Ted Williams Autographed Cooperstown Bat Co. Commemorative Model - Full JSA
The deserving subject of this Cooperstown Bat Company “Famous Player Series” commemorative full-size model, Hall of Famer Ted Williams has decorated the barrel with his coveted signature. The barrel is home to a color likeness of “The Splendid Splinter” and a printed list of his impressive career statistics. Just to the left, Williams’ blue marker autograph projects (“9-10”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

431. Baseball Hall of Famers Signed “Cooperstown Bat Co.” Bat (32 Signatures) Including Ted Williams
Manufactured by the esteemed Cooperstown Bat Company, this “Special Autograph Model” rates EX-MT with “7-10” signatures. Includes: T. Williams (“9”), Mize, Slaughter, Palmer, Irvin, McCovey, Feller, Barlick, Marichal, Snider, B. Williams, Kiner, Spahn, Jenkins, Stargell, Ferrell, B. Robinson, Dandridge, Gibson, Kaline, Yaz, Aparicio, Appling, Hunter, Wilhelm, Doerr, Leonard, Schoendienst, Berra, Perry, Mathews and Drysdale. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

432. Moe Berg Boldly Signed Album Pages Pair Including 6 Other White Sox/Yankees Signatures
He studied at Princeton, Columbia Law School and the Sorbonne in Paris. He spoke a half-dozen languages. He was a U.S. spy. Some say he was the smartest professional athlete who ever lived. Casey Stengel called him “the strangest man ever to play baseball.” Here we have a pair of “9”-strength signature examples by the notorious Moe Berg—both on 4-1/2 x 6” album pages. One also features the “8”-strength sigs of ’28 White Sox teammates Bill Barrett, Alex Metzler and Buck Redfearn, as well as the “9” sigs of ’28 Yankee teammates Mark Koenig, Earle Combs and Archie Campbell. EX condition overall with a horizontal fold line on the single-signed page. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

433. Roy Campanella “Pre-Accident” Signed Government Postcard - Full JSA
During simpler times in which players worked during the off-season to supplement their incomes and autographs were given for the asking, Hall of Fame backstop Roy Campanella signed this government postcard while still one of the most prominent members of the Brooklyn Dodgers. The 5-1/2 x 3-1/4” relic is signed on its blank side in graphite pencil. Projecting (“8-9”) potency, this is among the boldest pre-accident Campanella signatures you’ll ever find. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $750.00

434. Baseball HOFer Autographed 3x5 Card Lot of (6) with DiMaggio & Paige—All JSA
Showing desirable (average “8-9”) signature potency, this lot of (6) baseball HOFer autographed 3x5 cards is well suited for display with the photos of your choice. Penned neatly on unlined index cards these significant signatures originate with a generation that valued pennmanship and dedication over PEDs and graffiti-like scrawled autographs. Featured signers are: Joe DiMaggio, Bob Feller, Stan Musial, “Satchel” Paige, “Duke” Snider, Warren Spahn. DiMaggio and Paige have full photo LOAs from JSA, balance have JSA basic certs/stickers.
Opening Bid $250.00

435. Roger Maris Signed Index Cards Pair
One of baseball’s classic signature stylings, Roger Maris autographs tantalize with their bulbous R, debonair M and distinctive circle-dotted i. Offered are 3x5 index cards featuring blue-ink and black-marker “9-10” signatures on the unlined sides. Near Mint condition. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

436. Baseball HOFer Signed Index Card/Yellow Plaque Postcard Lot of (9) with Paige—All JSA
Many consider the decades of the 1940s and 1950s to be a golden era for Major League Baseball. Recall this nostalgic period with this lot of (9) baseball HOFer autographs penned by five of the brightest stars of the mid-20th Century. Present are: (7) 3x5 index cards: (2) Bob Feller (both “9”); Stan Musial (“8-9”); “Satchel” Paige (“8-9”); (3) “Duke” Snider (all “9-10”); and (2) yellow HOF plaque postcards: Lou Boudreau (“7-8”); Stan Musial (“6-7”). Paige has full photo LOA from JSA, balance have JSA basic certs/stickers.
Opening Bid $150.00

437. 1980-2001 Perez-Steele HOF Postcard Complete Set with (69) Signed Including DiMaggio, Mantle & Williams
Handsome artwork and prestigious autographs recommend this Perez-Steele Galleries 1980-2001 HOF postcard complete set featuring (69) autographed cards. LE numbered 453/10,000 this distinctive set is comprised of (15) boxed series containing a total of (275) cards average (NM to NM-MT+) with (255) HOFers, (15) checklists and (7) “lettered” specials. The (69) autographs range desirably as (“7” to “9-10”) in quality. Key signers have full photo LOA from JSA with: J. DiMaggio, M. Mantle, T. Williams. Balance have auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
438. Babe Ruth
Cut Signature Framed Display - Full PSA/DNA
So prolific at his own trade, Babe Ruth was used as the measuring stick for occupations elsewhere, regardless of the fact that Ruth never did them himself. The New York Times once called Enrico Caruso “The Babe Ruth of Operatic Tenors.” Time saw fit to title Willie Sutton “The Babe Ruth of Bank Robbers.” Counting his profits and championship trophies, Chicago Bulls owner Jerry Reinsdorf referred to Michael Jordan as “The Babe Ruth of Basketball.” At the risk of redundancy, we offer “The Babe Ruth of Autograph Displays.” Framed to 17x15, this arrangement is headlined by Ruth’s black-ink steel tip fountain pen cut signature, a post-1927 scripting (as evidenced by the absence of quotation marks around “Babe”) which projects (“8”) potency as it trumps all others in your collection. Accenting the display are (2) black-and-white photos of the unmistakable Bronx icon. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $2500-$4000).
Opening Bid $750.00

440. Tremendous 1880s-1980s Signed Baseball Index Cards Lot (800 Different) Including Numerous Deceased Players
This is a fresh-to-the-hobby grouping of EX to NM 3x5 index cards that were painstakingly put together from the late 1970s to early 1990s and that feature players who made their major league debut during the century between the 1880s and 1980s. Signatures are mostly bold “7-10” ink and felt tip examples (some Sharpies in the mix). Players who began before 1920 have their rookie year in parenthesis after their names. What is missing as far as superstar players is more than made up for by the plethora of rare and obscure deceased old-timers—some of whom recorded brief cup-of-coffee careers (including, in a few instances, just a game or two in the Federal League). There are also notable tobacco-card subjects. Highlights include: Mel Allen, Eddie Ainsmith (1910), Lee Ballanfant (ump), Craig Biggio, “Gavy” Cravath (1908), Paul “DaBly” Dean, “Turk” Farrell, Mrs. Lou Gehrig, Gil Hodges, Elston Howard, David J. Jones (1906), Arlie Latham (1888), Tommy Leach (1898), Don Larsen, Paddy Livingston (1901), Louis B. Lowdermilk (1911), Carl W. Mays (1915), Walter O’Malley (exec.), Charles C. Robertson (2 - 1919 White Sox), Fred Snodgrass (1908), Horace C. Stoneham (exec.), Bill Wambsganss (1914), Julian V. Wera (27 Yankees), D. Harris (Doc) White (1901) and Joe Wood (1908). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

442. Thurman Munson Autograph - SGC/JSA “Authentic”
“Munson’s not moody, he’s just mean. When you’re moody, you’re nice sometimes.” So opined teammate Sparky Lyle in a statement aimed at both truth and humor. While Munson was most definitely all business on the diamond, he did have a “nice” moment here and there: like when he signed and personalized this souvenir. Encapsulated with autograph assessed “Authentic” by SGC/JSA, a thick stock blank sheet measures 4-7/8 x 2-3/8. On it, Munson has penned “To Tom – Best Wishes” and signed “Thurman Munson” in red ballpoint. A vertical fold minimally affects the latter portion of “Thurman,” yet the scripting maintains (“7-8”) strength and clarity. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1000-$20000).
Opening Bid $400.00

439. Babe Ruth Signed Nestle’s Identification Card - Full JSA
The most prolific home run hitter who ever lived, Babe Ruth was deemed a “natural” on Madison Avenue to serve as a spokesperson for anything. Suits at Quaker Oats, Red Rock Cola, Raleigh cigarettes and even Remington Rifles were quick to feature Ruth on advertisements. After all, if the Babe endorses it, it’s gotta be good! In ominous fashion, Ruth autographed this “Nestle” children’s identification card. The standard-size business card is laminated and signed by Ruth on the blank reverse in blue-ink fountain pen (“7-8” strength). We cite the signing as “ominous” as the Nestlé company currently produces the “Babys” bar, which was originally marketed in 1921 by Curtiss Candy, who claimed the bar was named after President Grover Cleveland’s daughter, Ruth (who had been dead for 17 years). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

441. Multi-Sport Autographed Cards/Flats Lot of (97) with DiMaggio, Koufax & Maris
Autograph seekers harvest a tremendous yield with this multi-sport autographed cards/flats lot of (97). Loaded with baseball and basketball HOFers/stars, this bumper crop of legendary figures is further enhanced by overall desirable signature quality which ranges (“6”-“7” to “9-10”). Highlights are: 3x5 Index Cards: P. DiMaggio, S. Koufax, C. Gehringer, H. Greenberg, C. Hubbell, F. Maris, S. Musial, E. Roush, B. Terry, SGC Certified Authentic: (2) 1948 Bowman RCs: #8 P. Rizzuto, #47 B. Thomson; 1948 Leaf #83 B. Doerr; 1949 Bowman #18 B. Thomson; Yellow HOF Plaque Psc: C. Gehringer (enhanced), C. Hubbell, G. Kelly, S. Koufax, S. Musial, L. Waner; Baseball Rcs: 1948 Bowman #14 A. Reynolds; (2) 1949 Bowman: #26 G. Kell, #35 V. Raschi; Basketball 3x5 Index Cards: R. Auerbach, L. Elmore, C. Hagan, E. Gottlieb, J. Ramsey, P. Silas, L. Wilkens. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

443. Hall of Famers and Star Players Signed Grab-Bag Lot (26 Items) Including Baker, Ott, Stengel and DiMaggio
Averages EX condition and “8-10” signature overall. Highlights include: Cuts - F. Baker (bank-check signature) and J. DiMaggio (4-1/4 x 4-1/2, taped tear). Cuts in Matted Displays - Ott (GD, adhered to backing) and Hartnett (beautiful “10” sig). Index Cards - Greenberg and Stengel. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
444. 1961 Topps Baseball #2 Roger Maris Boldly Signed Card
What better year for a signed Maris card than his immortal ‘61 campaign? This GD/VG example of 1961 Topps #2 is graced with Roger’s gorgeous blue-ballpoint “10” signature—a real blazer. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

445. (319) 1957-1973 Topps Baseball Signed Cards with (10) Hall of Famers & Tough Deceased

446. (482) 1974-1978 Mostly Topps Baseball Autographed Cards with (19) Hall of Famers & Tough Deceased
Sweet scripts are in abundance with the offered cache of (482) 1974-1978 mostly Topps Baseball autographed cards featuring (19) Hall of Famers and tough deceased players. The cards generally range from (VG-EX to EX-MT) while the endorsements average (“8-9”). Keys include: 1974 Topps: #83 Cepeda; 1975 Topps: #272 L. McGlothen, #389 Solaita; 1976 Topps: (112 cards) with #812 Solaita, #441 Carter, #478 L. McGlothen, 1977 Topps: #295 Carter; 1978 Topps: (207 cards) with #72 Dawson, #120 Carter, #267 Ault, #557 Solaita, #581 L. McGlothen and #598 Solomon. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

447. (94) 1950-1979 Baseball Autographed Cards with (33) Hall of Famers Including Aaron & Mays
Parade of (94) 1950-1979 baseball autographed cards with (33) Hall of Famers including Aaron and Mays. The cards generally range from (GD to VG) with some better and others lesser. Additionally, the crisp signatures average (“8”) quality. Highlights include: 1953 Topps: #54 Feller, 1955 Bowman: #38 Wynns, #197 Kiner; 1958 Topps: #100 Wynns (YT), #404 Spanh AS; 1959 Topps: #468 Snider IA; 1960 Topps: #250 Muetzel; 1962 Topps: #100 Spanh IA; 1963 Fleer: #1 Dewey; 1965 Topps: #205 Spanh, #251 Herman; 1966 Topps: #37 Herman, #110 Banks; 1967 Topps: #166 Mathews; 1968 Topps: #373 F. Robinson AS; 1970 Topps: #150 Killebrew, #365 Versailles, #470 Stargell; 1973 Topps: #305 Mays and 1976 Topps: #550 Aaron. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00


449. (613) 1979-1981 Mostly Topps Baseball Signed Cards with Hall of Famers & Tough Deceased
Solid assortment of (613) 1979-1981 mostly Topps Baseball signed cards featuring dozens of Hall of Famers, stars and tough deceased players. These singles average (NM) quality while the autographs generally present (“8-9”) potency. Highlights include: 1979 Topps: (320 cards) with #81 Solaita, (2) #323 L. McGlothen, #336 Barrows (d.1992); 1980 Topps: (218 cards) with #40 Fisk, #70 Carter, #332 E. Romo, #590 Palmer, #716 L. McGlothen; 1981 Fleer: #385 E. Romo; 1981 Topps: #8 E. Romo and #960 McGlothen. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

450. (84) 1980s Baseball Signed Cards with (45) Hall of Famers Including Williams
Featured are (84) 1980s baseball signed cards with (45) Hall of Famers including Williams. The cardboard surfaces generally present (NM) with the autographs averaging (“8-9”) strength. Highlights include: Signed Topps: (53 cards) with 1982 #716 Stargell IA, 1982 K-Mart #42 Drysdale, 1980 #774 F. Robinson; Signed Donruss: 1983 Hall of Fame Heroes #33 Hubbell, 1986: #645 Niekro Brothers, #653 Rose; Signed Fleer: 1981 #184 Murray, 1983 #637 Darr-Cartier, 1984 #303 Gwynn, 1985 #627 Schmidt IA, 1987 #11 Clemens All-Star; Signed Pacific Legends: 1989: #154 T. Williams (reverse writing) and #193 Hunter. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

Quality craftsmanship and high powered HO-Fer autographs elevate these unique LE boxed sets to must have status. Presented are (4) 1997-1998 Preferred Customer Service “Signature Series” baseball card sets. Housed in handsome wood cases with accompanying COAs, these stunning sets replicate vintage baseball cards in durable porcelain. Each set features (4) cards of the represented HO-Fer greats for a total of (16) cards including (10) signed average (“9-10”) with: J. DiMaggio; and (3) each: H. Aaron, E. Murray and F. Robinson. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00
452. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 1980-1985 Los Angeles Lakers Game-Worn Home Jersey (Mears A10) and Accompanying Road Shorts

As he completed his sixth season with the Milwaukee Bucks, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had nothing to prove. At the tender age of 28, his resume read like a fairy tale. To wit: a 79-2 record and three New York City championships at Power Memorial High School; an aggregate 88-2 mark and three NCAA titles at UCLA; and the first and only NBA championship in Bucks team annals. So while he cited that the Midwest “did not fit his cultural needs,” a trade to the Los Angeles Lakers not only sated that desire, but led to five additional NBA titles and, when all was said and done, the most points (38,387) in NBA history. This Los Angeles Lakers home jersey was worn by the legendary 7-foot-2 center as he continued his remarkable scoring clinic at the Forum. The yellow mesh pullover garment features his since-retired (by two teams, mind you) “33” sewn to the front and back in purple-on-white twill. “LAKERS” arched atop the front number in angled characters and “ABDUL-JABBAR” arched atop the back number in block-style characters. White-and-purple striped stretch ribbed knit lines the collar and arm yokes, while the left front tail is home to a “Tiernan” local manufacturer’s label. Graded A-10 by Mears, this Hall of Fame gamer exhibits evidence of heavy use and matches exemplars dating from 1980-1985. A pair of Abdul-Jabbar’s game-worn Lakers road shorts accompanies. The elasticized waistband’s interior is home to a “Tiernan” label and a swatch with a chain-stitched “33.” These Abdul-Jabbar attire items are as breathtaking as his patented “Skyhook” and the resultant numbers it produced! Full photo LOA from MEARS.

Opening Bid $2500.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
453. Buck Weaver 1932-1933 Post-Career H&B Side-Written Professional Model Bat - PSA/DNA GU9 - Second Known Example!

To our knowledge, only ONE Weaver game-used bat has ever previously surfaced in the hobby—a 1911-15 model that sold for over $50,000 in 2008. Now it is with great pride that we unveil the second known Weaver bat in existence—a post-career gamer whose origins can be traced to a decade after the Black Sox member’s eternal banishment from professional play, when his deep love of the game spurred the heartbroken Weaver to settle for semipro ball. He had already made several failed attempts at major-league reinstatement—most notably after Cobb and Speaker were exonerated from gambling charges—and a 1927 newspaper article heralded his semipro arrival with these words:

“Buck Weaver, once the idol of south side fans, is to return to recognized baseball if not organized baseball from which he was barred for life in connection with the 1919 world series scandal. The former White Sox third baseman has been signed to play infield with the Niesens, a Chicago semi-pro team...It has been Weaver’s dream of years again to appear before Chicago fans, who rated him as one of the greatest players who ever wore a Sox uniform.”

Measuring 34-1/2” and 30.9 oz., the bone-rubbed ash bat shows excellent use with a handle crack, a 1-1/4 x 1/4” piece missing from the handle, and ball marks/stitch impressions and cleat impressions on the barrel. As quoted from PSA/DNA’s Graded GU9 LOA, “An outstanding feature of the bat is the appearance of factory side writing on the left barrel bearing Weaver’s name and the date the bat was received by Louisville Slugger [6-2-32]...The player name and return date are fairly clear and confirm the bat as being returned by Weaver himself to Louisville Slugger.” What’s more, whereas the other known Weaver game-used bat offered side writing alone, this example even goes above and beyond with its blazingly engraved, highly displayable block-lettering of “Bucky Weaver.”

By all accounts, poor Buck never actually participated in the 1919 World Series fix, instead contributing a stellar .324 average with 11 hits, 4 doubles, 4 runs and no errors. Nonetheless, Commissioner Landis chose to make an example of him, stating, “...no player who sits in conference with a bunch of crooked players and gamblers where the ways and means of throwing games are discussed and does not promptly tell his club about it will ever play professional baseball.” Up to the very end of his life, Weaver fought to clear his name...to no avail. He died of a heart attack in 1956 at age 65.

Opening Bid $1500.00
454. Al Vincent 1957 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Home Jersey
Hand-picked by Paul Richards to help mentor the Baltimore Orioles into baseball’s most dominant franchise for more than two decades, former coach Al Vincent is credited with (among other things) the idea for an oversized catcher’s mitt to handle the knuckleball. This Baltimore Orioles home jersey was worn by Vincent during the 1957 season. The cream-colored flannel zippered garment features felt identifiers, black piping and proper “Wilson” tagging. The left sleeve is home to a “Laughing Bird” logo patch that adorned O’s jerseys from 1955-1962. Excellent game wear is evident on this Memorial Stadium original! More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

455. Darold Knowles 1969 Washington Senators Game-Worn Road Jersey
If it seems like Darold Knowles was everywhere, that’s probably because he was. The lone pitcher to appear in all seven games of a single World Series (1973), Knowles performed for seven different Major League teams during his career as a southpaw bullpen artist. This Washington Senators road jersey was worn by Knowles during the 1969 season as he posted a sparkling 9-2 mark, 13 saves and a 2.24 ERA. The gray flannel button-down garment features twill identifiers, proper “Wilson” tagging and the MLB silhouette logo 100th Anniversary logo patch worn throughout the big leagues that season. LOA from Phil Wood. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

456. Gene Stone 1969 Philadelphia Phillies Game-Worn Road Jersey - Final Season of Style!
Still reeling from their infamous “phold” five seasons prior, the 1969 Philadelphia Phillies endured their second of seven straight losing campaigns as attendance dwindled at Connie Mack Stadium. A scarce remnant of the final days of 21st and Lehigh, this 1969 Philadelphia Phillies road jersey simultaneously embodies the new (first season of division play) and old (last season of the jersey’s style). Donned by utility player Gene Stone, the gray flannel button-down garment features embroidered identifiers, proper “Wilson” tagging and an MLB silhouette logo 100th Anniversary patch. The all-original gamer shows solid wear and is a welcome addition to any Philly collection! More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

457. Dave McNally 1974 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Home Jersey
The winningest left-hander in the pitching-rich history of the Baltimore Orioles, Montana-born southpaw Dave McNally was one of the team’s four 20-game winners in 1971 and fired the fourth of five straight shutouts during the stretch drive of the 1974 pennant chase. The Orioles home jersey was worn by McNally during that ’74 campaign. The cream-colored knit button-down garment features twill identifiers and proper “Rawlings” tagging. The all-original Memorial Stadium apparel shows moderate wear and comes with an LOA from Baltimore baseball historian and memorabilia consultant Phil Wood. More on our website.
Opening Bid $1500.00

458. Earl Weaver 1980 Baltimore Orioles Signed Game-Worn Road Jersey - With Interior Cigarette Pouch!
In arguably his finest season at the helm of the Baltimore Orioles, Hall of Fame skipper Earl Weaver helped guide a resilient squad back from an 11-game deficit, climbed within a half-game of the leader and ultimately won 100 regular-season games in a runner-up finish – and all the while dwarfed by the payroll of the Yankees. This Orioles road jersey was worn and signed by Weaver during that exciting 1980 campaign. The gray knit button-down garment features twill identifiers, proper “Wilson” tagging and a trademark Weaver feature: a cloth pouch sewn within the left breast to facilitate storage of a pack of “Raleigh” cigarettes. Heavy wear is evident, which is typical to Weaver jerseys. LOA from Baltimore baseball historian and memorabilia consultant Phil Wood. More on our website.
Opening Bid $1300.00

459. 1997 Philadelphia Phillies Autographed Game Worn Jersey Lot of (3) with Lieberthal
1997 Was a season of mourning and remembrance for the Philadelphia Phillies and not just because of their lackluster 68-94 record. Offered is a lot of (3) 1997 Phillies autographed game worn jerseys with Mike Lieberthal, Rex Hudler and Bobby Estalella. Manufactured by “Russell Athletic” these nicely-preserved gamers display average (“8-9”) signatures on the back and feature Jackie Robinson 50th Anniversary “Breaking Barriers” patches on the right sleeve and black armbands with a number “1” on the left sleeve commemorating the tragic passing of beloved lifetime Phillie Richie Ashburn. Apparently these jerseys were worn late into the season, as Ashburn passed suddenly due to a heart attack on 9/9/97. All (3) jerseys present in handsome, display-worthy condition with light signs of authentic use. The size “46” Lieberthal and size “48” Hudler shirts are gray road versions and the size “48” Estalella shirt is a white with red pinstripes home version with a “27” inscription. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
460. John Buzhardt 1961 Game Used Philadelphia Phillies Jersey
Worse than the dreaded “64 “Phold” the 1961 season holds a unique place in the hearts of Phillies fans. Offered is a John Buzhardt 1961 game used Philadelphia Phillies jersey. One of the main culprits in a low-light season, pitcher Buzhardt’s 6-18 record helped the sad-sack Phils to a 23-game losing streak and a dismal 47-107 record. The offered Wilson size “42” jersey is highly appealing with light authentic wear and handsome team letter patches, name tag in the collar and “1961” patch at lower left. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

461. Dave May 1967 Game-Worn Baltimore Orioles Home Jersey
While his numbers didn’t set him apart from the rest of the game’s everyday players, Dave May will always be remembered as the man who was traded for Hank Aaron. As he debuted with defending champion Baltimore in 1967, May wore this Orioles home jersey. The cream-colored flannel button-down garment features twill identifiers and proper “Wilson” tagging. LOA from Baltimore baseball historian and memorabilia consultant Phil Wood. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

462. Ron Stone 1969 Philadelphia Phillies Game-Worn Home Jersey
Just five years removed from their own epic collapse, the 1969 Phillies saw fit to contribute to the demise of a rival. With the Cubs seemingly coasting, part-time outfielder Ron Stone launched his first career homer, a game-tying 9th-inning shot to spark a 7-5 win on July 11 and help send the Cubs into an eventual free fall. This Phillies home jersey was worn by Stone that year. The flannel game features embroidered identifiers and proper “Wilson” tagging. Shows solid diamond use from the first year of division play. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

463. Tim McCarver Game Used Lot of (2) with Philadelphia Phillies Jersey & Signed Bat
Known as Steve Carlton’s personal caddy, or catcher during two stints with the Philadelphia Phillies, Tim McCarver employed this pair of game used items. From his earlier Phils period comes a Wilson size “44” jersey in appealing condition with ample signs of use including apparent blood stains on an embroidered McCarver name tag located inside the collar. Stitched on the lower left jersey front is “44-1971 Set 1”. From his later Phils period is a c.1977-1979 game used autographed (“7”) bat (PSA/DNA GU 9). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

464. Philadelphia Phillies World Series Years Game Used Jersey Lot of (2) with 1980 Unser & 1983 Molinaro
Two of the Philadelphia Phillies most memorable teams were the super talented 1980 group which won the franchise’s first World Series championship and the enduring 1983 “Wheeze Kids” squad which also made it to the WS. Phils faithful pay tribute to these WS seasons by going for this lot of (2) Phillies game used jerseys representing these champion teams. Featured are: 1980 Del Unser Wilson size “42” white pinstriped jersey showing moderate authentic wear; and 1983 Bob Molinaro Wilson size “40” blue jersey in lightly worn condition. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

465. Mike Greenwell 1988 Boston Red Sox Game-Worn Home Jersey - Full Miedema LOA
In the throes of an eight-decade “curse,” the 1988 Red Sox won their second A.L. East crown in three seasons, only to be ousted in the ALCS in orderly fashion. As he posted career-bests in home runs (22), RBI (119) and batting average (.325), outfielder Mike Greenwell wore this Red Sox home jersey that season on his way to runner-up credentials for the MVP award. The white knit button-down garment features twill identifiers and proper “Wilson” tagging. Moderate wear is evident. Full photo LOA from Dave Miedema. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
466. 1993 Philadelphia Phillies Autographed Larry Andersen & Denis Menke Game Worn World Series Uniforms
Described as gritty, scruffy and full of swagger the 1993 “Macho Row” Philadelphia Phillies stunned the baseball world with a surprising 35-15 start and a more surprising NLCS upset of the Braves to reach the World Series. Presented are (2) 1993 Phillies auto- graphed WS game worn jersey/pants uniform combos with Larry Andersen and Denis Menke. Both of these Russell Athletic made uniforms present in handsome display worthy condition with average (“8-9”) jersey front signatures and prestigious 1993 WS patches on the right sleeves. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

467. 1994 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game Used Jersey Lot of (6) with MLB 125th Anniversary Patches
Coming off a trip to the World Series, the 1994 Philadelphia Phillies joined their MLB brethren in celebrating Baseball’s 125th Anniversary and prematurely ending the season with a strike. Recall this sesesaw year with this lot of (6) 1994 Phillies game used jerseys with (5) signed. Showing attractive original details these Russell Athletic “Diamond Collection” gamers bear MLB 125th Anniversary patches. Featured are: (5) signed average (“8-9”): D. Daulton, B. Estarella, J. Fregosi, K. Stocker, M. Thompson; (1) unsigned: J. Vukovich. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

468. 2001 Philadelphia Phillies Game Used Jersey Lot of (6) with (4) Signed & 9/11 American Flag Patches
Though we suffered a horrendous act of terrorism on 9/11/2001 our “National Pastime” carried on. Presented is a lot of (6) 2001 Philadelphia Phillies game used jerseys with late-season added 9/11 commemorative American Flag patches on the backs. Uniformly showing in excellent condition these “Majestic Authentic Collection” jerseys serve as passionate reminders of baseball’s continuity. Featured are: (4) signed: D. Coggins (“9”), R. Cormier (“7”), T. Lee (“9”), T. Wendell (“7-8”); (2) unsigned: O. Daal, J. Santiago. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

469. Raul Ibañez 2009 All-Star Game Issued Jersey with MLB Sticker
Proving a great addition to an already powerful Philadelphia Phillies line-up, slugger Raul Ibañez enjoyed a banner year in 2009, hitting a career high thirty-four homers, being named a starter in the All-Star Game and helping the team to a second straight World Series. Offered is an Ibañez 2009 All-Star Game issued jersey. Bedecked with a variety of patches, this “Majestic Authentic Collection-size 50” jersey presents in stunning like-new condition. MLB hologram sticker affixed to the Majestic label at lower left on the front. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

470. 2011 Shane Victorino Game Worn Philadelphia Phillies “TBTC” Jersey & Pants with MLB Stickers
The “Flyin’ Hawaiian” had a knack for making things happen during the Philadelphia Phillies recent run of five consecutive postseason berths. Served up are the “Turn Back The Clock” Phillies jersey and pants game worn by Shane Victorino on 7/22/11 vs. the Padres at Citizens Bank Park. Victorino scored twice that day in support of a 3-1 Phils win. Manufactured by “Majestic”, this lightly used ensemble presents in remarkable condition with deference to stains on the right knee and hip of the pants. Both garments are affixed with MLB hologram stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

Find out “For Whom the Bell Tolls” with this Jonathan Papelbon game worn 2012 Philadelphia Phillies “Throwback” uniform. Papelbon, who uses the aforementioned Metallica song as his entrance theme, became the go to guy for the “Fightin’ Phils” in 2012 racking up 38 Saves in a career high 70.0 IP. Featured are a like-new “Majestic Authentic Collection” jersey and pants combo with MLB hologram stickers certifying game use and an autograph (“9”) with “58” inscription located on the number “5” patch on back of the jersey. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

472. 2011 Chase Utley and 2013 Roy Halladay Philadelphia Phillies Team Issued Jerseys with MLB Stickers
Often mired in mediocrity, the Philadelphia Phillies franchise has featured an abundance of “Phenoms” over the past decade including the potential HOFers represented here. Offered are (2) Phillies team issued jerseys with: 2011 Chase Utley size “46” gray road jersey; and 2013 Roy Halladay size “50” white with red pinstripes home jersey. Certified authentic by affixed MLB hologram stickers, these jerseys present in attractive, like-new condition. Both are labeled with “Majestic Authentic Collection” and “Cool Base” tags. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

473. Carlos Ruiz 2013 Game Worn Philadelphia Phillies Uniform with Autographed Jersey & MLB Stickers
The Philadelphia Phillies “Señor Octubre” is the epitome of a “speak softly and carry a big stick” guy. Go big with this Carlos Ruiz 2013 “Majestic Authentic Collection” game worn Phillies jersey and pants uniform combo. Ampie signs of game use in the form of soiling/staining are readily evident on these appealing garments which are both certified authentic with affixed MLB hologram stickers. The size “46” jersey has a retro 1980s style patch on the left sleeve and is autographed (“9-10”) on the number “1” patch on the back. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

474. Philadelphia Phillies 2014 Father’s Day Game Used/Team Issued Uniform Lot of (2) with MLB Stickers
Honor thy father and memorabilia collection with this lot of (2) 2014 Philadelphia Phillies Father’s Day uniforms. Donned by infielder Cesar Hernandez and pitcher Jeff Manship on 6/15/14, these striking jersey/pants combinations present in gorgeous condition. Both jerseys are affixed on the front with “Majestic Authentic Collection” and MLB logo/blue ribbon patches. MLB hologram stickers adhered to number patches on the jersey backs authenticate the Hernandez uniform as “Game Used, Retro Weekend” and the Manship as “Team Issued”.
Opening Bid $200.00
475. 1980s-2000s Game-Worn MLB Jersey Lot of (7)
This Major League wardrobe is ideal for collectors with a flair for fashion! The knit button-down garments feature twill identifiers and proper tagging. Includes: Kevin Gryboski 2004 Braves; Bryan Little 1987 Yankees; Bobby Muñoz 1994 Phillies; Eduardo Perez 2003 Cardinals; Ricc Slider 1987 Red Sox; Robby Thompson 1986-1993 Giants (autographed); Tom Urbani 1994 Cardinals. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

476. Harold Baines 1999 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Road Jersey
In his second of three stints with the Orioles, 40-year-old Harold Baines hit .322 with 24 home runs before being dealt to the Cleveland Indians for the stretch drive of the 1999 campaign. This Baltimore Orioles road jersey was worn by Baines during that productive ’99 season. The gray knit button-down garment features twill identifiers, proper “Russell Athletic” tagging and a black “7” sewn to the right sleeve in memory of deceased coach Cal Ripken, Sr. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

477. Jose Guillen 2005 Washington Nationals Inaugural Season Game-Worn Road Jersey
Exiled from Anaheim after the 2004 season, right fielder Jose Guillen was a welcome addition in the Nation’s Capital as he paced the Nationals in home runs (24) and RBI (76) in their inaugural season. This road jersey was worn by Guillen in 2005, as he played for his seventh of 10 big league suitors. The gray knit button-down garment features twill identifiers and proper “Majestic” tagging. The all-original jersey shows evidence of moderate game wear. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

478. 1978 and 1983 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Jersey Lot of (2)
Opening Bid $150.00

479. Jim Traber 1985 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $100.00

480. Alan Mills 1995 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00

481. B.J. Surhoff 1997 Signed Game-Worn Baltimore Orioles Elite Giants Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00

482. Sammy Ellis 2000 Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $100.00

483. Mike Hargrove 2001 Signed Game Worn Baltimore Orioles “Turn Back the Clock” Orange Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
484. Dennis Higgins 1968 Game-Worn Washington Senators Home Pants and Game-Used Bat
A journeyman hurler who pitched for four different teams in his seven-year Major League career, Dennis Higgins posted four relief wins for the cellar-dwelling Senators in 1968. These items saw diamond action during that campaign rightfully dubbed “The Year of the Pitcher.” Includes: 1968 Game-Worn Home Pants: cream-colored flannel with “Rawlings” tagging in that company’s lone season associated with the expansion Senators; rare! (LOA from Phil Wood); 1968 Game-Used Bat: Hillerich & Bradsby “K55” (32.6-oz/34”) block-letter model (cracked). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

485. Joe Coleman 1968 Washington Senators Game-Worn Cap
The middle link in a three-generation family of Major League pitchers, Joe Coleman wore this Washington Senators cap during the 1968 season. The red wool accessory (introduced that season, as the club had previously worn blue) features a curly “W” embroidered to the front center in white-on-blue and a red button atop the six-point crown suspension. The interior sweatband is home to a “Wilson” label and a size “7-3/8” stamping, while the sweatband’s underside features an stamped “AYC” code, indicating that the cap was manufactured in February, 1968. On the bill’s underside, Coleman’s number “20” is written in blue ink. Solid game wear is evident with perspiration-induced soiling about the sweatband. LOA from Phil Wood. Opening Bid $200.00

486. 1961-1965 Minnesota Twins Game-Worn Jacket - Gorgeous!
From the Nation’s Capital and the depths of the standings, the Washington Senators left town, became the Minnesota Twins, and were in the World Series just four years later. This jacket was worn by a Twins player during the franchise’s first five seasons (1961-1965) in the Twin Cities. The blue satin-like zippered garment features twill identifiers and proper “Wilson” tagging. In terms of Twins apparel, this is among the earliest and most desirable artifacts we’ve seen! More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

487. 1970s-2000s Baltimore Orioles Minor League Game Worn Jerseys and Batting Helmets Lot of (17) Protected in “the nest” until fit to take flight in the big leagues, Baltimore Orioles minor league players wore these (13) jerseys and (4) batting helmets. Showing varying degrees of diamond use are: (13) Jerseys: 2000s Aberdeen Ironbirds; (3) Bowie Baysox; (3) 1980s Hagerstown Suns (1 home and 2 road); (2) 2000s Ottawa Lynx (home and road); (4) Rochester Red Wings; (4) Batting Helmets: (2) black and (2) red Rochester Red Wings accessories. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

488. 1990s-2000s Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Batting Helmet Lot of (3)
Birds of a feather flock together with these (3) game-worn Baltimore Orioles batting helmets. The thick plastic shells are complete with interior padding, team logo decals and mandatory ear flaps. Included are (3) different styles: 1994; 1999-2008; and 2009-2011. Excellent game use is evident on all three! More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

489. 1980s-2000s Baltimore Orioles Game-Worn Jacket Lot of (4) With Mills and Ponson While styles have changed, the black-and-orange “plumage” of the Baltimore Orioles has remained a constant on these (4) 1980s-2000s game-worn jackets.
490. Moe Drabowsky
1997
Baltimore Orioles
Signed
Game-Worn Spring Training Uniform
One of just five Major Leaguers born in Poland, Moe Drabowsky set a World Series single-game record by fanning 11 batters in relief. While that mark helped Baltimore to its first-ever title in 1966, Drabowsky returned as a special instructor in 1997 and wore this Orioles uniform. The ensemble includes a jersey, road pants, socks and a cap. Drabowsky has signed the jersey in black marker (“8-9” strength). The items feature proper tagging and show moderate wear. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

491. 1974-2005 Game-Worn Baseball Cap Lot of (7) With Hrbek and A. Thornton
Opening Bid $150.00

492. 1988-2011 Phillies Game-Used Base Lot of (7) - With 2009 NLCS Touch ‘em all! From landmark events in Phillies history, the 15x15 diamond artifacts are crafted from textured rubber with team, MLB and/or event logos affixed to all four edges of (6). Includes: 1988 signed by Gross, Hayes, Jordan; 2001: opening day, Veteran’s Stadium; 2003: September 26 vs. Braves (1st base) in last Friday game ever at Veterans Stadium; 2006: September 20 (3rd base) vs. Cubs; 2009: October 21 NLCS Game 5 (2nd base) vs. Dodgers; 2010: August 8 (3rd base) vs. Mets; 2011: September 17 (3rd base) vs. Cardinals.
Opening Bid $200.00

This quartet of 2009-2012 Philadelphia Phillies stadium hung banners includes “1950” and “1980” flags representing the N.L. pennant winning “Whiz Kids” and the franchise first World Series winners respectively; as well as Ryan Howard 2008 NLCS and Shane Victorino 2009 World Series banners. Measuring 10’ x 5’ these commemoratives graced the Ashburn Alley area at Citizens Bank Park in Philadelphia and remain in appealing condition despite light soiling and fraying. MLB Authentication holograms. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

494. 1960s-1970s Washington Senators Game-Used Bat Lot of (18)
“First in war, first in peace and last in the American League.” Sure, that “title” was derisive (and usually accurate), but the Washington Senators go to bat once more in this lot of (18) game-used weapons! White ash bats hail from the franchise’s second incarnation and show nice game use. Includes: B. Chance, F. Coggins, Daniels, Greive, Hamlin, Hannon, King, Kirkland, R. Kline, Lock, G. Martin, Nen, Ortega, Peterson, Phillips, Reichardt, A. Rodriguez and Saverine. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

495. Washington Bullets/Wizards Signed Game-Worn Shoe Lot of (5) With Unseld and Jamison
The age-old term “tough shoes to fill” applies quite literally with these (5) examples worn and signed by Washington Bullets and Wizards stars. The white-and-blue leather accessories include: Terry Catledge: “Nike” size “14-1/2” pair signed on each toe in black marker (“6-7” strength) and inscribed “#33 Bullets”; heavy wear; Antawn Jamison: “Adidas” size “16” pair signed on each ankle in black marker (“8” strength); minimal wear; Wes Unseld: “Brooks” size “14” right shoe signed on ankle in black marker (“6” strength); heavy wear.
Opening Bid $150.00

496. 2002 Willie Randolph Game Worn New York Yankees Pants with Personalized Signature
Opening Bid $100.00

497. 1986 Rafael Palmeiro 1st Career Home Run Signed Dugout Lineup Card
Opening Bid $50.00

Opening Bid $150.00
499. Peyton Manning 1998-1999 Rookie/Second Year Game-Worn Indianapolis Colts Helmet - SCD

The son of an NFL quarterback, Peyton Manning followed in his father’s footsteps and called the signals as he led Tennessee to the 1997 SEC championship. While his breeding and talent were logical factors in his choice as the number 1 overall selection in the 1998 NFL Draft, it’s unlikely that anyone could have fathomed just what a remarkable career Manning would have. As rare as a specimen as Manning has been leading offensive units to countless triumphs, this game-worn helmet is on a similar plateau as it was worn by the future Hall of Famer in both his 1998 rookie campaign and in the 1999 season. The white plastic shell features horseshoe logo decals adhered to the sides, a four-bar face mask and “18” decals (in proper font) straddling the blue center stripe. The “COLTS” bumper and “Riddell” snubber remain intact, as do the chin strap, interior pad cells and jaw pads. Clips affixing the face mask have “3 99” stampings, indicating the face mask was replaced in early 1999 after the shell had seen significant use, which shows in the form of gouge and contact marks. The Velcro radio transmitter patch is still affixed within the left ear hole. An absolutely fabulous gamer from the inaugural season of perhaps the best quarterback of all time! Comes with an LOA from SCD endorsed by renowned expert Troy Kinunen.

Opening Bid $750.00

501. Don McCafferty 1942 College All-Stars Game-Worn Jersey

A player under Paul Brown and an assistant mentor on staffs led by Weeb Ewbank and Don Shula, former Baltimore Colts head coach Don McCafferty guided the team to its only Super Bowl triumph in his rookie season at the helm. McCafferty’s own resume included All-American status as an offensive tackle at Ohio State University (1942). In recognition of his contributions to that war-torn Buckeyes roster, McCafferty was selected to play in that year’s College Football All-Stars game at Chicago’s Soldier Field. Pitted against the NFL Champion Bears, McCafferty wore this All-Stars jersey during that battle with the “Monsters of the Midway.” The garment features satin twill identifiers and proper “May & Halas” tagging. Appropriate singe event wear is evident. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00


One half of a Penn State backfield tandem headlined by Franco Harris, New Jersey-born running back Lydell Mitchell was drafted by the Baltimore Colts and helped spark that franchise to its last heyday before its untimely departure to Indianapolis. This Baltimore Colts home jersey was worn by Mitchell during his tenure (1972-1977) at Memorial Stadium, which included three successive 1000-yard rushing campaigns as the club unseated Miami atop the AFC East standings from 1975 through 1977. The blue mesh pullover garment features “26” on the front, back and shoulders in white appliqué and “MITCHELL” on a namplate atop the back number in like fashion. The vented left front tail is home to a “Medalist – Sand-Knit” Baltimore Colts exclusivity label and a size “44” tag. Light wear is evident on this all-original 33rd Street gamer.

Opening Bid $400.00

500. Junior Seau Mid-1990s San Diego Chargers Signed Game-Worn Helmet - Full SCD and JSA

On the heels of back-to-back 6-10 seasons, the San Diego Chargers plucked USC product Junior Seau in the opening round of the 1990 NFL Draft. His reputation for enthusiasm preceded him and it was just two years before the Chargers were back in the playoffs for the first time since 1982, and another two years before they made their first and only Super Bowl Appearance. This Chargers helmet was worn and autographed by the 12-time Pro Bowl selection and posthumously enshrined Hall of Famer. The blue plastic shell features “thunderbolt” logo decals adhered to the sides, a “Chargers’” logo decal on the snubber and the since-retired “55” adhered to the back (along with an NFL logo badge decal and a “Chargers” bumper). On the left side, Seau (d.2012) has signed in silver marker (“9” strength) and inscribed “#55.” The original six-bar facemask is intact, as are the chin strap, interior pad cells and jaw pads. Dual “Warning” labels and a “1995 NFLP” sticker are adhered within the shell. The helmet dates to the mid-1990s (coinciding with the peak of the Chargers’ fortunes) and shows solid game use with scattered scuff and contact marks throughout.

Full photo LOAs from SCD (for helmet) and JSA (for autograph).

Opening Bid $400.00
503. John Riggins Game-Worn Washington Redskins Sideline Jacket
Outspoken off the field and punishing on it, Hall of Fame running back John Riggins wore this Washington Redskins sidelines jacket during his tenure in the Nation’s Capital. The maroon nylon zippered garment features a team logo on the left breast and “44” in yellow appliqué on the back. There are two front pockets, a hood and elasticized sleeve endings. Within the collar, a “Champion” size “XXL” tag is accompanied by a laundering instructions tag. Moderate wear.
Opening Bid $250.00

504. Joe Theismann Game-Worn Washington Redskins Sideline Jacket
The signal caller for the resurgent Washington Redskins, quarterback Joe Theismann wore this sidelines jacket during his tenure (1974-1985) at RFK Stadium. The maroon nylon zippered garment features a team logo on the left breast and a yellow appliqué “7” on the right breast. There are two front pockets, a hood and elasticized sleeve endings. Within the collar, a “Champion” size “XXL” tag is accompanied by a laundering instructions tag. Moderate wear.
Opening Bid $250.00

505. 1980s-1990s Washington Redskins Game-Worn Sidelines Jacket/Sweater Lot of (3)
As they braved to elements on the sidelines, Washington Redskins personnel wore these (3) garments. Includes: Joe Gibbs Game-Worn Jacket: a maroon nylon zippered garment worn during his first tenure (1981-1992) at the helm; 1980s Game-Worn Jacket: a maroon nylon zippered garment with a black marker notation of “68” on the left breast, suggesting wear by Hall of Fame guard Russ Grimm (1981-1992); Game-Worn Coach’s Sweater: a 1980s maroon wool zippered garment. All show moderate wear. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

506. Darrell Green 2001 Game-Worn Washington Redskins Jersey - Phenomenal Wear!
Plucked in the opening round of the 1983 NFL Draft, cornerback Darrell Green proved to be a most worthy selection, playing 20 seasons under six different head coaches in the Nation’s Capital. This Washington Redskins home jersey was worn by Green during the penultimate season (2001) of his Hall of Fame career. The maroon mesh/dazzle cloth blend pullover garment features twill identifiers and proper “Adidas” tagging. Tremendous game wear is evident in the form of blood stains about the front numerals. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

Selected to more Pro Bowls (12) than any cornerback in the history of the NFL, former defensive standout Champ Bailey wore this Washington Redskins jersey during the 2002 season. The maroon mesh/dazzle cloth blend pullover garment is a “throwback” to the club’s 1965-1969 style. With twill identifiers and proper “Reebok” tagging, the gridiron attire item shows moderate game wear. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

508. 1994-1995 Baltimore Stallions Treasure Chest With (4) Game-Worn Jerseys
Stripped of its football team and its rich history in 1984, the City of Baltimore was granted a CFL franchise that won the Grey Cup in just its second year (1995), becoming the only American-based team ever to do so. This sizable collection of 1994-1995 Baltimore Stallions memorabilia includes game-worn items, fan apparel from the club’s successive run (albeit brief) and is arguably the most comprehensive assortment you’ll ever find! More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
509. 1934 N302 Mayo’s Cut Plug John Dunlop (Anonymous) PSA Authentic—Recolored Only Four Total Graded! Graded Authentic by PSA due to extraneous coloring to the black borders. Highly prized 1894 N302 Mayo’s Cut Plug featuring John Dunlop of Harvard. The portrait of the Ivy League alum is absent of any printed notations identifying the subject. The crystal-clear sepia image is perfectly contrasted with the black bordering. The enhancements are placed around the perimeter with slight bleeding along the upper edge. A diagonal crease ranging from the lower to the middle edge does not seriously disrupt the 121 year-old portrait. Importantly, the midnight reverse is absent of any residue or alterations. One of the standard bearers of the pre-war football hobby that is deserving of considerable interest.
Opening Bid $500.00

510. 1935 National Chicle Football PSA Graded High Numbers Lot of (10) Pioneering leatherheads toe the line with these (10) 1935 National Chicle Football PSA graded high numbers. Includes: PSA 5: #25 Burnell (mk); PSA 4: (4 cards) with #26 Isola, #31 Niccolai, #32 Johnston, #33 E. Smith; PSA 3: (4 cards) with #29 MacMurdo, #30 Caddel, #35 Johnsons, #36 Masterson (last card in set) and PSA 2: #28 Kostka.
Opening Bid $900.00

511. 1935 National Chicle Football #34 Bronko Nagurski PSA 1 Graded Poor-Fair 1 by PSA. Established pre-war gridiron collectors will cherish the offered 1935 National Chicle Football #34 Bronko Nagurski high number. The Canadian-born Hall of Famer is depicted during his tenure with the Minnesota Golden Gophers and displays a flare for intensity on this 80 year-old gum card. Despite a creasing near the upper left corner resulting in the technical judgment, the overall presentation is still quite attractive. The creamy reverse is clean with pronounced blue typeface.
Opening Bid $500.00

512. 1935 National Chicle Football #27 Bull Tosi PSA 3 Graded VG 3 by PSA. One of the scarcest cards in the groundbreaking 1935 National Chicle Football issues belongs to the offered #27 Bull Tosi high number. The Boston Redskins end is crease-free and have sustained only general perimeter wear commensurate with its technical grade. The blue type reverse is bright and clean.
Opening Bid $150.00
514. 1955 Bowman Football SGC & PSA Graded Complete Set of (160) Cards
Sharp 1955 Bowman Football SGC and PSA graded complete set of (160) cards. Highlights include: SGC Graded (140 cards) with SGC 88: #61; (7) SGC 86: #10 Titters, (25) SGC 84: #2 McCormack RC, #25 Matson, #73 Layne; (34) SGC 80: #1 D. Walker, #32 Van Brocklin, #37 Groza, #44 Perry, #52 Summerall RC, #72 Tittle, #75 McElhenny, #160 Duree RC, (28) SGC 70: #7 Gifford, #16 Conerly, #121 Robustelli, #156 Bednarik; (37) SGC 60: #8 Ameche RC, #14 Ford RC, #62 Blanda, #101 St. Clair RC, #104 Nomellini, #134 Staton; (4) SGC 55: #70 Ringo RC; (3) SGC 50: #152 Landry, PSA Graded: (20 cards) with (1) PSA 8 (oc), (12) PSA 7 and (7) PSA 6: #42 Henry Johnson RC and #133 Janowicz. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

515. 1955 Topps All-American Football Complete Set (100)
Support your alma mater by placing the high bid for the offered 1955 Topps All-American Football complete set of (100) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with moderate instances of reverse wax staining. Highlights include: #12 Graham (VG), #16 Rockne (pin holes), #20 Baugh (VG), #27 Green (VG), #37 Thorne (GD), #68 Four Horsemen RC SP (VG-EX), #85 Luckman (VG-EX), #97 Hutson RC SP (EX-MT) and #100 Henry RC SP (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

516. 1957 Topps Football Unopened Cello Pack with Johnny Unitas RC (Front)/George Blanda (Back)—PSA 7
One of the most impressive unopened centerpieces is found with the offered 1957 Topps Football cello pack featuring the rookie of #138 Johnny Unitas on the front with #31 George Blanda situated on the reverse! Graded NM 7 by PSA, the cellophane wrappings are entirely absent of any splitting or significant disruptions to the corners or edges. The high-grade obverse of the Units rookie exhibits a radiant color scheme and presents as when originally released over a half-century ago. The statistics on the back confirming #31 Blanda as the cardbox subject is flanked by tight factory sealing. With only a handful of 1950s cello packs extant on the secondary market, this relic featuring two Hall of Famers is among the best a collector can hope for. This item has a reserve. Estimated value ($5000-7500).
Opening Bid $2500.00

517. 1958 Topps Football Cello Pack with #22 Johnny Unitas on Back—PSA 6
Graded EX-MT 6 by PSA. The “Golden Arm” makes his presence known on the back of the offered 1958 Topps Football unopened cello pack. The second-year Hall of Famer is securely placed at the bottom of the near impossible-to-locate heirloom. Card #63 Joe Marconi graces the obverse.
Opening Bid $200.00

518. (4) 1955-1966 Topps & Bowman Football Starter Sets with Stars
Pigskin pioneers hit the line with this quartet of 1955-1966 Topps and Bowman Football starter sets. Highlights include: 1955 Bowman starter: (73/160, average VG-EX) with #7 Gifford (EX), #62 Blanda (VG-EX), #152 Landry (trimmed); 1958 Topps starter: (77/132, average EX-MT) with #73 Gifford (NM), #129 Blanda (EX-MT); 1964 Topps starter: (115/176, average EX-MT) with #30 Kemp SP (EX), #31 Lamonica RC (EX-MT), #90 Bell RC (NM), #92 Buchanan RC (NM), #96 Dawson SP (EX-MT), #176 CL SP (VG-EX); 1966 Topps starter: (52/132, average EX-MT to NM) with #48 Blanda (EX) and #95 Maynard (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

Fine assortment of (327) 1954-1967 football cards featuring an array of stars plus eight wrappers. Keys include: 1954 Bowman: (50 cards, average EX-MT) with #23 Blanda RC (EX-MT), #42 Tittle (EX-MT), #35 Gifford (NM); 1965 Philadelphia: #12 Units (VG-EX), #81 Starr (EX); 1965 Topps: #35 Kemp SP (EX-MT); 1966 Philadelphia: #24 Units (EX-MT), #32 Ditka (NM); 1966 Topps: #48 Blanda (EX-MT); 1967 Dawson (NM); 1967 Philadelphia: #23 Units (VG, stain); Football Wrappers: (8 wrappers, average VG to EX) with 1965 Philadelphia, 1966 Philadelphia, (2) 1966 Topps (both ads), (2) 1967 Philadelphia and (2) 1967 Topps. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
520. 1962 Topps Football Complete Set of (176/176) Cards—Sharp!
Incredible 1962 Topps Football complete set of (176) cards that appear to have almost been untouched over the past 53 years! Numerous third-party professional grading candidates are displayed in this gathering with razor-sharp corners, virtually unchipped midnight edges and mostly accurate centering. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 30% (NM-MT or better), 45% (NM) and 25% (EX-MT or lesser). Highlights include: #1 Unitas (EX), #5 Berry SP (NM-MT), #17 Ditka RC (EX), #28 J. Brown (EX-MT), #36 E. Davis RC SP (NM), #39 Meredith SP (NM), #63 Starr SP (NM), #64 Hornung SP (NM-MT), #66 J. Taylor SP (NM), #75 Packers Team SP (NM-MT), #76 CL SP (NM-MT), #79 Matson SP (NM-MT), #90 Tarkenton RC SP (EX-MT), #92 McElhenny SP (NM), #102 Title (NM), #104 Gifford (EX-MT), #127 Layne (NM), #151 Kilmer RC (NM), #164 Snead SP RC (NM) and #176 CL (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

521. 1962 Topps Football Complete Set of (176 Cards)
Very presentable 1962 Topps Football complete set of (176) cards. This black-boredered edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 15% (EX or better), 35% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 20% (GD or lesser). Keys include: #1 Unitas (VG-EX), #5 Berry SP (EX-MT), #17 Ditka RC (VG), #28 J. Brown (VG-EX), #36 E. Davis RC SP (EX), #39 Meredith SP (VG), #63 Starr SP (EX-MT), #64 Hornung SP (VG-EX), #76 CL SP (marked), #90 Tarkenton RC SP (VG) and #176 CL (marked). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

522. (3) 1962 Topps Football PSA 7 Graded Cards with Jim Brown, Ernie Davis, RC & Frank Tarkenton RC
Each graded NM 7 by PSA. Virtually untouched trio of key 1962 Topps Football Hall of Famers and stars. These horizontal cards display “pack fresh” luster with unchipped perimeters and accurate centering. Includes: 1.) #28 J. Brown; 2.) #36 E. Davis RC SP and 3.) #90 Tarkenton RC SP.
Opening Bid $300.00

Stellar 1951-1966 Topps, Bowman and Post Football collection of (456) cards featuring numerous Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: 1955 Bowman: (3) #62 Blanda (EX, (2) GD), 1955 Topps All-American: #12 Graham (VG-EX), #37 Theism (SGC 60), (5) #52 Lujack (average EX), #55 Luckman (VG-EX); 1956 Topps: #64 Van Brocklin (NM), (2) #53 Gifford (EX, VG-EX); 1957 Topps: #119 Starr RC (EX-MT, print dot); 1958 Topps: (2) #73 Gifford (EX-MT, VG-EX); 1962 Post: #61 J. Brown (NM); 1962 Topps: #176 CL (SGC 84); 1963 Fleer: #47 Dawson RC (SGC 86) and 1964 Topps: #31 Lamonica RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

524. 1952-1982 Football Card Collection of (1,647) Cards—Loaded with Hall of Famers & Stars
Powerful collection of (1,647) 1952-1982 football cards loaded with Hall of Famers and stars. This promising arrangement is ideal for the aspiring singles dealer. Highlights include: 1955 Topps All-American: #35 Harmon RC SP (EX-MT); 1958 Topps: #62 J. Brown RC (FR); 1959 Topps: #10 J. Brown (FR); 1961 Topps: #59 Brodie RC (NM); 1962 Topps: #90 Unitas (NM); 1964 Philadelphia: #17 Ditka (EX-MT); 1965 Philadelphia: #195 C. Taylor RC (VG) and 1981 Topps: #216 Montana RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

525. 1981 Topps Football Cello Pack with Joe Montana RC Showing—PSA 9
Graded Mint 9 by PSA. Box fresh 1981 Topps Football cello pack featuring the Hall of Fame rookie of #216 Joe Montana peaking through the top. The investment quality heirloom displays crisp factory foldings and square corners. Card #196 Ricky Feacher is visible on the reverse.
Opening Bid $200.00

Explore the possibilities with the offered collection of (36) 1973-1983 Topps Football unopened wax packs. These corner store treasures are tightly wrapped with crisp factory folds and four square corners. Despite instances of minimal bowing due to storing methods, the interior cards are presumably high-grade. Includes four each of the following: 1973 (possible Harris RC), 1976 (possible Payton RC), 1977 (possible Largent RC), 1978 (possible Dorsett RC), 1979 (possible Campbell RC), 1980, 1981 (Montana RC), 1982 and 1983.
Opening Bid $200.00
FOOTBALL

527. 1984 Topps USFL Complete Set & 1985 Topps Football Near Rack Box (22/24)
Prime time pairing featuring a 1984 Topps USFL complete set and 1985 Topps Football near rack box of (22/24) packs. This tandem is ideal for prospective graded card specialists. Includes: 1984 Topps USFL set: (132/132, average NM to NM-MT, in factory box, but opened) with #36 J. Kelly RC (NM), #52 S. Young RC (EX-MT), #58 R. White RC (NM), #74 H. Walker RC (EX-MT); 1985 Topps Football near rack box: (22 racks, 48 cards per) with Elway (front), Payton RB (front).
Opening Bid $150.00

528. (7,000+) 1988-2000s Football Insert & Parallel Collection Including Game-Used, Certified Autographs & Numbered Cards
Lethal red zone options headline the offered (7,000+) 1988-2000 football insert and parallel collection including game-used, certified autographs and numbered cards. This lot consists of (6,110) basic inserts and parallels including stars and Hall of Famers, (204) certified autographs and (121) game-used cards with many minor stars and (561) serially numbered inserts. Better names include: Bettis, Faulk, A. Johnson, Lynch, E. Manning, R. Moss, T. Owens, Polamalu, A. Reed, Revis, Seau, E. Thomas, Witten and more. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan.
Opening Bid $200.00

529. (20,000+) 1980s-2000s Football Hall of Famer and Star Cards with Inserts & Rookies
Enormous (20,000+) 1980s-2000s football Hall of Fame and star collection including (921) inserts/parallels and (350+) rookies. This thoroughly mixed assortment is highlighted by (465) S. Young, (463) E. Smith, (347) Aikman, (267) Marino, (234) Rice, (219) K. Warner, (175) Montana and (107) Elway along with smaller quantities of modern stars including Brady, Brees, Favre, Flacco, Gronkowski, E. Manning, P. Manning, Peterson, Romo, Ryan, Stafford along with older players such as Butkus and Unitas. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan.
Opening Bid $200.00

530. 1894 N302 Mayo Cut Plug Football Robert Emmons
Opening Bid $150.00

531. 1957-1979 Football Card Collection (1,074) Including (100+) Hall of Famers
Opening Bid $150.00

532. 1952 Washington Redskins Team Panoramic Photo with Curly Lambeau
Opening Bid $150.00

533. Miami Dolphins HOFers Multi-Signed Helmet with 1972 Emphasis - Full JSA
Opening Bid $100.00

534. 2000 Bowman Chrome Football #236 Tom Brady Rookie BGS 10
Opening Bid $200.00

535. Jim Crowley (Notre Dame Four Horsemen) Signed Baseball
Opening Bid $100.00
536. Knute Rockne Display With (2) Signed 1930 Letters on Notre Dame Stationery - Full JSA

Setting the coaching standard to which all others pale in comparison, Notre Dame legend Knute Rockne emigrated from Norway and made football his own. While he is not credited with inventing the forward pass, he popularized it like no other mentor, using it and the novel "T-Formation" to produce a 105-12-5 record and four National Championships. As a result of the 1931 plane crash that took his life at the age of 43, Rockne's scripts are as rare as his coaching achievements. With immeasurable pride, we offer this display showcasing (2) Rockne signatures from just before his untimely death. Matted to 27-1/8 x 17-1/2", two 8-1/2 x 11" sheets of vintage "University of Notre Dame" stationery are adhered to a card-board backed "golf" type specimen and lack a colorful likeness of Rockne. Respectively dated "October 14, 1930" and "October 29, 1930," both typewritten correspondence pieces were composed by Rockne in his capacity as Director of Athletics. At the conclusion of each, Rockne has signed in black-ink steel tip fountain pen. While the letters themselves are affected by edge fissures and minor paper loss, the signatures are complete and near-flawless, projecting (8-9) and (9) potency, respectively. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $2500-$5000).

Opening Bid $500.00

537. 1959 World Champion Baltimore Colts Team-Signed Football With Units, Moore and Lipscomb - Full JSA

As an encore to their epic triumph in "The Greatest Game Ever Played," the 1959 Baltimore Colts stayed with the script and repeated with a 9-3 regular-season mark and a championship game win over the New York Giants. This football is autographed by (36) members of that "re-peat" Colts championship roster. Executed in blue ballpoint on a white "Spalding" vintage display keepake, the pennings take incredibly well to the dimpled surface, maintaining (8-9) potency throughout! Highlights include: Amerhe, Berry, Donovan, Lipscomb (signed "Big Daddy"), Marchetti, Moore, Parker and others. This is quite possibly the most stunning gathering of 1959 Colts signatures you'll ever find! Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

538. Vince Lombardi 1960 Green Bay Packers Signed Check

Lombardi joined the cellar-dwelling Packers in February of 1959, lifted his team to a 7-5 record that '59 season, and then piloted the Pack all the way to the 1960 NFL Championship Game. Every Lambeau Field contest that year was a sellout—and there hasn't been a non-sellout ever since in franchise history! This "Green Bay Packers, Inc." check hails from just prior to that seminal 1960 campaign and features the "9-10" signatures of General Manager Lombardi and President Dominic Olejniczak. Measuring 8-1/4 x 3", it is made out to Western Union in the amount of $38.07 and rates crisp EX-MT condition. Full LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $150.00

539. Amos Alonzo Stagg 1927 "Touchdown" Signed Hardcover Book

A visionary innovator in both basketball and football, Stagg (1862-1965) was a 1951 charter inductee in the College Football Hall of Fame as both a player and coach—the only figure double-honored as such until the 1990s. Stagg's striking black-ink "9" inscription and signature on the first interior page reads, "To Bob Riss / With many good wishes from / Amos Alonzo Stagg / Aug - 25, 1939." There's also a nice front-tipspec portrait inside. Condition of the 5-5/8 x 8-1/8 x 1-1/4" book is attractive EX overall with vibrant covers/spine and bold embossing. COA from PSA/DNA.

Opening Bid $200.00

540. 1926 Rose Bowl Panoramic and 1926 Soldier Field Dedication Pennant/Ticket

Two of football's most historically significant events are celebrated in these vintage framed displays. Includes: 1926 Rose Bowl: framed to 37-1/2 x 11-3/8", a black-and-white panoramic photo captures the scene of Alabama's first-ever national title, a 20-19 triumph known as "The Game That Changed the South"; Soldier Field Dedication: framed to 31-1/8 x 21-5/8", a vintage felt pennant has an embroidered legend announcing the November 27, 1926 Army-Navy game, which marked the formal dedication of the famed Chicago edifice. An original ticket accompanies.

Opening Bid $200.00

541. 1971 Baltimore Colts Head Coach's Playbook Issued to Defensive Line Coach Red Miller

In defense of their Super Bowl V triumph, the 1971 Baltimore Colts hired Red Miller as the defensive line coach and proceeded to advance to the AFC championship before bowing to the Miami Dolphins. This playbook was issued to and used by Miller. The plastic three-ring binder features voluminous content with everything from player conduct, blocking schemes and intricate diagrams.

Long before "audibles" and ad lib plays became popular, sets of steadfast strategies like the plays in this book were the trademarks of champions!

Opening Bid $150.00
542. (51) 1953 Notre Dame Lithographs Signed by (4) Backfield Members - With Lattner
While a late-season tie spoiled its perfect record and opened the door for Maryland to claim its first-ever National Championship, the 1953 University of Notre Dame team is lauded on these (51) 19x13 color lithograph prints autographed by all (4) backfield members. Executed in black-ink fine point marker, the signatures average (“9”) potency and include (from left to right): Neil Worden, Joe Heap, Ralph Guglielmi and Heisman Trophy winner John Lattner. Golden Dome and Basilica likenesses accent the displays. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

543. University of Notre Dame Autographed Football Flats Lot of (72) With (2) Montana, Leahy and Parseghian - Loaded!
“Touchdown Jesus” raises His arms in approval of these (72) University of Notre Dame football autographs! Rendered on flat surfaces, the signatures average (“9”) quality with keys including: Dan Devine, Leon Hart, Raghib Ismail, Frank Leahy, (2) Joe Montana, Ara Parseghian, Joe Theismann and a dual-signed photo with Lou Holtz/Tony Rice. These items come with individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

544. November 8, 1975 “Rudy Game” Full Ticket Stub and Rudy Ruettiger Signed Photo in Framed Display
Rudy! Rudy! Rudy! Who doesn’t know the inspiring story of underdog Rudy Ruettiger? Who hasn’t seen the 1993 film classic? This tribute is tastefully framed to overall dimensions of 21x17. A vertical line cut in the matte divides the left section of an 8x10 signed photo (apparent NM; “9-10”) from the right section of a 2-1/8 x 3-3/4 Rudy Game ticket (apparent VG w/vertical center fold) and “ND” shamrock patch. Sticker/Cert from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

545. Tom Fears/Crazylegs Hirsch Dual-Signed L/E Lithograph Lot of (50)
Offensive stalwarts as the NFL thrived on the left coast, Tom Fears (d.2000) and Elroy “Crazylegs” Hirsch (d.2004) are the revered subject-ends and endorsers of these (50) L/E (500) color lithograph prints. Composed by Michael Elin in 1991, these measures 213/8 x 27-5/8” and portrays the Rams superstars with imagery of the Los Angeles Coliseum in the background. On the lower white border, both Fears and Hirsch (as well as the artist) have signed in graphite pencil (average “9-9” strength). Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

546. College Football Autograph Lot of (5) With E. Campbell and N. Saban
Saturday gridiron warriors are the endorsers of these (5) keepsakes. Bold autographs average (“9”) strength and include: Marcus Allen USC jersey; Reggie Bush USC jersey; Earl Campbell University of Texas helmet; Nick Saban 2003 LSU matted display; Ken Stabler framed Alabama jersey display. Individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

547. Dave Robinson Signed Personal Check Lot of (100)
Having set the bar high by starring for Moorcrestown (NJ) High School’s undefeated football team (1957) and undefeated basketball squads (1957, 1958), Dave Robinson went on to an NFL Hall of Fame career that saw him garner Pro Bowl plaudits for the Green Bay Packers’ back to back Super Bowl champion teams. These (100) checks are autographed by the legendary linebacker. Drawn from Robinson’s personal account, the vouchers date from 1965 to 1973 and are signed by Robinson in ballpoint pen (average “9” strength). Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

548. Hank Stram Signed Checks Hoard (100)
Dating as early as ’79 but primarily hailing from ’86, these oversized 8-1/4 x 3-1/8” checks span the Hall of Fame coach’s broadcasting years with Monday Night Football. The checks are drawn on the account of “HENRY OR PHYLLIS STRAM” and list the couple’s Covington, LA address. Condition averages EX/EX-MT and “9-10” signatures. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

549. Pro Football Hall of Famers UDA Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (6)
Enshrined in Canton for their heroics on the gridiron, (6) Sunday stalwarts strut their stuff on the diamond with these single-signed baseballs. The OML orbs range from snow-white to very mildly toned and showcase sweet spot pennings averaging (“9”) potency. Each is UDA with a limited edition notation. Includes: Aikman (1/8) inscribed “8”; M. Allen (5/32) inscribed “32”; F. Harris (2/32); J. Kelly (6/12); D. Sanders (3/21); Sayers (38/40) inscribed “HOF ’77.” Each comes in a UDA pouch with a cert and hologram.
Opening Bid $200.00
550. AAFC Cleveland Browns Multi-Signed Display Lot of (2) With Lavelli
The Cleveland Browns are one of four current NFL teams to have never been to a Super Bowl, which is hardly indicative of the original franchise’s dominance in the short-lived AAFC. In the upstart circuit’s four-year run, the Browns won all four championships and are celebrated on these (2) autographed displays. Silver marker pennings average (“8”) strength. Respectively framed to 32-5/8 x 18-5/8” and 28-5/8 x 15-5/8”, each is signed by: D. Jones, Lavelli, O’Connor, Parseghian, Pucci and Scarry. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $100.00

551. Cleveland Browns Autographed Display Lot of (7) With J. Brown, L. Kelly and Warfield
Heralded champions from the AAFC and NFL, the Cleveland Browns are the subject of these (7) autographed display items. Bold pennings average (“8-9” strength). Highlights include: Running Back Greats: LE (17/50) 20x16 collage signed by Byner, J. Brown, L. Kelly, Mack, E. Metcalf, G. Pruitt, M. Pruitt; Ring of Honor: framed to 29-1/8 x 35-1/8”, full color poster is signed by Del amorillos, L. Kelly and Warfield; Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

552. NFL HOFers Autograph Lot of (4) With (2) Tittle and Multi-Signed Dolphins and Vikings
These (4) autographed souvenirs pay homage to a prolific passer, the only team with a perfect record and a perennial bridesmaid who never could win the big one. Signatures average (“8-9”) quality and include: (2) Y.A. Tittle New York Giants jersey and San Francisco 49ers helmet; Miami Dolphins helmet signed by Csonka, Griese and Shula; Minnesota Vikings helmet signed by Krause, Page AND Tarkenton. Individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

553. Johnny Unitas Signed Memorabilia Lot of (2) with Throwback Jersey & Inscribed Football—Both Full JSA
“The Golden Arm” gleams in this pair of autographed football keepsakes. Offered is a Johnny Unitas signed memorabilia lot of (2) with: Champion “Throwbacks” Jersey size “XL” in like-new condition with factory tags and labels attached, signed (“8-9”) on the front side number “1” patch, labels/patches include “Champion Throwbacks” and “Baltimore Colts 3 Time World Champions with dates” on the front and “NFL shield logo” on back; and Wilson “Duke” model football (“9”) with “H.O.F. 1979” inscription. Full photo LOAs from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

554. 1974-2002 Washington Redskins/Baltimore Ravens Team-Signed Football Lot of (4)
Beltway battle is on! These (4) footballs are autographed by Ravens and Redskins installments. Bold pennings are headlined by: 1974 Redskins: (39) sigs (average “9-10” strength) with Bass, Hanburger, Houston, Jurgensen, Owens and Taylor; 1986 Redskins: (44) sigs (average “8” strength) with Green, Jacobs, Manley, Mann, Mong, G. Rogers, Rypton, Schroeder and D. Williams; 1998 Redskins: (25) sigs (average “8-9” strength) with Green and Turner; 2002 Ravens: (43) sigs (average “9” strength) with Gash and A. Thomas. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $150.00

555. Merlin Olsen Single-Signed Footballs (13) with HOF COAs
The famed Fearsome Foursome member has bestowed his prominent black-Sharpee “8-10” signatures on these baker’s dozen Wilson white-panel footballs. Near Mint condition. Each comes with an individual Pro Football Hall of Fame COA reading, “It is hereby certified that the item of sports memorabilia which accompanies this document has been personally autographed by Merlin Olsen in January 2008 to support the Pro Football Hall of Fame and the HD Hero Promotion.” Opening Bid $150.00

556. 2000s University of Maryland Team-Signed Football Lot of (8) With Merriman and Novak
Fierce competitors on the gridiron at Byrd Stadium, Maryland Terrapins rosters from the 2000s are represented in this gathering of (8) team-signed footballs. The pigskins are decorated with fiber tip pennings averaging (“8”) potency. Keys include: D’Quell Jackson, Shayne Merriman, Nick Novak and Danny O’Brien. Auction LOA from JSA. Note: six of these balls do not fully inflate, but present nicely. Opening Bid $150.00

557. 2003 and 2004 University of Maryland Team-Signed Football Helmets - With Merriman and Novak
College Park’s favorite turtles are the endorsers of these (2) full-size football helmets! The full-size replica souvenirs showcase black marker pennings that average (“8-9”) quality and include: 2003: (56 sigs) with Brooks, Chaote, Friedlein, McBrien, Merriman, Novak, Perry, Powell, Statham and J. Wilson; 2004: (38 sigs) with Bryan, Dickerson, Hollenbach, D. Jackson, Jefferson, Merriman, Mitch, Moyseenko and Novak. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $150.00

558. NFL HOFers Autograph Lot of (10) With Butkus and L. Taylor - All JSA
Legends from both sides of the line of scrimmage have autographed these (10) display souvenirs. Bold pennings average (“8-9”) potency and include: Butkus (Football), Dawson (Chiefs Jersey), Fouts (Chargers helmet), Otto (Raiders Jersey), Shula (Dolphins helmet), Singletary (49ers mini-helmet), Tarkenton (Vikings helmet), L. Taylor (Giants helmet), Tomlinson (Chargers helmet) and S. Young (49ers jersey). Individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00
559. James Naismith 1917-19 Reverse-Signed “Dr. Naismith” World War I Photo
In a 2009 New York Times article, biographer Rob Rains describes how the 56-year-old Naismith enlisted as a U.S. Army chaplain and served on the French front lines. What’s more, Rains recounts how the forward-thinking inventor (who had previously experimented with a breathalyzer prototype and a stretching machine to make people taller) dreamed up the idea of a G.I. Bill three decades before it was officially created! Here, Naismith is pictured with two fellow chaplains in a high-quality, heavy-stock, silver-gelatin photo (EX, 4-3/4 x 6-3/4”) that is captioned on the reverse, “In France 1917-1919.” Naismith’s black-ink “9-10” script of their three names includes the intriguing autograph-style variation, “Dr. Naismith.” Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

560. Scarce 1950-1951 Scott’s Potato Chips Minneapolis Lakers George Mikan - PSA VG-EX+ 4.5
Only three copies of the condition-sensitive regional rarity have ever been graded higher by PSA—two EX 5 examples and one NM 7. This offering is impressive and highly displayable with moderate corner wear. It features an Al Papas illustration sandwiched between Mikan’s name caption and facsimile signature. The Scott’s Potato Chip logo is about to be dribbled on by Mr. Basketball. And what biographical tidbits about the 26-year-old superstar can be gleaned from the reverse? Perhaps none juicier than this: “George, who is married and has two sons, says the key to his success is sleep. He gets 12 hours a night.”
Opening Bid $1000.00

561. John Wooden 1970s Signed and Worn Basketball Camp Coach’s Shirt - Full JSA
Over a career defined by longevity and superlatives, John Wooden was the first-ever player to be named Basketball All-American three times, setting the precedent for a coaching career that saw him win 12 NCAA national championships (including an unprecedented seven straight). In addition to mentoring legends such as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Bill Walton, Wooden influenced thousands of youths at summer camps during the 1970s. This shirt was worn and signed by Wooden during one of those instructional sessions. The blue knit pullover garment features “UCLA BASKETBALL” on the left breast in yellow appliqué. Just below, Wooden’s black marker autograph shows (“8-9”) potency. Full photo LOA from JSA (for autograph) and LOA from the shirt’s recipient.
Opening Bid $300.00

562. 1962-1976 Rick Barry Personal Awards Lot of (6)
With U of Miami Hall of Fame Plaque
The only player to have led the NCAA, ABA and NBA in scoring, Hall of Fame Rick Barry gathered plenty of hardware for his efforts. These (6) awards were bestowed upon the New Jersey-born legend. Headlining the lot are: 1964 Chris Zusi Memorial Award: a 15-1/8”-diameter silver plate bowl awarded to Barry as the Union County Athlete of the Year. Engravings and surface are flawless (minor oxidation on base’s underside); 1967 Plaque: a state of Florida wooden silhouette with gold-colored engraved plate. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
563. (41) 1957-58 Topps Basketball Cards with Stars
“Tickle the twine” with these (41) 1957-58 Topps Basketball cards featuring several stars. With defer-ence to moder-rate instances of askew centering associated with the issue, these cards average in the (VG-EX) range. Includes: (2) #1 Clifton RC (VG-EX, GD), (2) #5 Sharman RC (VG-EX, VG), (3) #10 Ariza RC (VG), (4) #15 Ramsey RC (VG), (2) #16, 18, (2) #24 Petit RC (VG-EX, VG), (5) #26 Shue RC (EX-MT), 29, 30, 33-36, (2) #44 Gola RC (EX-MT, VG), 45, (2) 47, 49, 50, 52, 55, 57-59, (2) #62, (2) 66, 70, #78 Lovellette RC (EX), 79 and #80 Schmitkter RC (VG-EX).
Opening Bid $200.00

566. Mid-1980s Michael Jordan Photo Signed and Personalized to Sugar Ray Leonard - Full JSA
A champion who had won weightier and middleweight titles on grand stages such as Las Vegas’ Caesar’s Palace and the Louisiana Superdome, Sugar Ray Leonard was rendered a mere tourist and adoring fan as he met with Michael Jordan for this mid-1980s photo. Framed to 13-3/4 x 17-1/8”, the color photo portrays Leonard standing beside Jordan at the Chicago Stadium. Jordan (pre-shaved head) has inscribed “To Sugar Ray – My Very Best” and signed in black marker (“9” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

567. Kobe Bryant Single-Signed LE Baseball – UDA
A renowned “baller” on the hardwood, Los Angeles Lakers legend Kobe Bryant stars in another arena on this UDA baseball! The backdrop is a faint image of the Lakers’ iconic “8” logo. The keepsake has a limited-edition notation of “84/88” and comes with a certificate of authenticity from UDA.
Opening Bid $150.00

568. Bullets/Wizards Team-Signed Ball Lot of (3) With Unseld, Bellamy and Jordan
Spanning the years at the Baltimore Civic Center to the franchise’s move to the National Capital, these (3) basketballs are autographed by Bullets/Wizards installments. Includes: 1964-64 Baltimore Bullets: (11) signs (average “5-6” strength) with Bellamy, Howell and Johnson; 2002-03 Washington Wizards: (13) signs (average “7-8” strength) with Jordan, Lue and Russell; Franchise Greats: three-quarter size ball, (15) signs (average “7-8” strength) with B. King, J. Malone and Unseld; Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

569. 2001-02 Maryland and Indiana Team-Signed Basketball Combatsants in the 2002 NCAA National Championship game, members of the victorious Maryland Terrapins and bridesmaid Indiana Hoosiers have respectively autographed these (2) basketballs. Includes: Maryland: signed by (13) in red marker (average “8” strength) including: Blake, Dixon and G. Williams; Indiana: signed by (12) in black marker (average “8-9” strength) including:Coverdale, M. Davis and Jeffries; Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

570. 2000s University of Maryland Team-Signed Basketball Lot of (4) With Blake, Dixon and G. Williams
Fear the Turtle! These (4) basketballs are autographed by members of the renowned hoops institution during its final years in the ACC. Fiber tip penannings average (“8”) quality and include: 2000-01 (10) signs with: Blake, Dixon and Wilcox; 2002-03 (15) signs with: Blake, Holden and G. Williams; (2) 2000s Stars: respectively signed by (11) and (12) with: Bowers, A. Collins, Garrison, Gilchrist, Strawberry, Vasquez and G. Williams. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

571. (16,000+) Mostly 1989-2000s Basketball Hall of Famers & Stars with Inserts and Rookies
Massive (16,000+) mostly 1989-2000s basketball Hall of Famers and star collection including (1200+) key insert/parallels and (600+) key rookies. This thoroughly mixed gathering is fueled by stacks of star cards including players such as Barkley, Drexler, Ewing, Olajuwon, Pippen, I. Thomas, Wilkins and many more. Also present in smaller quantities are C. Anthony, Bird, K. Bryant, Duncan, Durant, D. Howard, L. James, (30+) M. Johnson, Jordan, Ming, Nowitzki, O’Neal, Paul, Westbrook and sever-al more. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan.
Opening Bid $200.00
572. 1890s Boxers Cabinet Cards Lot (4)
A great glimpse of the bare-knuckle days, this quartet measures approximately 4-1/4 x 6-1/2" and features: 1) Otto Ernst (VG-EX, “The Champions”/New York Illustrated News); 2) Billy Delaney (FR/wcental crack tape-repaired on reverse); newspaper-usage notations on reverse; Morrison Studio); 3) Jack Keenan (EX+; J. Wood Studio); and 4) Jimmy Carroll (EX-MT except for ink marks near legs; Richard K. Fox Studio). Opening Bid $150.00

574. 1909-1981 Boxing Collection of Cards, Ticket Stubs, Guides & Programs
Bone up on the “sweet science” with this diverse 1909-1981 boxing collection of cards, ticket stubs, guides and programs. Highlights are:
Graded Cards: 1909 American Caramel E75 Peter Maher SGC GD; 1910 Philadelphia Caramel E79 Marvin Hart SGC FR; Graded Ticket Stubs: 7/2/21 Dempsey vs. Carpenter SGC Authentic, 1/2/57 Robinson vs. Fullmer SGC Authentic; Guides: (2) Everlast Boxing Record: 1929 (GD), 1937 (GD); 1930 Police Gazette Sporting Annual (GD); Programs: 10/1/75 Ali/Frazier III (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

576. Floyd Patterson/Ingemar Johansson Dual-Signed Lithograph Lot of (49)
The top contender for Floyd Patterson’s Heavyweight belt, Swedish boxer Ingemar Johansson floored the champion seven times in their June 26, 1959 bout to become the first European to defeat an American for the title since 1933. These (49) 18x24 black-and-white lithograph prints are each autographed by combatants Patterson and Johansson. Composed in 1989 to mark the 30th anniversary of the event, each is signed in fine point marker. Signatures trumpet ("10") strength throughout! Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $900.00

577. Muhammad Ali Autographed “Guiding Light” LE Silk Screen Lithograph
As spiritual as he was powerful, Heavyweight Champion Muhammad Ali was artistic on both boxing and paper canvases. This limited edition (322/500) “Guiding Light” 1979 silk screen serigraph print was composed and signed by the outspoken pugilist. Framed to 31-1/8 x 28-3/4" under blue matting, the colorful illustration depicts a ship sailing with a beacon lighting guide the path. On the lower right border, Ali has signed in graphite pencil ("8-9" strength). Accompanying is the original 1983 sales receipt from Hilton Fine Arts Ltd. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

578. Jack Dempsey and Joe Louis Autographed Items - Both Full JSA
Cultural and ring icons whose respective careers were “bookends” during which the sport’s popularity thrilled, former Heavyweight Champions Jack Dempsey and Joe Louis are the endorsers of these (2) squared circle heirlooms. Includes: Jack Dempsey: a vintage Jack Dempsey’s New York City Restaurant postcard signed on the back in black ballpoint ("8-9" strength) with salutations of “Thank you + good luck” and “Your friend” in Dempsey’s hand. Joe Louis: a blank scrap measuring approximately 6-7/8 x 4-7/8"; signed by Louis in blue ballpoint ("8-9" strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA. Opening Bid $150.00

579. 1965 Ali-Liston “Phantom Punch” Full Tickets Trio (3 Different)
The tiny town of Lewiston, Maine was the site of Ali and Liston’s rematch, resulting in the smallest-ever crowd to witness a heavyweight championship fight in history. However the iconic photo of Ali towering over Liston that night ultimately became one of the most world-renowned sports images. Offered is an exceptionally crisp, bright and clean near mint trio of the bout’s 2-1/4 x 5-1/4” tickets—the gold one for a $100 “Arena” seat, and the pink and blue ones respectively for $50 and $25 Standing Room Only spots. Both the “Champion” and “Challenger” are featured. Opening Bid $100.00
580. (13) 1957-1966 Topps & Parkhurst Hockey Stars with Esposito Rookie
Sharpen your skates for the offered 1957-1966 Topps and Parkhurst Hockey stars grouping of (13) cards. Includes: 1957-58 Topps: (2 cards) with #18 (EX-MT), #60 Bakhague (VG-EX); 1958-59 Topps: (7 cards, average EX-MT) with #17, (2) 20, #21 Bakhague (EX-MT), 27, #34 Gadzby (EX-MT), #65 Ullman (EX-MT); 1959-60 Parkhurst: (2 cards) with #6 Beliveau (VG), #31 (EX), 1964-65 Topps: #75 Brewer (EX-MT); 1965-66 Topps: #116 P. Esposito RC (NM). Opening Bid $150.00

582. (8,000+) 1980s-2000s Hockey Insert & Parallels with (156)
Certified Autograph & Game-Used Cards
High-caliber collection of (8,000+) 1980s-2000s hockey insert and parallel cards including hundreds of modern inserts. Highlights include: (104) certified autographs with Gretzky, Lemieux, Johnson, Jagr, Goyette, Silveira, Bouchard, Boik, Ovechkin, Jagr, Yzerman, and more. Weber/Satar; (52) game-used cards with Amonte, Sharp, Stansky, Stillman, (1230) numbered and (26) refractor inserts with Brodeur, Gilmour and Messier. Included are (850+) Hall of Fame/star inserts, parallels and shortprints of the following: Brodeur, Crosby, Gretzky, Jagr, Lemieux, Messier, Ovechkin, Roy, Sakic, Shanahan, Stamkos, Yzerman and more. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan. Opening Bid $200.00

584. (651) 1969-1981 Topps Hockey Signed Cards with Many Hall of Famers & Stars
Fire up the Zamboni and place the big bid for these (651) 1969-1981 Topps Hockey signed cards featuring several Hall of Famers and stars. Earlier cards range from (VG to EX) with later editions rapidly ascending toward the (NM) level. The autographs average (“8”) strength. Keys include: 1973-74 Topps: #132 Sitter, #162 B. Smith RC; 1974-75 Topps: #80 Sitter, #195 D. Potvin RC; 1976-77 Topps: #115 Trottier RC, #207 Sitter; 1978-79 Topps: (157 cards) with #3 Lafleur RB, #4 Sitter RB, #10 Trottier, #180 Lafleur, #190 Lafleur, 1979-80 Topps: (228 cards) with (2) #120 Sitter, (2) #180 Perrault, #200 Lafleur and (2) #261 New Entries (triple-signed). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

585. 1980 “Miracle on Ice” Team-Signed 20x16 Ticket Display with H. Brooks - Full JSA
Thousands were there and millions more will claim to have attended the 1980 U.S. Olympic Hockey team stunned the Soviet Union at the Lake Placid Winter Games. This 20x16 replica ticket will suffice as a reminder for the monumental upset as it is endorsed by (13) members of that red-white-and-blue squad. Blue marker pennings trumpet (“10”) strength and include: Baker, Brooks (coach), Christian, Christoff, Craig, Harrington, Johnson, McClanahan, Morrow, Schneider, Silk, Suter and Wells. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $150.00

581. (16) 1979-80 Topps to 1987-88 Topps & O-Pee-Chee Hockey Unopened Packs
Those with luck on their side will want to pursue these (16) 1979-80 to 1987-88 Topps and O-Pee-Chee Hockey unopened wax packs. These packs are guaranteed unsearched with crisp factory folds and square corners. Despite instances of minimal bowing due to storing methods, the inner contents are presumably high-grade. Includes: (4) 1979-80 Topps (possible Gretzky RC), (4) 1981-82 Topps, (4) 1986-87 O-Pee-Chee (possible Roy RC) and (4) 1987-88 Topps. Opening Bid $200.00

583. (16,500+) 1980s-2000s Hockey Hall of Fame & Star Cards
Light the fire for this stacked collection of (16,500+) 1980s-2000s hockey Hall of Famers and star cards. The stellar player cast includes: (760) Gretzky, (232) Roy and (221) Lemieux along with smaller quantities of Bourque, Brodeur, Chelios, Coffey, Crosby, Fuhr, Br. Hull, Kariya, Leetch, Lundqvist, Malkin, Messier, Ovechkin, Selanne, Shanahan and Stamkos. Included are (800+) insert/parallel and (200+) rookie cards of the above stars. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan. Opening Bid $200.00

586. Gordie Howe #9 Original Pen-and-Ink Artwork by Kirk Timmons
Emerging artist Kirk Timmons has burst on the scene in recent years with his unique style of number art. Each pen-and-ink portrait montage appears within the player’s iconic uniform number and is then digitally formed into the prints that are sold on MLB.com’s team websites. Never before has Timmons publicly or privately sold any of his number-art original pieces, so we’re pleased to debut them and we look forward to witnessing this up-and-comer’s growth in the sports-art market. A fine counterpart to his baseball offerings, this tribute is Timmons’ first-ever hockey portrait—and if fittingly features Mr. Hockey himself. Howe and the Red Wings held a special place in the Michigan-based artist’s heart, and Timmons has tastefully added the iconic winged-wheel logo and Olympia facade to Gordie’s six career-spanning depictions. The rendering appears on 13x19 artboard and is painted in gouache. Opening Bid $200.00
587. 1957-1970 Topps Baseball & Basketball Singles Collection of (1,650) Cards

Fill your wantlists with the offered 1957-1970 Topps Baseball and Basketball singles collection of (1,650) cards. Better baseball players include: Adcock, Herzog, Jensen, Kuehn, Labine, Maglie, Pinson, Score, Thomson and D. Williams. Includes: Baseball: (1,574 cards) with 1957 Topps: (250 cards, average GD to VG, second fourth series), 1958 Topps: (477 cards, average GD), 1959 Topps: (847 cards, average GD to VG) and 1969-70 Topps Basketball: (76 cards, average EX) with #78 Love RC (VG-EX) and #85 DeBusscher (VG-EX).
Opening Bid $200.00

588. 1958-1983 Multi-Sport Hall of Famers & Stars with Mantle and Montana RC (55)

Formidable selection of (55) 1958-1983 multi-sport Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: Baseball: (44 cards) with 1958 Topps: #486 Mays AS (EX-MT), #487 Mantle AS (VG), #488 Aaron AS (EX), 1961 Topps: #478 Mays MVP (NM); 1962 Topps: #10 Clemente (EX-MT), #395 Mays AS (EX-MT); 1963 Topps: #120 Maris (EX-MT); 1965 Topps: #16 Morgan RC (EX-MT), #385 Yastrzemski (NM); 1972 Topps: #50 Mays IA (EX-MT); 1973 Topps: #50 Clemente (EX-MT), #220 Ryan (EX-MT) and 1978 Topps Football: #216 Montana RC (NM). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

589. (383) 1934-1979 Multi-Sport Singles Collection with Stars

Promising 1934-1979 multi-sport singles collection of (383) cards with many stars. Keys include: Baseball: (343 cards) with 1934-36 Diamond Stars: #22 Dikes (VG); 1938 8 & 5 Game: Vaughan (VG); 1951 Bowman: #26 Rizzuto (GD); 1962 Topps: #10 Clemente (FR); 1965 Topps: (195 cards, average VG-EX, 29% staining or residue) with #540 Brock (VG); 1966 Topps: #255 Jenkins RC (GD); Football: (30 cards) with 1950 Bowman: #1 D. Walker (GD) and 1961 Topps: #150 Maynard RC (trimmed). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

590. (2,527) 1959-1979 Baseball & Football Shoebox Collection with Mantle

Replenish your inventory with the offered 1959-1979 baseball and football showbox collection of (2,527) cards including stars. Highlights include: Baseball: (992 cards) with 1959 Topps: #467 Aaron WS (VG-EX); 1961 Topps: #10 Clemente (EX-MT), #395 Mays AS (EX-MT), #73 Montana (VG-EX), 1963 Topps: #2 Mantle/Ruennels LL (VG), #18 Buc Stabler/Clemente (VG); Football: (1,535 cards) with 1971 Topps: #1 Unites (EX-MT), #260 O. Simpson (EX-MT) and 1978 Topps: (478 cards, average EX-MT). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

591. (7,600+) 1958-1987 Topps & Fleer Baseball and Basketball Collection—Loaded with Stars

Absolutely loaded 1958-1987 Topps and Fleer Baseball and Basketball collection of (7,600+) cards that is stacked with Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: Baseball: (7,400+) with 1962 Topps: (531 cards, aggregate GD); 1964 Topps Giants set: (60/60, average NM, 53 dupes) with (2) #25 Mantle (NM, VG); 1966 Topps: (834 cards, average GD to VG, 15 high numbers) with (3) #126 Palmer RC (all GD); 1969 Topps: (305 cards, composite VG) with #500 Mantle (PR); 1970 Topps: (323 cards, aggregate VG, 697 high numbers) with (5) #712 Ryan (average VG); 1973 Topps: #220 Ryan (NM), 1974 Topps: (1,500+, average EX-MT to NM) with (3) #1 Aaron (NM, EX-MT, VG), (5) #20 Ryan (NM, MG-MT, VG), (5) #456 Winfield RC (both EX-MT), 1975 Topps: #223 Yount RC (EX-MT), #228 Brett RC (VG), #500 Ryan (EX-MT), 1979 Topps: (2,000+, average NM) with (5) #116 O. Smith RC (average VG-EX), #222 DeBusscher (VG-EX), #248 cards with 1968-87 Fleer partial: (108/132, average NM, 8 different stickers) with #32 Ewing RC (NM) and #68 K. Malone RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

592. 1968-1973 Topps Baseball, Football & Hockey Card Collection (1,473) Including (150+) Hall of Famers

Presented are (1,473) 1968-1973 Topps multi-sport singles featuring (150+) Hall of Famers. Highlights in this mid-grade gathering include: Baseball: (1,009 cards) with 1969 Topps: (236 cards, median GD) with (2) #500 Mantle (both GD), 1970 Topps: #613 cards, composite VG-EX with #189 Munson RC (VG-EX), (2) #530 Clemente (VG-EX, VG); Football: (424 cards) with 1968 Topps: #196 Griese RC (GD), 1969 Topps: #25 Unites (VG), #100 Namath (GD), 1970 Topps: #90 O. Simpson RC (VG-EX) and 1973 Topps: #487 Stabler RC (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
593. 1969-1975 Topps Baseball & Basketball Collection of (2,220) Cards with Stars
Substantial 1969-1975 Topps Baseball and Basketball collection of (2,220) cards with many stars. Highlights include: Baseball (2,073 cards) with 1969 Topps: (398 cards, majority GD) with #100 Aaron (VG); 1970 Topps: #500 Aaron (GD); 1971 Topps: (564 cards, average VG, 26 high numbers); 1972 Topps: (271 cards, majority EX, 19 high numbers) with (3) #50 Mays IA (VG-EX, (2) VG), (2) #79 Fisk-Cooper RC (both EX-MT) and 1973-74 Topps Basketball: (147 cards, average EX to EX-MT) with (2) #50 Abdul-Jabbar (EX, VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

594. 1970s-1990s Basketball & Hockey Collection of (3,247) Cards with Many Stars
Kings of the hardwood and rink command the offered 1970s-1990s basketball and hockey collection of (3,247) cards with numerous stars. Highlights include: Basketball: (1,010 cards) with (3) 1983-84 Star Sixers Champs sets: (252/25, average NM-MT); 1988-89 Fleer: (444 cards, average NM-MT, many stars, (5) Sticker sets with #20 Pippen RC (NM); Hockey: (2,247 cards) with 1971-72 OPC: #263 Beliveau Retires (VG); 1973-74 Topps: #150 Orr (EX); 1974-75 OPC: (3) #100 Orr (all EX-MT), (4) #155 Dryden (average NM) and (3) #161 Cherry RC CO (all EX-MT). Also present are (1,199) assorted 1980s-1990s singles (averaging NM) including many stars with 1980-81 OPC #3 Gretzky RB (EX-MT) and 1980-81 Topps #140 Bourque RC (VG-EX, unscratched). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

595. (7) 1984-1992 Baseball & Football Complete Sets with USFL & Topps Tiffany
Showcased are seven 1984-1992 baseball and football complete sets with promising re-sale value. Includes: Baseball: (5 sets, all factory) with 1992 Stadium Club Murphy (released in 1993, Jeter RC), 1988 Topps Tiffany, 1989 Topps Tiffany, 1989 Topps Traded Tiffany, 1991 Topps Tiffany; Football: (2 sets, all factory, unless noted) with 1984 USFL: (132/132, average NM-MT, open); with #36 J. Kelly RC (NM-MT), #25 S. Young RC (NM-MT), #58 R. White RC (NM), #74 H. Walker RC (NM-MT) and 1990 Score Rookie & Traded.
Opening Bid $200.00

596. (7,500+) 1970s-Modern Multi-Sport Hall of Fame, Rookie & Prospect Cards
A dealer’s delight of (7,500+) 1970s-modern multi-sport Hall of Fame, rookie and prospect cards. This thoroughly mixed collection from the four major North American professional sports leagues features a bevy of base and insert cards including (6,654) rookies, (677) early-to-mid 1980s and (377) pre-1980 cards (presents VG-EX or lesser). Players include Kobe Bryant, Jamaal Charles, Jari Kurri, Marshawn Lynch, Don Mattingly, Dale Murphy, Eddie Murray, J.J. Watt and much, much more. With exception to the noted, these cards generally grade (NM) or better. This lot will ship from our consignor’s home in Central Michigan.
Opening Bid $200.00

Trove of (174) 1981-1993 multi-sport cases and sets plus and (4,300+) 1971-1986 Topps Football singles. Highlights include: Baseball Cases: (6 cases, all sealed, unless noted) with 1988 Topps vending; 1989 Fleer set, (2) 1989 Topps vending; Sets: (168 sets, all sealed, unless noted) with Baseball: (156 sets) with (2) 1982 Donruss (both not factory), 1982 Fleer, (2) 1983 Donruss, 1984 Topps (unsealed), 1985 Topps (factory, but unsealed), (8) 1986 Topps Traded, 1988 Score Glossy, 1988 Score Rookie & Traded Glossy, (10) 1989 Donruss, 1989 Upper Deck and Topps Football Singles: (4300+, average NM) with (684) 1971. Due to size and weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. Local pick-up at our Silver Spring, Maryland facility is encouraged. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

598. Willie Shoemaker Single-Signed Pari-Mutuel Ticket Lot of (20) From His Last-Ever Race! All JSA
Small in stature at 4-foot-11 and 105 lbs., thoroughbred jockey Willie Shoemaker was a giant on the ovals, winning 8,833 races, including 11 Triple Crown events. Aboard Patchy Grounddog for his 40,350th and final career mount, Shoemaker finished fourth at Santa Anita on February 3, 1990 and proceeded to autograph these (20) pari-mutuel tickets. Each is a “$2.00” win wager and signed by Shoemaker in black ballpoint. The signatures average (“3”) potency and come with individual JSA certs/stickers. Nice “break” value!
Opening Bid $500.00

599. 1933 Sport Kings Multi-Sport Lot (5) Including Hagen and Lopchick
Opening Bid $100.00

600. 1940s-1990s Signed Multi-Sport Publications Lot (7 Items) Including 72 Signatures
Opening Bid $150.00

Opening Bid $150.00
602.  (4,500+) 1970s to Modern Multi-Sport Singles Collection with (52) Certified Autos/Game-Used
Dig into this thoroughly mixed (4,500+) 1970s to modern multi-sport singles collection featuring (52) certified autographs and game-used cards. Highlights include: **Autos/Jersey:** (5 cards) with **Baseball:** 2003 Playoff Piece of the Game B. Williams (#5), 2008 Upper Deck Masterpieces Fisk; **Certified Autographs** (29 cards) with **Baseball:** 2001 Topps Archives Feller, 2014 Topps Supreme: Belle (#/50), Kipnis (#/45); **Game-Used:** (18 cards) with **Football:** 2006 Leaf Limited T. Barber (#/30, laundry tag) and **Basketball:** 2013-14 Panini Preferred C. Anthony/Durant booklet. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

603.  (1,100+) 1980 to Modern Multi-Sport Card Collection with (110) Certified Auto/Game-Used & (111) Graded
Extensive (1,100+) 1980 to modern multi-sport card collection with (110) certified autograph/game-used inserts and (111) graded. Highlights include: **Certified Autographs:** (62 cards) with **Baseball:** 2007 Ultimate Collection P. Hernandez; **Game-Used:** (45 cards) with **Baseball:** 2005 Upper Deck Heroes Berra (with stripe); **Multi-Sport Inserts/Parallels/Base:** (100 cards, 111 graded cards, various companies) with **Baseball:** (120) Ripken with 1982 Donruss #405 RC (NM), (2) 1982 Topps #212 RC (NM, GD); **Football:** 1981 Topps #216 Montana RC (EX-MT), 2008 SPX #54 Fitzgerald (#1/1); **Basketball:** 2003 eTopps #43 L. James RC (PSA 10), 2003-04 Upper Deck Reflections #17 C. Anthony RC (#/50) and 2005-06 Upper Deck Trilogy #137 Paul RC. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

604.  (66) 1981-2008 Multi-Sport Complete/Near Sets with Heritage
Featured are (66) 1981-2008 multi-sport complete/near sets. Unless noted, each set is hand collated and graded (NM or better) with the keys generally presenting similarly. Highlights include: **Baseball:** 1983 Donruss, (2) 1983 Topps, (2) 1984 Donruss (one near), 1985 Donruss, 2004 Topps Heritage base, 2005 Bowman Heritage with insert prints; **Football:** 1991 Topps Stadium Club; **Basketball:** 2007-08 Topps with variations and **Hockey:** 1988-89 Topps near. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

605.  (192) 1983-2010 Multi-Sport Factory Sets—Loaded
Savvy storekeepers will want to pick up the offered collection of (192) 1983-2010 multi-sport factory sets. Highlights include: **Baseball Sets:** (144 sets) with 1983 Donruss, 1985 Topps Tiffany Traded (opened), (2) 1999 Topps Traded, (2) 1999 Topps Traded Chrome, (3) 2000 Bowman Draft, (5) 2000 Fleer Tradition Update, 2000 Topps Limited Edition, (3) 2006 Topps, (10) 2007 Topps (one opened case, one opened), (3) 2008 Topps, (2) 2010 Topps; **Football Sets:** (14 sets) with (2) 2000 Fleer Tradition Glossy and **Hockey Sets:** (10 sets) with 1999-01 OPC Premier. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. Local pick-up at our Silver Spring, Maryland facility is highly encouraged. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

606.  (525+) 1980s to 2000s Multi-Sport Wax boxes & Pack Collection
Extensive (525+) 1980s to 2000s multi-sport wax box and pack collection. Highlights include: **Wax Boxes:** (108 boxes) with **Baseball:** (15 boxes) with (4) 2006 Fleer, (3) 2006 Topps 2 (hobby); **Football:** (47 boxes) with 1996 Topps Finest 2, (4) 2000 Fleer Mystique, (2) 2007 Press Pass (hobby), (3) 2008 Bowman (hobby); **Hockey:** (46) 2006 Tri-Star World’s Greatest Card Chase and **Packs:** (425+ mixture of wax, rack and cello, mostly late 1980s-early 1990s). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

607.  Massive (200,000+) 1970s-2000s Multi-Sport Warehouse Lot
Warm up your fork lift and clear some room for this expansive 1970s-2000s multi-sport warehouse inventory lot of (200,000+) cards. With the overwhelming scale of this mound, our team was only able to quickly glance through each box. Includes are several thousand thoroughly mixed star cards, near sets and a supply of modern issues such as Allen & Ginter, Topps Heritage, Topps Turkey along with various modern inserts. Included is a sampling of game-used and certified autograph cards along with numbered and parallel inserts. Also includes near and partial sets of 1979-80 Topps Hockey (no Gretzky) and 1977 Topps Football along with (25+) 2004-2005 Upper Deck baseball and football commemorative sealed box sets. All calculations are rough and conservatively estimated. Due to size/weight, local pick-up at our Silver Spring, Maryland facility is required.
Opening Bid $200.00
608. University of Notre Dame 1937-1939 Letterman’s Sweater
From the most storied institution in American collegiate sports, this vintage Notre Dame sweater was proudly worn by Fighting Irish staple Ben Sheridan during his tenure (1937-1939) in South Bend. The blue wool pullover garment features gold-colored stripes on the collar, waistline and sleeve endings. On the upper portion of the left sleeve, “ND” is sewn in gold-on-white felt, while “12” is sewn to the lower right sleeve in like fashion. The interior collar tag has been removed. Beautiful condition! LOA from Heritage.
Opening Bid $250.00

609. 1950s Baltimore Orioles and Colts Pennant Lot of (4) With Rare Versions
A rough and tumble minor league town until the 1950s, Baltimore embraced its Orioles and Colts arrivals and those teams quickly responded with championship seasons. These (4) vintage pennants include: (2) Orioles: both three-quarter size including a 1950s version classified as “Very Rare” in Mike Egner’s 2013 Vintage Pennant Price Guide II; (2) Colts: identical full-size 1950s design ("Rare") with one faded. All (4) present nicely. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

610. 1969 Baltimore Colts and 1970 Baltimore Orioles Team-Signed Sheets With Unitas, Shula and Weaver
A city without professional sports just two decades earlier, Baltimore baseball and football squads who quickly showed championship form. These souvenirs are autographed by stars of those rosters. Ballpoint pennings average ("9-10") strength! Keys include: 1969 Baltimore Orioles: a legal size sheet signed by (27) with Palmer, B. Robinson, F. Robinson and Weaver; 1969 Baltimore Colts: (4) 8 x 11-1/2” sheets of graph paper signed by (62) with Hendricks, Morrall, Shula and Unitas. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

611. Multi-Sport Signed Photograph Lot of (5) With J. DiMaggio and Mantle Single-Signed - All JSA
Iconic performers from the diamond and gridiron are the subjects and endorsers of these (5) photographs. Bold pennings trumpet ("10") strength throughout and include: Jerome Bettis 14x11; JSA cert/sticker; Joe DiMaggio 11x14; full JSA; Carlton Fisk 11x14; JSA cert/sticker; Mickey Mantle 1x14; full JSA; Yogi Berra/Ralph Houk 14x11; JSA cert/sticker.
Opening Bid $200.00

612. Multi-Sport Autographed Display Lot of (6) With Montana and Ripken
Accomplished athletes in various arenas have autographed these (6) displays. Ideal for any “man cave,” these gorgeous arrangements showcases bold pennings that average ("9") strength. Includes: Chuck Connors 30 x 16-1/2” matted display; Len Dawson 40-1/4 x 34-1/4” framed display; John Elway 22 x 16-1/2” framed display; Joe Montana 22 x 28” framed display; Richard Petty 31 x 17-3/4” framed display; Cal Ripken, Jr. 26-5/8 x 20-5/8” framed display. Individual certs/stickers from JSA or PSA/DNA and JSA auction LOA.
Opening Bid $200.00

Diversify your autograph collection with this eclectic lot of (11) multi-sport multi/single-signed memorabilia items. With a grand total of (42) autographs desirably ranging (“8” to “10”) in strength, this diverse assortment features bats, baseballs, footballs, photos, a pack and a pitching rubber. Highlights are: D. Drysdale baseball with full photo LOA from JSA; and (3) items with JSA basic certs/stickers with: B. Robinson/F. Robinson baseball; W. Gretzky puck; “Big Red Machine” 8x10 with: J. Bench/J. Morgan/T. Perez/P. Rose. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

614. Multi-Sport Autograph Collection of (19) with Aaron & Howe Jerseys—All JSA
Legendary stars from all four major sports grace this completely authenticated multi-sport autograph collection of (19). Comprised of jerseys, balls, photos, helmets and more, this well-rounded assortment bears average (“8-10”) quality signatures. Key pieces are (2) jerseys with full photo LOA from JSA: H. Aaron Braves; and G. Howe Red Wings. Also present are (17) items with JSA basic certs/stickers, including additional highlights: C. Ripken Orioles batting helmet; J. Hunter photo; W. Green Bay pack; B. Walton basketball. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

615. Miscellaneous Sports Signed Photos (22) and Cards (5) Lot Including Payton, Nicklaus and Unitas
A mix of photos, publicity images and cards in EX condition overall with “8-10” signatures (some personalized to "Tom").
Opening Bid $150.00

616. Multi-Sport Single-Signed 8x10 Photo Lot of (293) With Mays, Spahn and MacAuley
Captured first by the camera’s eye and subsequently by autograph seekers, athletes from the four major sporting arenas have individually signed these (293) 8x10 photographs. With pennings averaging ("9") strength, ideal “break” value is inherent to a gathering headlined by: Baseball: Aparicio, Bunning, Mays, Mize, Palmer and Spahn; Basketball: (2) MacAuley; Football: (2) R. Brown, Dawson, (2) Mackey and Burt Reynolds ("The Longest Yard” movie still); Hockey: B. Kelly. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
617. 1934 National Chicle Sky Birds Complete Set of (108) Cards with (19) SGC Graded
Take flight for this 1934 R136 National Chicle Sky Birds complete set of (108) cards with (19) SGC Graded cards. Highlights include: Series of 48 set: (48 cards, 15% VG or better, 35% GD, 50% FR or lesser with 19% residue/writing, #1-48, one dupe) with #1 Putnam (FR), #20 Rickenbacker (FR), #23 Von Richthofen (PR, reverse writing), #32 Doolittle (FR), #36 Lindbergh (FR), #48 Earhart (GD); Series of 144 set: (60 cards, 25% VG or better, 40% GD, 35% FR or lesser, desirable #85-108 high numbers present only slightly lesser, #49-108) with #49 O. Wright (GD), #62 Post (NM) and #72 The Spirit of St. Louis (GD). Graded cards include: SGC 40: (5 cards) with #12, 15, 53, 60, 70; SGC 30: (5 cards) with #29, 67, 73, 75, 90; SGC 20: (8 cards) with #43, 84, 86, 93, 98, 101, 104, #108 Fokker D 8 and SGC 10: #94.
Opening Bid $400.00

619. 1953-55 Topps World on Wheels Complete Set (180/180) Plus (4) Wrapper Variations
Top-of-the-line 1953-1955 Topps World on Wheels complete set of (180) cards plus four wrapper variations. These unique automotive designs have an approximate condition breakdown of 30% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 15% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #161-170 series: (10 cards, average VG-EX) with #161 1954 Chevrolet Corvette (VG-EX), #162 1954 Mercury Monterey (VG-EX), #164 1954 Cadillac Series of 62 (VG-EX), #169 1954 Ford Thunderbird (EX); #171-180 Blue Backs: (10 cards, average EX) with #180 Ford Crown Victoria (VG-EX). Also present are the following wrappers: one-cent (NM-MT), (2) five-cent (two big chews one-cent grades NM, two big chews two-cent grades EX-MT) and Bazooka prize wrapper (NM).
Opening Bid $250.00

621. 1956 Topps Davy Crockett Orange & Green Complete Sets Plus Scarce Wrappers
The man who “killed him a’b’ar when he was only three” is profiled with this pair of 1956 Topps Davy Crockett complete sets. Included are 1956 Topps Davy Crockett-Orange set: (both 80/80, average EX to EX-MT, plus five white stock dupes) with (2) #1 King of the Wild Frontier” (VG-EX), #80 Bowie’s Last Stand” (EX); 1956 Topps Davy Crockett-Green set: (80/80, average EX) with #1 Buckskin Buddy (PR, tear), #2 Dangerous Mission (EX-MT), #5 Old Hickory (VG-EX), #20 Ambush ERR (VG, errors are common) and #80 Texas Triumph (VG). Also present are scarce one-cent (NM) and five-cent (VG-EX) wrappers from the series.
Opening Bid $400.00

618. 1930s R78 World Wide Gum “Jungle Gum” Complete Set of (48) Cards—Sharp!
“Start a Zoo-As You Chew” was the catchy slogan used to promote the offered 1930s R78 World Wide Gum “Jungle Gum” complete set of (48) cards. The first series is numbered #1-24 while the remainder of the checklist is skip numbered to 71. These exotic beasts are extremely sharp given their advanced age and are ideal candidates for third-party professional grading. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 50% (EX-MT) and 30% (EX or lesser) with relatively crisp corners, creamy edges and mostly accurate centering. The green text reverses are bright and clean. Keys include: #1 Giraffe (EX), #24 Secretary Vulture (EX-MT) and #71 Ring-Tailed Lemur (EX-MT).
Opening Bid $500.00

620. (6) 1952-1958 Non-Sport Complete Sets with (8) Wrappers
A variety of interesting subjects are covered with these six 1952-1958 non-sport complete sets complemented by eight exceedingly scarce wrappers. Includes: 1952 Quaker Oats North American Big Game Trophies set: (9/9, average NM); 1954 Bowman U.S. Navy Victories set: (48/48, average EX to EX-MT, five-cent wrapper grades GD); 1954 Bowman Power for Peace set: (96/96, average NM); 1956 Topps Flags of the World set: (80/80, average NM, (2) five-cent wrapper grades EX and VG, one-cent wrapper grades EX-MT, Bazooka Joe wrapper grades GD with tear); 1956 Topps U.S. Presidents set: (36/36, average NM, one-cent wrapper grades EX-MT, five-cent wrapper grades EX) and 1958 Topps TV Westerns set: (71/71, average EX-MT to NM, one-cent wrapper grades EX-MT).
Opening Bid $400.00

Side-splitting collection of five 1957-1960 Topps & Fleer non-sport humor sets with eight wrappers and an unopened pack. Includes: 1957 Topps Goofy set: (60/60, average NM, one-cent wrapper grades EX, five-cent wrapper grades EX-MT); 1959 Topps Funny Valentines set: (86/86, average EX-MT, one-cent wrapper grades NM, five-cent wrappers grades EX-MT); 1959 Topps You’ll Die Laughing set: (66/66, average EX-MT, five-cent wrapper EX-MT); 1960 Fleer Yule Laff set: (66/66, average EX-MT to NM, wrapper grades EX-MT, unopened pack grades VG-EX) and 1960 Topps Funny Valentines set: (66/66, average EX-MT to NM, one-cent wrapper grades GD, five-cent wrapper grades EX).
Opening Bid $200.00
623. (2) 19th Century U.S. Presidents Trade Card Sets: H602 & H603 with (4) SGC Graded Cards
Elect yourself this antique lot of (2) 1880s-1890s U.S. President trade cards sets. Each series is comprised of (22) different president cards, including (2) SGC graded per set. Featured are: H602 U.S. Presidents (22) with: Washington SGC 20, Lincoln SGC 10 and (20) ungraded, obverses present EX to NM, reverses show negligible to moderate traces of album residue; H603 J.D. Larkin Soap (22) with: Washington SGC 10, Lincoln SGC Authentic and (20) ungraded, obverses average VG, reverses all with moderate album residue. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

624. 1933 R124 World Wide Gum “Sea Raiders” Lot (8)
Cross blades with swashbuckling marauders by placing the high bid for the offered 1933 R124 World Wide Gum “Sea Raiders” group of eight different cards. Includes: #12 Pierre Francois (EX), #13 “Walking the Plank” (GD), #14 “Boarding Party” (GD), #15 “Scuttling the Ship” (VG-EX), #16 “False Signals” (VG-EX), #17 “Bringing Back the Loot” (VG-EX), #18 “Mutiny of the Crew” (GD) and #19 “Captain Mission” (VG-EX).
Opening Bid $100.00

625. Key Rarity 1936 F277-4 H.J. Heinz Co. “Famous Aviator Pictures” #5 Laura Ingalls
This 1936 F277-4 H.J. Heinz Co. “Famous Aviator Pictures” #5 Laura Ingalls is recognized as a key rarity from the designation and is highly sought after by those pursuing this aeronautical themed issue. With exception to traces of reverse residue along the upper corners, this prize otherwise presents in (EX-MT) condition.
Opening Bid $150.00

626. Extremely Rare 1936 R41 Walter Johnson Candy Co. “Dick Tracy” Dealer Promotional Card
Even avid Dick Tracy collectors have often been stumped when they chance upon these6x8 promotional pieces. But it turns out that each one was issued as part of the popular caramel-card set, with the same image as the wrappers (minus Junior Tracy). Discovery of a virtually unseen display box revealed further provenance in the form of a sticker reading “This Box Contains Ten (10) Autograph Pictures of Dick Tracy.” And that’s precisely what this rarity offers with its friendly script-style printing of “To my Pal / Dick Tracy.” Condition is technically EX/EX-MT yet display quality is nicer.
Opening Bid $150.00

627. 1930s-1942 Non-Sport Card Collection (52) with (5) PSA Graded Including (2) Hitler & 1941 Gum Inc. Uncle Sam’s High Number Set
The human toll of global conflict is chronicled with the offered 1930s-1942 non-sport collection of (52) cards with five PSA graded. Highlights include: 1936s R108 Pulver Pictures: #105 (PSA 7); 1938 Gum Inc. Horrors of War: #277 Hitler’s Border Tour (PSA 4), #283 Hitler Threatens Force (PSA 4) and 1941 Gum Inc. Uncle Sam’s Home Defense High Number set: (24/24, average EX, 29% glue residue/writing) with #144 Women Fliers (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

628. 1952-53 Topps Wings Complete Set (200/200) Plus Both Wrapper Variations
Friend of Foe? War planes throughout the globe are detailed in the offered 1952-53 Topps Wings complete set of (200) cards. This horizontal edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Also present are exceedingly tough wrapper variations of the following: one-cent (NM) and five-cent (EX-MT).
Opening Bid $250.00
629. 1955 Topps Rails & Sails Complete Set of (200) Cards Plus (3) Scarce Wrappers

Rollicking locomotives and ingeniously designed vessels are documented with the offered 1955 Topps Rails and Sails complete set of (200) cards. The set is comprised of (130) trains and (70) boats. This crisp edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 30% (NM or better), 50% (EX-MT) and 20% (EX or lesser) with the tougher series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Also included are three tough wrappers including (2) five-cent (one EX-MT, one GD with scrapbook residue) and Bazooka Joe (NM).

Opening Bid $400.00

630. 1956 Topps Jets Complete Set (240/240) Plus Album, Both Wrapper Variations & Unopened Cello Pack

Fascinating 1956 Topps Jets complete set of (240) cards including the accompanying album, both wrappers and an unopened cello pack. These high-octane military machines have an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Also includes the original album (NM-MT), one-cent wrapper (NM-MT), five-wrapper (NM) and an unopened cello pack (NM-MT).

Opening Bid $250.00

631. 1955 Topps “Rails and Sails” Original Artworks Pair

A simply beautiful duo with incredibly intricate detail. Both measure 3-1/2 x 5” and are displayed with corner tabs adjacent to the respective original card examples on individual album pages with the plaques, “RAILS AND SAILS 1954 [sic].” Includes: #152 Queen Elizabeth - Near Mint. Accompanied by copy of Guernsey’s LOA from the famed 1989 Topps Archive Auction. #53 Burlington Route “Vista Dome Coach” - Would be NM except there is some scattered flaking in the lower-left corner.

Opening Bid $200.00

632. 1956 Topps “U.S. Presidents” #31 Warren Harding Original Artwork

This wonderfully vivid portrait rendering measures an oversized 4x6 and features a caption overlay. There is the typical perimeter handling wear of a working illustration, along with a tiny surface fissure above Harding’s left temple. The artwork is displayed with corner tabs adjacent to an original card example on an album page with the plaque, “U.S. PRESIDENTS 1956.” Accompanied by a copy of the Guernsey’s LOA from the famed 1989 Topps Archive Auction.

Opening Bid $150.00

633. 1950s Topps Non-Sport Original Artworks Trio

The renderings are displayed with corner tabs adjacent to the respective original card examples on individual album pages with the plaques, “WORLD ON WHEELS 1955,” “WINGS 1955,” and “TV WESTERNS 1958.” The “Wheels” and “Wings” artworks come with copies of their Guernsey’s LOA (and purchase invoice) from the famed 1989 Topps Archive Auction. Includes: 1955 “World on Wheels” #88 Nash Ambassador - Measures 3-1/2 x 5” and has overlaid Nash logo. EX due to some peripheral spotting. 1955 “Wings” #100 F9F Panther - Radiant depiction! Measures 2-3/4 x 4” and rates EX-MT. 1958 “TV Westerns” Gunsmoke #9 “Matt in Action” - Artistically colored image measures 3-1/4 x 3-3/4” and rates EX-MT.

Opening Bid $200.00

634. 1977 Topps Star Wars Series 1 Unopened Wax Box of (36/36) Packs

Stunning 1977 Topps Star Wars Series 1 unopened wax box of (36) packs. These tightly wrapped non-sport treasures have been neatly held by our consignor since its original release decades ago. The packs display four square corners and present as when the day they were released. The vibrant display box is crisp and clean having withstood the elements remarkably well.

Opening Bid $250.00

635. (4) 1977-1978 Topps Star Wars Series 1-5 Unopened Wax Boxes

Grab your lightsabers and seize this quartet of 1977-1978 Topps Star Wars Series 1-5 unopened wax boxes. These “new to hobby” containers will yield 36 tightly wrapped and fresh packs per. Additionally, the display boxes have sustained only a hint of incidental container wear. Includes: 1) 1977 Topps Star Wars Series 1; 2) 1977 Topps Star Wars Series 3; 3) 1978 Topps Star Wars Series 4 and 4) 1978 Topps Star Wars Series 5.

Opening Bid $400.00
636. Abraham Lincoln 1865 Signed Military Commission - Just 5 Weeks Before His Assassination

On March 4, 1865, President Lincoln delivered his famous "Malice Toward None" Second Inaugural Address. A mere three days later, he signed this very certificate appointing George W. King to Second Lieutenant. Ten days after that, on March 17th, John Wilkes Booth hatched his first assassination plot for a theater show that Lincoln ultimately did not attend. And then April 14th saw Booth's second plot carried out at Ford's Theater on one of the darkest days in American history.

Beyond its highly significant time frame, this 12 x 14-1/2" document also boasts the visually dramatic heading, "Abraham Lincoln - President of the United States of America," and a desirable full-name signature example, "Abraham Lincoln." The Railsplitter's script technically rates about "5" strength, but would likely be a "7" were it not for the heavy toning and wear in the surrounding area. Additional toning, spotting and general aging necessitates an overall grade of FR/ GD. That said, however, it is difficult to impugn any surviving document signed by Lincoln as President—especially one so near to the tragic end of his life. An important and impressive artifact, ideal for prominent framed display. Full LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $1500.00

637. James Madison Cut and Dolley Madison Free Frank Signed Pair

Our 4th President’s signature rates "7-8" and the First Lady’s is an "8-9." The former appears on a 1 x 2-3/4" cut (VG-EX) and the quite scarce latter on an uneven, 3-1/4 x 1-3/4" corner from a free-franked envelope (VG, adhered to a 4-1/2 x 2-1/2" backing; stamped “FREE” and signed “Free D.P. Madison”).

Full LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $250.00

638. Andrew Jackson 1836 Signed Ship’s Papers

Toward the end of his second term, President Jackson graced this 12 x 14-3/4" certificate with a prominent 6" long example of his charismatic signature. In terms of boldness and clarity, the dark-ink script rates a strong "8." However, one of the document’s three standard hole punch-es (similar to bank cancellation holes) has removed the "ew" from "Andrew"—as well as the "For" from Secretary of State John Forsyth’s "7-8" countersignature. Condition of the elegantly engraved, scalloped-edge document (Dated October 14, 1836) is GD/VG with light toning/folding and three routine fold lines. The embossed starburst seal is highly attractive and almost fully complete. Full LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $400.00

639. President Calvin Coolidge (Twice) and His Cabinet Members Signed Lot (16 Items)

Averages EX condition and "8-10" signatures overall unless noted. The Coolidge pair is composed of an 8/6/16 TLS (7-1/4 x 10-3/8") and an 8/20/32 autograph card (3-7/8 x 2-1/8, mounting remnants on front periphery). Autograph cards (3 x 1-3/4" to 3-1/4 x 5-1/4, most with heavy reverse mounting wear) are also the medium for William F. Whiting (Comm.), Andrew W. Mellon (Treas.), Roy O. West (Int.), John G. Sargent (Att. Gen.), Harry S. New (Post.), Frank B. Kellogg (State), Howard M. Gore (Agr.), James J. Davis (Lab.), Curtis D. Wilbur (Navvy), Dwight F. Davis (War) and W.M. Jardine (Agr.). But the most stunning piece may well be an ultra-high-quality Harris & Ewing studio portrait signed by Kellogg (7-1/4 x 10-1/2", Near Mint) and still housed in its original embossed folio. James J. Davis also appears in a signed Harris & Ewing portrait (9- 5/8 x 13-3/4", light handwriting). Finally, there is a 1933 H.M. Daughtery (Att. Gen.) TLS (8-1/2 x 11", with mailing envelope). Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $250.00
640. Napoleon Bonaparte
1810 Signed Military Note to Minister of War Henri Jacques Guillaume Clarke During Amsterdam Campaign
Addressed to “le Duc de fiere”—an honorary title created by Napoleon exclusively for General Clarke—this five-line message states that the Prussian regiment positioned in Lille, France, should be combined with one in Nieuwpoort, Belgium, to create a battalion of 500 soldiers. It is dated July 4, 1810—which, significantly, corresponds with Napoleon’s takeover of Amsterdam and the abdication of his brother, King of Holland Louis Bonaparte. Napoleon’s iconic “NP” signature rates “9” strength, and the 7-1/4 x 9” document exhibits EX condition with lower-left corner wear and a few modern pencil notations. Matted and framed with a plaque and color image to total dimensions of 19-1/4 x 13-1/4”. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

Military buffs come to attention for this early U.S. militia manual signed by former Connecticut Adjutant General William Hayden. Titled “Abstract of Infantry Tactics,” this leather bound edition was published in 1830 and is reported to have remained in the possession of Hayden’s family for six generations. A bookplate affixed to the inside of the front cover is printed with State of Connecticut provenance and bears Hayden’s stately (“9”) strength signature alongside the abbreviated title “Adj. Gen.” (no authentication due to lack of exemplars). More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

642. Ulysses S. Grant Signed Large Cut
Born Hiram Ulysses Grant, our 18th U.S. President dropped Hiram and adopted the middle initial S (which stood for nothing). He thus went by the “U.S.” initials of both our nation and our symbolic figure Uncle Sam. After capturing Fort Donelson in 1862 with the mission that “No terms except an unconditional and immediate surrender can be accepted,” the Union General also became known as “Unconditional Surrender” Grant. Here, U.S. Grant’s “7-8”-strength black-ink signature appears on a 4-3/4 x 1-5/8” piece of paper rating VG due to light creasing and spotting. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

644. Taft, Wilson and Coolidge Signed Presidential Trio
Our 27th, 28th and 30th presidents are represented here: 1917 William Howard Taft Inscribed Card - 4 x 2-3/8”, EX-MT, “9-10” signature, “8” inscription. 1922 Woodrow Wilson TLS on Personal Stationery - 7x9, VG-EX with pencil notations at lower left, “8” signature. Calvin Coolidge Signed Card - 3-1/2 x 2-1/2”, EX- “9” signature. Full LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

643. Exceptional William Howard Taft 1912 Signed Military Commission
Our 27th U.S. President graced this ornate document with his “7-8”-strength signature for the purpose of appointing one Nathan B. Chase to “Ensinger in the Navy.” The 16 x 19-3/4” certificate features bold print, elegant engraved imagery and a fully intact blue seal. EX condition overall with an EX-MT/NM central area and minor perimeter wear due partly to past framing. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

645. Harry S. Truman Signed 1953 Testimonial Dinner Program with Israel Content
Under a year after his presidential tenure ended, Give ‘Em Hell Harry was honored at a banquet ceremony as “An expression of appreciation from the Jewish people of Chicago to Mr. Truman on the occasion of the three-thousandth anniversary of Jerusalem for his contributions to the creation and development of the State of Israel while President of the United States of America.” This 7x10 program from the event features Truman’s blue-ink “8” signature and rates GD/VG with general surface wear and a vertical fold. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00
646. Charles A. Lindbergh Signed Photo
There he is: The true-blue, all-American Golden Boy of the 1920s. Lucky Lindy looks daring and dashing as ever in this 8x10 photo, with his black-fountain-pen signature, “Charles A. Lindbergh,” rating “5” strength. The photo is VG due to peripheral wear, and it has been adhered to a modern backing board that measures 10-1/2 x 12-1/2”.
Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

Aviation enthusiasts take flight with this pair of Charles Lindbergh related keepsakes. Offered are: 1.) a 1927 “Spirit of St. Louis” brass airplane lapel pin with ribbon in excellent condition with raised lettering that reads “Capt. Lindbergh” across the wings, “Spirit of St. Louis” on the nose and “NY to Paris Non Stop” on the body, pin shows nice luster, fastening clasp functions properly, ribbon shows moderate wear; 2.) hardback book “Of Flight and Life” by Charles Lindbergh, 1948 1st edition, cover and pages are clean (EX) with original dust jacket (VG).
Opening Bid $100.00

648. 1952 Korean War Era “Rare” U.S. Army Presidential Election Voting Booth Machine
Opening Bid $150.00

649. First Ladies of the United States of America Autograph Lot of (12)
Pay tribute to some great American women with this “First Ladies” of the United States autograph lot of (12).
Appearing on a variety of flats, these “Mrs. POTUS” signatures range (“8” to “10”) unless noted. Featured are: 8x10 Photos: Laura Bush, Betty Ford, Nancy Reagan; TLSs: Barbara Bush on Vice President’s House letterhead, Rosalynn Carter on her own letterhead; FDGs: Mamie Eisenhower (“7”), Eleanor Roosevelt; Cachets: “Lady Bird” Johnson, Pat Nixon, Bess Truman; Cuts: Lucretia Garfield, Helen Taft. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

650. Ronald Reagan Signed Cut with Full JSA
Republican faithful break out your “Grand Old Party” happy dance for this Ronald Reagan signed cut. Serving as 40th POTUS during the 1980s, Reagan forged a legacy as one of our greatest leaders through policies that paved the way to ending the “Cold War”. Nicely centered on a piece of 5-1/2 x 3-1/8 cardboard stock, Reagan’s regal red ballpoint pen signature displays (“8-9”) quality, spanning 4” of the otherwise plain cut. A unobtrusive crease at top center does not contact or diminish this chief executive endorsement. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

El Comandante’s flawless blue-Sharpie signature rates “10” on this 9-7/8 x 13-3/8” document honoring Cuban boxer Juan Delis. Light creasing throughout results in a technical grade of GD/VG, however the attractive certificate displays quite well and would frame nicely. An accompanying English translation reads, “RECOGNITION/ Juan L. Maren Delis/ For his outstanding participation in the XII Pan American Games for obtaining a Gold Medal/ Havana March of 1995/ The year of centennial of the caida of [Cuban independence leader] Jose Marti.” Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00
652. 1930s-1950s “TIME Magazine” Bound Volumes (19)
Including 247 Issues
A labor of love, this ambitious archiving project was undertaken many years ago by a devoted collector who bound the TIME issues in matching gilt-embossed leather volumes. The tomes measure approx. 8-1/2” x 11” x 2” and rate EX condition overall, while the interior issues themselves generally average EX-MT/NM condition overall with mailing labels throughout and the occasional stamping or notation. Highlight covers include: Gandhi, FDR, Cochrane, Hitler, Gehrig, Dietrich, Einstein, Welles, Rogers, Lindbergh, Freud, Stalin, J. Louis, Hayworth, MacArthur, Eisenhower, Ott, J. Robinson, T. Williams, Truman, Picasso and Mays. More on our website.
Openimg Bid $300.00

653. 1924 “TIME Magazine” Second-Year of Issue Lot (7 Different)
Founded by Henry Luce and Briton Hadden, TIME Magazine made its debut on March 3, 1923, and had a circulation of 70,000 by the end of 1924. All of these sophomore offerings were evidently removed from a bound volume and bear commensurate spine wear. Otherwise, condition averages VG-EX/EX overall unless noted. Includes: 7/14/24 Alexis Ivanovitch Rykov; 9/22/24 Leo H. Baekeland (library stampings); 9/29/24 Hiram W. Johnson (library stampings); 10/6/24 William Allen White (library stampings); 11/17/24 Frederick Huntington Gillett (pencil-annotated “Library”); 12/15/24 Dwight F. Davis; and 12/22/24 Alfonso XIII.
Openimg Bid $100.00

654. 1940s-1950s Britains/Other Lead Toy Soldier & Accessory Collection of (87) in Original Boxes
Vintage toy collectors battle it out for this exciting collection of (87) 1940s-1950s lead toy soldiers and accessories in original boxes. Manufactured primarily by “Britains”, the hobby’s most highly regarded line, this generally well-preserved assortment has been lovingly stored since childhood by the original owner. Featured are: (9) boxed sets of hand painted soldiers with: (7) Britains including mounted cavalry, (1) Crescent Toys, (1) unknown; (9) accessories; (1) Eire loose set of soldiers; and (3) military postcards. Complete list on our website.
Openimg Bid $250.00

Surf’s up! Heed the call of 1960s surf rock with this classic 1966 Fender Jazzmaster electric guitar. Created by Leo Fender in 1958 as an upper end alternative to the iconic Stratocaster guitar, the Jazzmaster was quickly adopted by surf rock genre bands such as “The Safaris” and “The Ventures” for its characteristic mellow tones and string resonance. Housed in its original case with accompanying manual this vintage instrument shows only light authentic wear and all visible parts appear to be original. Vital statistics and features are: serial number 116178, 3-color sunburst body with offset “Contour Body” design, 25-1/2” scale maple neck, white “soap bar” single-coil pickups, multi-ply tortoise shell pickguard, Kluson deluxe in-line tuners, rosewood fretboard with perimeter binding and pearloid inlays, white control pots/toggle switch, black “rhythm only” position switch/thumbwheel controllers, chrome bridge guard/endplate and synchronized floating tremolo bar. Though this guitar has not been taken apart to examine interior electronic components, it has been plugged in and determined to be in fine working condition. More on our website.
Openimg Bid $1000.00

656. Michael Jackson “Thriller” Shadowbox Display With Signed Personal Letter - Full JSA
Name “Artist of the Century,” late pop crooner Michael Jackson is far and away the most decorated artist (oftentimes quite literally) in the history of modern music. It’s only fitting that his 1982 “Thriller” release is the only LP with seven Billboard Top 10 singles. This shadowbox display showcases a “Thriller” theme and is autographed by the one and only “King of Pop.” Measuring 18-1/4 x 23-3/4,” the display features a silver-colored “Thriller” LP record and (3) 45 rpm records (“Beat It,” “Billie Jean” and “The Girl Is Mine”) with a color poster of Jackson mounted to the back. The center attraction, however, is a 6x9 sheet of “Michael Jackson Thriller” stationery conveying a typewritten personalized message regarding the success of the album. Jackson has signed the sheet in black ink (“6-7” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Openimg Bid $2000.00

657. 1970s-1980s High-Quality Original Rock Photos (9) Featuring the Band, Queen, Bowie, Who and Police
Seldom do oversized concert photos of this caliber reach the auction market—and more rarely still do they showcase such megastars. According to our consignor, the quartet of matching 16x20 color photos (Queen, Bowie, Who and Townshend) were developed at NYC’s Color Wheel Labs exclusively for Rolling Stone magazine and were never made available to the public as prints or posters. A fifth oversized example by photographer Elliott Landy measures 13x19 and captures the Band near Big Pink. Finally, and perhaps rarest of all, there are four smaller, 8-1/2 x 11” color photos of Sting from the Police’s famous Synchronicity Tour. The collection averages EX-MT condition overall with minor peripheral wear. More on our website.
Openimg Bid $250.00
658. “Meet The Beatles” LP
Lot of (4) with 1964 Scratch Factory “1 BMI Credit” Stereo & Mono Versions
Get the original “Beatlemania” experience with this lot of (4) “Meet The Beatles” LP records. Headlines are (2) 1964 versions, one stereo, one mono. Both of these early issues have Capitol Records labels with “1 BMI/11 ASCAP” credits. Regarded as the scarcer of the two, the stereo versions reports in sound condition with: cover (VG-EX, partial spine split), sleeve (VG, (2) edge splits) and lightly worn wax. The mono version is nearly as appealing with: cover (VG-EX), sleeve (VG, partial tape reinforcement on bottom edge) and moderately worn wax. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

659. 1930s-1990s Movie and TV Stars Signed Grab-Bag Lot (35 Items)
Including John Wayne and Lana Turner
Cuts average
Opening Bid $200.00

660. Orson Welles Boldly Signed Album Page
According to the notation in an unidentified hand, “Orson Wells [sic] - 5/4/38,” this “8-9” strength personalized signature dates to just five months before the 23-year-old visionary made his name with the pulsating radio drama War of the Worlds. The 4-1/2 x 6” album page rates EX/EX-MT with tiny binding holes along the left edge. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

661. “The Dirty Dozen” Film Framed Autograph Display with Full JSA
Boasting an impeccable ensemble cast of macho actors, the WWII action film “The Dirty Dozen” was a smash hit propelled by rousing performances. Fulfill your collecting mission with this dynamic “The Dirty Dozen” 29x24 framed autograph display which features an 11x14 lobby card, an 8x8 Lee Marvin photo and a variety of checks/cuts signed by (11) of the film’s nineteen principal actors with: (2) checks: C. Bronson ("7"-"8"), T. Savalas ("9-10"); and (9) cuts with: L. Marvin ("8"), E. Borgnine ("8-9"), R. Ryan ("8-9"), D. Sutherland ("8-9"). Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

662. M*A*S*H TV Series Framed Autograph Display with Full JSA
One of Television’s most beloved shows gets a big send-up with this M*A*S*H TV series framed autograph display. Custom framed and matted to overall dimensions of 52-1/2 x 47" this commanding display is handsomely appointed with a caricature poster surrounded by a collection of the (11) series lead actor signatures ranging ("8" to "10") with: 8x10 photos: G. Burghoff, W. Christopher, H. Morgan; 3x5 index cards: A. Alda, J. Farr, M. Farrell, L. Linville, W. Rogers, M. Stevenson, D. Ogden Steers, L. Swit. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

663. Jack Haley 1968-1978 Signed Check Lot of (51)
Forever known for his role as the heart-less “Tin Man” in the “Wizard of Oz” production, Jack Haley kept strict accounts from his Beverly Hills home, where he signed these (51) checks between 1968 and 1978. The vouchers are drawn from the “Lake Pillsbury Properties” account and each is signed by Haley (d.1979) in black ballpoint (average “9-10” strength). Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

664. Laurence Olivier 1976 Typewritten Signed Letter to a Fan
In the year of this missive, Sir Laurence Olivier appeared in Cut off on a Hot Tin Roof, The Seven-Per-Cent Solution and Marathon Man. The autograph-request response appears on his personal letterhead and reads, “Thank you very much indeed for your sweet and charming card. I am sorry I have no photographs, I hope this autograph may suffice.” Olivier’s blue-ink signature rates “9” and the 5-1/2 x 7” page rates EX with four mailing folds. A vintage newspaper head shot is adhered to the surface, presumably by the recipients Mr. and Mrs. Gernske of Illinois. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

665. Actor/Actress/Entertainer Autograph Lot of (51) with Walter Lantz Display
Hollywood stars shine bright in this actor/actress/entertainer autograph lot of (51). This significant collection of displays, photos and flats includes items dating from the 1940s-present with signatures ranging (“8” to “10”). Highlights are (3) displays with: Walter Lantz 23-3/4 x 19-1/2" framed/matted with signed check (“8-9”) and full photo LOA from JSA; Doris Day 14-1/2 x 22" matted with signed check ("9-10") and JSA basic sticker/ cert; Gregory Peck 16-1/2 x 24” framed/matted with signed check ("9-10") and auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

Comics fans justice is served. Presented is an incredible 1960-1987 Justice League of America original comic book series near run of (257/261) plus (13) related bonus issues for a total of (270) all different JLA comics.

Absent only the first four issues, this spectacular, new to the market collection presents in desirable collectible grades. Understandably the earliest (50) issues show the most wear, with approximately (50) VG-F to FN-VF, (50) GD to VG; the next group of (50) improves to (80) VG to FN-VF, 20% lesser); and the balance of (150+) grading as (90) FN to NM+, 10% lesser). Key JLA issues are: #5 1st Dr. Destiny (VG+); #6 1st Amos Fortune (GD-VG); #7 last 10c issue (GD); #9 JLA origin (GD-VG); #10 1st Felix Faust (VG); #12 1st Dr. Light (VG); #21 “Crisis on Earth-One”, re-intro of JSA (GD); #22 “Crisis on Earth-Two” (GD); #31 Hawkman joins (VG+); #46 1st Silver Age Sandman (VG); #55 1st Gold Age Robin in Silver Age (FN+); #56 JLA vs. JSA (VG-FN); #60 Wonder Woman quits (VG-FN); #73 1st G.A. Superman in S.A. (VG-FN); #82 1st G.A. Batman in S.A. (VG+); #94 1st Starman (GD-VG), #100 1st meeting of G.A. and S.A. Wonder Woman. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

668. DC/ Marvel Comic Book “Loaded” Balance of Collection Lot of (179) with Green Lantern #40

Key first issues, important first appearances, popular characters, famous story lines, leading publishers, graphic novels, obscure oversized rarities and a slew of vintage Neal Adams art, this absolutely loaded DC/Marvel comic book balance of collection lot of (179) has it all. Dating from the 1960s-1980s, this awesome assortment ranges in desirable collectible grades of (VG to NM+) with no more than 5% lesser. Selected by a discerning lifetime collector, this knew to the hobby collection is so full of important issues that it reports almost completely through as a highlights list. Featured are: (13) Batman original series issues with #232 1st Ra’s a Ghul (VG) and #234 1st modern Harvey Dent/Two-Face (GD-VG); (9) The Brave and the Bold with all but one featuring 1969-1970 Neal Adams art; (6) Detective Comics all with Adams art including #444 1st Man-Bat (FN-VF); (5) The Flash with (4) c.1974 Adams art; (15) Green Lantern (Green Arrow) with #40 Origin of Infinity Earths (VG+), #59 1st Guy Gardner (FN+), #77 2nd G.L./G.A. issue (FN-VF); and (130+) vintage and/or key issues. Complete list on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

669. Bronze-Modern Age Key #1 Issue Comic Book Lot of (270)


Opening Bid $250.00

670. 1948-1958 Western Comic Book Lot of (89) with Lone Ranger Emphasis

Comic collectors enjoy the excitement of the “Wild West” with this high value 1948-1958 Western comic book lot of (89). Emphasizing the genre’s most famous character The Lone Ranger, this Gold Age collection presents in collectible grades of (VG to FN-VF) unless noted. Featured are: (65) Dell “The Lone Ranger” all different regular series issues numbered between 15 and 124; (9) Lone Ranger related Dell issues with: (4) Dell Giants; (4) Tonto, (1) Silver; (15) assorted others with Dell “The Searchers” John Wayne movie photo cover. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

671. 1950s-1990s Magazine Format Comic Book Treasure Chest of (145) with The Savage Sword of Conan #1

Comic collectors go big with this oversized magazine format comic book treasure chest of (145). Featured is an exciting variety of fantasy, horror, superhero, science fiction, funny and western titles ranging in desirable grades of (VG-FN to NM) with 80% FN and better. Highlights are: The Savage Sword of Conan: (54) all different issues with the key #1 issue; Marvel Treasury Edition: (14) all different issues with the key #1 issue; Cracked: the key #1 issue; Planet of the Apes: (2) different with the key #1 issue. Complete list on our website.

Opening Bid $100.00
672. Oversized and Magazine Format Bronze Age Comic Book Lot of (171)
For those who believe “bigger is better”, the comic book genre doesn’t get any bigger than this. Presented is a Bronze Age lot of (171) Marvel/DC over-sized and magazine format comics. Part of a unused warehouse hoard, these behemoth books grade as (80% FN to NM+, 20% lesser). Present are: Rampaging Hulk/The Hulk (86) with key #1 issue; Marvel Treasury Edition (31) with (3) #3 Thor; Marvel Treasury Special: (3) 1976 #1 2001! A Space Odyssey, Savage Fists of Kung Fu: (29) #1; and (20) assorted. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

673. Marvel & DC Bronze Age #1 Issue Comic Book Investment Lot of (137) with (16) Spectacular Spider-Man
High-Roller comic investors time to get busy as we roll out yet another tremendous warehouse find Bronze Age comic book investment lot. Offered are (137) B.A. #1 inaugural issue comics published by hobby leaders Marvel and DC. These exceptional key issues grade in the (FN to NM+) range with 80% VF and better. Featured are: (16) Spectacular Spider-Man; (23) The Deep; (5) Devil Dinosaur; (2) Invaders King-Size Annual; (2) Jonah Hex; (49) Marvel Spotlight on Captain Marvel; (11) Micronauts; (3) Savage She-Hulk; (14) Shogun Warriors; (12) What If.
Opening Bid $200.00

674. 1975 Marvel “Giant-Size” Super-Hero #1 Issue Comic Book Lot of (152)
Giant-size your comic book inventory/collection with this lot of (152) 1975 Marvel Super-Hero “Giant-Size” #1 issue comics. Pulled from a Bronze Age warehouse surplus hoard, these unread books display incredible original details with vivid colors and excellent gloss. Rating entirely in the (FN to NM+) range with 80% VF and better, this extraordinary lot will yield many examples worthy of grading submission. Featured are: (42) Captain America; (49) Captain Marvel; (3) Doc Savage; and (58) Hulk. All comics are bagged/boarded to insure continued preservation quality.
Opening Bid $150.00

675. 1976 DC “Giant” Comic Book Warehouse Find Lot of (165) with Batman Family & Super-Team Family
Secreted away for nearly forty years, this Bronze Age comic lot is bursting onto the hobby scene as the super-hero genre continues to reach new heights in popularity. Offered is a lot of (165) bagged/boarded 1976 DC “Giant” double-size comic starring the ever popular Batman and cohorts. Part of a carefully preserved warehouse surplus hoard these dynamic issues appear to be in unread condition, all grading in the (FN to NM+) range with 80% VF and better. Featured titles are: (80) Batman Family #3 from 2/76; and (85) Super-Team Family #2 from 1/76.
Opening Bid $100.00

676. 1976 Marvel “Warehouse Find” Comic Book Hoard of (526) with Captain America, Fantastic Four & Incredible Hulk
Three of Marvel Comics top classic titles play the starring roles in this 1976 “warehouse find” comic book hoard of (526). Pulled from original vendor bundles that were in storage for nearly forty years, these unread examples range in grades of (FN to NM+) with bright, glossy covers and clean, supple pages. Featured are (all dated 1/76): (242) Captain America #193 with “Madbomb” story line and Jack Kirby cover art; (142) Fantastic Four #166 with “Hulk vs. Thing cover; (142) Incredible Hulk #195 vs. Abomination. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

677. Marvel/DC Bronze Age “Warehouse Find” Comic Book Lot of (222) with Howard the Duck
Offbeat humor and Jack Kirby art drive this Marvel/DC Bronze Age comic book lot of (222). Part of a seemingly endless 1970s “warehouse find” hoard, these comics are unread and range in grades of (FN to NM+) with many gradable examples. Featured are: (127) Howard the Duck: (12) #5, (9) #8 Howard for President, (13) #9 1st Sgt. Dudley Preston, (32) #10 Spider-Man cover, (47) #11, (14) #12 1st (brief) appearance of King, (26) Justice Inc.: #2, (8) #3, (17) #4; (25) Omicron: (4) #7, (21) #8, (44) Sandman: (8) #3, (11) #4, (23) #5. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00
678. 1970s Atlas/Seaboard Key Early Issue Comic Book Treasure Chest Lot of (126)

Get off the beaten track with this treasure chest of (126) 1970s Atlas/Seaboard comic books. This “warehouse find” lot of key early issue comics ranges as (90%) FN to NM+. Offered is a fine representation of this relatively scarce line. Present are: (8) Barbaras #1; (19) Blazing Battle Tales #1; (3) The Brute #1; (11) The Cougar; (2) #1, (9) #2; (4) The Destructor #1; (1) Ironjaw #1; (9) Moorlock 2001 #1; (20) Phoenix: (15) #1, (5) #4; (6) Police Action #1; (12) Savage Combat Tales #1; (4) Tales of Evil #3; (8) Tiger-Man #3; (21) Wulf: (10) #1, (11) #4. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00


Arguably the two most popular and best-selling characters in the Marvel Comics line-up are represented in this Bronze Age Spider-Man and X-Men “warehouse find” comic book lot of (241). Dating from 1975-1981 these important super-hero comics are unread and bagged/boarded for protection. Featured are: Spider-Man: (96) the Amazing Spider-Man (original series) #152; (53) Giant-Size Spider-Man #6; X-Men: (original series) (5) #144; and (33) #147. Pulled from long stored vendor bundles these popular issues range (FN to NM+). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

680. 1970s Modern Spider-Man/X-Men Related Comic Book Treasure Chest Lot of (404) with (133) #1 Issues

Teen spirit and angst connected fans with these revolutionary Marvel Comics series in the 1960s and fifty years later their market dominance is undeniable. Offered is a 1970s Modern Spider-Man/X-Men related comic book treasure chest of (404) including (133) #1 issues. Assembled by a well-organized boarder these popular comics are bagged and boarded/bundled and grade as (FN to NM+) unless noted. Highlights are: Amazing Spider-Man #200; Spidey Super Stories #1; Spider-Man #1 “Gold Edition”. Complete list on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

681. 1977 Bronze Age Ms. Marvel Key Early Issue Comic Book Lot of (40) with (22) #1

Touted by the slogan “This Female Fights Back” Marvel Comics gave an early nod to “girl power” with the 1977 female super-hero comic book series Ms. Marvel. Coming up on the 40th anniversary of this powerful “Glamazon”, Marvel announced that the character now known as Captain Marvel/Carol Danvers will join its popular parade of super-hero movies in 2018. Show your investment savvy by capturing this Bronze Age Ms. Marvel key early issue comic lot of (40) ranging (FN-VF to NM) with: (22) #1, (9) #2, (4) #3, (5) #4, (5) #6, (7) #8. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

682. 1976-1979 Marvel Format Comic Book Lot of (6) with (4) #4 “1st Appearance of Star-Lord”

Yet another batch of gems from the warehouse finds offered recently by H&S. Presented are (6) 1976-1979 Marvel Format comic books featuring Star-Lord/Peter Quill. Portrayed by actor Chris Pratt in the 2014 blockbuster film “Guardians of the Galaxy”, the Star-Lord character is enjoying phenomenal demand with all GOTG related titles soaring in value. Present are: (4) Marvel Preview #4: from 1/76 1st appearance of Star-Lord (average VF to NM); (2) Marvel Preview #18 from Spring, 1979 (both FN-VF). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

All Initial Bids

Must Be Placed by 10:00pm ET on April 9th
683. 1911 T201 Mecca Double Folders Partial Set (30/50) plus 16 Duplicates with (6) PSA Graded Hall of Famers

One of the more interesting issues of the tobacco card era undoubtedly belongs to the 1911 T201 Mecca Double Folders issue. This partial set of (30/50) folders plus 16 duplicates is boosted by (6) PSA graded Hall of Famers. Includes: Graded: (6 cards) with PSA 5: (2 cards) with W. Johnson/Street, Lajoie/Falkenber; PSA 4.5: McGinnity/McCarty; PSA 3: (2 cards) with Crawford/Cobby, Mathewson/Bridwell;

PSA 2: Huggins/Brenahan; Ungraded: (40 cards, average VG-EX) with Barrett/McGlynn, Bender/Oldring (VG), (2) Bergen/Wheat (one VG-EX, one FR, tear), (2) Chase/Sweeney (both EX), Cicotte/Thoney (VG), (2) Donovan/Stroud, Dougherty/Lord, Downs/Odwell, Doyle/Meyers, Evers/Chance (FR), Foster/Ward, Gaspar/Clare, W. Johnson/Street (VG), Killian/Pitpatrick, (2) Kling/Cole, Lapp/Barry, (2) Leach/Gibson, (2) Lobert/More (one miscut), Lush/Hauser, (2) McBride/Elberfeld, McGinnity/McCarty (GD), Merkle/Wiltsie, (2) Miller/Herzog, (4) Stovall/Turner, (2) J. Thomas/Coombs and (3) Titus/Douin.

Opening Bid $300.00

684. 1910 E105 Mello-Mint John McGraw PSA 4—"1 of 1" Highest Graded Hall of Fame Type Card! Graded VG-EX 4 by PSA. Stunning 1910 E105 Mello-Mint John McGraw. Produced by the Texas Gum Company of Temple, Texas, few copies of this sample have endured the century. According to the PSA population report, of the six total examples judged by the third-party authenticator, this particular specimen resides as the highest graded with none better.

Opening Bid $200.00

685. 1921 E121 American Caramel Series of 80 Babe Ruth SGC 10

Highly desirable 1921 E121 American Caramel Series of 80 Babe Ruth from the season in which the “Sultan of Swat” belted 59 round trippers. Graded 10 Poor 1 by SGC, this presentable specimen depicts Ruth heaving a pitch during his tenure with the Boston Red Sox and is one of only 26 total specimens from the designation judged by the third-party grading service. Presents much nicer than other similar copies at the grading tier with evenly rounded corners, a faint peripheral tear near the lower left edge apart from the central image and a perfectly clear black-and-white image. Moderate foxing consistent with storing methods does not significantly disrupt the overall presentation but adds a distinct “aged” feel to the cardboard treasure. The advertising back is absent of any paper loss or writing and is accentuated by bold typeface.

Opening Bid $500.00

686. 1927 W560 Jimmie Foxx SGC 80

Graded 80 EX/NM 6 by SGC. Unleash “The Beast” into your collection with the offered 1927 W560 Jimmie Foxx strip card. This Hall of Fame slugger was neatly extracted from a period strip and displays four sharp corners, crisp edges and a fresh surface. The blank reverse is clean.

Opening Bid $150.00

687. 1931 W517 Babe Ruth (Throwing) Three-Card Panel with Goslin & Ott

Phenomenal 1931 W517 three-card panel featuring #47 Goose Goslin (top)/#4 Babe Ruth (Throwing, middle)/#30 Mel Ott (bottom). This 84-year-old candy store artifact measures 2 7/8 x 11 1/2” with the obverses being crease-free. The boundaries between the player portrayals showcase tight perforations. While Goslin and Ott exhibit superficial perimeter wear, the middle rendition of Ruth has escaped such detractors. Aside from horizontal paper loss spanning the bottom of Ott’s card, the reverses are clean. The exceptionally clean Ruth pose leads to interesting and potentially lucrative third-party grading possibilities.

Opening Bid $500.00

688. (11) 1931 W517 Uncut Three-Card Panels with (22) Hall of Famers Including Gehrig

An exceptional find is uncovered with these (11) 1931 W517 uncut three-card panels featuring a total of (22) Hall of Famers including Gehrig. This “new to hobby” gathering displays only mild corner and edge wear to the upper and bottom cards while the crisp sepia interiors are almost entirely crease-free. Includes: #9 B. Harris (surface writing)/17/24 Lindstrom, #10 Klein/#33 O’Doul (Phillies)/#27 Lazzeri, #11 Kelly (Reds)/13/#28 Munsh (reverse red strip along bottom edge), #12 T. Jackson/#14 Heilmann/#4 (reverse red strip along bottom edge), #19 Cuyler/#36 Vance (numbered)/#34 P. Waner (numbered, reverse red strip along bottom edge), #29 Hafey (Cards)/#11 Combs/#2 Traynor, #35 Gehrig/5/31, 43/18/#15 Alexander, #45 Lyons/#51 Averill/#16 Frisch, #49/#3 Roush/#2 and #54 Cochrane/22/#40 Simmons (paper loss along bottom edge).

Opening Bid $750.00
LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS

689. 1895 N300 Mayo’s Cut Plug Brickyard Kennedy PSA 3
Opening Bid $100.00

690. (4) 1909-11 T206 White Border SGC Graded Cards with Old Mill Back
Opening Bid $100.00

691. 1910 E105 Mello-Mint Larry Doyle (Throwing) PSA 4—"1 of 1"
Highest Graded
Opening Bid $100.00

692. 1910 E105 Mello-Mint Heine Zimmerman PSA 4—"1 of 2" None Better
Opening Bid $100.00

693. (4) 1933 Goudey Baseball Hall of Fame SGC Graded Cards
Opening Bid $150.00

694. 1940 Play Ball #1 Joe DiMaggio
Opening Bid $200.00

695. 1935 Diamond Stars #54 Hank Greenberg (Greenburg) Error PSA 4
Opening Bid $150.00

696. 1952 Topps Baseball #1 Andy Pafko PSA 2
Opening Bid $100.00

697. 1954 Topps Baseball #128 Hank Aaron Rookie SGC 50
Opening Bid $250.00
698. 1952 Topps Baseball #311 Mickey Mantle Rookie High Number SGC 30

Graded 30 Good 2 by SGC. Simply breathtaking 1952 Topps Baseball #311 Mickey Mantle rookie high number. The young Oklahoma superstar tightly grips his lumber of choice as he glimpses toward his Hall of Fame future including 536 home runs, three Most Valuable Player awards and 12 World Series appearances. As the undisputed most celebrated modern trading card, this rendition of the iconic “Mick” transcends the sports collecting hobby and merits considerable attention in any environment. Unlike so many of its peers, the offered Mantle escaped excessive handling from a youthful admirer and is still a viable copy for the prospective set builder. With exception to scant obverse flaking to the facial region along with a well concealed horizontal crease, this centerpiece otherwise presents in mid-grade condition with even corner wear and relatively crisp edges. Errant right justified centering is offset by a bright blue setting along appealing flesh tone and uniform accents. The reverse heralding Mantle’s phenom status displays strong red-and-black text.

Opening Bid $500.00

700. 1952 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (252/252)

Quality mid-grade 1952 Bowman Baseball complete set of (252) cards. This classic gum card edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX or better), 25% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 25% (GD or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Approximately 5% of the cards have sustained reverse residue or writing. Keys include: #1 Berra (GD), #8 Reese (GD), #23 Lemon (EX-MT), #44 Campanella (VG-EX), #52 Rizzuto (EX-MT), #101 Mantle (traded), #115 Doby (EX-MT), #116 Snider (VG-EX), #196 Musial (VG, signed, no cert), #217 Stengel (GD) and #218 Mays (GD). More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

702. 1955 Bowman Baseball High-Grade Complete Set (320) Plus Two Variations

Fresh, vibrant and exceptionally attractive 1955 Bowman Baseball complete set of (320) cards plus a pair of variations. This horizontal issue has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 25% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include: #1 Wilhelm (VG), #10 Rizzuto (EX-MT), #22 Campanella (NM), #23 Kaline (NM), #37 Reese (EX-MT), #59 Foyd (VG-EX), #68 E. Howard RC (EX-MT), #103 Mathews (EX-MT), #134 Feller (EX-MT), #157 E. Johnson ERR (EX, Braves Front), #158 Hodges (NM), #168 Berra (EX-MT), #179 Aaron (EX-MT), #184 Mays (traded), #202 Mantle (EX-MT), #204 F. Bolling (EX-MT, M. Bolling variation), #242 Banks (EX-MT), #267 Honochick RC (NM) and #313 Donatelli RC (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $575.00

699. 1933 Sports Kings #2 Babe Ruth PSA 3 (mc)

Graded VG 3 with a (mc) qualifier from PSA. The effervescent George Herman (Babe) Ruth is front-and-center on this acclaimed 1933 Sport Kings #2 portrait. “The Home Run King” presents at the apex of the technical grade with only moderate perimeter wear framing the crease-free and perfectly contrasted portrayal. The reverse is accentuated by vibrant green typeface.

Opening Bid $500.00

701. 1952 Bowman Baseball #101 Mickey Mantle SGC 60

Graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. Mickey Mantle avoids the dreaded sophomore slump with this intense 1952 Bowman Baseball #101 portrait. The intricately crafted illustration of the Bronx hero is framed by four evenly touched corners, snow white edges and accurate centering with ample surface gloss. An eye-popping treat that is worthy of prominent placement in any advanced post-war gallery.

Opening Bid $200.00

703. (5) 1955 & 1956 Topps Baseball SGC Graded Hall of Famers with (3) Robinson, Aaron & Clemente

Inspiring legends who shaped our national pastime and society and aregithe subjects of these five 1955 and 1956 Topps Baseball Hall of Fame singles. Each horizontal rendition presents at the zenith of their technical assessment. Includes: 1955 Topps: #50 J. Robinson (SGC 80), 1956 Topps: (4 cards) with (2) #30 J. Robinson (SGC 60, SGC 50), #31 Aaron (SGC 82) and #33 Clemente (SGC 70). Opening Bid $250.00
704. 1958 Topps Baseball
SGC 84 Trio with Aaron, Maris RC & Mays
Each graded 84 NM 7 by SGC. Foundation trio of 1958 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars. These “pack fresh” specimens present at the zenith of their technical assessments with razor-sharp corners, creamy edges and fresh surfaces. Includes: 1) #5 Mays, 2) #30 Aaron and 3) #47 Maris RC.
Opening Bid $300.00

705. (13) 1958 Topps Baseball
High-Grade Hall of Famers & Stars—All SGC 82-88
Each graded from 88 NM, MT-8 to 82 EX-MT+ 6.5 by SGC. Four sharp corners, snow-white edges, “dead” centering and perfectly contrasted images are all attributes of these (13) 1958 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars. Includes: SGC 88: (2 cards) with #70 Kaling, #162 Hodges; SGC 86: (4 cards) with #19 Giants Team, #88 Snider, #370 Berra, #476 Musial AS, SGC 84: (4 cards) with #71 Dodgers Team, #310 Banks, #351 Kluszewski/Williams, #351 Braves’ Fence Busters; SGC 82: (3 cards) with #25 Drysdale, #52 Clemente and #487 Mantle AS.
Opening Bid $400.00

706. 1959 Fleer Ted Williams Complete Set (80) with SGC 70 Ted Signs
The rise of “Teddy Ballgame” is chronicled with the offered 1959 Fleer Ted Williams complete set of (80) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 30% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT and 30% (EX or lesser). Highlights include: #1 The Early Years (EX-MT), #2 w/ Babe Ruth (EX-MT), #11 w/ Jimmie Foxx (NM), #17 Hit .400 (EX), #63 AS Record w/ Auto (EX-MT), #67 Fishing w/ Sned (NM), #68 Ted Signs (SGC 70), #70 w/J. Thorpe (NM), #75 Value to Sox (EX-MT) and #80 Goals for 1959 (NM).
Opening Bid $250.00

707. 1959 Yoo-Hoo Yogi Berra (with Tab) SGC 82
Graded 82 EX-MT+ 6.5 by SGC. Scarce 1959 Yoo-Hoo Yogi Berra (with tab) picturing the Hall of Fame catcher hoisting his chocolate drink of choice while relaxing in the club house. This black-and-white regional keepsake exhibits three strong corners, crisp edges and pinpoint centering. The blank reverse is problem-free. One of only 17 total Berra specimens from the issue justified by the third-party service.
Opening Bid $200.00

708. 1959 Yoo-Hoo Whitey Ford (with Tab) SGC 70
Graded 70 EX+ 5.5 by SGC. Ed (Whitey) Ford stares down an unfortunate batter on this crisp 1959 Yoo-Hoo (with tab) regional sample. The pitcherman for the tasty chocolate drink is framed by two well-defined corners, crisp edges and accurate centering. The creamy blank reverse is clean. Only 13 total copies have been assessed by the grading services.
Opening Bid $200.00

709. 1963 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (576) cards with (3) SGC Graded Plus Variation
Splendid 1963 Topps Baseball complete set of (576) cards featuring (3) SGC graded stars plus an additional variation. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally present on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include: #18 Buc Blasters/Clemente (VG-EX), #115 Yastrzemski (EX-MT), #120 Maris (#138 Mays/Musial (SGC 86), #173 Tresh/Marlin/Richardson (EX-MT), #200 Mantle (VG), #210 Koufax (EX-MT), #242 Banks/Aaron (VG), #275 Mathews (NM), #300 Mays (EX), #340 Berra (VG-EX), #345 B. Robinson (EX-MT), #380 Banks (VG-EX), #390 Aaron (trimmed), #412 Podres/Drysdale/Koufax (VG-EX), #490 McCovey (VG), #500 Killebrew (VG), #537 Rose RC (SGC Authentic), #540 Clemente (VG) and #553 Stargell RC (VG). Also present is a variation of #54 DeBusscher RC (1962 Rookie Stars). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
710. 1964 Topps Baseball Complete Set (587/587)
Solid 1964 Topps Baseball complete set of (587) cards. This cre denition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Highlights include: #21 Berra (EX-MT), #35 Mathews (SGC 84), #50 Mantle (VG), #55 Banks (VG-EX), #125 Rose (VG), #130 Mays (VG), #155 Snider (EX), #200 Kolowe (VG), #225 Maris (VG), #250 Kaline (VG-EX), #300 Aaron (VG-EX), #306 Mays/Cepeda (VG-EX), #331 AL Bombers (VG), #500 Ford (PSA 10), #440 Clemente (VG), #540 Aparicio (VG-EX), #541 Niekro RC (VG), #543 Uecker (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

712. Ultimate 1966 Atlanta Braves Inaugural Year Collection with (53) Graded Cards & (31) Memorabilia Items
Having shed Milwaukee County Stadium for the friendly confines of the “launching pad”, the inaugural 1966 Atlanta Braves are profiled throughout this comprehensive collection featuring any player or coach associated with the winning squad. Highlights include: 1966 Topps Braves Graded Master set: (31/31) with PSA 9; (14 cards) with #96 F. Alou, #541; PSA 8.5: (4 cards) with #130 Torre; PSA 8: (8 cards) with #200 Mathews, #578; PSA 7: #500 Aaron; Other 1966 Braves Players/Coaches: (22 cards) with 1966 Lake to Lake Braves: Wyatt (PSA 7): 1966 Braves Related Memorabilia: (31 items) with Publications: (3 items) with 1966 yearbook (NM); Wire Photos: (9 pictures, average EX) and Other: (19 items) with signed Ted Turner 4x6 picture (no cert). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

714. 1967 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (609) Cards
Formidable 1967 Topps Baseball complete set of (609) cards. This difficult-to-complete edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 15% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT) 25% (EX) and 25% (VG-EX or lesser) with the tough high numbers generally presenting on par with the more available series. Highlights include: #45 Maris (EX-MT), #150 Mantle (VG-EX), #200 Mays (EX-MT), #215 Banks (NM), #250 Aaron (VG-EX), #400 Clemente (VG), #423 Mays/McCovey (EX-MT), #430 Rose (VG-EX), #480 McCovey (EX-MT), #569 Carew (EX-MT, miscut), #570 Wills (NM), #581 Seaver RC (trimmed), #600 B. Robinson (NM), #604 Red Sox Team (VG) and #609 John (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

715. 1968 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (598) Cards Plus #66 Casey Cox Variation
Ride “The Ryan Express” for the offered 1968 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards plus an additional color variation. This consistently attractive burlap bordered series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 30% (NM or better), 45% (EX-MT) and 25% (EX or lesser). Highlights include: #45 Seaver (EX-MT), #50 Mays (EX), #66 Cox (VG, Yellow Team), #80 Carew (EX-MT), #110 Aaron (EX-MT), #150 Clemente (VG), #177 Ryan RC (EX), #230 Rose (EX-MT), #247 Bench RC (NM), #280 Mantle (VG-EX), #355 Banks (EX), #480 Managers’ Dream/Clemente (EX-MT) and #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

711. 1965 Topps Baseball Complete Set (598/598) with (5) Graded Stars
A stellar rookie lineup and an immensely attractive design scheme is the winning formula for the offered 1965 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards with five graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 45% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include: #16 Morgan RC (SGC 84), #134 Mantle WS (EX-MT), #155 Maris (EX-MT), #160 Clemente (VG-EX), #170 Aaron (VG), #207 Rose (EX-MT), #250 Mantle (EX-MT), #282 Marakami RC (SGC 84), #300 Koufax (EX-MT), #320 Gibson (NM), #350 Mantle (PSA 5, Topps game-used certified bat piece), #400 Killebrew (SGC 88), #477 Carlton RC (SGC 86), #526 Hunter RC (EX-MT), #540 Brock (EX-MT), #551 Mets Team (NM) and #581 Pierce RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00
716. 1969 Topps Baseball Complete Set (664/664) Plus (3) Variations with #500 Mantle White Letters
Spotlighted is a clean 1969 Topps Baseball complete set of (664) cards plus (3) variations including the final playing era depiction of “The Mick”. The overall approximate condition breakthrough is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include: #20 Banks (EX), #50 Clemente (EX-MT), #95 Bench (VG-EX), #100 Aaron (EX), #151 Dalrymple (VG, Phillies), #190 Mays (trimmed), #208 Clendenon (EX-MT, Expos), #260 R. Jackson RC (VG-EX), (2) #500 Mantle (both VG, both letter variations), #510 Carew (NM), #533 Ryan (VG-EX) and #572 Mariscal/McCovey (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

Feast on this 1972 Topps Baseball near set of (725/787) cards plus (803) dupes that is absolutely loaded with Hall of Famers and stars. The lower series generally averages (VG to VG-EX) while the (133) total high numbers generally present in (EX-MT to NM) condition. Highlights include: (4) #49 Mays (average VG), #79 Fisk/Courting RC (EX-MT), #660 Ryan RC (NM), #752 Morgan TRD (EX-MT), (8) #433 Bench (average EX-MT), #435 R. Jackson (average VG), #763 Carlton (average VG), (3) #959 Rose (NM, (2) EX-MT), (6) #959 Ryan (EX), #751 Carlton TRD (EX-MT, VG-EX) and #752 Morgan TRD (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

717. 1970 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (720) Cards
Ring in the seventies with the offered 1970 Topps Baseball complete set of (720) cards. This silver bordered issue has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include: #140 R. Jackson (EX-MT), #189 Munson RC (VG-EX), #350 Clemente (EX), #500 Aaron (EX-MT), #580 Rose (EX), #600 Mays (VG) #640 Kaline (EX-MT), #660 Bench (EX-MT) and #712 Ryan (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

719. 1973 Topps Candy Lists Complete Set (55/55) Plus Unopened Tub
Satisfy your sweet tooth by placing the winning bid for this off-beat 1973 Topps Candy Lids complete set of (55) cards. These colorful bubble gum toppers average (EX-MT) with deference to moderate instances of errant factory centering. Highlights include: Aaron (VG-EX), Bench (EX-MT), Carlton (EX-MT), Hunter (EX-MT), R. Jackson (EX-MT), Killebrew (EX-MT), Mays (EX-MT), McCovey (EX-MT), Munson (VG-EX), B. Robinson (EX-MT), F. Robinson (NM), Rose (VG-EX), Ryan (VG), Sever (EX-MT) and Yastrzemski (EX). Also present is an unopened factory sealed tub (NM) with a price sticker affixed to the plastic lid.
Opening Bid $250.00

720. (5) 1974-1977 Topps Baseball Complete/Near Sets
Offered are five 1974-1977 Topps Baseball complete/near sets. Highlights include: 1974 Topps near: (632/660, average NM, 44/44), Traded, 456 dupes average VG) with #1 Aaron (NM); 1976 Topps near: (657/660, average EX-MT); 1977 Topps near: (656/660, average EX to EX-MT); 1977 Topps near: (657/660, average VG to VG-EX); 1977 Topps Cloth Stickers set: (55/55, average NM, 18/18 Patches Cards plus wrappers). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

721. 1975-1977 Topps Baseball Complete Set Run
Fantastic 1975-1977 Topps Baseball complete set run. Keys include: 1975 Topps set: (average EX-MT to NM) with #1 Aaron HL (VG-EX), #223 Yount RC (VG), #228 Brett RC (EX), #320 Rose (NM), #500 Ryan (EX-MT), #616 Rice RC (EX-MT), #620 Carter RC (EXMT), #660 Aaron (NM); 1976 Topps set: (average NM) with #1 Aaron RB (NM), #19 Brett (NM), #98 Eckersley RC (NM), #316 Yount (NM), #330 Ryan (NM-MT), #550 Aaron (EX-MT); 1977 Topps set: (average NM) with #473 Dawson RC (NM) and #650 Ryan (NM-MT).
Opening Bid $200.00
Assembled is a group of five 1955-1968 Topps and Bowman Baseball partial/starter sets. Highlights include: 1955 Bowman starter: (114/520, average VG to VG-EX); 1959 Topps partial: (412/572, average VG-EX, 40 high numbers) with #350 Banks (VG), #559 Banks AS (GD); 1960 Topps partial: (321/572, average EX-MT, 17 high numbers) with #10 Banks (EX); 1962 Topps partial: (416/598, average EX to EX-MT) with #395 Mays AS (VG-EX); 1968 Topps partial: (340/598, average EX-MT to NM) with #150 Clemente (VG), #408 Carlton (EX) and #530 Bird Belters/The Robinsons (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

724. 1960-1979 Baseball Odball Complete Sets (5) with 1960 Fleer Greats
March to the beat of a different collector with these five 1960-1979 baseball oddball complete sets. Highlights include: 1960 Fleer Greats set: (79/79, average EX to EX-MT) with #3 Ruth (GD), #8 Gehrig (VG), #42 Cobb (EX-MT), #72 T Williams (EX-MT); 1964 Topps Giants set: (60/60, average EX-MT to NM) with #25 Mantle (EX-MT); 1968 Topps Game set: (33/33, average EX-MT to NM); 1969 Topps Decker Edge set: (33/33, average EX-MT) and 1970 Topps Comics set: ((3) 11-inch strips, average NM-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

725. (5,000+) 1958-1972 Topps Baseball Cards with Stars
Opening Bid $250.00

727. (7,200+) 1970-1973 Topps Baseball Cards with Hundreds of High Numbers
Humongous (7,200+) 1970-1973 Topps Baseball collection with hundreds of high numbers. Moderate duplication is uncovered throughout this gathering which includes several mixed minor/semi-stars and specialty cards. Includes: 1970 Topps: (3,500+, average EX-MT to NM, 1,200+ semi-high, 60+ high numbers); 1971 Topps: (1,400+, average EX-MT, 525+ semi-high numbers, 800+ high numbers); 1972 Topps: (1,300+, average EX-MT to NM, 156 semi-high numbers, 19 high numbers) and 1973 Topps: (1,000+, average EX-MT to NM, 450+ high numbers).
Opening Bid $400.00

726. (2,757) 1960-1978 Mostly Topps Baseball Cards with Stars
Featured are (2,757) 1960-1978 mostly Topps Baseball cards with stars. Highlights include: 1961 Post: (2) #167 Snider (EX, VG-EX, box); 1962 Post: #114 Snider (VG); 1962 Topps: (571 cards, average VG to VG-EX); 1968 Topps: (451 cards, mainly GD to VG, 5% writing); 1969 Topps: (794 cards, average EX); 1972 Topps: #299 Aaron (VG-EX), #309 Clemente (VG); 1975 Topps: (412 cards, aggregate EX-MT) with #70 Schmidt (EX), #660 Aaron (EX-MT) and 1976 Topps: (3) #19 Brett (all EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
728. (37) 1964-1983 Pete Rose Card Collection with Several Oddball/Regional

As the catalyst for the “Big Red Machine”, Pete Rose smacks his way into the record books with these (37) cards including several oddball/regional examples. Highlights include: 1960s Pete Rose: (11 cards) with 1964 Kahn’s Wiener’s (EX-MT), 1965 Topps #207 (GD), 1966 Topps #30 (VG), 1967 Topps #30 (VG), 1968-70 Partridge Meats (EX-MT), 1968 Topps #230 (EX-MT), 1969 Nabisco Team Flakes (VG), 1969 Topps #120 (VG-EX), 1970 Pete Rose: (24 cards) with 1970 Topps #580 (VG) and 1971 Kelloggs’ #65 (EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

729. (16) 1978-1984 Topps Baseball Complete Sets from Vending

Electric collection of high-grade 1978-1984 Topps Baseball complete sets that were constructed from period vending boxes. Averages (NM to Mint) condition with the accompanying keys generally presenting similarly. Includes:

- Topps Sets: (16 sets) with (5) 1978: (5) #36 Murray RC, (5) #400 Ryan, (5) #707 Molitor/Trammell RC; (4) 1979: (4) #115 Ryan, (4) #116 O. Smith RC; (5) 1980: (5) #482 Henderson RC, (1) 1981 and (1) 1984: #8 Mattingly RC. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply.

Opening Bid $300.00

730. 1980 WBTW Charlotte O’s Blue Border Complete Set of (26) Cards with PSA 3 Ripken

Presented is a 1980 WBTW Charlotte O’s Blue Border complete set of (26) cards featuring the coveted Cal Ripken card. Purportedly 1,400 sets were printed for a May 1980 Charlotte O’s home date. Unfortunately for attendees, the game was cut short by rain and many sets were ultimately tossed into a dumpster. This well-handled issue (averages GD) is difficult to uncover in any condition. The early “Iron Man” portrait of Ripken is graded VG by PSA and is one of only 44 total copies judged by the third-party service. More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

731. (26) 1982 Topps, Topps Traded & Fleer Cal Ripken Rookie Cards

Get your proper dosage of the “Iron Man” with these (26) 1982 Cal Ripken rookie cards. The details of the Oriole legend average in (NM to NM-MT) condition. Includes: (1) 1982 Fleer #176 (NM), (1) 1982 Topps Traded #98T (EX-MT) and (24) 1982 Topps #21 (average NM to NM-MT).

Opening Bid $150.00


A potential windfall awaits the victor of these (500+) 1984-1992 Star Company Baseball player sets. These elusive sets were produced from 200-2000 per and are quite desired among player collectors. Highlights include: Ken Griffey Jr: with (2) 1988 Silver (Griffey’s only MLB licensed 1988 rookie cards, only 2000 produced. Sells for $100+ online), 1989 White, 1989 Yellow; Nolan Ryan: with (13) 1990 Glossy; Cal Ripken: with (2) 1990 Glossy (only 200 produced); Ryne Sandberg: with (7) 1990 Glossy (only 250 produced); Bo Jackson: with (35) 1990 Purple Glossy, only 250 produced, 14% of entire print run) and Will Clark: with (93) 1988 Silver ($1000 produced, nearly 10% of print run). Also present are hundreds of promos. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

733. (1,800+) 1980s-2000s Multi-Sport Stars & Rookies Hoard—Loaded


Opening Bid $200.00
734. 1910s Pittsburgh Pirates Oversized Felt Pennant
Rarity connoisseurs show your affinity for the unique by capturing this 1910s Pittsburgh Pirates oversized felt pennant with “Pittsburgh” lettering in a kite shaped field. Similar in design to a known “skull & crossbones” rarity of the same period this singular specimen shows detail differences which command attention. Measuring just shy of 38” on the long edges, 36-1/2” across the middle and 14” on the short edge, this remarkable flag shows plenty of life and despite scattered moth holes, light soiling and two tears, remains solid and appealing. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

736. 1922 World Series Game 2 Polo Grounds Ticket Stub - PSA “Authentic”
Suspicion clouded Game 2 of the 1922 World Series, which ended in a tie despite sunny conditions. Just three years removed from the “Black Sox” scandal, Commissioner Landis ordered the $120,000 in gate receipts to go toward World War I charities, thus dispelling any improprieties by Giants owner and known gambler Charles Stoneham. Encapsulated and assessed “Authentic” by PSA, this ticket stub was issued for that controversial game and is one of seven at its tier with none graded higher.
Opening Bid $400.00

737. 1922 World Series Game 3 Polo Grounds Ticket Stub - PSA “Authentic”
Twice a 21-game loser during his journeyman career, Jack Scott was true to the task in Game 3 of the 1922 World Series. In an hour and 48 minutes, Scott made short work of the New York Yankees, yielding four hits in a 3-0 Giants triumph. Encapsulated and assessed “Authentic” by PSA, this ticket stub was issued at the Polo Grounds for that pitching masterpiece. One of six at its tier with only three graded higher, the voucher features the facsimile signature of Giants owner and reputed underworld figure Charles Stoneham.
Opening Bid $400.00

New York boosters thrill to this Yankees memorabilia collection of (136). Highlights are: 1947 World Series Game 6 ticket stub (GD-VG); (3) Season Passes all made to Harold Latham of the North Jersey Press Bureau with: 1941 Yankee Stadium (FR); (2) Ruppert Stadium Newark Bears: 1942 (VG), 1943 (GD); 1936s Esso Babe Ruth Boys Club pin (GD-VG) with contest coupon (VG); 1967 Mother’s Day medallion (NM); (2) Pennants: c.1970 full-size with “Souvenir of Yankee Stadium” lettering (VG-EX), c.1960 3/4-size (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

740. 1963-1994 MLB All-Star Game Ticket Stub Lot of (13)
From 1963 to 1994, these (13) Major League Baseball All-Star Game ticket stubs are free of paper loss and present nicely. Includes: 1963 (Cleveland Stadium); 1968 (Houston Astrodome); 1972 (Milwaukee County Stadium); 1977 (Yankee Stadium); 1978 (San Diego Stadium); (2) 1979 (Kingdome); 1982 (Dodger Stadium); 1983 (Comiskey Park; 50th Anniversary); 1988 (Riverfront Stadium) (2) 1989 (Anaheim Stadium); 1994 (Three Rivers Stadium).
Opening Bid $150.00

Sparingly used on the 1959 Chicago White Sox, outfielder Johnny Callison did not make the postseason roster and was subsequently dealt to the Phillies. That ’59 omission proved ominous, as Callison would never bask in the October spotlight, coming close in 1964 before the infamous “pfold.” This Hillerich & Bradsby (.345-5-150) “M110” signature model bat was issued to and signed by the Philly fan favorite during the 1965-1968 labeling period. The black marker signature projects (8-9”) strength. Minimal use. PSA/DNA sticker (for autograph).
Opening Bid $250.00
742. Derek Jeter
2009 Signed
Game-Used Bat -
PSA/DNA GU 9.5
While the postseason is
but a dream to many big
leaguers, Derek Jeter has
made a career of October
baseball, logging what
amounts to a full season’s
worth of stats (and
impressive ones at that)
with 200 hits and a .308
batting average in 158
career postseason games.
In successful pursuit of
his seventh World Series
appearance, “Mr. November” wielded and
autographed this
Louisville Slugger “P72”
(30.6-oz/34-1/4”) signa-
ture model bat during the
2009 campaign. The
uncracked white ash
weapon features a glossy
black “Smith” finish, sil-
ver-colored trademark
stampings and is signed
by Jeter in silver marker
(“9.5” strength) between
the center brand and bar-
rel stampings. Graded
GU 9.5 by John Taube,
PSA/DNA, the lumber exhibits evidence of outstanding game use with ball, cleat and deeply embedded stitch marks, as well as grain swelling, white scuff marks and blue ink transfers (from OML baseballs) about the barrel. The handle is home to a moderate coat of Mota Stick. The date of manufacture (“6/2/2009”), length and weight are stamped onto the knob. Comes with Steiner Sports certs/holograms, a Steiner Sports LOA signed by Jeter and a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $900.00

Eli Grba’s redemption story goes like this: The promising young pitcher starts out his career with Mantle, Maris, Ford and company, winning the 1960 A.L. pennant. Then he has the distinction of being the “Original Angel”—the first player chosen by the Angels in the 1960 expansion draft. But things go south shortly thereafter and Grba is released in
1963. By 1967, after three failed comeback attempts, Grba starts working odd jobs and hitting the bottle hard. So hard that his alcoholism leads to a 1970 divorce and the loss of custody of his children. The rest of the decade is a blur of hangovers, medical issues, another short-lived marriage, drunk driving, and suicidal thoughts. Grba reaches rock bot-
tom in 1981 and checks himself into a detox center. He soberes up, beginning the long road to recovery. Minor-league coaching stints throughout the 1980s ultimately land him back in the majors as a Philadelphia Phillies scout—and the rag-tag ’93 Phils make their fairy tale journey to the World Series. Thus, with 33 checkered years in between them, this is the second of Grba’s league championship rings—the redemption ring. Made by Balfour, the 10K-gold, size 13 showpiece delivers 80 points’ worth of genuine diamonds and rates EX-MT with minor shank wear. Accompanied by the original Balfour box and a 1998 purchase LOA.
Opening Bid $1500.00
744. Pete Rose 1983 Signed Game-Worn Shoes
With an unwavering competitive desire and energy of a high school athlete, 42-year-old Pete Rose played in all 162 games in 1983 and advanced to the sixth World Series in his remarkable career. These Mizuno shoes were worn and signed by Rose during that campaign. The maroon leather “World Win” size “9-1/2” accessories feature manufacturer’s logos on the heels, sides and tongues with size metal cleats affixed to the bottom of each. Rose has signed the toe of each in silver marker (“8-9” strength). Light wear. Auction LOA from JSA (for autographs only).
Opening Bid $250.00

745. Game-Used Lot of (4) With Derek Lowe Bat & Pants
Authentic Major League employment dazzles in this game-used lot of (4) with:
(2) Derek Lowe items: 1.) 2010 LS bat with MLB hologram sticker, barrel engraved with “C271, Derek Lowe, Atlanta Braves”, knob engraved with “3/30/10” and “33.5/31oz”, shows authentic use including contact marks, pine tar residue and cracks in the label vicinity; 2.) 2008 Los Angeles Dodgers pants in lightly worn condition with Steiner coa/sticker, tags in waistband are “Majestic Authentic” and “23 Lowe 37-44 40 08 08”; (2) pants: R. Ordonez, T. Van Poppel. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

746. Derek Jeter & Alex Rodriguez 2009 Inaugural Season & World Series Signed Jersey Pair - MLB & Steiner
What a way to establish a new home! 2009 saw the inauguration of a new Yankee Stadium which was quickly doused in champagne come October. Commemorating that season of celebration is the offered jersey pair of New York teammates. Derek Jeter (“9” ink migration) and Alex Rodriguez (“9” slight ink migration) each jersey is equipped with the 2009 World Series and Yankee Stadium Inaugural Season patches. Both have accompanying MLB holograms and Steiner holo/cert cards.
Opening Bid $250.00

747. Autographed Baseball Jersey Lot of (9) with (3) HOFers—All JSA
Opening Bid $150.00

748. Autographed/Game-Used Baseball Bat Lot of (16) with Phillies/Pirates Reunion & George Brett
Autograph seekers take your best swing at this autographed/game-used baseball bat lot of (16). Highlights are: Phillies/Pirates reunion multi-signed by (17) average (“8-9”) with R. Ashburn, R. Kiner, T. McCarver, T. Oliva; single-signed: (5) average (“6-7”) with: G. Brett with “3154”; J. Bagwell; C. Jones; B. Feller with “HOF 62, 3 no-hitters, 260 Wins, 107.9 MPH”; M. Williams; single-signed/game-used: A. Galarraga (“4-5”); Mo. Alou (“7”) with “#18”. Also present are (8) others. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

With 25 World Series titles to their credit, it was hardly a stretch to call the New York Yankees “The Century’s Team” on their 2000 team-issued yearbook. This pristine 96-page edition is autographed on the front cover by (4) franchise staples who were vital in the club’s run of championships #23, 24 and 25 (1998-2000). Executed in black marker, the pennings include: Derek Jeter (“8-9” strength); Tino Martinez (“8” strength); Jorge Posada (“9” strength); and Mariano Rivera (“9-10” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $300.00
750. 1931-1940 Sporting News Record Book Lot (10)
Opening Bid $100.00

751. 1940s New York Yankees George Burke Photos Lot (8)
Opening Bid $50.00

752. 1954 Topps Baseball #94 Ernie Banks Rookie SGC 80
Opening Bid $150.00

753. 1955 Bowman Baseball #202 Mickey Mantle SGC 82
Opening Bid $200.00

754. Joe Cronin Signed Perez-Steele Postcard - PSA/DNA “Authentic”
Opening Bid $250.00

755. Stan Coveleski Signed Perez-Steele Postcard - PSA/DNA “Authentic”
Opening Bid $200.00

756. George Kelly Signed Perez-Steele Postcard - PSA/DNA “Authentic”
Opening Bid $200.00

757. Tris Speaker Signed Government Postcard - PSA/DNA “Authentic”
Opening Bid $250.00

758. Baseball HOFer Single-Signed Perez-Steele Postcard Lot of (5) - All PSA Encapsulated
Opening Bid $200.00
ITEM WITH RESERVE

759. Walter Johnson Signed Government Postcard - Full JSA
None the worse for a sheltered existence in rural Humboldt, Kansas, Walter Johnson hit the big cities, one by one, and tamed American League hitters with a lethal right arm Ty Cobb described as “the most powerful ever turned loose in a ball park.” This government postcard is autographed by the Hall of Fame hurler. Postmarked “1942” from Johnson’s Germantown, Maryland residence, the relic is signed by Johnson (d.1946) on the blank side in blue ink. Preceded by a “Best Wishes” salutation, Johnson’s scripting shows (“9”) quality. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1000-$1500).
Opening Bid $400.00

760. Hack Wilson Cut Signature - Full JSA
In one of the most tragic endeavors in baseball history, Hack Wilson drove in a record 191 runs in 1930 and was soon thereafter the highest paid player in the National League. Less than 20 years later, he died penniless as a swimming pool attendant in Baltimore and his own son refused to claim the remains. Posthumously enshrined in Cooperstown in 1979, Wilson (d.1948) has one of the most fleeting autographs among Hall of Fame inductees. This cut signature is a rare and welcome addition to any high-end collection. Rendered in graphite pencil on an unevenly trimmed slip of approximately 4-3/8 x 1-3/4”, Wilson’s signature projects (“8”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $750.00

761. Mel Ott Signed 1941 Government Postcard - Full JSA
Made for each other, Mel Ott and the New York Giants were synonymous for 23 years. For a record 18 straight seasons, Ott paced the Giants in home runs and clubbed 323 of his 511 career circuit clouts at the Polo Grounds. This government postcard is autographed by the Manhattan superstar. Postmarked “May 12 1941” (two days after Ott had launched his 395th career round-tripper), the item is signed by Ott (d.1958) in black-ink steel tip fountain pen. This ultra-tough 500 Home Run Club scripting projects (“9”) potency! Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

762. Joe DiMaggio 1941 Autographed Government Postcard - Full JSA
As baseball purists and casual fans, alike, recall Joe DiMaggio’s amazing 56-game hitting streak, the common belief is that everyone was rooting for “Joltin’ Joe.” Well here’s documented proof of the support of a 13-year-old Johnstown, Pennsylvania boy! Postmarked “1941” from New York City, this government postcard conveys pleasant wishes and an autograph request (in the boy’s hand) and in compliance, features DiMaggio’s bold black-ink autograph (“9” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

763. Jimmie Foxx Signed 1941 Government Postcard - Full JSA
Dubbed “The Beast” and “Double X,” Jimmie Foxx was said to have “muscles on his muscles.” As his fence-clearing career neared the end, Foxx signed this government postcard. Postmarked “1941” in Boston, the 5-1/2 x 3-1/4” relic is signed on the blank side by Foxx (d.1967) in graphite pencil. Among the most fleeting of “500 Home Run Club” signatures, this one projects (“7”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

764. Tris Speaker Signed Government Postcard - Full JSA
A key component on World Series winning rosters of two franchises (Boston and Cleveland) that subsequently endured lengthy droughts, Hall of Famer Tris Speaker was enjoying his retirement as he autographed this government postcard. Postmarked “1952” in Tucson, Arizona, the keepsake is signed on its blank side by Speaker (d.1958) in blue ballpoint (“8-9” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00
765. Mel Ott Cut Signature With Full JSA - Incredibly Bold!
By far the toughest of coveted “500 Home Run Club” autographs, Mel Ott’s penning is bold and beautiful on this 1944 New York Giants program page display. Executed in black-ink steel tip fountain pen and adhered to a page from a 1944 New York Giants-themed publication, Ott’s signature projects “perfect 10” strength and clarity. Pictured on the page in a managerial capacity, Ott (d.1958) prompted rival Leo Durocher to proclaim “Nice guys finish last.,” Well, not here they don’t! Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

766. Nestor Chylak Signed Index Card - PSA/DNA 9
Awarded the Silver Star and Purple Heart for courageous battle and injuries sustained in the Battle of the Bulge, Nestor Chylak had a decidedly easier time dealing with the fury of Earl Weaver and Disco Demolition Night. Encapsulated with Autograph Grade MINT 9 by PSA/DNA, this 3x5 blank index card is signed by the Hall of Fame arbiter. With an appropriate salutation (in Chylak’s hand) of “Be a good sport,” Chylak (d.1982) has signed in blue ballpoint and inscribed “A.L. Umpire;” a title he embodied for three decades.
Opening Bid $250.00

767. 1934 Cincinnati Reds Multi-Signed Album Page With (4) HOFers and Full JSA - Gorgeous!
Armed with three Hall of Famers in their everyday lineup and another on the mound, the 1934 Cincinnati Reds somehow managed a (then) franchise-worst 99 losses. A local fan was undeterred, nonetheless, and acquired nine signatures on this vintage album sheet. The 4-3/8 x 5-7/8” page features graphite pencil signatures that average (“9”) potency with: Bottomley, Hafey, Koenig, Lombardi, O’Farrell, Piet, Schumacher, Slade and Vance. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $300.00

768. Hall of Famers and Others Signed Photos, Baseball Cards and Miscellaneous (14 Items) Including Klein, Frisch and McKechnie
Averages EX condition overall with “7-10” signatures. Includes: Frisch Estate Photos - Joe McCarthy (7-1/2 x 9-1/2”; “6-7”; signed “To The Old Flash From Marse Joe”) and Bill McKechnie (7x9; signed “For my friend Uncle Frank / a terrible umpire / a great player and manager.”) Spalding Base Ball Guide Photo - Chuck Klein (4x6; VG). 1960 Fleer Baseball Greats - #43 Derringer, #58 Gehrig. 1961 Fleer Baseball Greats - #24 Faber (pers.), #30 Frisch (“4”), #39 Hafey. 8x10 Spring Training Photos - Pete Sheehy (VG), Tommie Aaron, Al Lang, Jack Russell. Printed Image - Howard Ehmke (VG). TLS - 1953 Mel Allen. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

769. Hall of Famers and Others Signed Grab-Bag Lot of Index Cards, Cuts and Oddball Pieces (64) Including 33 Hall of Famers
Averages EX overall with “8-10” signatures. Includes:
Cuts/Index Cards/Album Pages - 47 w/Greenberg (3 - two w/JSA Certs), Mack and Hartnett. Photo Postcards - 6 w/Gehringer. Small Magazine Photos - 5 w/I. DiMaggio. Miscellaneous - 6 w/Hoover. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

770. 1982 Cracker Jack “All-Time Baseball Greats” Multi-Signed Panel Lot of (2) With Mantle, Aaron and Spahn
Lyrically penned into immortality in the famed 1968 “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” composition, Cracker Jack has remained an integral part of the National Pastime and issued these (2) 1982 nine-card panels that were subsequently autographed by their heroic subjects! Framed to 10-1/2 x 13-3/4”, each showcases fiber tip penning (average “9” strength). Includes: Aaron, Banks, Doby, Feller, Ford, Kaline, Killebrew, Kiner, Mantle, Mathews, Oliva, Roberts, B. Robinson, Snider and Spahn. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00
771. J. DiMaggio, Mantle and T. Williams Multi-Signed Photograph - Full PSA/DNA
While they were contemporaries for but one season, Hall of Famers Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle and Ted Williams were cut from the same cloth, each establishing his greatness with feats which no other player could match. This 10x8 black-and-white photo portrays the trio during that one common season (1951) and is signed by all (3). Framed to 15x13, the display is appealing in its own right and even more so when beholding blue marker signatures that trumpet ("10") strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $250.00

773. Mickey Mantle Signed 10x8 Photograph - Full JSA
Pictured shaking hands with "The Old Perfessor," a youthful Mickey Mantle gave his skipper reason for approval as the two teamed up for the latter five of Casey Stengel's seven World Series titles. Mantle (d.1995) has endorsed the black-and-white print in blue marker. The bold penning trumpets "perfect 10" strength and comes with a full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

775. Roger Maris Autographed 1961 "61st HR" Commemorative Placard - PSA/DNA
9
In the eye of a storm fueled by controversy, strong opinions and asterisks, Roger Maris simply went about his business and toppled one of the most sacred standards in baseball. This 4-1/4x6 3-3/4" placard portrays Maris in the act of breaking Babe Ruth's single-season home run record and is autographed by the oft-stoic slugger. Framed to 10-3/4 x 13-1/4", the relic showcases Maris' black marker signature, which projects ("9-10") potency. Graded MINT 9 from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $200.00

772. Mickey Mantle Single-Signed "Rawlings Advisory Staff" Photo Lot of (4) - All Full JSA
Backed its "Finest in the Field" claim, the Rawlings Sporting Goods Co. enlisted several prominent athletes (in title only, of course) to man its "Advisory Staff." A marketing cash cow, Mickey Mantle was one such celebrity and autographed these (4) 8x10 black-and-white promotional photos. Mantle's blue marker signatures include an example that projects ("9-10") strength with a "No. 7" inscription. The remaining (3) show ("8-9") potency. Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

774. Baseball HOFer/Stars Autographed Lot of (3) With Maris and (2) Mantle - All JSA or PSA/DNA
The most prolific single-season home run tandem headlines this lot of (3) autographed items. Includes: Roger Maris: framed to 23-1/8 x 17-5/8", a Maris blue ballpoint cut signature projects ("9") strength (PSA/DNA sticker); (2) Mantle/Seaver/Garvey: (2) 1982 Z-Silk Cachets both signed in blue marker (average "9") strength by Mickey Mantle, Tom Seaver and Steve Garvey (individual full photo LOAs from JSA).
Opening Bid $200.00

776. Roger Maris Cut Signature With Full JSA - Bold!
There was nothing flashy about Roger Maris. Oh, his tape-measure home runs were cause for rave reviews, but the flamboyant showmanship common to so many other sluggers just wasn’t there. This autograph mirrors Maris’ traits. The surface is nothing spectacular. No photos, no inspirational text or images. Just a 4-5/8 x 3" blank card. But, like his swing and his fence-clearing clouts, Maris’ penning is quite powerful! Executed in purple fiber tip marker, this autograph exhibits "perfect 10" strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
777. New York Yankees Legends Multi-Signed Lithograph With Mantle, Martin and Full JSA
Winning personified, four Bronx champions are the subjects and endorsers of this New York Yankees-themed color lithograph. Framed to 41-1/4 x 29-3/8", the limited edition (AAC 5/43) print is composed by Cliff Spohn and portraits (from left to right) Whitey Ford, Mickey Mantle, Billy Martin and Yogi Berra in their pinstripes with the Yankee Stadium wrought iron façade accenting the background. Each has signed his likeness in black fine point (average “9-10” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

778. New York Yankees Autographed Display Lot of (5) with Martin & Rizzuto
Celebrate the New York Yankees tradition of excellence with this autographed display lot of (5) with: B. Martin 16x26 framed display featuring a photo and a collection of mini-cards (“6-7”) with auction LOA from JSA; P. Rizzuto multi-signed 12x18 poster with Rizzuto (“8”) and artist L. Nieman (“9-10”) with full photo LOA from JSA; R. Gudiry 27x20 framed/matted display (“8-9”) with JSA basic cert/sticker; C. Chambliss 20x16 photo (“9”) with Steiner sticker; “Bronx Fantasy” 20x16 artist proof print signed by artist R.S. Simon (“6-7”). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

779. Hall of Famers and Star Players Signed 8x10 Photos Lot (49) Including DiMaggio (3) NM with “8-10” signatures. Majority are black-and-white images. Includes: J. DiMaggio (3), B. Martin (2), Alston (“7”), Drysdale (2), Mize (3), Herman (3), Snider,

780. Baseball HOFers and Superstars Signed Index Card Lot of (65)
Variety and nice “break” value are the fare in this lot of (65) 5x3 blank index cards autographed by some of baseball’s most heralded Hall of Famers and superstars. Showcasing bold signatures that average (“8-9”) quality, the gathering is headlined by: Barlick, (2) Boudreaux, Bunning, Doerr, (2) Garagiola, Gehringer, B. Lemon, A. Lopez, P. Niekrro, P. Robinson, (2) Snider, (2) Stargell and (2) Weaver. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

781. Derek Jeter Signed Oversized 20x30 Photograph with Many Inscriptions LE 5/6 - Steiner
After his storied career and the most hits in Yankee history, Derek Jeter hung them up in the fall of 2014. Presented is an astonishing oversized photograph of #2 diving into the gap as he did so many times. Framed to 35 1/2 x 30, the color photo is signed in blue sharpie (“9-10”) and inscribed ROY 96; 96 98 99 WS Champs; 2000 All Star MVP. Limited edition 5/6, accompanying is a Steiner hologram and Cert. Opening Bid $250.00

782. 2009 World Series Multi-Signed LE 45/50
16x20 with Jeter, Rivera, Posada & Pettitte - MLB & Steiner
Perennial champions are the focus of this multi-signed 16x20 featuring the core members of the 2009 New York Yankees. Derek Jeter, Mariano Rivera, Jorge Posada and Andy Pettitte have each signed by their likeness around the coveted trophy awarded to the last team standing in the fall classic. With a vibrant average signature strength of (“10”) this photo is sure to find its way into a New York man cave. Limited edition 45/50 with accompanying MLB hologram and Steiner holo/cert card. Opening Bid $200.00
783. 1930 New York Yankees Partial Team Signed Ball (11 Signatures) Including Ruth, Gehrig and Lazzeri

This may be the most affordable Ruth/Gehrig Yankees team ball you’ll ever come across. It’s not a championship year and it’s not for a condition stickler, but the scuffed, heavily toned, red-and-blue-seamed OAL (Barnard) ball does boast a decently displayable, front-and-center Ruth. Signatures average "3+" overall and include: Ruth ("4-5"), Gehrig (bottom of east panel, "1"), Combs, Lazzeri, Shawkey, Rice, Sherid and others. Full LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

784. George Kelly Signed Baseball - Full JSA

A plus defender and clutch hitter through his 16-year career, George "Highposters" Kelly earned high praise from contemporaries, including skipper John McGraw, who said there’s nobody he’d rather have at the plate in a big situation. This ONL Giles ball is autographed by the Hall of Famer and two-time World Series champion. The near-white orb is signed "George L. Kelly" on a side panel ("8" strength) with an illegible inscription and "1969" notation. Light shellac covers the signature and there is evidence of signature removals. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $500.00

785. 1955 Washington Senators Team-Signed Ball With Early Killebrew, Dressen and Clarke - Full PSA/DNA

Disheartened as he may have been from three years of near misses while at the helm of the Dodgers, skipper Chuck Dressen was then assigned to mold a Senators team and its 18-year-old slugger from Idaho. This OAL Harridge ball is autographed by (24) members of Dressen’s first D.C. squad, the 1955 installment. The creamy orb has a thin layer of shellac and ballpoint pennings averaging ("7") potency. Keys include: Clarke (d.1970), Dressen (d.1966), Killebrew, Laveggetto (coach) and Vernon. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

786. 1966 Washington Senators Team-Signed Ball - Full PSA/DNA

While it was business as usual with an eighth-place showing and yet another second-division showing, the 1966 Washington Senators took consolation in the fact that they handily won the season series from those “Damn Yankees.” This OAL Cronin ball is autographed by (30) members of that D.C. roster. The gorgeous creamy orb (grade "9") features ballpoint pennings (average "8-9" strength) with keys including: Harrelson, Hodges (manager), J Howard, McCormick and R. Walker (coach). Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

787. Joe DiMaggio Single-Signed Baseball - Full PSA/DNA

A perennial champion and author of a 56-game hitting streak, Hall of Famer Joe DiMaggio autographed this OAL MacPhail baseball. The lightly toned orb (grade "6") is signed on the sweet spot in blue marker. The bold and evenly flowing signature projects every bit of ("8-9") strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $300.00

788. Ted Williams Single-Signed Baseball - PSA/DNA 7.5

With an outspoken nature that likely cost him MVP honors in 1941, 1942 and 1947 (despite a .406 batting average and two Triple Crown honors), Ted Williams fittingly snubbed the press as he homered in his last career at-bat and didn’t make his club’s final road trip. Somewhat mellowed in his retirement, Williams autographed this OAL Brown ball. The lightly toned sphere (grade "6-7") is signed on the sweet spot in blue ballpoint ("8-9") strength. Graded NM 7.5 by PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $250.00

789. New York Yankees Multi-Signed Reunion Ball With Mantle, Slaughter and Full JSA

Winners of 14 pennants and nine World Series titles over a 16-year stretch between 1949 and 1964, the New York Yankees authored the most formidable dynasty in American sports history. Gathered to recount those glorious days at a 1980s reunion, (21) performers from those Bronx rosters signed this OAL Brown ball. The medium-toned orb showcases black ballpoint pennings (average "8-9" strength) with keys including: Bauer, Boyer, Mantle ("6" strength), McDougald, Slaughter and Skowron. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

790. 1995 National League Team-Signed Baseball Lot of (11) with World Series Champion Braves

Team ball specialists hit pay dirt with this 1995 National League team-signed baseball lot of (11). Featuring a total of (250) signatures, this incredible assortment represents about half of the NL players/cohaches employed in ’95 including a galaxy of star players. Signatures range desirably in grades of ("7" to "9-10") with 10% lesser. Lot key is a 1995 World Series Champion Atlanta Braves ONLWhite ball (EX-MT) signed by (24) with Bobby Cox, Tom Glavine, “Chipper” Jones, Javy Lopez and John Smoltz. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

791. Single-Signed Baseball HOfer/Star Lot of (57) with Aaron, Ryan & T. Williams

Add some muscle to your autograph collection with this single-signed baseball HOfer/star lot of (57). Signatures average ("8-10") and balls range (EX-MT to NM-MT) unless noted. Highlights are: balls with full photo LOA from JSA: T. Williams; balls with JSA basic cert/sticker: Y. Berra, T. Glavine, P. Martinez, C. Ripken Jr, F. Robinson; N. Ryan; balls with auction LOA from JSA: H. Aaron; T. DiMaggio ("4-5"); R. Kiner, W. Mays, S. Musial, M. Schmidt, D. Snider. Balance of (42) others have auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00
792. Joe DiMaggio
Autographed 1932 San Francisco Seals Flannel Replica Jersey - Full JSA
Recommended by his older brother, Vince, to fill a shortstop void, 17-year-old Joe DiMaggio played three games for the 1932 San Francisco Seals. Literally performing for free with no contractual agreement, the Galileo High School product did return in a "professional" capacity the following year and authored a 61-game hitting streak that, while impressive, merely set a precedent for his exploits with the New York Yankees. This 1932 San Francisco Seals replica jersey is autographed by the Hall of Fame Frisco native. The cream-colored flannel size "XL" button-down garment features felt identifiers, a blue pinstripe pattern and is signed by DiMaggio in blue marker ("8" strength) on the left front. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

793. Joe DiMaggio
Signed Vintage "DiMaggio's" Restaurant Jersey - Full JSA
While he strayed a bit from his father's plans for him to become a fisherman, Joe DiMaggio did feature some mighty fine seafood at his San Francisco eatery following his "other" career. This vintage flannel "DiMaggio's" jersey was tailored for the restaurant owner and autographed on the right front in black marker ("7-8" strength). The button-down garment features twill identifiers and vintage "Stroh's" local distributor's tagging. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

794. Single Signed Baseball HOFer Jersey Lot of (11) - All PSA/DNA
Tailored to the specifications of the garments worn during their glorious playing days, these (11) baseball replica jerseys are autographed by their Cooperstown enshrined subjects. Executed in fiber tip marker on twill numerals (all of which have been retired), signatures average ("9") potency. Includes: Boggs, Carlton, Fisk, B. Gibson, Glavine, Jenkins, Kaline, Lasorda, Palmer, B. Williams and Yount. Individual PSA/DNA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

795. Hall of Fame Commemorative Bat Signed by (47) With J. DiMaggio, Drysdale and Mays - Full JSA
Celebrating the Baseball Hall of Fame's Golden Anniversary in 1989, the Rawlings-Adirondack plant turned this commemorative 35" bat, which has subsequently been autographed by (47) of the hallowed institutions members. Executed in blue marker on all portions of the barrel, the signatures range between ("9") and ("6") in terms of strength and clarity. Highlights include: Aaron, Appling, Banks, Berra, J. DiMaggio, Drysdale, Ford, R. Jackson, Killebrew, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, Musial, F. Robinson, Snider, Spahn and Stargell. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $1100.00

796. 1955 Brooklyn Dodgers Multi-Signed Reunion Bat Lot of (2)—Both with Koufax
Recall the Brooklyn Dodgers lone championship season with this lot of (2) multi-signed 1955 Dodgers team reunion bats. Both of these Rawlings Adirondack Pro Ring bats present in excellent condition with signatures ranging ("6" to "9"). Featured are: L) signed by (12) with full photo LOA from JSA with: R. Branca, R. Craig, S. Koufax, C. Labine, T. Lasorda, D. Newcombe, J. Pignatano, J. Podres, P.W. Reese, P. Rose, D. Snider, D. Zimmer; R.) signed by (4) with auction LOA from JSA with: S. Koufax, T. Lasorda, J. Podres, D. Snider.
Opening Bid $150.00

797. 1985 Donruss Diamond Kings Complete Signed Set of (26) Cards
Strong 1985 Donruss Diamond Kings complete signed set of (26) cards. The blue Sharpie autographs average ("9-10") potency while the canvases present mid-grade. Key signatures includes: #1 Sandberg, #4 Blyleven, #6 Quisenberry, #7 Mattingly (creased), #14 Ripken Jr., #15 Rice, #16 Sutton and #25 Gwynn. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00
800. 1951 Berk Ross Near Set of (35/36) Panels in Four Original Boxes Professional and collegiate champions star in the offered 1951 Berk Ross near set of (35/36) cards housed in four original boxes. Billed as the "Hit Parade of Champions", these four boxes each contain "pictures of 18 champions in all fields of sports". With each box having been opened only a handful of times, the two-card panels are higher grade presenting in the (in Mint) range with deference to superficial centering issues inherent with the series. Highlights include: Series 1: #1-1/#1-3 Rizzuto, #1-2 Lemon/#1-4 Bauer, #1-5/#1-7 Mize, #1-9 Ashburn/#1-11 Couby, #1-14/#1-16 Hogan; Series 2: with #2-1 Musial/#2-3 Henrich, #2-2 Spahn/#2-4 Berra, #2-5 D. Murray/#2-7, #2-13 R. Robinson/#2-15, #2-14 D. Walker/#2-16; Series 3: (slight cover writing, missing #3-1 Kiner/#3-3 panel) with #3-10/#3-13 LaMotta, #3-17/#3-18 J. Owens; Series 4: #4-5 Ford/#4-8 Roberts and #4-9/#4-11 Shamarin RC. Opening Bid $400.00


802. (6,000+) 1962-1980 Multi-Sport Shoebox Collection with Many Stars Including Mantle Fresh to hobby 1962-1980 multi-sport shoebox collection of (6,000+) cards with numerous Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include: Baseball: (5,700+) with 1963 Topps: #250 Musial (GD); 1964 Topps: #50 Mantle (PR, tape); 1965 Topps: #473 Robin (RC GD); 1966 Topps: #1 Mays (GD), #30 Rose (VG-EX), #50 Mantle (VG), #100 Koufax (VG), #288 Sutton (RC VG), #500 Aaron (VG). 1967 Topps: #200 Mays (VG), #400 Clemente (VG); 1973 Topps: (400+, average VG) with #615 Schmidt/Cey RC (EX); 1974 Topps: (800+, average VG) with (3) #20 Ryan (NM, EX-MT, VG), (2) #436 Winfield RC (NM, VG), 1975 Topps: (700+, average VG) with (4) #431 Yount RC (average VG), (2) #660 Aaron (VG-EX, VG); 1976 Topps: (1,200+, average VG-EX) with (2) #330 Ryan (EX-MT, GD), #550 Aaron (EX-MT); 1980 Topps: (700+, average NM) with #482 Henderson RC (NM) and Basketball: (85 cards) with 1973-74 Topps: #80 Chamberlain (EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

803. 1981-82 Topps Basketball PSA Graded Partial Set (106/198) with (16) PSA 10 Each graded by PSA. Light up the scorecard with this 1981-82 Topps Basketball PSA graded partial set of (106/198) cards. Includes: PSA 10: (16 cards) with #59, 63, 68, 76, 78, #79 M. Lucas (Mid-East), 79 (Mid-West), 83, 85, #90 Cheeks, #93 CL, 95, 98, 99, 102, #103 Hawkins SA; PSA 9: (80 cards) with #14 M. Malone, #68 English; PSA 8.5: #82; PSA 8: (6 cards) with #104 Erving SA; #101 Bird SA and PSA 5: 8/8. Opening Bid $200.00

798. 1948 Bowman Basketball (Gray Variation) High Number Near Set (34/36) with (4) SGC Graded Plus (2) Extra Printing Types Very tough 1948 Bowman Basketball (gray variations) high number near set of (34/36) cards with (4) SGC graded plus a pair of extra printing types. These hardcourt pioneers were neatly extracted from a period sheet and come in a variety of dimensions. With exception to being sheet cut, the overstates otherwise present (GD to VG) with well concealed creasing scattered throughout. Highlights include: (2) #38 Jeanette RC CO (one SGC Authentic with blue jersey, one gray jersey), #43 Halbert RC, #44 A. Johnson RC (SGC Authentic), (2) #46 McKinney RC (one SGC Authentic with blue letters, one with gray letters), #48 Sadowski (SGC Authentic), #52 C. Simmons RC, #54 B. Palmer RC, #55 Zaslofsky RC, #58 Risen RC and #66 Pollard RC. Missing only #69 Mikan RC and #72 Braun RC (available as Lot #799 in this auction) for completion. Opening Bid $1000.00

799. 1948 Bowman Basketball (Gray Variation) #69 George Mikan & #72 Carl Braun Rookie High Numbers—Both SGC Authentic Madcap fun was employed at the expense of #69 George Mikan and #72 Carl Braun for this pair of 1948 Bowman Basketball rookie high numbers. Each graded Authentic by SGC. These sheet cut gray variations are adorned with neatly crafted hand drawn mustaches but otherwise present nicely with scattered creasing through and clean backs. A perfect opportunity to pick up the debut of "Mr. Basketball" without breaking the bank. Opening Bid $500.00
804. Tris Speaker and Fred Clarke
Signed Cuts Pair
Opening Bid $100.00

805. 1966 Topps Baseball #238
Dodgers Team Card Signed by Koufax—SGC Authentic
Opening Bid $100.00

806. Mickey Mantle Single-Signed
Baseball with “HOF ‘74”
Inscription—Full JSA
Opening Bid $150.00

807. 1920s-30s Golfers Signed Cuts
Lot (23 Signatures) Including
Walter Hagen
Opening Bid $100.00

808. (2) 1980-81 Topps Basketball
88-Panel Base Sets with (2)
Bird/Magic Rookies
Opening Bid $150.00

809. Maurice Richard Signed
Montreal Canadiens
Throwback Sweater
Opening Bid $150.00

810. 1986-87 O-Pee-Chee Hockey
#53 Patrick Roy Rookie PSA 9
Opening Bid $50.00

811. 1960s Football Team Issued
Player Photos (26) and Advisory
Staff Photos (5)
Opening Bid $50.00

812. 1967 Elvis Presley “Double Trouble” One Sheet Movie Poster
Opening Bid $100.00
813. 1910s-1970s Olympics Memorabilia Lot (15 Items)

- Averages EX condition overall and includes: 1) 1912 Stockholm Postcard (3-1/2 x 5-1/2”); 2) 1924 Paris Program (8-3/4 x 10-3/4”); 3) 1932 Los Angeles “Official Pictorial Souvenir” Book (9-1/4 x 12-1/2”, peripheral moisture staining); 4) 1932 Los Angeles Triangular Paper Emblem/Label (5-1/2 x 4”); 5) 1932 Los Angeles “Olympic Pajamas” News Service Photo by Underwood & Underwood (8x10, paper caption intact); 6) Unusual “1936 Olympic” Leather Bell-Shaped Key Purse (NM, 4x5); 7) 1936 Berlin Program of Events (3-3/4 x 8-3/4”); 8) 1940 Helsinki Program (5-3/4 x 9”); 9) 1948 London News Service Photo of Queen Elizabeth II King by International News (6x8, paper caption intact); 10) 1956 Los Angeles U.S. Olympic Team Trials Program (FR/GD, 8 x 10-1/2”); 11-13) Trio of Attractive 1960 Rome Tickets to Three Different Venues (6x4); 14) 1971 U.S. Hockey vs. Syracuse Blues Program (8-1/2 x 11”); 15) Undated Giant “USA Olympic Rings” Synthetic Banner (Emerson Flag Co., 3 feet x 5 feet).

Opening Bid $200.00

815. Rare Frankie Eddolls Signed 8x10 Photo

Among the terrific qualities of this VG-EX photo are Eddolls’ youthful intensity, his classic leather gloves, the assistant captain’s “A” on his sweater, the “-2 - EDDOLLS” notation on his stick shaft, and the prominent, perfectly placed inscription and signature rating “9”. Eddolls (1921-1961) began his career in a controversial trade between the Canadiens and Maple Leafs for Ted Kennedy. He later made his name with the Rangers, then finished out his career with the Buffalo Bisons alongside a young Pierre Pilote, who later recalled, “Frankie Eddolls was great. He told and taught me so many things.” Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $150.00

816. 1954-1981 Baltimore Clippers Program Lot of (111) with (2) “Old” EHL plus (4) Team Photos

Follow “Charm City” hockey history with this 1954-1981 Baltimore Clippers program lot of (111) plus (4) team photos. Two franchises and three league changes are represented in this group of tough minor league publications which presents as (70% VG to EX-MT, 30% lesser). Highlights are: (2) 1954-55 “old” EHL franchise programs (one with pen notations); 1962-63 AHL franchise first year program (pen notation); 1963-64 Boumi Temple Award Dumer program; (4) team photos: 1968-69, 1969-70, 1972-73, 1973-74. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

817. Wayne Gretzky Signed Edmonton Oilers Mitchell & Ness Sweater - WG Authentic

After the collapse of the WHA, Gretzky came out of the gate firing on all cylinders for the Edmonton Oilers, quickly proving to be the greatest to ever play the game. Presented is a Mitchell & Ness Vintage Hockey Edmonton Oilers sweater signed by the Great One on his iconic #99. The bold white paint pen signature resonates (“9-10”) strength. Accompanying is Gretzky’s own WG Authentic hologram and serial #.

Opening Bid $250.00

814. 1961-62 Montreal Canadiens Team-Issued Photo Card Lot of (18) — All SGC Graded

Hockey fans skate away with this 1961-62 Montreal Canadiens team-issued photo card lot of (18). Measuring 3-3/8 x 5-3/8”, these postcard size souvenirs are professionally graded by SGC. Present are: (1) NM: J. Plante; (5) EX-MT: R. Backstrom, D. Marshall (dark background), H. Richard, J. G. Talbot, G. Tremblay (dark background); (4) EX+: P. Goyette, T. Johnson, C. Provost, G. Tremblay (boards in background); (6) EX: M. Bonin, L. Fontinato, B. Geoffrion, D. Marshall (boards in background); A. MacNeil, B. Rousseau; (2) VG-EX: J. Gauthier, B. Hicke.

Opening Bid $150.00

818. Alex Ovechkin and Sidney Crosby Signed Jersey Pair

Perhaps the more prolific rookie class in recent NHL history, the 2005-06 season saw the career births of five time combined MVPs Alex Ovechkin and Sidney Crosby. Offered are: Sidney Crosby Canadian national team red Nike (“8-9”; Frameworth holo/cert); Alex Ovechkin Washington Capitals white Reebok (“10”; Steiner holo/cert card & Ovi Holo).

Opening Bid $200.00
819. Golfing Greats
Signed Index Cards (10) and Cachet (1)
Including Hogan (2), Palmer (3) and Nelson
EX-MT/NM with “9-10” signatures.
Includes: Index Cards - Hogan, Palmer (3), Nelson, Sarazen, Player (“9”), Trevino, JoAnne Carner and Jan Stephenson.
Cachet - Hogan. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

820. Vintage Football and Basketball
Single-Signed Graded Index Card/Government Postcard Lot of (7) - With PSA/DNA 10 Nitschke
Celebrities from the gridiron and hardwood have individually endorsed these (7) government postcards or index cards. All have been encapsulated with autographs graded by PSA/DNA. Truly spectacular signatures include: Earl Blair (PSA/DNA 9); Charlie Caldwell (PSA/DNA 10); Clyde Lovellette (PSA/DNA “Authentic”); Ray Nitschke (PSA/DNA 10); John Thompson (PSA/DNA 9); Doak Walker (PSA/DNA “Authentic”); and Robert Zuppke (PSA/DNA “Authentic”)
Opening Bid $200.00

821. Tennis Greats
Signed Flats Lot (23 Items) Including Arthur Ashe (3)
Averages EX-MT condition with “8-10” signatures.
Opening Bid $200.00

822. 1940s-1990s Multi-Sport Ticket Stub Collection of (510) with Many Postseason
Resale potential abounds in this 1940s-1990s multi-sport ticket stub collection of (510). Boasting a number of postseason examples, this diverse assortment presents as (70% VG to EX, 30% lesser). Highlights are: MLB: (2) 1940s Red Sox; (2) 1950 Giants; 1999 Yankees ALC9; NFL: (2) 1970s Baltimore Colts playoff; c.1980 Eagles playoff; 1976 HOF Game; NBA: (2) 1980 76ers Championship Series home game; NHL: 5/14/77 Bruins Stanley Cup Finals; 1979 Rangers Stanley Cup Finals; NCAA Football: (3) 1976 Orange Bowl. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

823. Baltimore Bullets
Collection of (50) with Programs, Guides, Jacket & Basketball
Follow the twisting path of Baltimore’s professional basketball teams with this Baltimore Bullets collection of (50). Featured are publications/memorabilia from affiliations with the BAA, 1st NBA, EPBL and 2nd NBA Bullets franchises. Highlights are: Programs (12) with: BAA: 1947-48 (EX), 1949-50 at Stags (EX-MT); 1st NBA: 1949-50 (VG), 1950-51 (VG-EX), 1952-53 (GD); EPBL: 1955-56 (GD-VG), 2nd NBA: (3) 1963-64 (VG, EX-VG, VG), 1964-65 at Celtics (EX-MT); (3) Playoffs: 1966 (NM), 1969 away (EX-MT), 1971 (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

824. Multi-Sport Single-Signed Jersey Lot of (12) With Montana and Sayers - All Cereted
Canton and Cooperstown are well represented in this lot of (12) single-signed jerseys! Gridiron and diamond legends have autographed their familiarnumeric identifiers on replica jerseys that hold infinite appeal for both display potential and “break” value. Signatures average (“9”) strength and include: Biletnikoff, Boggs, Fisk, Jenkins, J. Kelly, Langer, Little, Lott, Montana, Palmer, Rose and Sayers. Individual PSA/DNA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
825. Michael Jordan Signed Sixth NBA Championship Jersey Limited Edition 22/23 - USA

Snubbed by the academy for his breakthrough performance in the 1996 box office hit “Space Jam,” thankfully MJ had a basketball career to fall back on. The offered limited edition (22/23) Chicago Bulls home red jersey pays tribute to the Jordan’s sixth championship and MVP honor. Scripted in silver Sharpie, the signature boasts bold (“9-10”) strength and has the original Upper Deck box and sealed certificate.

Opening Bid $400.00

826. Gilbert Arenas Autographed & Game Used Pair with “Agent 0” Inscribed Jersey

A fateful coin flip in 2003 led budding star Gilbert Arenas away from Golden State and to the Nation’s Capital, where the “Hibachi” would razzle and dazzle his way into Wizards lore. Spearheading the turnaround of Washington basketball and leading them into the playoffs for the first time since 1997, the offered pair includes: Shoes: 2005 Size “13-1/2” Adidas “GIL” both signed on outer toe (“8”), & Jersey: 2008-09 Wizards Alternate Gold Adidas size “50 +4” signed and inscribed “Agent 0”. Signatures come with Auction LOA from JSA, more on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

827. 2006/07 Grant Hill Game Used & Autographed Shoes

Few players have reached the levels of success that Grant Hill has had on and off the court. Honors which include: 1994 ACC P.O.Y., 2x NCAA Champion, NBA Co-Rookie of the Year, 7x All-Star, 1996 Olympic Medalist and now a member of the College Basketball H.O.F. While in his last campaign with Orlando, Hill donated these size “15” Adidas “Pro Model” shoes on (12/29/06) against the Wizards. Each shoe has been signed in Silver marker (“8-9”) displaying great game use as well as Hill’s number “33” on each heel. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

828. 2005/06 Steve Francis Autographed & Game Used Shoes

Steve Francis entered the NBA and quickly left his stamp on the league by winning R.O.Y. honors and becoming affectionately known as “The Franchise”. These Black with White trim Nike Shox were worn shortly after Francis was acquired by the Knicks at the trade deadline and feature light to moderate game use. Silver marker signatures average (“8-9”) with right shoe displaying number inscription “4” on toe. Interior tagging shows size “13”, creation dates (9/30/05 – 12/02/05) and “9999999999”. Players sample code. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

829. 2008/09 Richard “Rip” Hamilton Autographed & Game Used Shoes

Big East player of the Year, check. NCAA Final Four MVP, check. NCAA Champion, check. NBA Champion, check. Richard Hamilton’s illustrious career is presented in this pair of Jordan “Zoom Varsity Olympia” shoes. The size “14” game day relics are signed on the outer shells in Black marker (“8-9”) with “322” inscriptions. The White leather and Navy accent shoes show light to moderate game use with normal creasing and scuffing. Interior tagging reveals creation dates (3/12/08-05/09/08) as well as “999999999” players sample code. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

830. 2008/09 Andre Iguodala Autographed & Game Used Shoes

A 2X Olympic Gold Medal winner for Team USA, Andre Iguodala arguably had his best season as a pro in 2008-09. During his 18ppg, 6ppg, 5apg breakout season, Iguodala wore these sneakers for a late season match (4/12/08) against the Washington Wizards. The size “16.5” Nike's are autographed in silver marker (“9”) on the toes with “9/9” inscription and show moderate game use including light scuffs and creases. Interior tagging promotes creation dates (11/21/07-2/01/08) as well as “999999999” players sample code. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

831. 2006/07 Stephon Marbury Game Used & Autographed “Starbury” Shoes

From Coney Island, NY to Beijing, China, Stephon Marbury has dominated the competition at every level. In 2006 he would take on a new competitor - the shoe business. Creating his own line of high quality affordable sneakers, this pair is from the inaugural “Starbury” line and features Marbury’s signature in Silver marker (“9-10”) with number “3” inscriptions on the outer shells. The Black leather with Knicks Blue & Orange trim were worn in early January (1/17/07) against the Wizards and show light to moderate game use. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

832. 2005/06 Josh Smith Game Used & Autographed Shoes

While most 20 year old players are enjoying their college years, Josh Smith was enjoying the raucous crowds of Philips Arena explode with excitement for his every high flying dunk or teeth gritting rejection. The offered pair of size “14” Adidas model footwear features Smith’s personalization in his number “5” stitched in Yellow at the toe & heel of each shoe as well as his nickname embroidered on the outer soles. Autographed in Silver marker (“6-7”), each shoe displays moderate game use with creasing and light scuffing throughout. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

833. 2005/06 Chris Webber Game Used & Autographed Shoes

Wrapping up on a remarkable 15 year HOF caliber career, Chris Webber laced up these size “17” Reeboks on (2/12/06) against a familiar Washington foe. Playing for the 76ers, Webber gave one last vintage “C-Webb” performance for the MCI Center patrons as he rattled off 24pts, 13reb, 5ast & 1 block in a loss. Signs of game use are moderate with creasing and light scuffing present. Autographed boldly in Silver marker (“8-9”) with number inscriptions “4”. Webber has inked the inside of the right shoe and toe of the left. Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00
834. 1917-1990 University of Notre Dame “The Dome” Yearbook Lot of (31) with Rockne & “The Four Horsemen”

835. 1920s–1930s Chicago Bears Legends Multi-Signed Book With Driscoll and Full JSA

836. 1957 Topps Football #138 Johnny Unitas Rookie SGC 84

837. 1958 Eastern Conference Playoff and NFL Championship Yankee Stadium-Issued Programs

838. 1947-1980 Baltimore Colts Ticket Stub Lot of (60) with (8) AAFC

839. 1958-1979 Topps Football Card Collection of (1,756) Cards with (2) 1970 Sets

840. (8) 1978-1987 Topps Football Complete Sets from Vending

841. Tom Brady Signed Super Bowl XXXVIII Limited Edition 12/12 Jersey - Tristar

842. 1930s Cincinnati Reds World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (100)+

843. 1936-1939 Philadelphia A’s World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 25 Players (15)+

844. 1943-1945 Chicago Bears World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+

845. 1992 Orlando Magic World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 15 Players (15)+

846. 2013-2014 Chicago Blackhawks World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (10)+

847. 1966-1967 St. Louis Cardinals World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+

848. 1979-1980 Minnesota Vikings World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+


850. 1985-1986 Dallas Cowboys World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+

851. 1987-1988 San Francisco 49ers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+


853. 1989-1990 Miami Dolphins World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

854. 1990-1991 Los Angeles Dodgers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+


856. 1992-1993 Atlanta Braves World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

857. 1993-1994 Chicago White Sox World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+

858. 1994-1995 Houston Astros World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+

859. 1995-1996 Florida Marlins World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+

860. 1996-1997 Cleveland Indians World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+


862. 1998-1999 Arizona Diamondbacks World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 18 Players (15)+


864. 2000-2001 Texas Rangers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

865. 2001-2002 St. Louis Cardinals World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

866. 2002-2003 San Francisco Giants World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

867. 2003-2004 Boston Red Sox World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

868. 2004-2005 Detroit Tigers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

869. 2005-2006 Chicago White Sox World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+


871. 2007-2008 Philadelphia Phillies World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

872. 2008-2009 Los Angeles Dodgers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

873. 2009-2010 New York Mets World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

874. 2010-2011 San Francisco Giants World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

875. 2011-2012 St. Louis Cardinals World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

876. 2012-2013 Boston Red Sox World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

877. 2013-2014 Los Angeles Dodgers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+


879. 2015-2016 Kansas City Royals World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

880. 2016-2017 Cleveland Indians World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

881. 2017-2018 Houston Astros World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+


883. 2019-2020 Los Angeles Dodgers World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

884. 2020-2021 Tampa Bay Rays World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

885. 2021-2022 Atlanta Braves World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

886. 2022-2023 World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

887. 2023 World Series Champions Team Signed Uniform Jersey with 20 Players (15)+

888. Autographed Authentic Canvas Jersey - Tristar

889. Autographed Authentic Mounted Jersey - Tristar

890. Autographed Authentic Framed Jersey - Tristar
842. U.S. Presidents Single Signed Balls Quartet Including Richard Nixon w/Full JSA
Opening Bid $200.00

843. Presidents and Politicians Signed Flats Lot (20 Items) Including Reagan (3) and Truman (2)
Opening Bid $250.00

844. Gerald Ford Signed Grab-Bag Lot (20 Items) Including a Baseball, Football and Golf Ball
Opening Bid $250.00

845. Gerald Ford Signed Cachets Lot (15)
The most athletic U.S. President in history, Gerald Ford was a decent cager in his own right. All of these cachets pertain to basketball history, and all but two feature different designs. They range in size from 6-1/2 x 3-3/4” to 6 x 4-3/4”. Condition is EX-MT overall and signatures average “8-9” strength. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

846. Presidential Candidates Single Signed Balls Lot (7) Including McCain, Gore, Kemp and Bradley
Politics can be dirty, but these balls are clean. Creamy white OAL (Budig) spheres with “9-10” signatures and JSA Certs unless noted. Includes: Pat Buchanan, Jack Kemp ("6-7"), Full LOA from JSA), Al Gore (Full LOA from JSA), Bill Bradley (OML Selig, Full LOA from JSA), Dan Quayle, Bob Dole ("8") and John McCain (OAL Brown with side-panel sig).
Opening Bid $200.00

847. Striking 1930 Stan Laurel Signed 8x10 Photo
IMDb credits Stan Laurel with appearances in no less than 16 films and shorts for 1930. Born in England in 1895, Arthur Stanley Jefferson died in Santa Monica in 1965. This studio-quality, silver-gelatin, matte-finish photo (7 x 9-1/2”) features a “7” inscription and signature. The reverse is stamped by “STAX” EX with light foxing. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

848. Katharine Hepburn Signed 8x10 Photo
The First Lady of Cinema is presented in a striking, studio-quality, matte-finish photo (VG/ VG-EX, peripheral wear little affecting Hepburn herself) with a bold, flamboyant blue-ink “9-10” inscription and signature. Full LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

849. Scare 1973 Topps Emergency! Adam-12 (Front & Back, #5) from Topps Vault with COA
Incredibly scarce proof tandem from the 1973 Topps Emergency!/Adam-12 test issue. Includes individually sealed copies of both the front and back for card #5 Dixie McCall which presents in (NM) condition. These one-of-a-kind items come with a COA from the Topps Vault.
Opening Bid $200.00

850. 1950 Comic Book Balance of Collection Lot of (36) with Batman & Superman
“ Ike” was in the White House, Rock & Roll was on the radio and comics cost a dime. Recall the “Happy Days” decade with this 1950s comic book balance of collection lot of (36). Highlights are: Adventure Comics #211 (GD-VG), #221 (GD); Batman: #196 (VG), #111 (GD-VG); The Legends of Daniel Boone: #7 “scare” (VG); Rex the Wonder Dog: #18 (VG); Superman: #54 (VG), #103 (FR); Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen: #24 (VG); Wonder Woman: #57 (FR-GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00
In 2010, Philadelphia-based firm “Historic Autographs” put itself on the map with a fresh, cutting-edge approach to collecting. Marquee names, refined curatorial taste, elegant designs, innovative marketing, iron-clad authentication—these are the hallmarks of the increasingly popular HA brand and its iconic wax-seal logo. (For more information, visit the Historic Autographs website).

851. Babe Ruth “Historic Autographs Originals” PSA/DNA Encapsulation - Cut Signature and 1933 Goudey #181
Offered is a 2013 release called “HA Originals, 1933” with Babe Ruth’s 3-1/8 x 1-1/8” cut signature (“9”; apparent VG-EX, dated “1934”) and his ‘33 Goudey #181 card (apparent PR/FR). Encapsulated by PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $900.00

852. Lou Gehrig “Historic Autographs Originals” PSA/DNA Encapsulation - Cut Signature and 1933 Goudey #160
Offered is a 2013 release called “HA Originals, 1933” with Lou Gehrig’s 3-3/4 x 1-1/2” cut signature (“8”; apparent NM) and his ‘33 Goudey #160 card (apparent PR-FR). Encapsulated by PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $900.00

853. Mel Ott “Historic Autographs Originals” PSA/DNA Encapsulation - NM-MT 8 Cut Signature and 1941 Play Ball #8
Offered is a 2014 release called “HA Originals, 1941” with Mel Ott’s 3 x 1/2” cut signature (NM-MT 8 auto grade; apparent EX cut) and his ’41 Play Ball #8 card (apparent VG-EX). Encapsulated by PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $250.00
854. 1887 Four Base Hits John Clarkson SGC 20—Only Graded!
The Four Base Hits “Good Book” Find! It is the stuff that sports collecting dreams are made of. Early in 2014 a couple from Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, trekked to a far-flung thrift store and purchased a group of used books dating back several decades. After returning home and leafing through each volume, a curious discovery was unveiled after generations of concealment. It was uncovered in a late 1800s edition of The Holy Bible and used by the original owner as a bookmark. The sepia trading card featured a portrait of a baseball player named Clarkson along with the advertising slogan, “Smoke Four Base Hits, Four for 10 Cents.” This interesting antique accompaniment was subsequently set aside over several months before the Keystone residents began to investigate its origins in greater depth.

Fast forward to March 2015. Huggins & Scott Auctions was approached by our future consignors at the Philadelphia Sportscard & Memorabilia Show in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. After exhaustive research, the Christian couple submitted their “Good Book” artifact to third-party authenticator SGC for evaluation. Upon review, an astonishing early diamond treasure was confirmed and entrusted to our company for public sale. Graded 20 Fair 1.5 by SGC. The proudly offered 1887 Four Base Hits John Clarkson is the sole copy of the Hall of Fame pitcher validated by the grading service. Additionally, the haunting image of the Chicago White Stockings star who passed away in 1909 is the only complete version of the card known, as the only confirmed PSA specimen is judged “Authentic” by the service due to trimming.

The 1887 Four Base Hits is as scarce as it is cherished by nineteenth-century hobbyists. A total of 17 subjects from the issue have been evaluated by both PSA and SGC with only eight Hall of Fame exemplars confirmed. The fifteen card set (which may not be complete) measures 2-1/4 x 3-7/8” and is noted for its eye-catching presentation. Adding to the mystique of the 128 year-old issue is that the original manufacturer has yet to be determined. While the near impossible and uncatalogued designation remains shrouded in mystery, it has not escaped the purview of media outlets. A March 2009 article from Forbes ranked the 1887 Four Base Hits Clarkson as ninth on its list of the “world’s most expensive baseball cards.”

This particular specimen of the 328-game winner and 1963 Cooperstown inductee is breathtaking, presenting much higher than the overall technical assessment. The dapper mustachioed hurler is portrayed in his suit-and-tie against a perfectly contrasted sepia backdrop. The sturdy cardboard foundation exhibits superficial corner and edge wear with pinpoint centering and a blank reverse. Faint reverse finger print impressions and an inch-long horizontal edge crease which does not protrude the surface are evident only upon close scrutiny. While the lower obverse conceals two microscopic specs of paper loss (the larger between the “ch” in pitcher) along with a barely perceptible fissure located on the bottom edge, the overall integrity of the surface is not compromised in the least.

An exceptional “once in a generation” hobby discovery with a biblical provenance that is truly miraculous!
Opening Bid $10,000.00
THE AUCTION LOTS ARE NOT DONE YET!!!!
LOT NUMBERS 855 - ???
ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE

WEB Gems - Post Printed Catalog Lots

We have begun a new feature with our auctions. We will now be adding more lots to our internet site that will be auctioned just like every lot in this catalog. They will start on March 30th and end on April 9th, along with all of the other lots in the auction. These lots have photos and descriptions on our site. Please browse these lots at www.huggensandscott.com. You can easily find them in the WEB Gems - Post Printed Catalog Lots category on our website.